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As directed by the Board during the October 10, 2014 teleconference, 

Petitioner Yamaha Corporation of America and Patent Owner Black Hill Media, 

LLC jointly file this Notice regarding ITC Investigation No. 337-TA-882 (“the 

ITC investigation”), which involved U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652.  The Notice 

attaches (i) the September 17, 2014 Federal Register Notice regarding the 

termination of the ITC investigation and (ii) the public version of the ALJ’s Final 

Initial Determination in the ITC investigation. 

Dated:  October 14, 2014 

 

 

 

 

By /Mehran Arjomand/  

David L. Fehrman, Reg. No.: 28,600 

Mehran Arjomand, Reg. No.: 48,231 

MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP 

707 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 6000 

Los Angeles, California  90017-3543 

(213) 892-5200 

 

Counsel for Petitioner 

Yamaha Corporation of America 

 
Dated:  October 14, 2014 

 

 

 

 

By /Thomas Engellenner/   

Thomas Engellenner, Reg. No. 28,711 

Pepper Hamilton LLP 

125 High Street 

19
th
 Floor, High Street Tower 

Boston, MA 02110 

(617) 204-5100 (telephone) 

(617) 204-5150 (facsimile) 

 

Counsel for Patent Owner 

Black Hills Media, LLC 
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Certificate of Service (37 C.F.R. § 42.6(e)(4)) 

 

I hereby certify that the attached “Joint Notice Regarding Termination of 

Related ITC Investigation Regarding U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652” was served on the 

below date on the Patent Owner via e-mail (by consent) to the following counsel of 

record for the Patent Owner: 

Thomas Engellenner (engellennert@pepperlaw.com) 

Lana Gladstein (gladsteinl@pepperlaw.com) 

Reza Mollaaghababa (mollaaghababar@pepperlaw.com) 

PEPPER HAMILTON LLP 

125 High Street 

19
th
 Floor, High Street Tower 

Boston, MA 02110 

 

Theodosios Thomas (ted.thomas@sceneralabs.com) 

BLACK HILLS MEDIA, LLC 

5400 Trinity Road, Suite 303 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

 

Christopher Horgan (chris.horgan@concerttechonology.com) 

Concert Technology 

1438 Dahlia Loop 

San Jose, CA 95126 

 

 

Dated:  October 14, 2014 __/Mehran Arjomand/____ 

Mehran Arjomand 
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irreparable harm if temporary relief is 
not granted, that the balance of 
hardships favor granting temporary 
relief, or that the public interest favors 
granting temporary relief. 

On August 22, 2014, FMC filed 
comments contending that the ALJ 
made numerous errors of law and fact 
in the ID. On August 26, 2014, 
Respondents and the Commission 
investigative attorney filed responses 
contending that the ALJ did not err. 

Having examined the record of this 
investigation, including the ALJ’s ID 
and the submissions from the parties, 
the Commission has determined that 
FMC has not proven that it is entitled 
to temporary relief. The Commission 
affirms the ALJ’s findings with certain 
modified reasoning. A Commission 
Opinion will issue shortly. 

The authority for the Commission’s 
determination is contained in section 
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 
amended (19 U.S.C. 1337), and in part 
210 of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR part 
210). 

By order of the Commission. 
Issued: September 11, 2014. 

Jennifer D. Rohrbach, 
Supervisory Attorney. 
[FR Doc. 2014–22137 Filed 9–16–14; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7020–02–P 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
COMMISSION 

[Investigation No. 337–TA–882] 

Certain Digital Media Devices, 
Including Televisions, Blu-Ray Disc 
Players, Home Theater Systems, 
Tablets and Mobile Phones, 
Components Thereof and Associated 
Software; Notice of a Commission 
Determination to Review in Part A Final 
Initial Determination Finding no 
Violation of Section 337, on Review to 
Modify-In-Part and Vacate-In-Part the 
Determination; Grant of Consent 
Motion To Terminate the Investigation 
as to Certain Respondents; 
Termination of the Investigation 

AGENCY: U.S. International Trade 
Commission. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that 
the U.S. International Trade 
Commission has determined to review 
in part the final initial determination 
(‘‘ID’’) of the presiding administrative 
law judge (‘‘ALJ’’) finding no violation 
of section 337 by the following 
remaining respondents in the above- 
captioned investigation: Samsung 

Electronics Co., Ltd. of Gyeonggi-do, 
Republic of Korea; Samsung Electronics 
America, Inc. of Ridgefield Park, New 
Jersey; Samsung Telecommunications 
America, LLC of Richardson, Texas 
(collectively, ‘‘Samsung’’); LG 
Electronics, Inc. of Seoul, Republic of 
Korea; LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. of 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; LG 
Electronics MobileComm U.S.A., Inc. of 
San Diego, California (collectively, 
‘‘LG’’); Toshiba Corporation of Tokyo, 
Japan; and Toshiba American 
Information Systems, Inc. of Irvine, 
California (collectively, ‘‘Toshiba’’). On 
review, the Commission has determined 
to modify-in-part and vacate-in-part the 
final ID. The Commission has also 
determined to grant the joint motion to 
terminate the above-captioned 
investigation as to respondents 
Panasonic Corporation of Osaka, Japan; 
Panasonic Corporation of North 
America of Secaucus, New Jersey 
(collectively, ‘‘Panasonic’’) based upon a 
settlement agreement. The Commission 
has terminated the investigation with a 
finding of no violation of section 337. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Clint Gerdine, Esq., Office of the 
General Counsel, U.S. International 
Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW., 
Washington, DC 20436, telephone (202) 
708–2310. Copies of non-confidential 
documents filed in connection with this 
investigation are or will be available for 
inspection during official business 
hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in the 
Office of the Secretary, U.S. 
International Trade Commission, 500 E 
Street SW., Washington, DC 20436, 
telephone (202) 205–2000. General 
information concerning the Commission 
may also be obtained by accessing its 
Internet server at http://www.usitc.gov. 
The public record for this investigation 
may be viewed on the Commission’s 
electronic docket (EDIS) at http://
edis.usitc.gov. Hearing-impaired 
persons are advised that information on 
this matter can be obtained by 
contacting the Commission’s TDD 
terminal on (202) 205–1810. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
Commission instituted this investigation 
on June 18, 2013 based on a complaint 
filed on May 13, 2013, by Black Hills 
Media, LLC (‘‘BHM’’) of Wilmington, 
Delaware. 78 FR 36573–74. The 
complaint alleged violations of section 
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 
amended, 19 U.S.C. 1337, in the 
importation into the United States, the 
sale for importation, and the sale within 
the United States after importation of 
certain digital media devices, including 
televisions, blu-ray disc players, home 
theater systems, tablets and mobile 

phones, components thereof and 
associated software by reason of 
infringement of certain claims of the 
following U.S. Patent Nos.: 8,028,323 
(‘‘the ’323 patent’’); 8,214,873 (‘‘the ’873 
patent’’); 8,230,099 (‘‘the ’099 patent’’); 
8,045,952 (‘‘the ’952 patent’’); 8,050,652 
(‘‘the ’652 patent’’); and 6,618,593 (‘‘the 
’593 patent’’). The complaint further 
alleged that an industry in the United 
States exists as required by subsection 
(a)(2) of section 337. The complaint 
named the following respondents: 
Samsung; LG; Toshiba; Panasonic; 
Sharp Corporation of Osaka, Japan; and 
Sharp Electronics Corporation of 
Mahwah, New Jersey (collectively, 
‘‘Sharp’’). 

On September 10, 2013, the 
Commission issued notice of its 
determination not to review the ALJ’s ID 
(Order No. 17) granting Google Inc.’s 
motion to intervene as a party to the 
investigation. On November 20, 2013, 
the Commission issued notice of its 
determination not to review the ALJ’s ID 
(Order No. 23) terminating the 
investigation as to Sharp based on a 
settlement agreement. On January 7, 
February 11, and April 10, 2014, the 
Commission issued notice of its 
determinations not to review the ALJ’s 
IDs (Order Nos. 32, 35, and 49–50) 
terminating the investigation as to the 
following: The ’323 and ’099 patents; 
claims 2, 6–8, 15–19, 22, 25–27, 31, 35– 
36, and 44 of the ’873 patent; claims 3– 
4, 6–7, 10, 42–45, 47–50, 52, and 55 of 
the ’652 patent; claims 1, 4, 10, 13–17, 
19, and 20–21 of the ’593 patent; and 
claims 1–4 and 10–12 of the ’952 patent. 
On March 14, 2014, the Commission 
issued notice of its determination not to 
review the ALJ’s ID (Order No. 47) 
terminating the investigation as to 
claims 1, 11, and 13 of the ’652 patent 
and claim 27 of the ’873 patent with 
respect to Panasonic. On July 3, 2014, 
BHM and Panasonic filed an unopposed 
joint motion to terminate the 
investigation as to Panasonic based on 
a settlement agreement. Therefore, the 
remaining respondents are LG, 
Samsung, and Toshiba. 

On July 7, 2014, the ALJ issued the 
final ID finding no violation of section 
337 by the remaining respondents. The 
ALJ found that: (1) There was no 
importation of ‘‘articles that infringe’’ 
under section 337(a)(1)(B)(i) as to any of 
respondents’ accused products with 
respect to any asserted claim of the 
patents at issue; (2) none of the accused 
products of the remaining respondents 
infringe any asserted claim of the 
patents at issue; (3) the domestic 
industry requirement (both economic 
and technical prongs) had not been 
satisfied with respect to any asserted 
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patent; and (4) the asserted claims of the 
’873 patent are invalid under 35 U.S.C. 
112, ¶ 1 and 35 U.S.C. 102 and/or 103. 
On July 16, 2014, the ALJ issued his 
recommendation on remedy and 
bonding (‘‘RD’’) in the event the 
Commission found a violation of section 
337. On July 21, 2014, BHM filed a 
petition for review of the final ID only 
with respect to the ’873 and ’652 patents 
and the remaining respondents 
(including intervenor) filed a joint 
petition for review with respect to all 
asserted patents. On July 29, 2014, 
BHM, the remaining respondents, and 
the Commission investigative attorney 
each filed a response to the opposing 
petition for review. On July 30, 2014, 
the remaining respondents (including 
intervenor), filed an unopposed motion 
for leave to file a corrected joint 
response to BHM’s petition for review 
along with the corrected joint response. 
The Commission has determined to 
grant respondents’ motion. 

Upon considering the record in this 
investigation, including the final ID and 
the parties’ submissions, the 
Commission has determined to review- 
in-part the final ID under 19 CFR 
210.44. On such review of the final ID, 
the Commission has modified a specific 
portion of the final ID and has vacated 
all portions of the final ID that reference 
Suprema, Inc. v. ITC, 742 F.3d 1350 
(Fed. Cir. 2013), reh’g en banc granted 
and vacated, 2014 WL 3036241 (May 
13, 2014). Specifically, the Commission 
has modified the following portion of 
the final ID: Section VIII.A.4, on page 
460, before the last period ‘‘.’’ of the 
citation to Certain Male Prophylactic 
Devices, the citation language ‘‘; Certain 
Integrated Circuit Chips and Products 
Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337–TA– 
859, Comm’n Op. at 30–51 (August 22, 
2014)’’ has been inserted. The 
Commission has also vacated the 
following portions of the final ID: (1) 
Section III.A, the last paragraph on 
pages 9–10; (2) Section III.A.1, the 
citation language ‘‘Suprema, slip op. at 
18 (’’ and the closing parenthesis ‘‘)’’ in 
this citation on page 10; (3) the entirety 
of Section III.A.2.a on page 11; and (4) 
the entirety of Section III.C.3 on pages 
20–23. The Commission has determined 
not to review the remainder of the final 
ID under 19 CFR 210.42(h)(2). 

In addition, the Commission has 
determined that BHM did not petition 
for review of the ALJ’s finding in the 
final ID of invalidity of the asserted 
claims of the ’873 patent under 35 
U.S.C. 102 and/or 103, and therefore has 
abandoned these issues under 19 CFR 
210.43(b)(2). See Allied Corp. v. ITC, 
850 F.2d 1573 (Fed. Cir. 1988). The 
Commission has also determined that 

BHM has petitioned for review of 
certain issues based on arguments that 
BHM did not set forth in detail in its 
pre- and/or post-hearing briefing before 
the ALJ, and therefore the Commission 
has determined that these issues are 
waived and deemed abandoned. See 
Ajinomoto Co., Inc. v. ITC, 597 F.3d 
1267 (Fed. Cir. 2010); Order No. 2 (ALJ’s 
Ground Rules, June 19, 2013). These 
abandoned issues are the following: (1) 
Infringement of the ’652 patent by 
accused Samsung and LG products with 
the Slacker application preinstalled; and 
(2) satisfaction of the economic prong of 
the domestic industry requirement with 
respect to all asserted patents. 
Specifically, these issues are found to be 
waived and therefore deemed 
abandoned because: (1) BHM did not 
present evidence of infringement with 
respect to Samsung and LG product 
models with the Slacker application 
preinstalled before the ALJ; and (2) 
BHM did not argue allocations of [[ ]] 
investments under 19 U.S.C. 
1337(a)(3)(A), (B) with respect to 
specific domestic industry products 
(that practice the asserted patents) 
identified in its ‘‘Identification of 
Models of Domestic Industry Products’’ 
in its pre-hearing brief. 

The Commission has also determined 
to grant the joint motion to terminate 
the investigation as to Panasonic. 
Section 337(c) provides, in relevant 
part, that the Commission may 
terminate an investigation ‘‘on the basis 
of an agreement between the private 
parties to the investigation.’’ When the 
investigation is before the Commission, 
as is the case here, the Commission may 
act on a motion to terminate on the basis 
of settlement. See Certain Insect Traps, 
Inv. No. 337–TA–498, Notice of 
Commission Determination to 
Terminate the Investigation in its 
Entirety on the Basis of a Settlement 
Agreement, 69 Fed. Reg. 63176 (Oct. 29, 
2004). Section 210.21(b) of the 
Commission’s Rules of Practice and 
Procedure (19 CFR 210.21(b)), which 
implements section 337(c), requires that 
a motion for termination based upon a 
settlement contain a copy of that 
settlement agreement, as well as a 
statement that there are no other 
agreements, written or oral, express or 
implied, between the parties concerning 
the subject matter of the investigation. 
The joint motion complies with these 
requirements. 

The Commission also considers the 
public interest when terminating an 
investigation based upon a settlement 
agreement. 19 CFR 210.50(b)(2). We find 
no evidence that termination of the 
investigation as to Panasonic will 
prejudice the public interest or that 

settlement will adversely impact the 
public health and welfare, competitive 
conditions in the United States 
economy, the production of like or 
directly competitive articles in the 
United States, or United States 
consumers. Moreover, the public 
interest favors settlement to avoid 
needless litigation and to conserve 
public and private resources. 
Accordingly, the Commission hereby 
grants the consent motion to terminate 
this investigation as to Panasonic on the 
basis of a settlement agreement. 

Finally, the Commission has 
terminated the investigation with a 
finding of no violation of section 337. 

The authority for the Commission’s 
determination is contained in section 
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 
amended, 19 U.S.C. 1337, and in Part 
210 of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice and Procedure, 19 CFR part 
210. 

By order of the Commission. 
Issued: September 11, 2014. 

Jennifer D. Rohrbach, 
Supervisory Attorney. 
[FR Doc. 2014–22139 Filed 9–16–14; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7020–02–P 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

[OMB Number 1140–0080] 

Agency Information Collection 
Activities; Proposed eCollection 
eComments Requested; Notification of 
Change of Mailing or Premise Address 

AGENCY: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives, Department of 
Justice. 
ACTION: 60-Day notice. 

SUMMARY: The Department of Justice 
(DOJ), Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives (ATF), will 
submit the following information 
collection request to the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 
review and approval in accordance with 
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. 
DATES: Comments are encouraged and 
will be accepted for 60 days until 
November 17, 2014. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: If 
you have additional comments 
especially on the estimated public 
burden or associated response time, 
suggestions, or need a copy of the 
proposed information collection 
instrument with instructions or 
additional information, please contact 
Christopher Reeves, 
Christopher.R.Reeves@usdoj.gov, Chief, 
Federal Explosives Licensing Center, 
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PUBLIC VERSION 

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRAI>E COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20436 

In the Matter of 

CERTAIN DIGITAL MEDIA DEVICES, 
INCLUDING TELEVISIONS, BLlJ-RA Y 
DISC PLAYERS, HOME THEATER 
SYSTEMS, TABLETS AND MOBILE 
PHONES, COMPONENTS THEREOF AND 
ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE 

Investigation No. 337-TA-882 

INITIAL DETERMINATION 

Administrative Law .Judge David 1'. Shaw 

Pursuant to the notice of investigation, 78 Fed. Reg. 36573 (June 18, 2013), this is the 

initial cleten11ination in Certain Digital Media De1•ices. Including Telerisions. !3/u-Rczr Disc 

!'layers. Home Theater .~rstems, Tablets and Mobile Phones, Componellls Thereo(and 

Associated Sofiware, United States International Trade Commission Investigation No. 

337-TA-882. 

It is held that a violation ofscetion 337 of the Tariff Act. as amcnclccl, has not occurred in 

the importation into the United States, the sale f()]' importation, or the sale within the United 

States after importation, of certain digital media devices, including televisions. blu-ray elise 

players, home theater systems, tablets and mobile phones, components thereof and associated 

software, with respect to asserted claims L 5, 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45 ofU,S. Patent No. 

8.214,873; asserted claims 9 and 14 ofU,S. Patent No, 8.()45,952: asserted claims L 1 I, and 13 

of U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652; or asserted claims 7 and 18 of U.S. Patmt No. 6,618,593. 
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I. Bacl,groun!l 

A. Institution of the Investigation 

By publication of a notice in the Fedeml Register on June 18, 201 3, pursuant to 

subsection (b) of section 33 7 of the Tariff Act of 1 930, as amended, the Commission instituted 

this investigation to determine: 

jW]hethcr there is a violation of subsection (a)(l)(B) of section 337 in the 
importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale 
within the United States ancr importation of certain digital media devices, 
including televisions, blu-ray disc players, home theater systems, tablets 
and mobile phones, components thereof and associated software by reason 
of inll-ingement of one or more of claims I -5, 10, 11, 13, 14, and J<i- 18 of 
the '323 patent [U.S. Patent No. 8,028,323]: claims 1, 2, 5-8, 15-19, 22. 
23, 25-27, 30, 31, 34-37, and 44-46 of the 873 patent [U.S. Patent No. 
8,214,873]; claims 1 and 10-12 of the '099 patent [U.S. Patent No. 
8.230.099]; claims 1, 2-4. 9-12, and 14 of the '952 patent [U.S. Patent No. 
8,045,952!; claims 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, I 0, I J. J 3, 42-45, 47-50. 52 and 55 of the 
'652 patent [U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652]: and claims L 4, 7, 10 and 13-21 
of the '593 patent [0 .S. Patent No. 6,61 8,593]; and whether an industry in 
the United States exists as required by subsection (a)(2) of section 33 7. 

78 Feel. Reg. 36573 (June 18, 2013). 

The Commission named as complainant Black Hills Media, LLC of Wilmington, 

Delaware ("BHM" or "Black Hills"). 

The Commission named as respondents Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. ("SEC") of Seoul, 

Republic of Korea; Samsung Electronics America, Inc. ("SEA") of Ridge!ielcl Park, New Jersey; 

Samsung Telecommunications America. LLC (''STA'') of Richardson, Texas (together, 

'·Samsung''); LG Electronics, Inc. of Seoul. Republic of Korea; LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. of 

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, LG Electronics MobilcComm U.S.A., Inc. of San Diego, 

California (together. "LG''); Panasonic Corporation of Osaka, Japan; Panasonic Corporation of 

North America of Scc,nrcus, New Jersey (together. "Panasonic"): Toshiba Corporation of Tokyo, 

Japan: Toshiba America lnl(.,nnation Systems, Inc. oflrvine. California (together, ''Toshiba''): 
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Sharp Corporation of Osaka, Japan: and Sharp Electronics Corporation of Mahwah, New Jersey 

(together, "Sharp") (collectively, "Respondents"). ld. 

The Office of Unfio1ir Import Investigations ("Staff' or "OUll") was also named as a party 

to the investigation. Jd. 

B. P1·occdural Histo1·y 

The target date 1\)r completion of this investigation was set at 16 months, i.e .. October 20. 

2014. 1 Order No. 8 (July 19, 20 I 3). The target date was tolled f(>r 16 days to November 5, 2014 

due to the shutdown of the federal government in October 2013. See Order No. 53 (May 19, 

2014). The deadline for this initial determination is thcrc!(>re July 7, 2014. 2 ld. 

A prehearing conference was held on August 6, 2013 . .'.'ee Pre hearing Tr. 1-95 (Aug. 6, 

2013). 

Googlc Inc. ("Googlc" or "Intervenor") moved to intervene as a party to the 

investigation, and the administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial determination. 

Order No. 17 (Aug. 19, 2013), ajf'd, Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an 

Initial Determination Granting Intervenor Status to Googlc. lnc. (Sept. I 0, 2013)." 

Black Hills and Sharp moved to terminate the investigation as to Sharp based on a 

settlement agreement, and the administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial 

determination. Order No. 23 (Oct. 21, 2013 ), qf(d, Notice of Commission Determination Not to 

1 October 18.2014 falls on a Saturday. See 19 C.F.R. § 201.14(a). 
2 July 5. 2014 falls on a Saturday. See 19 C.F.R. § 201.14(a). 
3 Google and Respondents are aligned in their positions regarding many of the issues discussed 
in this initial determination. Going forward, the collective term "Respondents" often 
encompasses Google as well. 
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Review an Initial Determination Terminating the Investigation With Respect to Sharp 

Corporation and Sharp Electronics Corporation (Nov. 20, 2013). 

Black Hills moved to terminate the investigation in part as to the f()l!owing: claims I, 2-5, 

I 0-11, 13-14. and 16- I 8 of the '323 patent (all asserted claims); claims 6, 7, ! 5, ! 8. 35, 36, and 

44oft he '873 patent; claim 43oft he '652 patent; and claims ! and! 0 of the '099 patent. The 

administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial dctcnnination. Order No. 32 (Dee. ! 2, 

20 13), affd, Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination 

Terminating the Investigation With Respect to Certain Claims (Jan. 7. 2014). 

Black Hills moved to terminate the investigation in part as tn the following: claims I, 4, 

10. 13-16, and 21 of the '593 patent; claims 10-12 of the '952 patent: claims 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 42. 

44, 45,47-50, 52, and 55 of the '652 patent; claims 2, 25. 26.31, and 46 of the '873 patent; and 

claims 11 and 12 of the '099 patent (all asserted claims). The administrative law judge granted 

the motion in an initial determination. Order No. 35 (Jan. 13, 2014), ajj"d. Notice of 

Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination Terminating the 

Investigation With Respect to Certain Claims (Feb. 11, 2014). 

Black Hills moved to terminate the investigation in part with respect to !':masonic as to 

claims 1, I 1, and 13 of the '652 patent and claim 27 of the '873 patent. The administrative law 

judge granted the motion in an initial determination. Order No. 47 (Feb. 27, 2014), r!lf'd, Notice 

of a Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination Terminating the 

Investigation As to Certain Claims Asserted Against Respondents Panasonic Corporation and 

!':masonic Corporation of Nm1h America (Mar. 14, 20 14). 

A prehearing con1'erenec' was held on February 18, 2014. with the evidentiary hearing in 

this investigation commencing immediately thert,aftcr. The hearing concluded on February 25, 

3 
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2014. See Order No, 24 (Oct. 23, 20 13); !'rehearing Tr. 1-63 (Feb. 1 8, 20 14); Hearing Tr. 

1-1819. Black Hills was requested to !lie a post-hearing brief not to exceed 600 pages, whereas 

Respondents and intervenor Googlc were allowed a 350-page combined brief. with each separate 

respondent given an additional 120 pages for individual issues. See Pre hearing Tr. 13-14 (Feb. 

18,2014).4 

Black Hills moved to terminate the investigation in part as to the following: claims 17, 

19, and 20 of the '593 patent; claims l, 2, 3, and 4 of the '952 patent; and claims 8, 16, 17 .. 19, 

22. and 27 of the '873 patent. The administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial 

determination. Order No. 49 (Mar.l2, 2014); Order No. 50 (Mar 12. 2014); af/'d. Notice of a 

Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination Terminating the 

Investigation As to Certain Claims (Apr. I 0, 20 14). 

On June 2, 2014. the Supreme Court of the United States issued slip opinions in 

Limelighl Ne!works. Inc.\'. Akamai Technologies. Inc., No. 12-786, and Naulilus. Inc. 1'. Biosig 

!nslnl/llenls, Inc .. No. I 3-369. The parties were granted leave to llle supplemental briefs 

addressing the effect of these two opinions on issues raised in the investigation. Order No. 54 

(June 5, 2014). 

On July 3, 2014. Black Hills and Panasonic moved to terminate the investigation as to 

Panasonic based on a settlement agreement. Motion Docket No. 882-91. Briefing for the motion 

is not yet complete. Based on the motion, and on communications with BHI'vl and l'anasonic, the 

administrative law judge understands that neither BHM nor Panasonic seeks adjudication in this 

initial determination of whether or not l'anasonie has violated section 337. 

·• Reply post-hearing briefs were allotted ball" the number of pages allo;ved for the initial 
post-hearing briefs. 

4 
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C. The l'ri\'alc Parties 

Black Hills Media, LLC is a privately-held Delaware limited liability company with a 

principal place of business in Wilmington, Delaware. See Compl. at 4, ,17. BJ-IM is a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Concert Technology Corporation ("Concert"), a pri\'ately held company 

headquartered in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. !d. Concert conducts research, 

development, acquisition and licensing of technologies and intellectual property. ld Concert's 

patent portlolio includes patents derived from its own research activities as well as patents 

acquired fi·om external sources. !d. 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a Korean corporation with its global headquarters in 

Suwon-si. Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea. See Samsung Rcsp. to Com pl. at 3. ,19. Samsung 

Electronics America, lnc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., and is 

a New York corporation with a principal place of business in Ridgclield Park, New Jersey. Sec 

id ,II 0. Sam sung Telecommunications America, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Smnsung Electronics America, Inc., and is a Delaware limited liability company with a principal 

place of business in Richardson. Texas. See id. at 3-4, ,I 11. 

LG Electronics, Inc. is a foreign cmvoration located in SeouL South Korea. See LG 

Rcsp. to Compl. at4, ,114. LG Electronics U.S.A., lnc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary ofLG 

Electronics, Inc., is organized under the Jaws ofthc State of Delaware, and has a principal place 

of business in Englewood Clifls, New Jersey. See id at 5, ,i 15. LG Electronics MobileComm 

U.S.A., Inc. is a subsidiary ofLG Electronics, Inc., is organized under the laws of the State of 

California. and has a principal place of business in San Diego, California. See id ,i 16. 

Panasonic Corporation is a corporation existing under the Jaws of Japan with a principal 

place of business in Osaka, .Iapan. See Panasonic Rcsp. to Com pl. at 6, ,I J 9. Panasonic 

5 
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Corvoration of North America is a Delaware corporation with a principal place of business in 

Secaucus, New Jersey. See id ,i 20. 

Toshiba Corporation is a corporation existing under the laws of Japan with a principal 

place of business in Tokyo, Japan. See Toshiba Resp. to Compl. at 6, ,[23. Toshiba America 

Information Systems. Inc. is a California corporation with a principal place of business in lrvinc, 

California. See hi. ,I 24. 

D. Ownership of the Asserted !'a tents 

The asserted patents have each been assigned to Black Hills. and the assignments have 

been recorded with the United States Patent and Trademark Ortlce. See CX-0884; CX-0896: 

CX-0899. 

The patent application for the '873 patent was initially assigned by named inventor 

Martin Wecl to MusicStream, LLC. CX-0879 ('873 assignment to MusicStream at BHM-JTC-

000359-362). MusicStream was merged into Elario, Inc., another company with which i'vlr. 

Wee! was involved. CX-0880 ('873 assignment to Elario at BHM-lTC-000364-372). In 2007, 

Elario.lne. assigned the patent application to Concert. CX-0881 ('873 assignment to Concert at 

BHM-!TC-000374-377). Concert assigned the patent application to one or its subsidiaries, 

ConPact, Inc. CX-0882 ('873 assignment to ConPact at BHM-ITC-000379-382). ConPact later 

assigned the patent application to another subsidiary of Concert. Dryden Enterprises, LLC. CX-

0883 ('873 assignment to Dryden at Bl-IM-ITC-000384-390). Dryden Entervriscs then assigned 

the patent and patent application to Bl·ltv!. CX-0884 ('873 assignment to Black Hills at Bl-ltv!

ITC -0003 92-3 98), 

The patent applications !(Jr the '652 and '952 patents were assigned by the named 

inventors to their company, AudioRamp. CX-0885 ('952 assignment to AudioRamp at 

6 
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BHM-ITC-000441-445); CX-0891 ('652 assignment to AudioRamp at BHM-lTC-000477-482). 

AudioRamp assigned the patent applications to the law firm Knobbe Martens. CX-0886 ('952 

assignment to Knobbe Martens BHM-JTC-000446-450); CX-0892 ('652 assignment to Knobbe 

Martens at BHM-JTC-000483-488). In 2006, Knobbe Martens assigned the patent applications 

to Concert. CX-0887 ('952 assignment to Concert at BIIM-!TC-000451-454); CX-0893 ('652 

assignment to Concert at BHM-lTC-000489-492). Concert assigned the patent applications to 

one of its subsidiaries, ConPact, Inc. CX-0888 ('952 assignment to Con Pact at BHM

!TC-000455-461); CX-0894 ('652 assignment to Conl'act at BHM-ITC-000493-500). ln2010, 

Conl'act assigned the applications to another Concert subsidiary, Horsham Enterprises, LLC. 

CX-0889 ('952 assignment to Horsham at BHM-lTC-000462-469); CX-0895 ('652 assignment 

to Horsham at Bl-!M-ITC-00050 1-508). Horsham later assigned the patent applications to Black 

Hills. CX-OS90 ('952 assignment to Black Hills at Bl-IM-JTC-00470-476); CX-0896 ('652 

assignment to Black Hills at BHM-!TC-00509-516). 

The application Cor the '593 patent was assigned by the named inventors to their 

company RovingRadar, fnc. CX-0897 ('593 assignment to RovingRadar at BHM-!TC-00517-

527). In 2007, RovingRadm assigned the patent application to a subsidiary of Concert called 

Coniine, Inc. CX-0898 ('593 assignment to ConJinc at Bl-lM-lTC-000528-533). Coniine then 

assigned the patents to Black Hills. CX-0899 ('593 assignment to Black Hills at 

BHM-JTC-00534-543 ). 

11. Jurisdiction 

No party has contested the Commission's pcrsonal.i uriscliction over it. Sec. e.g. Com pl. 

Br. at 16-17; Resps. Brat 14; Sta!T Br. at 23. Indeed, all parties appeared at the e\'identiary 

7 
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hearing, and presented evidence. It is found that the Commission has personal jurisdiction over 

all parties. 

No pat1y has contested the Commission's ln rem jmisdietion over the accused products. 

See, e.g., Compl. Br. at 16-17; Resps. Brat 14; StafT Br. at 23. Black Hills has based its 

importation arguments on completed acts of importation. Indeed, three sets of respondents have 

stipulated that they have impm1ed accused products into the United States. See Joint Stipulation 

by Complainant and Sam sung Respondents (EDIS Doc. No. 521 016) (Oct. 31, 2013); Joint 

Stipulation Regarding Importation and Inventory (Panasonic) (EDIS Doc Nos. 521019 and 

521020) (Oct. 31. 2013 ); Joint Stipulation Among Complaint Black Hills Media LLC and 

Respondents Toshiba Corporation and Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. Regarding 

Importation and Inventory (EDIS Doc. No. 521097) (Oct. 28, 2013). Even though Respondents 

argue that have not imported any infi'inging article in violation of section 337, see Resps. Br. at 

14, it is nevertheless found that the Commission has in rem jurisdiction over all products accused 

under the asserted patents. 

No party has contested the Commission's jurisdiction over the subject matter of this 

investigation. See. e.g., Com pl. Br. at 16-17; Resps. Brat 14; Staff Br. at 23. Indeed, as 

indicated in the Commission's notice of investigation, discussed above, this investigation 

involves the alleged importation of products that infringe United States patents in a manner that 

violates section 337 oft he Tariff Act, as amended. Accordingly, it is found that the Commission 

has subject matter jurisdiction over this investigation. 

8 
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Ill. Importation 

A. General Principles of Law 

This investigation was instituted to determine whether a violation of section 337 has 

occurred in "'the importation into the United States, the sale lor importation, or the sale within the 

United Stales alter importation" of certain products. Sec 78 Feel. Reg. 36573 (June 18, 201 3); 19 

U.S.C. ~ 1337(a)(l )(13) (making unlawful, in certain circumstances, the "importation into the 

United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation by 

the owner, impmier, or consignee, ofartielcs that ... inli·ingc a valid and enforceable United 

States patent ... ."'). It has long been recogni:wd that an importation of even one accused 

product can satisfy the importation requirement ofsection337. See Cerrain Trolley Wheel 

!lssemlJ/ies, Inv. No. 337-TA-161, Comm'n Op. at 7-H, USJTC Pub. No. 1605 (Nov. 1984) 

(deeming the importation requirement satisliecl by the importation of a single product of no 

commercial value). 

When ini!·ingement at the time of importation is in question, ·'the AU's importation 

analysis must include an evaluation of whether the type of inli"ingcment alleged will support a 

Jlncling that there has been an importation of an article that infringes in violation of section 337." 

Certain Electronic Dn·icc.\· with image Processing Systems, Components Thereof." and 

AssociatedSofilrure ("Eiectro11ic Devices"),lnv. No. 337-TA-724, Comm'n Op. at 13n.8 (Dec. 

21.2011). 

The statutory requirement of·'articles that inli·ingc" references the status of the articles at 

the time of importation. ''The J(Jcus is on the infringing nature of the articles at the time of 

importation, not on the intent of the parties with respect to the imported goods'' Suprema. Inc. v. 

In!'! 71-ade Cumm·n, No. 2012-1170, slip. op. at 16 (Fed. Cir. Dec. 13, 2013). "Thus, 
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infringement, direct or indirect, must be based on the articles as imported to satisfy the 

requirements of section 337." ld at24. 

I. Direct Infringement5 

An article cannot directly infringe a method claim at the time of importation. Elec/mnic 

Devices, Comm'n Op., at 17. Method claims cannot be inti·ingeduntil the method has been 

performed in the United States. Suprema, slip op. at 18 (citing Electronic Devices. Comm'n Op. 

nt 12-13). The same is true of system and device claims where specitic limitations are not met 

by the accused devices that are imported. Certain Pmducts Conlaining fnleractive Program 

Guide and Purenral Control Technology ("lnleracrive I'rogmm Guide"), lnv. No. 337-TA-845, 

Initial Determination >Jt 39 (July 2, 20 !3 ), qfJ'd in relevant part, Comm 'n Op. at 12 (Dec. II, 

20!3). Thus, for method, system, or device claims requiring post-importation activities or 

components, no direct infringement can be found at the time of importation. 

2. Indir·ect Infringement 

Indirect infi'ingcmcnt can be based on induced or contributory infi·ingcmcnt. To prove 

indirect infringement, a complainant must prove specific instances of direct inti·ingement by 

third parties. Cerlain Electronic Digital Media Devices and C'omponenls Thereo/("E/ectronic 

Digilol Media Devices''), lnv. No. 337-TA· 796, Comm'n Op. at 32, 36 (Sept. 6, 2013); Mirror 

Worlds. LU' v. Apple Inc., 692 F.3d 1351, 1360-61 (Feel. Cir. 20 12). 

If direct evidence of speci lie instances or direct infi·ingcmcnt is not shown, circumstantial 

evidence may be used only when the cviclcncc shows the accused products necessarily inJi·inge, 

that is. the evidence shows that the accused products were intended to be used only to practice 

5 Additional principles of law relating to infi·ingement are set t()J'th below in the section 
analyzing the alleged infi·ingement of the '873 patent. 

10 
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the inJI·inging method and that method was explicitly taught, for example, by product manuals. 

Electronic Digital Media Devices, lnv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm'n Op. at 36. Nevertheless, 

"exceqJts from user manuals as evidence of underlying direct infringement by third parties of 

products that can be used inn noninl!·inging manner arc by themselves insunicient to show the 

predicate acts necessary for inducement of inli'ingcmcnt." Afirror Worlil1·, 692 F.3d at 1360. 

ln G/obai-T<'ch A]JfJ/iances, Inc. 1'. SE/3 S.A., the Supreme Court held indirect 

int!·ingcmcnL whether contributory or induced, requires knowledge of the patent and the direct 

inll·ingement of that patent. 131 S. Ct. 2060,2068 (2011 ). This requires "actual knowledge of 

the existence of the patent that is infringed:' !d. There must be surticient evidence !(w the 

fact-llndcr to inter the accused inll·ingcr knew of the asserted patent during the time the 

in!l·inging act took place. Sef .'>~t·nQor, inc. v. Artoyn Techs., Inc., 709 F.3d !365. 1380 (Fed. 

Cir. 20 13). Complaints Jiled with the Commission and in a related district court action alone are 

insullicient to show the required knowkdgc. Certain Video Game Sp·tems and IYirdess 

Controllers and Component.\ lhereot: lnv. No. 33 7-TA-770, Comm 'n Op. at 32 (Nov. 6, 20 12). 

a. Induced Infringement 

With respect to induced inll·ingement, the Federal Circuit recently held that the 

Commission "may not invoke inducement to ban impotiation of articles which may or may not 

later give rise to direct in1iingement of[a] patented method based solely on the alleged intent of 

the importer'' Supremo, slip op. at 25 (emphasis omitted). Therefore, "an exclusion order based 

on a violation of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(l )(B)(i) may not be predicated on a thc•ory of induced 

infringement under 35 U.S.C. ii 271 (b) where direct inll-ingement docs not occur until ailcr 

importation of the articles the exclusion order would bar." !d. at 4. 

II 
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b. Contributory Infringement 

To prevail on a claim of contributory infringement in a section 337 case, the complainant 

must show: (I) there is an act of direct int!-ingemcnt in violation of section 337; (2) the accused 

device has no substantial noninli'inging uses; (3) the accused inti·inger imported, sold tiJr 

importation, or sold atler importation within the lJnited States, the accused components that 

contributed to another's direct infringement; and (4) the alleged infringer knew "that the 

combination for which his component was especially designed was both patented and 

inJi·inging." Electronic Digital Media Devices, lnv. No. 337-T A-796, Comm'n Op. at 41; 

.',j)(lnsion. inc. v. !111 '/7i"tuie Comm ·n, 629 F.3d 1331. 1353 (Feel. Cir. 20 I 0). The complainant 

bears the burden of establishing a prinwfi1cic case that the accused products arc not suitable ti:>r 

substantial noninfringing usc. Certain Endoscopic f'robcs/i!r Use in Argon Plasma Coagulation 

.~y11ems. lnv. No. 337-TA-569, US lTC Pub. No. 4111, Initial Determination at 71 (Jan. 16, 

2008). 

B. Importation of the Accused Products 

Jt is undisputed that the accused products in this investigation have been imported into 

the United States. See, e.g., .JX-0 I 09C (Joint Stipulation Among Complaint Black Hills Media 

LLC and Respondents Toshiba Corporation and Toshiba America lnfonnation Systems, lnc, 

Regarding Importation and inventory): .JX-0 I 08C: (.loin! Stipulation by Complainant and 

Samsung Respondents); .JX-0 Ill C (Joint Stipulation Regarding Importation and Inventory

Panasonic): L<Fs Response to Black Hills" Complaint at Confidential Exhibit J (EDlS Doc. No. 

513363) (June 12, 2013); Complaint at I:xhibits 24. 26,28 (Doc. No. 509006) (May J3, 2013); 

CX-1117C (LG Respondents' Second Supplemental Responses to Complainant's First Set of 

12 
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lntcrmgatories (Nos. 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 21 )) at 2-7 (identifying accused devices imported into the 

United States in response to B11M's Interrogatory No. 1). 

The parties dispute, however, whether or not these acts of importation can serve as the 

basis for a tlnding of violation of section 33 7. Respondents argue: 

BHM relies on incorrect law and fails to adduce argument or proof 
sufticient to meet its burden with respect to violation at the time of 
importation. Without reaching the merits of whether the claim limitations 
are met as BJIM alleges, it is evident that the patent claims themselves. the 
allegedly infl-inging functionalities and devices. and BBM's allegations 
liril to support infringement at the time of importation. 

Resps. Br. at 18-19 (f<.1otnote omitted). 

Respondents provide the following chart that purpol1s to summarize BHM's infi'ingcmcnt 

allegations and the reasons why the allegations cannot support a finding of violation of section 

337. 

BHM Allcgr~i=o-'_'-... -._.--·-·--···-----·-·-------;cR"'c-asclii--fo-r NoVfolation ~=~ 

Directlnfringemenl of Method Claims: 

Direct int1-ingcmcnt of method claims 9 and J 4 
of the '952 patent by all Respondents based on 
use of"DLNA,'' Googlc Play Music, 
iHeartRadio, Slacker, Spotify, and/or Pandora 
on accused devices. 

Direct Jufriugement of System Claims: 

Direct infringement of system claims 7 and 18 
of the '593 patent by Samsung and LG mobile 
devices with Google Locations+. 

13 

·rhere is no violation by virtue of direct 
infringement at the time of importation of the 
asscrtccl method and system claims where the 
method is allegedly performed or the system 
is allegedly complete in the United States only 
after importation under Electronic Devices, 
interactive Program Guides and ,\'uprema. 

PUBLIC VERSION

interrogatories (Nos. 1, 2, 5, 9, it), 21)) at 2~7 (identifying accused devices imported into the

United States; in response to Bl-IM’S interrogatory Nil 1).

The parties dispute, however? whether or not these acts ot‘iinportation can serve as the

basis for a finding, of violation ot‘section 337. Respondents argue:

BHM relies on incorrect law and fails to adduce argument or proof

sufficient to meet its burden with respect to vioiation at the time of

importation. Without reaching the merits of whether the claim limitations

are met as Bl-lM alleges, it is evident that the patent claims themselves. the

aticgcdly infringing tilnctionalities and devices. and iii-EMS allegations

tail to support infringement at the time of importation.

Resps. Br. at tS~l9 (lbotnote omitted).

Resprmtlents provide the following chart that purposts to summarize BHM’S intringemcnt

allegations and the reasons why the ailegations cannot support a finding of violation of section

337.

”—fiiWfiWWWWWWWWEEIWH‘NK'Viiiiiii‘i‘iiii"“WW-1
Dime:r Infringement queIlmd Claims: There is no violation by virtue of direct

infringement at the time. ol‘importation ot' the
asserted method and system claims where the

method is allegedly performed or the system
is atlegcdly complete in the United States oniy
after importation under Eleclrmiic Devices;

Interactive Program Guides and Summit.

Direct intringement of method claims 9 and 14
of the ’952 patent by all Respondents based on
use 01"“DL'NAf’ Googie Piay M usic‘

il-ieart‘Radio, Slacker, Spotil’y, and/or Pandora
on accused devices.

Direct Irzfl'ingemenf ofSysfem Clair-Its:

Direct infringement ofsystctn claims 7 and 18
ofthc “593 patent by Samsung anti LG mobile
devices with Googlc locations-i:
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BHM Allegation 
---·--- ---·-----··-·--

Direct lnji-ingement of Device Claims: 

Direct inl!·ingcmcnt of device claims l, 11, and 
13 of the '652 patent by Samsung, LG, and 
Toshiba devices based on use of one or more of 
vTuncr. a web browser for internet radio 
broadcasts, Slacker, or iHeartRadio, and 
"Piaylist Functionalitics" such as "DLNA,'' 
Spotify, Pandora, Google Play Music, or 
iHcartRadio in various combinations. 

Direct inli·ingement of: (a) device claims 23, 
30, 34, 37, and 45 of the '873 patent by 
Samsung and LG devices based on usc of 
"DLNA" and DIAL-enabled YouTubc; (b) 
claims 30, 34, 37, and 45 by Samsung and LG 
devices based on usc of Screen MitToring; (c) 
claims 23, 30, 37, and 45 of the '873 patent by 
Toshiba based on usc of"DLNA"; and (d) 
claims 23, 30. and 45 by Toshiba based on use 
of DIAL-enabled Y ouT;ube. 

------·----·--

Intlucetl ll!fringemeut of Metlwtf Claims: 

Induced inli·ingement of method claims 9 and 
14 of the '952 patent by Sam sung, LG, and 
Toshiba devices based on use of"DLNA,'' 
Googlc Play Music, iHeartRadio, Slacker, 
Spotify, and/or Pandora on accused devices. 

Induced infringement of (a) method claim 1 of 
the '873 patent by Samsung, LG, and Toshiba 
devices based on usc of"DLNA'' and DIAL
enabled YouTubc; and (b) method claim 1 by 
Panasonic devices based on use of"DLNA'' 

Induced Infringement t!f'System Claims: 

lnclucccl itlli-ingcment of system claims 7 and 18 
oft he '593 patent by Samsung and LG mobile 
devices with Googlc Locations+. 

Intfuced lnji-ingemeut t!f Device Claims: 

lncluccd inll·ingcmcnt of device claims I, I 1, 
and 13 of the '652 patent by Samsung. LG. and 
Toshiba devices based on usc of one or more of 
vTuner. a web browser for internet radio 
broadcasts, Slacker, or il-lcartRadio and 
'"Piavlist Functionalities" such as ''DLNA," 
Spotil)·, Pandora, Goog1e Play Music, or 
iHeartRadio in various combinations. 
-~···--------~-···-··-·--~··---~-..1.. 

14 

There is no violation by virtue of direct 
infringement at the time of importation of the 
asserted device claims where the limitations of 
the claim are not met, if at aiL until after 
importation where the accused applications 
arc not even installed prior to importation, 
where necessary user intcrE1cc code and/or 
authentication codes are not on the device al 
importation, and/or where claim limitations 
arc allegedly met only by non-imported 
components and activities under Elcctmnic 
DeFices, Jntemctivc Pmgram Guide and 
5iupre ma. 

-··---··-·----····----------1 

There is no violation bv virtue of induced 
infi-ingement at the tinic of importation of the 
asserted method. svstcm. and device claims 
where the alleged direct infi·ingcment does not 
occur prior to importation and BHM has not 
even attempted to show a direct act of 
infringement or that inJi-ingemcnt ncccssari ly 
occurs and has not presented any evidence of 
pre-complaint knowledge and intent under 
Electronic Devices, Suprema, Electronic 
Digital Media Devices, and Video Game 
Systems. This is true as to all applications that 
arc not pre-installed and those that may be 
pre-installed but nevertheless require post
importation activity and components to 
allegedly infringe. 

----·-·--------·--·--·-----
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BHM Allegation

Direct bifi‘ingemcnt OfDevice Claims:

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

. ...;113.i17i:.¢1;..inf.1:inseinon of devissnisiinsl; 1.1,..anri . ..
13 ci‘thc ’652 patent by Snmsung, LG, and
'l‘oshiba devices based on use oi‘one or more of"

vTuncr, a web browser for internet radio

broadcasts, Slacker, or il~lcartRadio, and

“Playiisl Functionalities” such as “DLNA
Spotii‘y, Pandora, Googlc Play Music, or
il~lcarlRadio in various combinations.

5-.

Direct inl‘ringemcn: of: (a) device claims 23,
30, '34, 37, and 45 Ofilifl ‘873 patent by
Samsung and LG devices based on use of

“DLNA” and IDlAL-enablccl You'l‘ubc; (b)

claims 30, 34, 37, and 45 by Samsung and LG
devices based on use o'l‘Scrccn Mirroring; (0)
claims 23, 30, 37, and 45 ol‘thc ‘873 patcm by
'l‘osbiba based on use of “DLNA”; and (d)

claims 23, 30, and 45 by 'i‘osbiba based on usc
of DiAi-~ennbied You'lbbe. 

Induced Iigfi'ingemenf (JMetlmrI Claims:

induced infringement ol'meibod claims 9 and

14 of [be ”952 patent by Samsnng, LCL and
Toshiba devices based on use oi"‘Di..NA,"

Google Play Music, il-leartRadio, Slacker,

Spolii'y, and/or Pandora on accused devices.

induced in fringcancni Olin) inctbod claim 1 oi
the ”873 patent by Sainsung, LG, and Toshiba
devices based on use ol'“Di..NA” and DiAL—

enabled YouTubc; and (b) method claim 1 by
’zmasonic devices based on use of “DLNA.”

Induced Infringement ry‘Svstem Claims:

Induced inii‘ingcmcni ofsystcm claims 7 and i8
oi the ’593 patent by Samsung and LG mobile
devices will Googlc l..ocalions+.

Induced Infl'ingemcut qucvice Claims:

induced infringement oi’dcvicc claims i, 1],

and i3 oi‘tbc ‘652 patent by Samsung, LG, and
Toshiba devices based on use of one or more of

v'i‘uner, :1 web browser for inlcrnci radio

broadcasts, Slacker, or ii-lezu'tRadio and

“Playiisi l-‘unciionaiitics” such as “DLNA,”

Spolii‘y, Pandora, Googlc Play Music, or
il-lcnrtRaclio in various combinations.

H

"asserted- dcvice-ciaims- where the limitations cl“

 

 
 
 

 

 

Reason foTNo Violation

There is no vioiation by virtue of direct

infringement at the limo of importation oi the

the claim are no! incl, ii’ni‘ oil, until after

importation where ibe accused appiicaiions
are not even installed prior to importation,
where necessary user interface code and/or
authentication codes are not on the. device 211

inmormtion, and/or where claim limitations
are nliegcdiy inc: only by nondmporicd
components and activities under Iz'lccn'onic

Devices, [nicracrivc Program Guide and
Siiprcmu.

There is no violation by virtue ofinduccd

infringement al tbc tinic ol‘ importation oflbc
nsscricd method, system, and device claims

where {he alleged direct infringement does not
occur prior to imporiaiion and {3171M has not
even attempted to show 2i direct act of
infringement or that inli'ingcnieni necessarily
occurs and has not presented any evidence of
procompiaint knowledge and intcnl under
Electronic Devices, Slipf‘fimu, Electronic
Digital ill-redid Devices, and i“'ideo Grime

5:11.8181335. This is true as to all applications Ilia!
are not prc~instailcd and those that may be
prcwinslalied but neverthcicss require posl~
importation ElC-liVii)’ and components to
allegedly infringe.
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Contributm:r ll!fi'ingement of Method Claims 

Contributory infringement of method claims 9 
and 14 of the '952 patent by all Respondents 
based on use of''DLNA,'' Google Play Music, 
illcartRadio, Slacker, Spotify, and/or Pandora 
on accused devices. 

Contributory infi·ingcment of (a) method claim 
l of the '873 patent by Samsung, LG, and 
Toshiba devices based on usc of "I) LNA" and 
DIAL-enabled YouTube, and (b) method claim 
1 by Panasonic devices based on use of 
''DLNA.'' 

Contributot:r ll!fi·ingement of De1>ice Claims: 

Contributory inJi·ingcmcnt of device claims l, 
ll, and 13 of the · 652 patent by Sam sung, LG, 
and Toshiba devices based on usc of one or 
more of \-Tuner. a web browser for internet 
radio broadcasts, Slacker. or iHeartRadio and 
"Piay1ist Functionnlitics'' such as "DLNA," 
Spoti(v, Pandora, Google Play Music, or 
iHeartRadio in various combinations. 

Contributory inil"ingcment of device claims 23. 
30, 34, 37, and 45 of the '873 patent by 
Samsung and LG devices based on use of 
''DLNA" and DIAL-enabled YouTubc, and 
claims 13, 30, 37, and 45 bv Toshiba devices 
based on tJse of''DLNA." ilnd claims 23. 30. 
and 45 bv Toshiba based on the use of DIAL
enabled YouTubc. 

Contribut01:r fl((ringement o_(System Claims: 

Contributory infi"ingement of svstcm claims 7 
and 18 of t1ic · 593 patent by s~imsung and LG 
mobile devices with Googlc+ Locations+, 

Resps. Br. at 19-21 (footnotes omitted). 

Ucason for No Violation 

There is no violation by virtue of contributory 
inii·ingemcnt at the time of importation oft he 
asserted method, system, and device claims 
where BHM has not even attempted to show a 
direct act of inii·ingemcnt or that infringement 
necessari 1 y occurs and has not presented any 
evidence of pre-complaint knowledge and 
intent under Electronic Devices, Suprema, 
Elec/l'fmic DigiTal A·fedia Devices, Video 
Game Svstems. This is true as to all 
applicaiions !bat are not pre-installed and 
those that may be pre-installed but 
nevertheless require post-importation activity 
and components to allegedly inli·inge. As to 
these claims, BHM, has also failed to prove 
that a material component of the invention has 
no substantial noninfringing use. 

C. Direct lnfl'ingement at the Time of Importation 

L Asserted Method Clnims 

BHM alleges that Respondents arc liable under section 337 for direct infi·ingement where 

they or their end users allegedly practice the asserted method claims after importation using the 
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BHM Allegation 
Reason for No Violation
 

Contributory Irgfi‘ingemcnt QfMéthOd Claims

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Contributory infiingcment oi‘rncthod claims 9
and E4 ol'the ’952 patent by all Respondents
based on use of“Dl..N/\." Google Play Music:
iI-leart'Rndio. Slacker. Spotil‘y. nndlor Pandora
on accused devices.

Contrilnnory infringement of (a) method claim

3 ot‘tire ’873 patent by Samsung, LC}s and
‘l‘oshibn devices based on use of “D LNA” and

DlAl..—ennbled You'l’nhe, and (b) method claim

1 by Panasonic devices based on use of
“DLNA.”

Contributory Infl'ingwnenf ofDeviee Claims:

Contributory intiingcment ot‘deyice claims I,

1 l. and 13 ofthe ”652 patent by Samsung, LG,
and "l‘oshibn devices based on use of one or

more. of \-”l"'uner. a Web browser for internet

radio broadcasts. Slacker. or illenrtRadio and

“Playlist Functionalitics" such as “Di,.NA,"’
Spotily. Pandora. Google Play Music, or
illcnrtRadio in various combinations.

Contributory infi‘ingcntent ol‘dcvicc claims 23.
30,. 34. 3'7, and '45 oi the ‘873 patent by

Samsung and LG dewces based on use of
“DLNA” and DIAL-enabled YouTube. and

claims 23, 30. 37, and 45 by Toshiba devices
based on use of“l)LNA,” and claims 23: 30,

and 45 by 'l‘oshiba based on the use of DIAL-
enahled Ytinr‘l‘nbe.

Contributory Infringement qf'Srstem Claims:

Contributory infringement oi‘systcm claims 7
and 28 oftite ‘593 patent by Sarnsung and LG
mobile devices With Utmgte+ l,ocnttorts+.

Resps. Br. at 39—2! (footnotes omitted}.

C.

1. Assorted Method Claims

There is no violation by virtue ot‘contrilmtory

infringement at the time ol‘ importation ol‘the
asserted method, system, and device claims

where Blvl'M has not even attempted to Show a
direct net of infringement or that infi‘ingement
necessarily occurs and has not presented any
evidence of pre~complaint knowledge and
intent under Electronic Devices, .S‘uprenm,
Eleanor-tit? Digital Media Devices. l-"r'deo
Game Starrems‘. This is true. as to all

applications that are not pro—installed and
those that may be pre—installed but
nevertheless- require post-importation activity
and components to allegedly infringe. As to

these claims, BHM, has also failed to prove
that a material component of the invention has
no substantial nonin‘l’ringing use.

 

Direct Infringement at the Time of Importation

BHM alleges that Respondents are liable under section 337 for direct infringement where

they or their end users allegedly practice the asserted method claims after importation using the

to
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imported accused devices: "Respondents' acts ofinfl·ingement in the United States including 

testing, use and demonstrations of the patented methods should be clecmcd acts of direct 

infringement in this Investigation." See. e.g, Compl. Br. 423 (referring to the asserted '952 

method claims). Controlling law. however, measures infringeme.nt at the time of importation. 

!3HM continues, however, to allege Respondents directly inli·inge the asserted method daims. 

Specifically. BHM continues to assert direct inli·ingement of method claims 9 and 14 of the '952 

patent by each ofthe Respondents' devices based on applications and functionalities including 

one or more of"DLNA," Google Play Music, Slacker, iHcm1Radio, Pandora, vTuner, and 

Spotify. See Compl. Br. at 348-422. 

Electronic De \'ices sets li.n·th the applicable legal standard, that the practice of a method 

claim within the United States after importation cannot serve as the basis f()r an exclusion order. 

Elec/ro!lic Der•ices, Comm'n Op., at 17 ("'Use' of a patented method may constitute 

infringement under 35 U.S.C. ~ 271 (a), but domestic usc of such a method. without more, is not 

a sunicicnt basis for a violation of section 337(a)( I )(f3)(i), which conccms the "importation' or 

'sale' of articles that infringe a U.S. patent''). 

Respondents cannot be liable under section 337 for using an imported product to pcrf(mn 

a patented method in the United States. Accordingly, it is thercli,re determined that BHM bas 

not proven direct infringement by Respondents at the time of importation of the asset1cd method 

claims oft he '952 patent on any grounds, whether or not those associated applications are 

pre-installed on the accused products. 

2, Asserted Device Clnims 

With respect to the asserted device claims, BI-!M has not shown direct infi·ingcment at the 

time of importation. BllM's allegations as to the asserted device claims lirll into two categories: 
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(!)allegations on the basis of third party applications that are not installed at the time of 

importation, and (2) allegations on the basis of applications that, even though they may be 

pre-installed in part or in whole prior to importation, nevertheless do not contain all components 

required by the asserted claims absent post-importation activity, such as downloading user 

intcrlilcc code or authorization tokens that are prerequisites to the applications' fimctioning. 

a. Applications Not l'rcinstalled nt the Time of Importation 

With respect to applications that are not preinstalled, there can be no Jinding of a 

violation of section 33 7 based on the asserted device claims. The following table summarizes 

inli·ingement allegntions relating to applications that are not installed on any accused devices at 

the time of importation. ------- -----r -··----·--
cspondcnt Application J. ~ss~rtcd Device 

Chums - ····-~····-···----- ------------------·---~--- ----~ s am sung [ Claims I, 1 I , 13 of '652 

I Patent 
---------···-·- ··-·······-·-········- ··········---.----------·--s amsung [ Claims I. 1 I, 13 of'652 

I ····-···-··-------
Patent 

---·-···- ··- ··········-·····- --------
s amsung [ Claims I. J 1' 13 of '652 

' I Patent -------- -------------- ·······-·-····-····· 
s amsung l Claim 9 of '952 Patent; 

] (see CX- Claims J • 1 1' 13 of '652 
__ l_1_8:iC: CX-11 89C) Patent 

··---~---------- ·······---~---.----·-···-----·· 

L .G [ J Claims 1 . I I, J 3 of'652 

L Patent 
····-···- -~~--~--- ··---

L G I J Claims I, 1 1, 13 of'652 
Patent 

---~-
..... --···· ---....... ·····--- ----------------

L G [ J Claims 1' l I, 13 of'652 
Patent 

--· ......... ~~·· ------ -····· -
L G f J Claims I. II, 13 of'652 

Patent 
-··-. .-.. ····-------·-···-

L G [ Claim 9 orthe '952 

l (set' RX-0632C: RX- Patent; Claims l ' 11, 13 
0680C: RX-0790C) of'652 Patent 

-···-···-.~--··'"·---· .. -~~--------·~-~-

Resps. Br. at 24-25. 
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For Samsung, none of the accused third-party applications are installed on any of the 

accused Samsung Visual Display Devices until after they arc imported into the United States. 

See CX-1183(' (Smnsung Supplemental Response to Interrogatory No. 57), 2-5 and Appendix B. 

For Samsung mobile devices, [ 

J. See CX-1185(' and CX- 1 1 89C (Sam sung Supplemental 

Responses to Interrogatory No. 57), Appendices C and C-1. 

With respect to LG, [ 

]. RX-632C (LG's Responses to Interrogatories. Appendix A): RX-0680C 

(Pnrk R WS);.RX-0790C (errata to Park R WS). 

With respect to these Samsung and LG devices. the only alleged direct infringement 

occurs post-importation, a tier accused applications arc downloaded to the Samsung and LG 

Devices and then subsequently used in a particular manner. Therelcnc, it is determined that there 

can be no direct infi·ingement at the time of importation. as at that time, these devices Jack the 

accused applications. 1\ceordingly, BIIM has not shown that a violation of section 337 has 

occurred based on the importation into the United States, the sale fc>r importation, or sale in the 

United States atler importatiouofthcse specific Samsung and LG models. 

b. Applications !'reinstalled at the Time of Importation 

With respect to applications that are prcinstallcd, in whole or in part, at the time of 

importation, Respondents and Google argue that there can be no linding of violation of section 

337 based on the asserted device claims where BHM's allegations require post-importation 

activity~ such as do\vnloacling user interface code or necessary authorization h.)kens resulting 
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Ji-cmt a login or registration process and usc of components not present at the time of importation. 

See Resps. Br. at 26-28. BHM alleges direct inli-ingement of device claims I, II, and 13 of the 

'652 patent by Samsung, LG. and Toshiba devices, variously with vTuner, a web browser for 

internet radio broadcasts, Slacker, or iHeart Radio and Playlist Functionalitics (including 

"DLNA," Spoti(y. Pandora, Cioogle Play Music, and iHcartRadio) in various combinations, and 

direct inli·ingement of device claims 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45oft he '873 patent by Sam sung, LG. 

and Toshiba devices with, variously, "DLNA," DlAL-enabled YouTube. and Screen Mirroring 

functionalities. !d. 

BHM's experts opine that these claims arc practiced after importation and following 

activities perf(mncd in the United States. Respondents and Googlc argue that the applications 

that form the basis for Bl!M's itt1i-ingcment allegations require consumers to take additional 

steps to usc the devices in an allegedly infhnging manner after importation, such as accepting the 

terms and conditions of usc. connecting the device to a local area network, accessing a content 

server over the Internet, and registenng and paying for services. See id 

As to the device claims of the '652 patent. l(w example. Bl-JM's inli·ingement analysis is 

focused on activities alter importation. BHM contends that the elements of the '652 patent 

claims "have been practiced in the United States'' See, e.g., CX-J067C (Zatkovich DWS) ai 

Q/A 122, 168. 186, 205. 223, 238, J 53, 29 L 309, 325. 339, 356.367, 379. 416. The asserted 

claims require, among other things, an active network connection to connect devices to one or 

more content servers, which arc typically provided by a third party and cannot be accessed 

without a user account and often a paid subscription, in order f(w the devices to receive a playlist 

and associated Iiles and/or internet radio broadcasts. See Loy Tr. 83, 85-86, I 04, 106-107 

(tcsti (vi ng that inthngcmcnt a! legations of various accused functionalities requires a user to have 
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an account, be logged in, have a premium account, and updates to sofiware), As BHM's expert 

J\1r, Zatkovich testified, [ 

1. Zatkovich Tr. 149 ("I 

I."). 

Accordingly, Respondents and Google argue that the devices themselves cannot infringe 

''at the time of importation" because they require significant post-importation activity and 

coi11ponents. Sec Resps. Br. at 26-27. 

Despite the arguments presented by Respondents and Google, the administrative law 

judge declines to tine! that all accused products with accused functionalitics installed at the time 

of importation do not infringe the asserted claims "at the time ofimpo11ation" because certain 

post-imporwtion activity may be required before the accused functionality C<lll b<' used. Such a 

determination requires inquiry into the specilic nature of the post-importation activity and its 

relationship to the accused functionality, and ought to be conducted on a case-by-case basis. 

3. The Suprema Opinion 

i\s discussed above, and in more detail below, BHM fails to show direct inli·ing<mlent of 

the asserted cluims. BHM is thus left with claims of indirect infringement, which also fail. In 

fueL all of BHM's allegations of indirect infringement fail, regardless of whether the claim is a 

method, system. or product claim and regardless of whether they are asserted against products 

with pre-installed associated applications or applications that arc loaded only after importation. 

As a threshold matter, the Federal Circuit's decision in Supremu requires finding against 

BHM as to its allegations of induced inJi·ingement because all such claims rely upon 

post-importation activity of users. Respondents argue that the same reasoning applies to BHM's 
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allegations of contributory inli·ingcmcnt here. See Rcsps. Br. at 29-3(1. Even if Suprema did not 

preclude such claims, BHM has also fitilcd to adduce evidence sunicient to support a finding of 

indirect infringement. 

a. Induced Infringement 

The r'cderal Circuit's recent decision in Suprema precludes BHM's allegations of 

induced infringement of all of the asserted claims. "[A]n exclusion order based on a violation of 

!9 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(l )(B)(i) may not be predicated on a theory of induced infringement under 

35 U .S.C. § 271 (b) where direct inli·ingemcnt does not occnr until after importation of the 

articles the exclusion would bar.·· Suprema, slip op. at4. 

All ofBHM's inducement allegations are predicated on alleged direct inhingcment that 

does not occur until alter importation oft he accused articles. Specillcally, BHM argues that end 

users in the United States have been induced to directly infringe the asserted claims of the '952 

and '652 patents after importation of the accused devices. ,','ee CX-1067C (Zatkovic.h DWS) 

Q! A 122. I 53, 206. 168. 169. I 86. 223, 238, 153. 155. 291. 325. 339. 356. 367, 369, 379, 4 I 6. 

BHM alleges induced infringement of system claims 7 and 18 orthc ·593 patent by Samsung and 

LG mobile devices associated with Googlc Locations+ on the basis that''[ 

]. it is substantially likely that ... LG and Samsung customers in the 

U.S. have in l~JCt practiced the inventions as claimed.'' See Resps. Br. at29. BHM further 

alleges induced inll·ingcmcnt of the method and device claims of the '873 patent in the United 

States based on end users using the accused 1tmctionalities to share content from the accused 

device to a second (not-imported) device in the United States. See id BHM has thus failed as a 

matter of law to prove .induced infi'ingement of all asserted claims. Sec CX-1 067C (Zatkovich 
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DWS) Q/A 122,153,206, 168,169, 186,223,238,153, 155,291,325,339,356,367,369,379, 

416. 

b. Contributot-y Infringement 

Recognizing the statement in Suprema that any concerns over the Commission's ability 

to carry out its mandate can be addressed "via resort to § 171 (a) or § 271 (c), or even § 271 (b) 

where the direct inti·ingemcnt occurs pre-importation," Suprema, at 21 Ji1. 4, Respondents and 

Google argue that BHM's allegations of contributory inti·ingcmcnt in this investigation fall 

within the Federal Circuit's reasoning in Suprema lc)r two reasons. Sec Resps. Br. at 29-30. 

First, they argue that contributory infringement requires a showing that the alleged inli·ingcr 

knew "ihat the combination for which his component was especially designed was both patented 

and inti-inging.'' !d. (citing E/ectrrmic Digital Media !Jel'ices. lnv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm'n 

Op. at 41). Thus. they argue that a finding of contributory infringement. like induced 

inli'ingemcnt. I(Jcuscs on the knowledge and intent of the alleged contributor, and the inquiry is 

not limited to the characteristics of the product as imported. !d They further argue that.. as with 

inclucccl infi·ingement, whether or not a product contributes to infi·ingement at the time of 

importation cannot be determined strictly with reference to the product itself and requires an 

analysis of the intent and knowledge of the accused infringer. !d. Second, they argue that, just 

as with induced inl'ringcmcnt, the contributory act must precede the infi·ingement, and 

infringement is not complete until there has been direct in!i·ingcment after importation. !d. 

Therefore, according to Respondents and Google, under BI-IM's allegations, direct infringement 

occurs through the acts of end user customers in the United Stntcs only after importation and the 

requirements kJr contributory infringement are not met before importation. !d. 
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Inasmuch as the holding in Suprema spcci!ically addressed induced infringement and was 

silent with respect to contributory infringement. the administrative law judge declines to extend 

Suprema to the allegations of contributory infringement raised in this investigation. 

Nevertheless. as explained below, BHM has iirilcd to adduce evidence showing that Respondents 

arc liable for contributory inii·ingcmcnl of the patents asserted by BHM. 

D. Indirect Infringement 

As discussed in more detail below in the sections addressing the infringement analysis of 

spccil!c asserted patents, BHM has not proved indirect infi·ingcment l(lr several independent 

reasons. First, BHM li1ils to slww specilic instances of direct inii·ingement or that the accused 

devices necessarily inJi·inge. Second, BHM fails to show the required knowledge and intent 

necessary for a flnding of indirect inli"ingement. Third, BHM fails to present facts necessary lor 

a flnding of induced and contributory infringement. specifically, aflinnative acts of inducement 

and that an accused product is a material part of the invention lacking substantial noninfringing 

uses. 

IV. The Asserted Claims and Accused l'r·oducts 

A. The '873 Patent 

Asserted U.S. Patent No. 8,214.873 ("the '873 patent"} is titled, "Method. System, and 

Computer-Readable Medium I(Jr Employing a First Device to Direct a Networked Audio Device 

to Render a Play list." JX-0003 ('873 patent). The '873 patent issued on July 3, 2012, and tile 

named inventor is Marlin Wee!. Jd. 

Black Hills asserts independent claims J. 23, and 30, and dependent claims 5, 34, 37,6 

and 45. The relevant claims read as ldlows: 

"Claim 37 depends from unasserted claim 36, which depends Jrom asserted claim 30. 
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I. A method J(Jr Ercilitating the presentation of media, the method 
comprising: 

displaying, on a Jirst device, at least one device idcntitier identifying a 
second device; 

receiving user ftrst input selecting the at least one device identifier; 

receiving, on the Jirst device, a playlist, the received playlist 
comprising a plurality of media item identifiers; 

receiving user second input selecting at least one media item identifier 
li·Oin the received playlist; and 

directing, fi·om the first device, the second device to receive a media 
item idcnti!ied by the at least one media item identifier fi·OJn a content 
server. without user input via the second device. 

5. The method as recited in claim 1. 

wherein the first device comprises a mobile phone. 

23. A device for selecting a media item, the device comprising: 

a display tllr displaying at least one device idcntilier; and 

a network transceiver for f(lcilitating communication between the 
device and at least one second device on a network, wherein the device 
is configured to facilitate: 

displaying on the display the at least one device identifier identifying 
the at least one second device; 

receiving user tirst input selecting the at least one device identifier; 

receiving a play list via the network transceiver; 

receiving user second input selecting at least one rncdia item name 
n·om the playlist; and 

directing the at least one second device to send inl(mnation 
representative of the at least one media item name to a content server 
without user input via the second device, and to receive a media item 
corresponding to the at least one media item name li-01n the content 
server. 

30. A device I(Jr selecting a media item, the device comprising: 
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a display f(lr displaying at least one device identifier; and 

a network transceiver for facilitating communication between the 
device and at least one second device via a network, wherein the 
device is configured to facilitate: 

displaying on the device the at least one device identiller identifying 
the at least one second device; 

receiving user first input selecting the at least one device identiller; 

receiving a playlisL the playlist comprising a plurality of media item 
identifiers; 

receiving user second input selecting at least one media item identifier 
from the playlist; and 

directing, Ji·om the device, the at least one second device to receive the 
media item identified by the at least one media item identifier fi·mn a 
content server, without user input via the second device. 

34. The device as recited in claim 30, 

wherein the device comprises a mobile phone. 

36. The device as recited in claim 30, 

wherein the device comprises a remote control operative to control the 
at least one second device, and the at least one second device 
comprises a 111edia rendering device. 

37. The device as recited in claim 36. 

wherein the device is operative to adjust a volume parameter on the 
second device. 

45. The device as recited in claim 30. 

wherein directing the at least one second device to receive the media 
item identified by the at least one media item identifier ti-om the 
content server, without user input via the second device, comprises 
directing the at least one second device to stream the media item 
identified by the at kast one media item identifier from the content 
server, without user input via the second device. 
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Black Hills relies on independent claims 17 and 27, and on dependent claims 8/ 16, 1 '!, 

and 22 to show satisfaction of the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement The 

relevant claims read as follows: 

7. The method as recited in claim 1, 

wherein the first device comprises a remote control opcrati ve to 
control the second device and the second device comprises a media 
rendering device. 

8. The method as recited in claim 7, 

wherein the first device is operative to adjust a volume parameter on 
the second device. 

! 6. The method as recited in claim ! , 

wherein directing the second device to receive the media item 
identified by the at least one media item identifier li·mn the content 
server li.trthcr comprises directing the second device to stream the 
media item iclenti.fied by the at [east one media item identiller fi·mn the 
content server. 

17. A mcthocl/(>r obtaining a song, the method comprising: 

c1btnining a playlist on a tirst device over a network. the playlist 
comprising a plurality of song identil1crs; 

displaying on the first device at least one device identifier identifying a 
second device: 

selecting, responsive to user lirst input at the lirst device, the at least 
one device idcntiticr; 

selecting. responsive to user second input at the first device, a song 
identifier fi·mn the play list; and 

directing, fl·otn the lirst device, the second device to obtain a song 
identilicd by the song identifier without user input via the second 
device. 

7 Claim 8 depends Ji·01n unasscrted claim 7 (and on which Black Hills does not rely lclr domestic 
industry purposes), which depends from asserted independent claim ! . 
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19. The method of clnim 17, further comprising: 

requesting, hy the second device, the song identi lied by the song 
identillcr from a content server; and 

streaming the song from the content server to the second device. 

22. The method of claim 17, further comprising 

affecting a volume of the song on the second device from the Jirst 
device. 

27. A method of directing a second device from a Jlrst device, the method 
comprising: 

displaying, on the first device, a plurnlity of device identitiers; 

receiving user first input identifying one of the plurality of device 
identifiers. wherein the one of the plurality of device identifiers 
identities the second device; 

sending, lhlln the first device, at least one attribute of a playlist 
corresponding to a selected playlist name to a play list server; 

receiving a playlist from the playlist server. the received playlist 
corresponding to the at least one attribute and comprising a plurality of 
media item identifiers; 

receiving, at the first device, user second input identifying at least one 
media item identifler hom the received playlist; and 

directing, ti'om the iirst device and without user input via the second 
device, the second device to obtain a media item identi tied by the at 
least one media item identiticr from a content server and to play the 
media item. 

B. The '652 Patent 

Asserted U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652 (''the · 652 patent") is titled, "Method and Device j()r 

an Internet Radio Capable of Obtaining Play!ist Content from a Content Server.'' JX-0009 ('652 

patent). The '652 patent issued on November I, 201 I. and the named inventors arc Safi 

Qurcshcy and D<miel D. Sheppard. !d 
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Black Hills asserts independent claim J and dependent claims ll and 13. These claims 

read as follows: 

J. An electronic device comprising: 

a) a network interface enabling the electronic device to receive an 
Internet radio broadcast and being further adapted to communicatively 
couple the electronic device to a central system; 

b) a system enabling playback of audio content ii·om a playList 
assigned to the electronic device via the central system; and 

c) a control system associated with the network interface and the 
system enabling playback of the audio content indicated by the 
playlist. and adapted to: 

i) enable a user of the electronic device to select a desired mode of 
operation from a plurality of modes of operation comprising an 
Internet radio mode of operation and a playlist mode of operation; 

ii) receive and play the Internet radio broadcast when the desired mode 
of operation is the Internet radio mode of operation; and 

iii) when the desired mode of operation is the playlist mode of 
operation: 

receive the playlist assigned to the electronic device ti·om the central 
system, the playlist identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of 
the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device: 

receive information from the central system enabling the electronic 
device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs Ji·mn at least one 
remote source: 

obtain the ones of the plurality of songs from the at least one remote 
source; and 

play the audio content indicated by the playlisL 

11. The electronic device of claim wherein the control system is further 
adapted to: 

a) send a request to a remote server for supplemental information 
related to a song in real-time while the song is playing: 

b) receive the supplemental information lJ·om the remote server; and 
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c) present the supplemental information to the user of the electronic 
device. 

J 3. Tbe electronic device of claim 1 wherein the control system is further 
adapted to: 

receive and display a recommended song. 

C. The '952 Patent 

Asserted U.S. Patent No. 8.045,952 is titled. "Method and Device for Obtaining Playlist 

Content over a Network." JX-0007 ('952 patent). The "952 patent issued on October 25,2011, 

and the named inventors arc Safi Qureshey and Daniel D. Sheppard. /d. 

Black l-lills asserts independent claim 9 and dependent claim 14. These claims read as 

ll.lllows: 

9. A method comprising: 

receiving. at an electronic device, a playlist assigned to the electronic 
device, the playlist identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the 
plurality of songs are not stored on the electronic device; 

receiving, at the electronic device, information enabling the electronic 
device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs fi·mn at least one 
remote source; and 

obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs fiom the at least one 
remote source. 

J 4. The method of claim 9 

wherein the electronic device is one of a plurality of electronic devices 
associated with a personal audio network comprising the plurality of 
electronic devices and a personal audio network server. and 

receiving the playlist assigned to the electronic device comprises 
receiving the playlist from the personal audio network. wherein the 
personal audio network server enables a user to assign the playlist to 
the electronic device; and 

receiving the int(mnation comprises rcce1ving information ll·om the 
personal audio network server enabling the electronic device to obtain 
the ones of the plurality of songs from the at least one remote source. 
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D. The '593 Patent 

Asserted U.S. Patent No. 6,61 8,593 ("the '593 patent") is titled, .. Location Dependent 

User Matching System.'' JX-0011 ('593 patent). The '593 patent issued on September 9, 2003, 

and the named inventors are Charles Drutman, Darlene Drutman, Andrew EgendorC Norton 

Greenf'eld, and Eugene Pettinelli. /d. 

Black II ills asserts independent claim 7 and dependent claim 18. These claims read as 

follows: 

7. A system l(>r matching users of mobile communications devices 
compns1ng: 

a first mobile communications device for transmitting inJ(mnation 
defining a location of the llrst mobile communications device; 

a second mobile communications device tor transmitting information 
de lining a location of the second mobile communications device and a 
user sending status; and 

a central unit having a processor coupled to a memory, the central unit 
capable of communicating with the first mobile communications 
device over a llrst wireless communications link and with the second 
mobile communications device over a second wireless 
commtmications link, the memory storing a flrst user protile including 
information associated with a user of the tirst mobile communications 
device and a second user protlle including information associated with 
a user of the second mobile communications device, wherein the 
central unit receives the user sending status fi·om the second mobile 
communications device and the information defining the locations of 
the tlrst and the second mobile communications devices and wherein 
the processor receives the !Irs! and the second user profiles to match 
in{(mnation of the users and, it' there is a match and depending upon 
the user sending status, effects the transmission to the !lrst mobile 
communications device of locating intonnation based upon the 
information delining the locations of the tirst and the second mobile 
communications devices. 

18. The system according to any of claims I. 4 or 7, 
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wherein the central unit transmits additional information to at least one 
of the first and second mobile communications devices with the 
locating infOrmation. 

E. The Accused "Mobile Devices" 

BHM accuses certain "mobile devices" ofinfi·inging the asserted patents, including 

Internet-enabled mobile telephones and tablets. See Compl. Br. at 18-20. BHM accuses a11 

Respondents, except Panasonic. of the importation and sale of infringing mobile devices. I d. 

The mobile devices implement proprietary and third party software modules, applications. and 

functionalitics (described below) that, when implemented on the accused devices, are accused of 

infi-inging the claims of the asserted patents. Jd 

BIIM has identified a representative mobile phone for each of the Respondents that it 

alleges is representative of all that Respondent's accused mobile devices. See Compl. Br. at 

18-20. The representative mobile devices for the Respondents are as follows: 

• 

• l . J 

• Toshiba Excite Pure Tablet 

Jd 

BHM has also identified a representative domestic industry mobile device that it alleges 

practices the asserted patents, the [ ]. See Compl. Br. at 18-20. 

F. The Accused "Player Devices" 

Bl!M accuses certain "player devices" of infl'inging the asserted patents. including 

Internet-enabled televisions, Bin-ray disc players, and home theater systems. 5'ec Compl. Br. at 

18. BHM accuses all Respondents of the importation and sale of inliinging player devices. !d. 

The player devices employ a number of proprietary and third party sotlwarc modules, 
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applications, and functionalities that when implemented on the accused player devices are 

accused of infi·inging the claims of the asserted patents. 

Bl-!M has identified a representative television lor each oft1lc Respondents that it alleges 

to be representative of all player devices imported by that Respondent. See Compl. Br. at 18. 

The representative player devices arc as follows: 

. ] 

• I 

• I 

• Toshiba 39L4300U TV 

!d. 

BHM has also identified a representative domestic industry player device that it alleges 

practices the asserted patents, the [ 1. See Compl. Br. at 18. 

G. The Accused Functionalitics 

The categories of soitware applications and functionalities that, in conjunction with the 

accused products. BHM accuses of intl·inging the asserted patents arc as follows: 

1. l'laylist Applications 

The playlist applications relevant to the claims ofhoth the '652 and '952 patents are 

DLNA (for which certain Respondents use proprietary names such as Samsung Link, All Share, 

AllShare Play, Nearby Devices, LG Smart Share, Toshiba Media Player. and Panasonic DLNA 

Smart Home Networking), Google Ph()! Music. ilfear/Radio, Pandora, Slacker Radio, and 

,\j>otifj'. The Internet Radio applications relevant to the claims of the '652 patent are r·Tuner, 

il1eartRadio. Shoutcast or a suitable web browser for accessing Shontcast's website, and Slacker 

Radio. See Compl. Br. at 19. 
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2. Second Screen Functions 

The soil ware for the player devices and the mobile devices relevant to the "second 

screen'' and related playlist features and functions claimed in the '873 patents arc DLNA, 

Miracast/Scrcen Mirroring, and DIAL-enabled YouTubc. See Compl. Br. at 19. 

3. Location Finder Applications 

Bl-!M accuses mobile phones with Googlc+ Locations of inJ1·inging the claims of the '593 

patent. See Compl. Br. at 19. Google+ Locations was previously known as Google Latitude. 

which is relevant l(Jr the purposes of the teclmical prong oft he domestic industry requirement. 

inasmuch as Google Latitude was in usc at the time of the filing of the complaint. Jd 

V. The '873 Patent 

A. OvcJ'I'icw of the Tcchnolob'1' 

1. l.JI'nP AV 

Universal Plug and Play AV 

(''UPnP A V") is an industry standard 

Jl·om the early 2000s that specified 

protocols for sharing multimedia 

content across devices that arc on the 

same local area network ("LAN"). 

RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 22. As 
llf'nP AV 

No ~pr.dfi< pwlocolJ..,(jUilcd t'Y U?nP IN 
{Sui o~:npb gi~cn i~ HTTP) 

illustrated in the graphic to the right, UPnP AV dclined three type of devices: a "Media Server" 

(or "server''), a "Control Point" (or ''controller"), and a "Media Renderer·· (or "renderer''). 

The server stores media content such as songs, movies, and photos. See RX-0460C 

(i\lmeroth DWS) Q/A 88. The controller can be used to lind an available server on the LAN. 
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2. Second Screen Functions

The software for the player devices and the mobile devices relevant to the "second

screen” and related ptaylist features and functions claimed in the. ’873 patents are Di..NA,

Miraeast/Sereen Mirroring, and DiAL-enabled You'i‘nhe. .S‘ee Compl. Br. at 19.

3. Location Finder Applications

Bi-iM' accuses mobile phones with Google+ Locations ot‘inii'inging the claims ofthe ‘593

patent. See Compl. Br. at 19. Google+ Locations was previously known as Googie latitude,

which is relevant for the purpoees of the technical prong otthe domestic industry requirement.

inasmuch as Googie Latitude was in use at the time of the tiling ofthe complaint. 161'.

V. The ’873 Patent

A. Overview of the Technology

1. UPnP AV

U niversai Plug and Phi}! AV

(”“Ui’ni’ AV") is an industry Standard  

 
No spniiiii protocol required by 11%? AV

{ism example given is HTTP}from the enriy 20005; that specified UPHMV

protocols for sharing multimedia

content across devices that are on the

some local area network (“LAN”).

RX—0676C (Ciro RWS) Q/A 22. As

illustrated in the graphic to the right, UPnP AV defined three type ol‘deviees: a “Media Server"

(or “server”), a “Centre! Point” (or “Controiier"), and a “Media Renderer" (or“rende1‘cz‘“).

The server stores media content such as songs= movies, and photos. See RX~0460C

(‘Almeroth DWS) Q/A 88. The controller can be used to find an available server on the LAN,

i.)J Lu
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access and browse a list ofthc media items that are stored on the server, and then select a 

particular media item for playback. ld at Q/A 29-30. The controller is also used to find an 

available renderer on the LAN. and to request the renderer to play back the selected media item. 

Id 

As shown in the diagram above, the UPnP A V specification contemplates three 

communication pathways: a controller-server path, a controller-renderer path, and a 

rcnclcrcr-server path. See RX-0140 at 5, fig. 3 {UPnP AV specification). UPnl' AV requires 

that a specilic protocol be used for communications in the controller-server and 

controller-renderer paths. Id. Regarding the renderer-server path, UPnl' A V docs not mandate 

the use of any particular protocol, instead leaving it up to the system designer to select one to 

usc. ld at 6. Ul'nl' A V does, however. provide an example of a pre-existing protocol that can 

be used for this communication path. i.e., the HTTP protocol. fd. 

2. DLNA 

Digital Living Network Alliance ("DL.NA") is a set of guidelines, llnalized in 2004. that 

uses preexisting standardized protocols to enable multiple devices, including those manufactured 

by different companies, to share various types of digital content within a LAN. RX-0671C 

(Lipoff R WS) Q/ A 62-63: RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 21, 23-27. Among the standardized 

protocols that DLNA adopted arc UPnP A V and HTTP. RX-0671 C (Lipoff RWS) Q/A 36: 

RX-0676 (Cho RWS) Q/A 23,30-32. 

The basic operational mode of DLNA is the "three-box model,'' as shown in the diagram 

below8 RDX-0519C.002 (DLNA diagram); RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 64: RX-0676C (Cho 

s DLNA has another conliguration called the ·'two-box model,'' which BHM has not accused of 
infi'inging the '873 patent. 
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RWS) Q/A 28-29. The three-box model involves three classes of devices: a Digital Media 

Server ("DMS" or ''server"), a Digital Media Controller ("'DMC" or '"controller"), and a Digital 

Media Renderer ("DMR" or "renderer''). RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 64: RX-0676C (Cho 

R WS) Q/ A 29. These device classes correspond to the Media Server, Control Point, and Media 

Renderer defined in the UPnP AV standard. RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 23-25, 27, 29; see also 

RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 66; 

RDX-05!9C.002 (DLNA diagram). In 

DLNA. communications between the 

controller and the server. and between the 

controller and the renderer, use the 

protocols defined by the UPnP AV 

standard. RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 

23-26; RDX-05!9C.003 (DLNA 

diagrmn)~ 

DlNII. 
iiJf'nf' AV) 

RX-067 1 C (Lipoff R WS) Q/ A 63. For communications between the renderer and the server. 

DLNA requires the use of the HTTP protocol (or another protocol known as RTP/RTSP). 

RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/ A 23. 30-32: RDX-0519C.002 (DLNA diagram). 

a. The Controllcr-Sen•cr Communication Path 

The controller-server communication path, which uses the UPnP AY standard, is used by 

the controller both to locate a server and to obtain information about the content on the server. 

RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 68-69; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 30. 51. Initially. the 

controller broadcasts a request to all devices on the LAN, seeking those that arc configured to act 

as servers. RX-0671 C (LipoJT RWS) Q/A 68. The server's response to this request enables the 
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RWS) Q/A 28-29. The threc~hox model involves three cirtsses of devices: a Digital Media

Server (“DEN/IS” or “server"{), a Digitai Media Controller ("DMC" or “controlier”), and a Digital

Media Renderer (“DA/1R” 01"‘rendcrer”'). RX—0671C (Lipotif RWS) Q/A 64; RX-0676C (Che

RWS) Q/A 29. These device ciaeses correspond to the Media Server, Control Point, and Media

Renderer defined in the UPI}? AV standard. RX—U676C (Cite RWS) QIA 23'25, 27, 29; see also

RX—Oé‘iétiC (Aimeroth DWS) Q/A 66;

RDX—USIQCXOOIZ (DLNA diagram). to

DLNA? communications between the

controller and the server, and between the

controller and the tenderer, use the
 
 

ntrtrt
rump AV}protocois defined by the UPnP AV

  

standard. RX—0676C (Che RWS) Q/A

23-26; RDX—OSIQCDOB’ (DLNA

diagram);

12300671 C (Lipofi‘RWS) Q/A 63. For communications between the tenderer and the sewer,

DLNA requires the use oft'he HTTP protocol (or another protocoi known as R’I‘PIRTSP).

RX»0676C (C110 RWS) Q/A 23. 30—32; RDX—OSNCDUZ (DLNA diagram).

3. The Controller-Server Cmnnumieation. Path

The controller—server communication path. which uses the UPIIP AV standard, is used by

the contt‘olicr both to locate at server and to obtain information about the content on the server.

six-ewe: (Lipoi‘t’RWS) Q/A 68—69; REY—0676C (Che RWS) Q/A 3t). 51. Initially, the

controller broadcasts a request to all devices on the l,,,/\N, seeking those that are configured to act

as servers. iiX—067] (T (liipot‘t’ RWS) Q/A 68. ”fire server’s response to this request enables the
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controller to discover the server. !d. The controller can then send browse or search requests to 

the server in order to retrieve a list of the contents stored on the server. /d. at Q/A 69. 

h. The Controller-Renderer Communication l'ath 

The controller-renderer communication path, which also uses the Ul'nP A V standard, is 

initially used by the controller to locate an available renderer on the same LAN. RX-067 I C 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 70; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 30-32,51. After the user of the controller 

has selected a content item stored on the server that she wishes to view, the controller sends the 

renderer a "SctAVTransportURI" request, which includes a Uniform Resource Identifier 

("URI") that identi!ics the location of the content on the network. RX-0671 C (Lipan· R WS) Q/A 

70; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 30. Following the ''SctAVTransportURI" request, the controller 

also sends a "Play" request to the renderer. ld Upon receipt of the Play request, the renderer 

decides whether to play the item. !d 

c. The Renderer-Server Communication Path 

The renderer-server communication path. which uses the HTTP standard, is used by the 

renderer to retrieve items stored on the server. RX-0671 C (Lipoff RWS) Q/A 71; RX-0676C 

(Cho R WS) Q/ A 30-31. 5 I. A renderer may use an optional "HTTP !·lEAD" request to acquire 

certain information from the server about the selected content item, such as its media type or 

duration. RX-0671(' (LipotfRWS) Q/A 71; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 32. When the renderer 

dctennines that it can play the selected media content item, the renderer can retrieve the item 

from the server by using an "HTTP GET" request. RX-0676C (Cho R WS) Q/ A 30, 51. In 

response, the server will stream the selected media item to the renderer for playback. ld 
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d. Getting a List of Contents from a ULNA-Compliant Server· 

The content of the server is typically organized in Iiles and folders, similar to the file 

system used by the Windows operating system. RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 38. A controller 

can retrieve a list of the contents stored on a server by using a "browse" request or a "search" 

request, both of which are defined in and adopted li·mn Ul'nl' AV. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) 

Q!A 69; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 37. A "browse'' request is used to ask the server to identify 

all contents of a specific folder, including its files and subfolc!ers. RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 

38. 41. A device may usc one or more ''browse" requests to ask the server to identify all Jiles on 

the server. I d. at Q/ A 41. A ·'scm·ch'' request is used to search the content of the server for 

something speci1ic. such as a lile with a particular name. Jd at Q/ A 43. The server's response to 

a given "browse" or "search" request is the same regardless of the identity of the device that sent 

the request. /d. at Q/A 39. 44. 

c. DLNA Only Defines a Minimum Set of Requirements 

DLNA de lines only a minimum set of requirements so additional functionalities can be 

::tddcd by device manufacturer or application developers. The DLNA guidelines require the use 

of certain communication protocols and media f(Hmats l(Jr communications across various types 

of devices. RX-0671C (Lipo1TRWS) Q/A 62-63; RX-0676C (Cbo RWS) Q/A 21. Beyond these 

minimum requirements, however, the device manufacturer or application developer is ti-c<.' to 

control the details of how its DLNA-compliant device or application operates. RX-0671 C 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 67: RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 52. For example, DLNA requires that a 

renderer that receives a "SetA VTransportURr' request and a "Play•· request process and respond 

in a certain way, if the renderer is going to proceed with playing the sclectcclmedia item. 

RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 70, 76; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q//\ 61-62. Nothing in the 
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DLNA standard precludes the manutileturer fi·om configuring its renderer to perform a series of 

checks bcl(n-e deciding whether to accept the request to play media. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) 

QIA 67: RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 63-66: RDX-0519C.003 & 008 (Cho DLNA 

demonstratives). For this reason. it is entirely possible that DLNA-compliant devices from two 

di!Terent manufacturers will have certain operational or design differences. See. e.g., RX-0671 C: 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 31. 

3. DIAL 

The DIAL protocol concerns the automatic discovery and launch from one device of an 

application installed on another device connected to the same WiFi network. See RX-0666C: 

(Bishop RWS) Q/A 63; CX-1297 (DIAL Prowcol). BHM's infringement allegations relating to 

DIAL pertain solely to the YouTubc application, and are addressed in a separate section below 

relating to Googlc products. 

4. Screen Mir.-odng 

Screen mirroring is a technology that enables a user to capture an image and any 

accompanying audio from one device, and replicate or "mirror'' the image/audio onto another 

device, typically one with a larger display. RX-0671 C: (Lipoff R WS) Q/ A 80-81; RX-0677C 

(Song RWS) Q/A 4; RDX-0520.001-002 (Screen mirroring slides): RDX-0522C.OOI-002 

(Screen mirroring slides). For example, a user can use screen mirroring to replicate a movie or a 

photograph stored and displayed on the screen of his smartphone onto a TV screen. RX-067JC: 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 81; RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 9. The device hom which the image is 

copied is called the "source," and the device that receives the copied image is called the ''sink" or 

"target.'' RX-0671C (LipoJTRWS) Q/A 82: RX-0677C (Song R\VS) Q/A 4. 
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Miracast is a scr.ccn mirroring standard that requires communications between the source 

and sink to usc a "WiFi Direct" connection. RX-0677(' (Song RWS) Q/A 10, 18. WiFi Direct 

is, in turn. a standard promulgated by the global standard-setting organization known as the WiFi 

Alliance. RX-671C (Lipo11'RWS) Q/A 85; RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 10, 18. The "WiFi 

Direct .. standard uses communication protocols that are completely different than those used in 

the '·WiFi" standard, which was also promulgated by the WiFi Alliance. RX-0677C (Song 

R \VS) Q/ A 19. The WiFi standard det!nes a set of communication protocols for a device to use 

to connect to a LAN. !d. In contrasL in WiFi Direct, the source and the sink arc connected 

directly to each other without using a LAN or an Internet connection. /d.; RX-0671 C (Lipoff 

RWS) Q/A 83. WiFi Direct is a peer-to-peer connection that emulates a wired connection, such 

as that provided by an l-IDMI cable. !d. 

B. The Accused l't·oducts 

All of the '873 patent claims asserted by BHM arc device claims that it aLleges arc 

directly infi·ingccl by Respondents' accused mobile devices, except fm method claims 1 and 5, 

which are indirectly infi·ingcd. S'ee Compl. Br. at 65. Respondents' accused products arc mobile 

telephones and tablets, televisions. Blu-ray players and home theater systems. Bl-IM argues that 

these products "include one or more of three different Ji.mctionalities (DLNA-typc media 

sharing, DIAL-enabled YouTubc and/or Screen Minoring), each of which alone inli·inges the 

'873 patent.,. /d. 

BIIM provides the following tabular summaries of the asserted claims and the devices 

and hmctionalities against which they arc asserted: 
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Compl. Br. at 66. 
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BllM identifies the following models as the Samsung accused products: [ 

] 
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[ 

]. Compl. Br. at67-68 n.12. 

BHM identifies the following models as LG accused products: [ 
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]. Com pl. Br. at 69 n. I 3. 

BHM identifies the f(JIIowing models as Toshiba accused products: the 32L4300U, 

39L4300U, 501A300U, 58L4300U, 50L7300U, 58L7300U, 65L7300U, 58L7350U, 65L7350U, 

58L9300U, 65L9300U, 84L9300U, BDK23KU, BDK33KU, BDX2300KU, BDX2400U, 

BDX330KU, BDX3400KU, BDX4300KU, BDX5300KU, BDX5400KU, BDX6400KU, Excite 

7. 7, Excite Pure, Excite Pro. and Excite Write. Com pl. Br. at 69 n.l4. 

BHM identifies the following models as [ ] products on which it relics to show 

satisfaction of the domestic industry requirement: r l phone models l 

]tablet models I J: I ] Blu-ray Players, including without 

limitation the l ] models; I J Home Theater Systems, including without limitation the 

1 models: and l ] connected TVs, including without limitation the [ 

] modds. Com pl. Br. at 69-70. 

C. Claim Construction 

!. General Principles of Law9 

Claim construction begins with the plain language of the claim. 1° Claims should be given 

their ordinary and customary meaning as understood by a person ofordimu·y skill in the art, 

9 The legal principles set forth in this section apply equally to the claim construction of the other 
patents asserted in this investigation. 
10 Only those claim terms that arc in controversy need to be construed, and only to the extent 
necessary to resol vc the controversy. Jianderlande Indus. Nederland B V 1'. in!'/ 71-ade Comm., 
366 F.3d 1311, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2004); Vivid Tech, Inc. v. American Sci. & Eng 'g. Inc .. 200 F.3cl 
795, 803 (Fee!. Cir. 1999). 
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viewing the claim terms in the context of the entire patcnt. 11 Phillips v. A WJJ Corp., 415 F.3cl 

I 303, I 312-13 (Feel. Cir. 2005), art. denied, 546 U.S. 1170 (2006). 

In some instances, claim terms do not have particular meaning in a 11elcl of art, and claim 

construction involves little more than the application of the widely acceptccl meaning of 

commonly understood words. !'hi/lips, 415 FJcl at 1314. "In such circumstances, general 

purpose dictionaries may be helpful.'' !d. 

In many cases, claim terms have a specialized meaning, and it is necessary to determine 

what a person of skill in the art would have understood the disputed claim language to mean. 

'·Because the meaning of a claim term as understood by persons of skill in the art is ollen not 

immediately apparent, and because patentees frequently use terms icliosyncratically, the court 

looks to 'those sources available to the public that show what a person of skill in the art would 

have understood disputed claim language to mean.··· !d. (quoting Imlo\·a/Pure Water. Inc. \'. 

Sa/i1ri Water Filtmtion .~n .. Inc_, 381 FJcl 1111. 1116 (Fed. Cir. 2004)). The public sources 

identified in Phillips include ·'the words of the elaims themselves, the remainder of the 

specification, the prosecution history, and extrinsic evidence concerning relevant scicntiJic 

principles, the meaning of technical terms, and the state of the art." !d. 

In cases in which the meaning of a claim term is uncertain, the specification usually is the 

best guide to the meaning of the term. ld a£ 1315 _ As a general rule, the particular examples or 

embodiments discussed in the specification arc not to be read into the claims as limitations. 

11 Factors that may be considered when determining the level of ordinary skill in the m't include: 
·'(!)the eclucationa11evel of the inventor: (2) type of problems encountered in the art; (3) prior 
art solutions to those problems; (4) rapidity with w·hich innovations arc made; (5) sophistication 
oft he technology; and (6) educational level of active workers in the l1eld.'' Environmental 
Designs. Ltd F. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693,696 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043 
(1984). 
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kfarkman v. Westview Instrumellls. inc., 52 F.3d 967,979 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en bane), aff'd, 517 

U.S. 370 (1996). The specification is, however, always highly relevant to the claim construction 

analysis, and is usually dispositive. I' hi/lips, 415 F.3d at 1315 (quoting Vitro nics Corp. v. 

Crmceptronic. Inc., 90 F.3cl 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)). Moreover, "[t]bc construction that 

stays true to the claim language and most naturally aligns with the patent's description of the 

invention will be, in the end, the correct construction." !d. at 1316. 

Claims are not necessarily. and are not usually, limited in scope to the preferred 

embodiment. !IF Delaware, Inc. v. I'ac{jic Keys/one Techs .. Inc., 326 F.3d 1255, 1263 (Feel. Cir. 

2003); Dccisioning.com, Inc v. Ft'rlerated Dep 'I Srm·es, Inc., 527 F.3d 1300, 1314 (Feel. Cir. 

2008) ("[The] description of n preferred embodiment, in the absence of a clear intention to limit 

claim scope, is an insufficient basis on which to narrow the claims."). Nevertheless, claim 

constructions that exclude the preferred embodiment arc '·rarely, if ever, correct and require 

highly persuasive evidentiary support.'' Virronics, 90 F. 3d at 1583. Such a conclusion can be 

mandated in rare instances by clear intrinsiC- evidence~ such as unambiguous claim language or a 

clear disclaimer by the patentees dming patent prosecution. Elekta Ins/rumen! SA. ''· 0. U. R. Sci. 

1111 '1. Inc., 214 F.3d 1302, 1308 (Feel. Cir. 2000); Rheox. Inc. v. Entacr, Inc., 276 F.3d 1319 (Fed. 

Cir. 2002). 

If the intrinsic evidence does not establish the meaning of a claim, then extrinsic evidence 

may be considered. Extrinsic evidence consists of all evidence external to the patent and the 

prosecution history, and includes inventor testimony, expert testimony, and learned treatises. 

Phillips, 415 F. 3d at 1317. Inventor testimony can be useful to shed light on the relevant art. In 

evaluating expert testimony, a court should discount any expert testimony that is clearly at odds 

with the claim construction mandated by the claims themselves, the written description. and the 
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prosecution history, in other words, with the written record of the patent. ld. at 1318. l':xtrinsic 

evidence may be considered if a court deems it helpful in determining the true meaning of 

language used in the patent claims. Jd 

2. Level of Ordinary Skill 

The expert for Respondents and Intervenor, Dr. Almcroth, testitied that on or around May 

5, 2004, a person of ordinary skill in the art in the f'ield of the '873 patent would have had at least 

a Bachelor ol' Science degree in electrical engineering, computer engineering, or computer 

science, and approximately two years of professional e:-;periencc with computer networking and 

multimedia technologies. or the equivalent. See RX-0460C (Aimcroth DWS) Q/A 18. Dr. 

Almcroth further testified that additional graduate education could substitute for professional 

experience, whik significant experience in the field might substitute li:Jr tormal education. See 

id. 

BHM's expert, Dr. Loy, testi1lcd that one of ordinary skill in the art with respect to the 

'873 patent would have had a Bachelor's degree in computer science or electrical engineering. or 

the equivalent. See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 65; CX-l40JC (Loy RWS) Q/A 35. Dr. Loy 

further testified that "a significant percentage of people involved in the art at the time did not 

even have college degrees." CX-140JC (Loy RWS) Q/A 36. 

As proposed by Respondents and Intervenor, it is determined that a person of ordinary 

skill in the art with respect to the '873 patent would have had at least a Bachelor of Science 

degree in electrical engineering, computer engineering. or computer science, and approximately 

two years of professional experience with computer networking and multimedia technologies, or 

the equivalent. It is further determined that additional graduate cducntion could substitute for 

professional experience, while signilicant experience in the field might substitute for formal 
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education. This level of ordinary skill takes into account the sophistication of the technology 

area discussed in the '873 patent in May 2004 and incorporates the typical education and 

experience level of active workers in the iield in May 2004. See RX-0460C (DWS Almcroth) 

QIA 22. As of any elate in the early 2000s, a person with an undergraduate degree (or its 

equivalent) would have had little experience in networking and little practical experience in 

building network-based applications. See id. Only with some additional practical experience. 

training, or education would a person have had sut1icient knowledge to develop a system based 

on the '873 claims without undue experimentation. See id. 

3. Disputed Claim Terms 

a. "without user input via the second dcvkc" (claims I, I 7, 23, 27, 
30, 45) 

Below is a chart setting forth the parties' proposed constructions. 12 

12 This initial determination addresses only the disputed claim terms idcntitied by the parties as 
needing construction. See Joint Outline of Issues to Be Decided in the Final Initial 
Determination (ED IS Doc. No. 530049) ("'Joint Outline of Issues"). The parties identified the 
claim terms for construction in a joint !!ling required by Ground Rule J I, which provides: "On 
the same day the initial posthcaring brief.s are due, the parties shall lile a cOl11Jl.L<eh~nsive joint 
outline oft he issues to be decided in the Jlna!Initial Determination. The outline shall refer to 
specific sections and pages of the posthcaring briefs. Moreover, the claim terms briefed by the 
parties must be identical. For example, if the construction of the claim term 'wireless device' is 
disputed, the parties must brief that exact claim term. lf a party briefs only a portion of the claim 
term such as 'wireless' or 'device.' that section of the brief will be stricken'' Ground Rule II 
(emphasis original) (attached to Order No. 14 (Issuance of Amended Ground Rules) (Aug. 6. 
2013)). 

Appendix A to the parties' Joint List of Disputed Claim Terms for Construction and Proposed 
Constructions Thereof (EDIS Doc. No. 518351). which was lllcd pursuant to Ground Rule I I 
discussed above, shall hereinafter be rclerrcd to as "Joint List of Pmposed Constructions.'' 
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Cinim 

Term/Phrase 

"without user 
input vi~ the 
second device'' 

PUBLIC VERSION 

Complainants' 
Proposed 

Construction 

---·--:--------,--~ ·-··--·· 
Respondents and Staff's Proposed 

Inten•enor's Construction 
Proposed 

Construction 
---~~-----~-----+~~--~--~--~-

"No user input is Invalid under 35 '"No user input is required 
required at the second U.S.C. § 112 ,i I at the second device 
device following following direction fmm Or, in the alternative: 
direction hom the the first device"- to the 

"no user input is 
iirst device" extent this construction 

required at the second 
re11eets statements in the 

device prior to the 
initiation or a shared prosecution history 

media experience." 

Or, in the alternative: 
Invalid under 35 
lJS··c s lJ"i,'') · · -· s ~ I~ 

The claim term ''without user input via the second device'' appears in claims l, 17, 23, 

27, 30, and 45 of the '873 patent. As proposed by Respondents and Intervenor, the term is 

construed to mean "no user input is required at the second device prior to the initiation of a 

shared media experience.'' This construction rct1ects statements made by the applicant during 

prosecution to distinguish the claimed inventions li-om the Lee reference. See R:X-0460C 

(Almeroth DWS) Q/A 31-46; RX-0671 C (Lipoff RWS) Q/A 135-50. 

During prosecution of U.S. Patent No. 8,028,323 ("the '323 patent"), which is the parent 

patent to the '873 patent, the Examiner rejected the claims as unpatentable in view of a prior art 

combination that included the Lee reference. See JX-0002 ('323 File History) (BHM-ITC-

006068). Lee describes a system that permits ''a plurality of online co-users [to] share a dynamic 

content experience over the Internet using a shared playlist with tracks Ji·om each user's 

computer.'' RX-0047 (Lee)(,; 0007). The system includes an "inviter client'' computer and an 

·'invitee client'' computer, connected via a network to web and communications servers. See id. 
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“No user input is required
at the second device

toilowing direction from
the first device.” w to the

extent this construction

reflects statements in the

prosecution history

The claim term “without user input via the second device" appears in claims 1, 17, 2.3,

27, 30; and 45 either ”873 patent. As proposed by Respondents and Intervenor, the term is

construed to mean “no user input is required at the second device prior to the initiation ot‘a

$1121th media experience? 1111s construction reflects statements made bytthe appticant (luring

prosecution to distinguish the claimed inventions from the Lee reference. See ItX—O46GC"

(Almeroth DWS) Q/A 3146', RX-{3671C (I,,ipot'l'RWS') Q/A 135—50.

During prosecution 0111.8. Patent No. 8,028,323 (“the ’3 23 patent“), which is the parent

potent to the 873 patent the Examinei tejc ted the claims as unpatentablein View of a prionart

combination that inctuded the Lee reference. See JX0002 (323 Fiie llistmy) ([311M11C

006068). Lee describes a system that permits “a plurality ot‘online co-users [to] share. a dynamic

content experience over the Internet using, a shared playtist with tracks from each user’s

RX—0047 (Lee) (T 0007)computer The system includes an “inviter client" computer and an

"invitec client" computer, connected via 21 network to web and communications servers. See id.
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(Abstract, 110044, FIG, 2), The inviter client displays a list of any pre-spccitiecl co-users that arc 

currently online lor selection by the user. !d. (1]~ 0053, 0054, FIGS. 5 & 6). To launch a content 

sharing session, the inviter client sends an invitation to the selected invitee client If the user at 

the invitee client accepts the invitation (by providing user input), then a "content sharing 

communication path'' is established between the inviter and the invitee, permitting the two users 

to listen to the same music simultaneously. !d. (,[11 0008, 0009, 0065, FIG, 9), ThereaHer, if the 

user at the inviter client plays a song stored on his or her own device, that same song will play on 

the invitee device without any further user input at the invitee client device. ld. (~1! 0008, 007L 

0072), When the first song llnishcs, the user at the inviter client can play a second, third, or 

tenth song on his computer, and each of those songs will play on the invitee client without 

further user input at the invitee clienL Id (1[1[ 0092-0097), The Lee system is illustrated in 

demonstrative exhibits RDX-0002 and RDX-0523(, See RDX-0002.01 1 -OJ 5 (RX-0460C 

(Almeroth DWS) Q/i\ 39-40): RDX-0523CJJI6-024 (RX067JC (LipoffRWS) Q/A 143-47). 

The Examiner determined that Lee discloses the claimed "directing" step because "Lee 

teaches an inviter computer communicates to an invitee computer, , , and directs the invitee 

computer to stream a track directly hom content server," JX-0002 ('323 File History) 

(BHM-JTC-006071). In response to the Examiner's rejection, the applicant amended the claims 

to include the "Without user input" negative limitation. See id. (BHM-lTC-006083-088). Citing 

these amendments, the applicant distinguished the purported invention hom Lee as l(JIIows: 

Lee discloses that the user of the invitee computer must accept an 
invitation from the inviter computer bcf(Jrc the audio experience may be 
shared. , . , Thus, , , . Lee requires user input via the second device priQL to 
!he i;ritiatlpn of a shared audio experience. Jn di1~9t C\lD!.ras(, each of 
Applicant's independent claims require that the first device direct tht' 
second device without user input via the second device. 
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!d. (BHM-JTC-006080) (internal citations omitted, emphasis revised). The applicant clearly and 

unmistakably disclaimed systems thai require user input on the second device "prior to the 

initiation of a shared media experience," i.e., user input at the second device that occnrs during 

the process of establishing a communication pathway between the first and second devices, and 

before the "directing" steps by which each song that plays on the inviter client will be played on 

the invitee client. See Purdue !'hanna L.P. v. Endo !'harms., Inc., 438 F.3d !123, 1136 (Fed. 

Cir. 2006) ("[A] patentee may limit the meaning of a claim term by making a clear and 

unmistakable disavowal of scope during prosecution."). 

The claim construction proposed by BHM is inconsistent with the applicant's statements 

to the USJ'TO. According to BHM, the disputed phrase means ·'no user input is required at the 

second device following direction fi·om the first device." As illustrated in the graphic below, 

however, the applicant distinguished Lee by focusing on user input at the invitee client (circled 

in red) that occurs before the inviter client starts directing content to be played on the invitee 

client device. See RDX-1508 (Opening Demonstrative, below); JX-0002 ('323 File History) 

(BHM-ITC-006080) ("Lee discloses that the user of the invitee computer must accept an 

invitation from the inviter computer before the audio experience may be shared.") (emphasis 

added). 

After the shared audio experience has stmted, the playing of a first song on the inviter 

client will cause a "directing" step (depicted in the demonstrative graphic below as the first blue 

"Direct" box on the left) that leads immediately, and without any user input, to the playing of the 

same song on the invitee client (dcpietecl as the Jlrst pink "Play'" box on the right). See 

RDX-1508 (Opening Demonstrative, below); RX-0047 (Lee) (1!1[0008, 0071,0072, 0092-0097); 

RDX-0002.0 17-018 (RX-0460C (Ahn(;,roth DWS) Q/A 40); RDX-0523C.020-24 (RX-0671 C 
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(Lipoff RWS) Q/ A I 43-147). This sequence will be repeated, with each blue "Direct" box 

leading to a pink "Play" box, and all without user input at the invitee client. 1d. This is the 

reason why the applicant distinguished Lee by focusing on the user input that occurs at the 

invitee client before the shared audio experience begins, i.e .. because the Lee system docs not 

require any user input at the 

invitee client following a 

direction f[·om the inviter client to 

play music. Jd. BHM's proposed 

construction is not correct 

because it would encompass the 

same prior art system that the 
' ;. 

applicant distinguished during 

proseclllion. See RX-0460C (Ahncroth DWS) Q/A 46: RX-0671 C (Lipoff RWS) Q/A I 50. 

The Staff has proposed a construction similar to BHM's proposal, but concludes with the 

qualification '·to the extent this construction relkcts statements in prosecution history." Given 

the applicant's statements during prosecution, it is determined that the proposed construction 

advanced by Respondents and Intervenor be adopted. 
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(Lipofl’ RWS) Q/A 143—147). This sequence will be rcpeatcd, with each blue “Direct” box

leading to a pink “Play” box? and ail without user input at the invites client. M. This is the

reason why the applicant distinguished Lee by focusing on the user input that occurs at the

invitcc client before the shared audio experience begins, tie, because the Lee system does not

require any user input at the

invitcc client following a 
direction from the invitcr client to

play music. id. Ell-lM's propt‘ised 
construction is not correct

 
because. it would encompass the

 
same prior art system that thc

appiicant distinguished during

prosecution. See RX-0460C (Ainicroth DWS) Q/A 46; liX—Od;i‘g—(iiiipot't‘RWS) Q/A 15:“:

The Staffhas proposed a construction similar to BliM’s proposal, but concludes with the

qualification "to the extent this construction reflects statements in prosecution history” Given

the appiicam‘s statements during prosecution, it is determined that the proposed construction

advanced by Respondents and intervenor be adopted.



Claim 
Term/Phrase 

"directing [ ... ] the 
[at least one] 
second device" 

PUBLIC VERSION 

b. "directing[ ... [ the [at least one) second device ... " (claims 1, 
16, 17, 23, 27, 30, 45) 

Complainants' 
Proposed 

Construction 

"first device directs 
second device'' 

Respondents and 
Intervenor's 

Proposed 
Consti'Uction 

"the first device 
instructs the second 
device" 

Stafrs Proposed 
Construction 

Plain and ordinary meaning 

-or-

first device directs second 
device 

"Directing"- plain and 
ordinary meaning should be 
consistently applied across 
terms (i.e. directly issuing 
instructions to ... ) 

[no intermediary in this step
as shown in Jigurc 4] 

'------········ ··--· .................... ---·--····--···--·-·--··--··-·--········ 

The claim term "directing[ ... ] the [at least one] second device'' appears in claims I, 16, 

17, 23, 27, 30, and 45 of the '873 patent. As proposed by Respondents, the term is construed to 

mean •·the tirst device instructs the second device," a construction that is consistent with the 

intrinsic evidence and the understanding of a person having ordinary skill in the art. See 

RX-0460C (Aimeroth DWS) Q/A 49-50. 

The specification emphasizes that the Jirst device, which generally assumes the functions 

of the control point, instructs or commands a second device to render mcdin. JX-0003 ('873 

patent) at col. 8, Ins. 22-24 ("rendering devices that receive instructions lrom the control point''): 

col. 14. Ins. 6-14 (tirst device may select a second device on the network and "command" the 

second device to play a song). The importance to the claimed inventions of commanding or 

instructing the second device is demonstrated by the prosecution history of the '323 parent 

patent. During prosecution, the applicant distinguished the Lee reference on grounds that it did 
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not "H1rce'' the second device (the invitee client) to play the media item directed to it by lirst 

device (the inviter client). See JX-0002 ('323 File History) (BHM-ITC-006081). 

BHM proposes that "directing [ ... ] the [at least one] second device" means "first device 

directs second device." This proposal mirrors the claim language, but fi1ils to provide a 

meaningful dc1inition for the disputed phrase. Yet, BHM's expert Dr. Loy testilied that in the 

claimed invention, "the first device can force (direct) the second device to play media without 

user input at the second device." CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/ A 71. This testimony suppmts the 

equation oC''direct'' with "force," and Ji.u·thcr supports the adopted construction. 

The '873 patent also discloses that the instructions are sent directly from the 1irst device 

to the second device, without any intermediary. For example, the spccif!cation states that the 

first device may ·'directly control" the second device, and that this control may be facilitated by 

··either unidirectional or bi-directional communication with the second device 1 4." JX-0003 

C 873 patent) at col. I 5. Ins. 15-16; col. 9, Ins. 4-7; Figs. l &. 4. 

c. "playlist" (claims 1, 17, 23, 27, 30) 

---~-~---- ---- ·-·-::-,----·-···----·---=-
Claim Complainmtts' PI'Oposcd Respondents and 

Tcnn/Phrasc Constl'llction Intervenor's J>mposcd 
Construction 

---!·-·-·---· 
"playlist" '·a list referencing media ·•a list of media items" 

items arranged to be played 

L in a sequence'' 
--·-- ·------·~-······--·-·····------··--L--

St:lfrs Pt·oposcd 
Construction 

"at least one song 
listed for playing·· 

The term ''playlist" appears in claims I, 17, 23, 27, and 30 of the '873 patent. As 

construed by Respondents, the term is construed to mean ·'a list of media items;· a construction 

that is supported by the intrinsic evidence. 
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The specification describes a ''playlist'' as a list of songs that correspond to attributes 

such as an artist, an instrument, a record company, a region, an ethnicity, current popularity, or 

the listening preferences of a particular user_ See JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. 3, Ins. 6-15; col. 

3, Ins. 25-31; col. 10, ln. 47- col. 11, ln. 5; col. 11,1ns. 20-24. Moreover, a "playlist is a list of 

songs containing at least one song that the listener would like to hear," and the "playlist" may be 

"standard'' or ''custom." Jd. at col. 11, Ins. 25-26; col. 10, Ins. 64-67; col. 7, Ins. 47-50. The 

specification's use of broad terminology to deJlne the meaning of the term "play!ist" is consistent 

with the adopted construction. 

The construction proposed by the Staff acknowledges the breadth of the term "play list." 

but limits the term to "songs" listed f(>r playing. Not all of the claims speci(v that a playlist 

consists of songs. For example, claim l of the '873 patent recites a "play list ... comprising a 

plurality of media item identifiers," while claim 17 more specifically recites a "playlist ... 

comprising a plurality of song identifiers.'' /d. at col. I 6. Ins. 41-42; coL 17, Ins. 45-46. 

Under BHM's proposed construction, a "playlist'' is a "list referencing media items 

arranged to be played in a sequence." In support oftbis proposed construction. BHM's expert 

testified that "the meaning of the term 'playlist' at the time of the invention included the idea that 

the media items would be played in sequence." CX-1401C (Loy RWS) Q/A 50. Yet, the '873 

patent lacks support lbr this position. The spcci11cation contradicts BHM's contention that the 

media items "would be played in sequence'' because it slates that a "play list" may be played '·in 

the order selected, in random order, or in any other desired order." .JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. 

3, Ins. 21-25; col. ll.lns 42-44. 
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"remote 
control" 
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d. ''remote control" (claims 8, 37) 

Complainants' 
Proposed 

Construction 

"a device that may be 
used to control a 
separate device" 

Respondents and 
lntcrvcn01·'s 

P1·oposcd 
Construction 

Staffs Proposed Construction 

.-,---c-c:-········-------=-~----
"a device dedicated Plain and ordinary meaning-
to controlling a small handheld portable device* 
second device" to control the second device

with functionalitics disclosed in 
the specification 

* POSIT/\ based understanding 
starts at common media device 
remote control 

--···-·--··-·····-···- ·----·- .... ··-··-·-·-.-L.··-·-·· -················-----" ···········-·-····-·-·······················---" 

The claim term "remote control'" appears in claims 8 and 37 of the "837 patent. J\s 

proposed by Respondents, the term is construed to mean "a device dedicated to controlling a 

second device," a construction that is supported by the intrinsic evidence. 

The '873 patent consistently uses the term "remote control"' to refer to a device that is 

distinct from other types of handheld devices, including phones and PDJ\s. For example, the 

specification states that "the first device 13 may comprise a handheld portable device such as a 

personal digital assistant (PDJ\). a palmtop computer. an MP3 player, a telephone, or a remote 

control for a music rendering device." JX-0003 ('873 patent) at coL 9, Ins. 9-12; see also id. at 

coL 9, Ins. 56-60 (referring to the first device as "a PDA or dedicated remote control that can 

function to control the second device"). 'fhe "Summary of the Invention" section defines the 

claimed "first clcvicc" as preferably comprising a handheld portable device. such as "a palmtop 

computer, an MP3 player, or a remote control for a second device." !d. at coL 2, Ins. 59-62. The 

"873 patent also separately claims a "first device'' that comprises a "handheld portable device'" 

(claim 2). "palmtop computer"" (claim 3), "MP3 player"" (claim 4). "mobile phone"" (claim 5), and 
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"remote control'· (claim6). Thus, the presumption of claim differentiation also supports the 

adopted construction. See Halliburton Energy Servs., Inc. v. M-1 LLC 514 F.3d 1244, 1251 n.3 

(Fed. Cir. 2008). Based on these disclosures, one of ordinary skill would understand that the 

claimed "remote control" is distinct !i·om other handheld devices, including a phone, palmtop 

computer, or PDA. See 10'<-0460C (DWS Almerotb) Q/ A 51-52. 

In addition, the '873 patent describes the "remote control" as a device that has a primary 

function of controlling one or more rendering devices. For c'ample, the specification describes a 

''dedicated remote control that can function to control the second device." JX-0003 ('873 patent) 

at col. 9, Ins. 56-60. U.S. Patent No. 8,230,099. which is related to the '873 patent and names 

Mr. Wee! as the inventor. cletlncs "dedicated" as "inclical[ing] the primary function of a device,'' 

meaning that '·the device typically does not perform any other of the functions that a general 

purpose computer may perform." See JX-0005 ('099 patent) <Jt coL 8, Ins. 41-51. This is 

consistent with the '873 patent specification. which describes a remote control as being "for'' a 

second device that ·'controls a plurality of second devices" and that is preferably ''dockablc" or 

''cradled" to a second device, much like a traditional remote control. JX-0003 ('873 patent) at 

coL 2, ln. 65; coL 9, Ins, 9-12; coL 9, Ins. 27-29; coL 2, Ins. 63-64; coL 9, Ins. 9-12; col. 9, Ins. 

27-37; coL 5, Ins. 25-32; coL 15, Ins. 21-24. 

BHM's proposed construction is inconsistent with the specification, the claims, and the 

common understanding of the term '·remote control" by one of ordinary skill in the art because it 

would encompass any device that "may be used to control a second device." See RX-0460C 

(Almeroth DWS) Q/ A 51. For example, the '873 patent identifies several examples of the "tirst 

device,'' including non-portable devices such as a desktop computer, television, or stereo. 

JX-0003 ('873 patent) at coL 9, Ins. 8-14. Applying Bl-IM's construction, any one of these 
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examples would qualify as a "remote control" because any one of them may, for example, cause 

music to be played on attached ~peakers, This interpretation contradicts the ordinary meaning of 

''remote controL" See RX-0460C (Almcroth DWS) Q/A 5], 

To the extent the Statrs proposal defines a "remote control" as a "small handheld 

portable device," the construction would render claim 2 ofthe '873 patent, which defines the 

Jirst device as a "handheld portable device," the same as the claims that define the first device as 

a "remote control." See InterDigital Communications, LLC v. lnt 'I 7/'iule Comm 'n, 690 F.3d 

I 318, 1324-25 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (proposed construction that would render another claim 

superlluous counsels strongly against that construction). The Statrs propo~cd construction is 

correct, however, to the extent it acknowledges that one of ordinary skill would interpret the term 

'·remote control" to mean a '·common media device remote controL" 

c. "song" (claims 17, 19, 22) 

----c:---- .----:::-·--:c----,-- ----,--·---------. 
Claim Complainants' Respondents and Staffs l'I'Oposed 

Tcnn/l'hrasc Proposed Construction Intervenor's Proposed Construction 
ConstJ·uction 

--·------- -·-=c--:---:---;c------+-.-.----c-·------··---· 
"song'' Plain and ordinary "audio-only content" 

meaning 
audio Jllc (i.e. MP3, 
WAY) 

The claim term "song" appears in claims 17. 19, and 22 of the '873 patent. As proposed 

by Respondents, the term is construed to mean "audio-only content." The specification of the 

'873 patent demonstrates that a song is audio-only content. For example, the specification refers 

to music as "[a]udio content" that may be rendered on devices such as speakers or a stereo, while 

it refers to movies and television shows as "audio/video content" that may be rendered on 

devices such as televisions and monitors. See .JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. 8, Ins. 27-31. 
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BHM argues that the term song "docs not need to be construed" because it "has a plain 

and ordinary meaning that has been understood by people for thousands of years." See Compl. 

Br. at 58-59. BHM agrees with the adopted construction to the extent that "a song is generally 

composed of auditory information (lyrics and/or notes),"' but nevertheless argues that ·'a person 

or [sic] ordinary skill in the art would understand that a song can be conveyed in many different 

formats," and would not be limited to an audio-only file. See Compl. Reply at 43. Yet, BHM 

does not cite to any evidence demonstrating what an person having ordinary skill in the ati would 

understand the term "song" to mean when considered in the context of the · 873 patent.. See 

Compl. Br. at 58-59; C:ompl. Reply at 43. 

The Start's proposed construction is consistent with the spq:itication inasmuch as it 

explains that the hmnat of a "song" may be an MP3 or W AV file, which are both file formats f(n 

audio-only content. JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. II, Ins. 37-40. The specification. however, 

docs not restrict the spccilic file format of the <iudio song to solely MP3 or WAV. 

Claim 
Term/Phrase 

f. "device idcntifier!sl" (claims l, J 7, 23, 27, 30) 

:::----:-:-·- ---·-· ···------:::----:-······----··c-c--,-·····-·····--·----
Complainants' Respondents and Staffs Proposed 

l'roposcd Intervenor's Proposed Construction 
Construction CQnstruction 

-;---·---
"device ''indicium[-ia] of a '·[an indicium] !indicia] for 

uniquely identifying the 
second device'' 

"indicium[-ia] of a 
device" idcnlillcr[ sj" device" 

The claim term "device idcnli ller[s]" appears in claims I. 17, 23, 27, and 30 of the '873 

patent. As proposed by Respondents. the term is construed to mean '·ran indicium] [indicia] for 

uniquely identifying the second device." 
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BE'IM argues that the term song “does not need to be construed" because it “has a plain

and ordinary meaning that has been understood by people for thousands ot‘years.” See Compl.

81'. at 5869: -' Bil-M agrees with thc'adopted' construction to the”e‘xte‘n‘t“tliat'“a song is generally” "

COi‘npOSCd of auditory information {lyrics and/or note-3),” but nevertheless argues that “a person

or [on] ordinary skill in the art would understand that a song can be conveyed in many different

'lormats,“ and would not be limited to an audio—only tile. See Compl, Reply at 43. Yet, 'Bi‘lM

does not cite to any evidence demonstrating what an person having ordinary skill in the 2111 would

understand the term “song” to mean when considered in the context ot‘thc ‘873 patent. - See

Compl. Br. at 5869; Comp]. Reply at 43.

The Staff‘s proposed construction is consistent with the specification inasmuch as it

explains that the format of a “song” may be an MPB or WAV tile, which are both tile formats for

audio-only content. lX-UOO?) (’873 patent) at co]. ll, ins. 3740. The specification, hmvever.

does not restrict the Specific tile format ofthe audio song to solely MP3 or WAV.

f. “device identifierlsl” (claims 1, .17, 23, 27, 30)     

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Claim- Compla‘inanta?‘ _ _- Respondents and ' ' _ Staff’s Proposed
Term/Phrase l’roposed . intervenor’s _? rnposed Construction

" Construction ' .- '- Confistruction

“device “inclicium[~ial ofa “{an indicium} l'indicia} for “indicitun[—ia] ot‘a

idcntificflsl" device” uniquely identifying the device”
second device"

The claim term “device identitierlsl” appears in claims 1, 17, 23, 27, and 3t) ot‘the ’873

patent. As proposed by Respondenta the term is construed to mean "fan indicium] [indicia] for

uniquely identitying the second device.”
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The term "device identi!1cr" docs not appear in the specification or in the claims as 

originally filed before the USPTO. The applicant added limitations regarding the display and 

selection of a "device identifier" during prosecution of the parent '323 patent, citing paragraph 

0106 and element 45 in Figure 4 to support the amendment. See JX-0002 ('323 File History) 

(BHM-ITC-0061 07-113, BHM-lTC-006163). ln its discussion of clement 45 of Figure 4, the 

'873 specif1cation states that a second device may be selected from a list of second devices that 

is displayed on the first device. See JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. 11, Ins. 60-67. The list of 

second devices may be updated automatically using a device discovery process, or may be pre

configured by the user and updated manually. See id. at col. 4, ln. 60 -·col. 5, ln. 7; col. 12, Ins. 

1-5. Although the spccilication provides no further discussion ofthe manual update, it describes 

the device discovery process in detail, stating that all devices on a network '·periodically 

broadcast an identification code and password," and the identification code "wliqlleZ)' identifies 

the second device." 1<1. at col. 13,lns. 1-3 (emphasis added). Accordingly, the intrinsic evidence 

supports the adopted construction. 

By contrast the construction proposed by BHM and Stai'J'is overly broad, and does not 

take into account the applicant's citation of clement 45 of Figure 4 and paragraph 0106 of the 

original application as support i()l" the "device identifier" limitation. See id. at col. I L ln. 60-

col. 12, ln. 5. 
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g. "receiving" I "1·eceivcd" I "receive'' (claims l, 16, 23, 27, 30, 45) 
~c-:----c-.---c:-~--::---c--·--.----cc-···---·----

Complainants' Respondents and StafPs J>roposcd 
Proposed Intervenor's Proposed Construction 

Construction Constmction ·· 
---+c---c---:cc-:-c··---~··---··f-----·------·--·--····· 

Plain and ordinary "getting" I "got" I "get'' '·Receives input''= 
meaning actually receive input 

Jium user 

"Receive playlist'' = 
actually receive playlist 
tiles for selection 

Claims I, 16, 23, 27, 30, and 45 of the '873 patent use variations of the term "receive" in 

diiTerent contexts, including "receiving" a playlist, "receiving" user input, directing a second 

device to "receive'' a media item, and to refer to a play list or user input that has been "received." 

The various proposed constructions for the terms "receiving" I "received"/ "receive" do not 

appear to be materially different These terms are therefore construed as proposed by 

Respondents, inasmuch as their proposal is consistent with the plain and ordinary meaning of 

these terms. 

h. "obtaining" (claims 17, 27) 

---ciaim -~ Complainants' Respondents at-ld-.--·-s-·tili'r_s_· J>-~~lposed 

-~erm/Phras:_[_:o~:sed C:nstru~t-io-.n+-:-· 1-n-tc_J~-'~_:;_;r_,~_!_:_~o_o~-ose_d __ ·--C-r-ms-·t_r_u_ct_i:~--
"obtaining" Plain and ordinary "getting'' See "download'' 

1neamng and ''stream·· 
---·----·------.L-. 

The claim term ''obtaining" appears in claims l 7 and 27 of the '873 patent In particular, 

claim 17 recites the phrase "obtaining a playlist" on a first device. The spccilication uses the 

terms "receiving" and ''obtaining" interchangeably. See JX-0003 ('873 patent) at coL I, Ins. 
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g. “receiving” I “received” 1’ “receive” (claims 1, 16, 23, 27, 30, 45)

(:‘iaim _. 'mEoinpldimnts Respondents and- if _' $111111;Proposed m
' Terinli’in'ase Proposed Intervenor’s Proposed - ' Construttion -

' ' Construction _::_'Constiuctlj” " ' ' "     
  

“receiving/
“received /

“receive”

"Receives input” 2

actually receive input
from user

Plain-and ordinal I “‘Uettinni' / “ 1111’ l “ e1”3 1: a s g

meaning

“Receive pleyiist" fl

aetuttily receiVe piaylist
tiles for selection

 
Ciaims l. 16. 23, 27, 30, and 45 ol‘the ’873 patent use variations oi‘tlie term “receive” in

different contexts, ineiuding “receiving" a playiist, “receiving“ user input, directing a second

device to “receive" a media item, and to refer to a piaylist or user input that has been “received.”

The various proposed constructions for the terms “receiving” 1’ “received” / “receive” do not

appear to he mnterinily different. These terms are therefore construed as proposed by

Respondents inasmuch as their proposal is consistent with the plain and ordinary meaning of

these terms.

h. “obtaining” (claims 17, 27)

 
 
 

'Respo'ndents3111.1 _ .. Staff’s ProposedClaim =  

 
 

 Complainants  

     

TermfPhrasef ProposedConstruction intervenor5Proposed ' Construction.
' " ' ' ConstructiOn

“obtaining” Plain and ordinary “getting” Seedownload
and”streammeaning  

 

The claim term “obtaining” appears in eiaims I7 and 27 of the ”873 patent. In nortieular

claim i7 recites the phrase “obtaining, a playlist” on a first device. The specification uses the

termsreceivingand ‘obttanninginterchangeably See] \—()(}()3 ( 873 patent} at col. ,lns.
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19-24; col. 2, Ins. 29-40; coL 3, Ins. 35-39; coL 3, Ins. 41-53: col. 4, Ins. 11-16; coL 5.lns. 9-23. 

Therefore, the term "obtaining'' is construed to mean "getting." 

i. "content scr·vcr" (claims 1, 16, 19, 23, 27, 30, 45) 

.. -----,--:;::-c-
Rcspondcnts and Stafrs Pr-oposed 

Intervenor's Proposed construction 
Construction 

-··Claim :J Complainants' 
Tcnn/I'Jrrasc Proposed 

Constwction 
--+::--

''content •·a device that can ''a server on a local area A server storing 
audio lllcs that arc 
"obtained'' 
'"streamed"' or 
"downloaded" 

server'· provide media, may or 
may not be the same 
server as the playlist 
server'~ 

network, or outside of a local 
area network, that is 
conllgured 1o facilitate 
serving of content and that 
may or may not be the same 
server as the playlist server" ["receiving rhe 

se/ecred song(\") fi"om 
the content server 
and playing !he 
selected song(s). "l 

The term "content server'' appears in claims 1, 16. 19, 23, 27, 30, and 45 of the '873 

patent. The tcnn is construed to mean "a server on a local area network, or outside of a local 

area network, that is configured to facilitate serving of content and that may or may not be the 

same server as the play list server," which is a construction consistent with the intrinsic evidence. 

According to the '873 patent, the "content server'' stores a plurality of media items. 

receives content selections from the "tirst device,'' and sends the selected media item to the 

'·second device" to be played. JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. 2, Ins. 29-40; col. 3, Ins. 41-67; col. 

5, Ins. 8- J 8. The claimed ''content server'' may or may not be the same server as the play list 

server. ld. at col. 4, lns. 35-40; col. 8, lns. 51-64: Fig. J, 

BHM's proposed construction conflatcs the difTcrcncc between a "server" and a ''device." 

The intrinsic evidence docs not support such a broad construction. ln addition, the Stairs 
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t9m24; col. 2, inc. 29—40; col. 3, ins. 3589; col. 3, ins. 4163; mi 4, ins. 11-16; col, 5.3115. 9—23.

Therefore: the term “obtaining” is construed to mean “gaining,”

  

  
    

 

i. “content server” (claims 1, 16, 19, 23, 2‘7, 30, 4S)

Claim _ ' Complainants’ ': 'Rcspoii‘dents'gnd _ St_;ii't"$-l’i-oposctl
Tenfll’inacc. ' . I'l’ijothsed -liitei'vciinr’s_31?_ropo__s_ct_l Construction

' I " ' ' " Construction ' 'Constriiction _---3 " I I

“content "a device that can “a server on a local area A scrvcr storing

sen/or” provide media, may or network, or outside ot‘a local audio {lies that are

may not hc the some area network, that is “obtained”

server as the. playlist configured to facilitate “streamed” or

server” serving of content and that “downloat'lcd”

may or may not bc the 8213118

scrvcr as the playiist server" Firm-“WWW ’1‘79
selected .rong(;r)fi'om
the content server

andplaying the

J selected .rmigfisj). ”l 

'I‘hc tcrm “content scrvcr" appears in claims 1, to? 19, 23, 27, 30, and 45 ofthc ’873

patent. The term is construed to mean “a server on a local area network, or outside of a local

arczi network, that is configured to faciiitatc serving of content and that may or may not be the

same server as the playlist server,” which is a construction consistent with the intrinsic cvidcncc.

According to the ‘873 patent, the “contcnt Server” stores a plurality ot‘mcdia items,

rcccivcs content selections from the “first device,” and sends the selected mcdia item to the

“second device" to be played. JX—O003 (“873 patent) at coi. 2., Ins. 29—40; co}. 3, ins. 41-67; col.

5, 1:13. 8—1 8. The claimed “content server" may or may not be the same server as the playlist

scrvcr. 1d. at col. 4, ins. 35—40; col. 8,1ns. 51-64: Fig. l.

BHM’S proposed construction con flatcs the difference between 3-: “server" and a “dcvicc.”

The intrinsic evidence does not support such a broad construction. In addition, the Staff‘s
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proposed construction limits the type of content stored on the content server to "audio !lies," and 

would narrow the scope of the asserted claims that refer generally to "media items,'' 

4. Undisputed Claim Tl•rms 13 

a. "network tnmsccivcr" (claims 23, 30) 

The parties agree that the claim term "network transceiver," which appears in claims 23 

and 30 of the '873 patent, should be construed to mean '·a circuit or device that facilitates 

communication via a network." See Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 20. 

b. "play list namcfsf" (claim 27) 

The parties agree that the claim term "playlist nmnc[sj", which appears in claim 27 of the 

'873 patent. should be construed to mean "any indicia that are uniquely representative of a 

play list. See Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 20. 

c. "at least one attribute of a play list corresponding to a selected 
playlist name" (claim 27) 

The parties agree that the claim term ''at least one attribute of a playlist corresponding to 

a selected playlist name."' which appears in claim 27 of the '873 patent, should be construed to 

mean "a name, number, and/or any other idcntitied indicative of a playlist." See Joint List of 

Proposed Constructions at 20. 

d. "strcamJingl" (ch•ims 16, 19, 45) 

The parties agree that the claim tc1111 '·stream[ing]." which appears in claims 16, 19, and 

45 of the '873 patent, should be construed to mean '·playing a media item in real-time as it is 

1.\ Although this initial determination need only construe the disputed claim terms set f(>rth in the 
Joint Outline of Issues, the parties' proposed constructions of undisputed claim terms iclentil1ed 
as needing construction arc included here and adopted for completeness. 
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received, which may include butTering the media item." See Joint List of Proposed 

Constructions at 20. 

c. "user first input" I "user· second input" j/ "user third input"] 
(claims 1, 17, 23, 27, 30) 

The parties agree that the claim terms "user first input,'' "user second input," and "user 

third input," which appear in claims 1, 17, 23, 27, and 30 of the '873 patent, should be construed 

such that "first," "second," and "third" arc used to distinguish between separate inputs, with no 

ordinal limitation attached to these elements. See Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 20. 

f. "first dc\'icc" I "second dc\'icc" (all asserted claims) 

The parties agree that the claim terms "first clcvicc·· and "second device," which appear 

in all asserted claims of the "873 patent should be construed to mean "the first device is distinct 

Jl·om the second device."' S'ee Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 21. 

D. Infringement Analysis of Samsung Accused Products 

1. General Principles of Law 14 

a. Direct Infringement 

Under 35 U.S.C. §27l(a), direct inti·ingcmcnt consists ofmaking, using, ofTering to selL 

or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. The complainant in a 

section 337 investigation bears the burden of proving inJJ·ingcmcnt of the asserted patent claims 

by a "preponderance of the evidence." Certain Flooring Products, lnv. No. 337-TA-443. 

Comm'n Notice of Final Determination of No Violation of Section 337,2002 WL 448690, at 

*59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v. In/'/ Trade Comm'n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. J 998). 

14 The legal principles set forth in this section apply equally to the infringement analysis of the 
other patents asserted in this investigation. 
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Literal infringement of a claim occurs whenl'Very limitation recited in the claim appears 

in the accused device, i.e., when the properly construed claim reads on the accused device 

cxactly. 15 Am hi/ Enters., Ltd. v. Wawa. inc., 81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1996); SouthH•a/1 

Tech v. Cardinai!G Co. 54 F.Jd 1570, J 575 (Fed Cir. 1995). 

If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim. infringement might be 

fi.nmd under the doctrine of equivalents. "Under this doctrine, a product or process that does not 

literally infringe upon the express terms of a patent claim may nonetheless be tc>urK1 to infringe if 

there is 'equivalence' between the elements of the accused product or process and the claimed 

elements of the patented invention.'' Womer-Jenkinson Co., inc. v. Nillon Davis C'hemical Co., 

520 U.S. 17, 21 ( J 997) (citing Gmver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Producls Cu., 339 U.S. 605, 

609 ( 1950)). "The detemtination of equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an 

element-by-element basis.''"' /d. at 40. 

"An clement in the accused product is equivalent to a claim limitation ifthe differences 

between the two are insubstantial. The analysis focuses on whether the element in the accused 

device 'performs substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain the 

same result' as the claim limitation." AquaTex Indus. 1'. Techniche Solutions, 419 F.Jd 1374, 

15 Each patent claim clement or limitation is considered material and essential. London v. 
Carsonl'irie Scott & Co., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991 ). If an accused device lacks a 
limitation of an inclcpenclcnt claim, the device cannot infringe a dependent claim. See IVahpeton 
Cmm1s Co. v. Frontier. Inc .. 870 F.2d J 546, 1552 !1.9 (Feel. Cir. 1989). 
16 "Infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents. is a question of fact." 
Absolute Sofiware. inc. v. Steallh Signal, Inc .. 659 F.3d 1121, 1130 (Feel. Cir. 2011). 
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1382 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (quoting Gral'er Tank, 339 U.S. at 608); (fccord Absolute Sofht·are, 659 

F.3dat 1139-40. 17 

Prosecution history estoppel can prevent a patentee Ji·om relying on the doctrine of 

equivalents when the patentee relinquished subject matter during the prosecution oft he patent 

either by amendment or argument AquaTex, 419 F.3d at 1382. In particular, '·[!]he doctrine of 

prosecution history estoppel limits the doctrine of equivalents when an applicant makes a 

tWtTowing amendment !~1r purposes of patentability, or clearly and unmistakably surrenders 

subject matter by arguments made to an examiner.'' !d. (quoting Salazar v. Procla & Gamble 

Co .. 414 F.Jd 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2005)). 

h, Induced Infringement 

With respect to induced inli·ingement, section 271 (b) oft he Patent Act provides: 

"Whoever actively induces inli"ingemcnt of a patent shall be liable as an infringer.'' 35 U.S.C. 

§ 271 (b). ·'To prevai 1 on a claim of induced infringement, in addition to inducement by the 

defendant, the patentee must also show that the asserted patent \vas directly infringed.'' Epcon 

Gas S)•s. \'. Bauer Compressor.\', f11C., 279 F.3d 1022, 1033 (Fed. Cir. 2002). Further, "Is ]ection 

27l(b) covers active inducement ofinil·ingcmcnt, which typically includes acts that intentionally 

cause, urge, encourage, or aid another to directly inli"inge a patent'' Arris Group v. Bri1ish 

Telecomms. !'LC', 639 F.3d 1368, 1379 n.13 (Fed, Cir. 2011). The Supreme Court recently held 

that '·induced infringement under§ 271(b) requires knowledge that the induced acts constitute 

17 '"The known intcrchnngenbi lity of substitutes for an element of a patent is one of the express 
objective factors noted by Gm\'er Tank as bearing upon whether the accused device is 
substantially the same as the patented invention. Independent experimentation by the alleged 
infi·inger would not always rctlcct upon the objective question whether a person skilled in the art 
would have known of the interchangeability between two elements, but in many cases it would 
likely be probative of such knowledge." IJ'amer-Jenkinson. 520 U.S. at 36. 
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patent inti"ingemcnt.'' Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. 5'EB S.A., --U.S.--, 131 S. Ct. 2060,2068 

(2011). The Court f~u·ther held: "[gjiven the long history of willful blindness[] and its wide 

acceptance in the Federal Judiciary, we can see no reason why the doctrine should not apply in 

civil lawsuits for induced patent inti"ingement under 35 U.S.C. § 271 (b)." 131 S.Ct. at 2060 

(Jootnote omitted). 

c. Contributory Infringement 

As fi:lr contributory infl'ingcmcnt, section 271 (c) oft he Patent Act provides: "Whoever 

offers to sell or sells within the United States or imports into the United States a component of a 

patented machine. nwnulilcture. combination or composition, or a material or apparatus i(Jr use 

in practicing a patented process. constituting a material part of the invention. knowing the same 

to be especially made or especially adapted for usc in an infringement of such patent, and not a 

staple article or commodity of commerce suitable t(Jr substantial nonin!i·inging usc. shall be 

liable as a contributory inti·inger." 35 U.S.C. 9 27l(c). 

Section 271 (c) ''covers both contributory infi·ingement of system claims and method 

claims." Arris, 639 F.3d at J 376 (footnotes omitted). To hold a component supplier liable hlr 

contributory infringement, a patent holder must show, infer alia, that (a) the supplier's product 

was used to commit acts of direct inti·ingcmcnt; (b) the product's use constituted a material part 

of the invention; (c) the supplier knew its product was especially made or especially adapted i(Jr 

usc in an in!l·ingcmcnt" of the patent; and (d) the product is not a staple article or commodity of 

commerce suitable tor substantinlnoninti'inging use. /d. 
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2. Overview of Samsung's Technology 

a. The Samsung Products at Issue 

The accused products include I ] mobile phones and [ 

tablets. RX-0671 C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 33-40. For asserted method claim 1, BHM also accuses 

Sam sung Visual Display ("VD") products, including [ 

players and home theater systems. !d. at Q41-47. 

] Smart TVs, Blu-ray 

b. Samsung's Implementation of DLNA 

As explained above, the DLNA guidelines dictate that comnnmications between the 

various classes of devices usc certain standardized protocols. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 62, 

67; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 27. With respect to the accused products, the evidence shows 

that [ ]. 

RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 14-16,20. 

]. Jd at Q/A 16. [ 

]. ld [ 

]. 

See id at Q/A 18-19; RX-0671 (LipoiTRWS) Q/A 58. 

i. AilS hare .Framework for· Mobile Devices 

The record evidence demonstrates that AI! Share Framework is 

]. RX-0671 C (Lipoff R WS) Q/A 

58; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 19. I 
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]. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 61, 65. [ 

]. RX-0676 

(Cho RWS) Q/A 50. [ 

]. ld. at Q/A 52; RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 65-66. 

ii. AIIShare Library for VD Products 

The evidence shows that Al!Share library 

RX-067JC (Lipol'f'RWS) Q/A 58; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 16, 20. [ 

See RX-0671 C (Lipoff R WS) Q/ A 66; RDX-0523('.003 (All Share Framework model); 

RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/.A. 16. [ 

]. See RX-067!C' (LipotTRWS) Q/A 64, 66; RX-0676C' 

l 

(Cho RWS) Q/A 37. This use model, which eliminates the need t()r a controller. is known as the 

DLNA "two-box modei.'' 1
R See RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 64-66; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) 

IH BHM has not accused any two-box model ofinhinging the '873 patent. 
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Q!A 33, 35. I 

]. RX-0676C (Cho RWS) QIA 52. 

iii. Nearby Devices 

The record evidence demonstrates that Nearby Devices is [ 

RX-0671C (Lipo1TRWS) Q/A 58. [ 

]. ld 

l'. Samsung Link and AIIShar·c Play for Mobile Devices 

Samsung Link, also called All Share Play. is I 

].
19 See RX-0671C (Lipo!fRWS) Q/A 73-74. 

). See id. 

DLNA requires that all of the relevant devices be on the same network. RX-0671C 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 62, 73. For example, applications that use [ 

J to implement DLNA communications generally require the controller, server, and 

renderer to be on the same LAN. RX-0671C (LipoiTRWS) QIA 73. Samsung Link f 

]. See id The following graphic illustrates 

I 'J [ 

]. RX-067!C(LipolfRWS) 
Q!A 74. This is accordingly a ·'two-box" model involving just the VD product and a server, and 
BHM has not accused it of in!i·inging the '873 patent. See id.. 
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]. RDX-0521.008 (three-device streaming 

graphics); see also RDX-0523C.005 (Samsung Link model). 

J BHI\1 has not accused the 

two-device streaming model of infringing the 

'873 patent. I 

i. The Controller-Server· Communication Path 

A feature of Sam sung Link is the use [ 

]. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A75. 

]. RX-067IC (LipoffRWS) Q/A 75. [ 
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]. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 75. f 

J. 

ii. The Controller-Renderer· Communication Path 

Although Samsung Link uses [ 

]. 

RX-0671 C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 76. I 

]. RX-0671C (LipolTRWS) Q/A 76; see also 

RDX-0523C.004. [ 

]. RX-0671C (LipoiTRWS) Q/A 76. I 

]. /d; see also RDX-0523C.004. 

d. AIISharc Cast 

The evidence shows that AIISharc Cast. also called Screen Mirroring, is an application 

that implements Samsung's technology t(Jr screen mirroring. RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 11. 

j. !d. at Q/A 12; RX-0671C (Lipo!TRWS) Q/A 86. 
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]. RX-0671C 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 85-86; RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 13. 

Snmsung mobile devices with All Share Cast can act as a source device, and Samsung VD 

products with AIISharc Cast can act as a sink device. RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 14-15. 

f 

J. Jd at Q/A 16. I 

l 

!d. at Q/A 17-18. [ 

J. Id.atQ/A 18-19. [ 

]. /d. 

atQ/A\7. 

3. BHM's Infringement Allegations and Asserted Claims 

BHM's asserts seven claims lhlm the '873 patent, live device claims (23, 30, 34. 37, and 

45) and two method claims (I and 5) against Samsung. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 121; su 

Order No. 50. These claims, and the allegations under each, arc described in detail below. 

a. Oirect Infringement of Device Claims 

BHM contends that Sam sung mobile devices with "DLNA Functionality,'' "DIAL 

Functionality,'' and "Screen Mirroring Functionality'' directly infringe claims 30, 34, 37, ancl45 

ofthc '873 patent. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 121. Samsung mobile devices with "DLNA 

Functionality'' and "DIAL Functionality" arc also accused of directly infringing claim 23. /d. 

These arc the only direct infi·ingcmcnt allegations asserted against Samsung in this Investigation. 
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Independent claim 30 is representative of the five asserted "device" claims: 

30. A device j()!' selecting a media item, the device comprising: 

a display for displaying at least one device identifier; and 

a network transceiver tor tacilitating communication between the 
device and at least one second device via a network. wherein the 
device is conligured to facilitate: 

displaying on the device the at least one device identifier identifying 
the at least one second device: 

receiving user lirst input selecting the at least one device identifier; 

receiving a playlist, the play list comprising a plurality of media item 
identifiers; 

receiving user second input selecting at least one media item identifier 
from the play lis!; and 

directing. n·om the device, the at least one second device to receive the 
media item idcntilied by the at least one media item identilier Jl·om a 
content server, without user input via the second device . 

.IX-0003 ("873 patent) a! col. 19, Ins. 35-52; see olso id. at Fig. 4. 

As discussed above with respect to claim construction, the negative claim limitation 

"without user input via the second device,'" which appears in every asserted claim, was added 

during prosecution to overcome the Lee prior art reference. The inclusion of this phrase in the 

"device" claims raises at least two issues. 

First, Respondents argue that the '·without user input"' negative limitation renders the 

claims invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112, ,; 1 for lack of written description. S'ee Samsung Br. at 22. 

Second, Respondents argue that the "without user input" phrase renders the "device" 

claims invalid as indctinitc under 35 U.S.C. ~ 112, ,i 2. See id. It is argued that 

One of ordinary skill cannot determine whether a particular accused 
'·device" (e.g., a mobile phone) infi'inges these claims without also looking 
at the unknown ''second device"' (e.g., a TV) with which the "device" may 
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be used, specilically to determine whether that "second device'' does or 
does not require any ''user input" As such, a given "device'' may 
simultaneously infringe and not infi·ingc the claims, depending upon the 
design eharacterist.ics of the ''second device" that is chosen f(Jr analysis. 

Samsung takes the position that "[(lhere arc only two ways to avoid the indefiniteness 

conclusion noted above." Sam sung Br. at 22. The lirst is if the claim phrase ''directing. , . 

the ... second device to receive the media item ... without user input via the second device" is 

interpreted to mean that the tirst device issues an explicit instruction to the second device that 

there should be no user input at the second device. See RX-0671 C (Lipofl' R WS) Q/A 130. In 

that event, one could examine an accused "first device'' to determine whether it is designed to 

send any such instruction, without needing to look at the design of the ''second device" at all. 

See id If the claim term is interpreted in this fashion. then BHM has not demonstrated 

inli'ingcment because it has not identified such an express instruction in Samsung's mobile 

devices. See id at Q/A 127-34. 

According to Samsung, "[t]hc other way to avoid an indefiniteness conclusion is if these 

purported 'device' claims are interpreted to be .1ysrem claims, in which both a 'device' and a 

'second device' arc required." Samsung Br. at 23 (emphasis original). lfthis is the correct 

interpretation of the limitation. then Samsung mobile devices alone cannot directly inti·ingc these 

claims. Instead, what is needed for direct infringement is the combination of a Samsung mobile 

device and a "second device," and BHM has not adduced evidence showing that Samsung sells, 

or imports, such a combination. See RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 347. 

Moreover, the claims impose a number of structural limitations on the claimed ''device·· 

itselC as well as limitations on what the "device'' must be configured to tacilitute when 
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interacting with the other two devices. The evidence shows that several of these limitations are 

not met in the accused Samsung mobile devices, resulting in a finding of no direct infi'ingcment 

of the asserted claims. The specific limitations not satisfied by the Samsung devices are 

discussed in further detail below. 

b. Indirect lnfdngcmcnt of Method Claims 

BHM contends that Samsung mobile devices with "DLNA Functionality" and "DIAL 

Functionality" indirectly infringe method claims I and 5 ofthe '873 patent CX-1068C (Loy 

DWS) Q/A 121; see Order No. 50. Samsung VD products arc also accused of indirectly 

infringing method claim 1. ld Method claim I is similar to "device'' claim 30, in that the steps 

of the former parallel the steps that the latter requires the claimed device to be configured to 

facilitate. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 198: RX-067JC (Lipofl'RWS) Q/A 303. Method claim 5 

depends i1·om claim 1, requiring that the controller device "comprises a mobile phone." JX-0003 

('873 patent) at coL 16, Ins. 54-55. 

4. Analysis of Direct I nfringcmcnt 

BHM has alleged I hat Samsung mobile devices with "DLNA Functionality;· "DJAL 

Functionality:· or "Screen Mirroring Functionality" directly inii·inge the asserted "device'' 

claims of the '873 patent. The reasons why BHM has failed to prove infringement are set fcn·th 

below. 

a. Samsung Mobile Devices with Samsung Link- Device Claims 

The following discussion describes each of the claim limitations that are not satisfied by 

Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link. Unless otherwise noted in a parenthetical in the 

heading, the limitations appear in every asserted "device" claim. 
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i. "directing" 

The evidence shows that Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link are not conligured 

to lacilitate "directing ... the at least one second device to receive the media item ... trom a 

content server.'' RX-067JC (LipoffRWS) Q/A 115-126. As discussed above, "directing ... the 

second device" was constmed to mean that "the first device instructs the second device," while 

BHM and Staff propose that the "the first device directs the second device." See RX-067JC 

(LipoiTRWS) Q/A 116. 

The evidence adduced by Samsung shows that [ 

]. See RX-067JC (LipoffRWS) Q/A 115-26; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 63-66, 

s7-s9. r 

119; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 64. [ 

]. See id 

]. RX-0671C (LipofTRWS) Q/A 

Samsung's expert Mr. LipoiJ confirmed the operation of Samsung' s VD Products by 

reviewing the relevant source code [ ]. See RX-0671C 

(Lipoff R WS) Q/ A I 20-23: RPX-0 l OOC (Samsung source code); RPX-0 I 02C (Samsung source 

code). For example, when Samsung's VD products [ 

j. See RX-0671C (LipofrRWS) Q/A 119, 122; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A S8. 

Accordingly, the mobile device does not "instruct'' or ''direct" the "second device'' to receive a 
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media item from a content server, as required by the "device" claims. See RX-0671C (Lipo!l 

RWS) QIA J 15-26. 

BHM argues that the ''directing" limitation is satislied so long as the VD product receives 

a Play request from a mobile device and plays the selected media content in at least one instance. 

See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) QIA 577. BHM's argument, however, is not persuasive inasmuch as 

the "directing" or "instructing" step requires more than a request that is honored one time. 

Moreover, a showing that a request "originates" on the mobile device, or that playback on the 

VD product sometimes succeeds, is insufticicnt to prove infringement because such an 

interpretation is at odds with the word "directing.'' 

ii. ''without usel' input" 

The record evidence demonstrates that Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link arc 

not configured to facilitate "directing ... the at least one second device to receive the media 

item ... without user input via the second device." The phrase "without user input" has been 

construed above to mean "without user input prior to the initiation of a shared media 

experience.'' 

The evidence shows that the [ 

]. See RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 

127-76. Specifically, when the VD product[ 

]./datQ/A67-68,70. [ 

J. 
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Sec id Mr. Cho testified that I 

]. RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 61-76. f 

] which indicates that the 

''without user input" limitation is not satisfied by Samsung mobile devices running Samsung 

Link. 

BHM docs not contest that the user f 

]. BHM's expert Dr. Loy testified regarding the 

f. See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 168. Accordingly, there is no 

dispute that user input is required via the ·'second device" "prior to the initiation of a shared 

media experience .. , 

For the f(Jregoing reasons, Samsung' s mobile devices when used in conjunction with VD 

products require "user input" under the adopted claim construction. Accordingly, Samsung's 

mobile devices with Sam sung Link do not satisfy the "without user input" limitation. and do not 

infi'inge any of the asse11ed ·'device" claims. 

iii. "device identifier·" 

The evidence shows that the accused '·device identifier'' displayed on a mobile device 

with Samsung Link is I 

]. See RX-067JC (LipoffRWS) Q/A 177-91; RX-0676C 

(Cho RWS) Q/A 57-60. For the same reasons discussed below with respect to the infringement 

analysis of products associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTubc application, the Jl·icndly name 

does not satisfy the "device identifier" limitation. 
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BHM argues that the displayed name "uniquely" identifies the device so long as the user 

can select one of two or more identical [ ) and each one has an actual correlation to 

a patiicular available VD product, or when only one VD product of any particular model is 

available. See CX-l068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 584. Yet, the actual claim language requires 

"displaying on the device at least one device identifier," which is not related to what happens 

after the user selects one of the [ ] or whether the user can sometimes recognize a 

particular device based on the strings. See, e.g.. JX-003 ('873 patent) at col. 19.lns. 41-42. The 

evidence shows that Samsung Link docs not display a unique identifier, but rather a f 

j. RX-067lC (l.ipoiTRWS) Q/A 178-181: RX-0676C (Cho RWSJ Q/A 59-60. 

iv. Hrccciving a play list" 

The evidence shows that Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link are not configured 

to Jncilitate "receiving a playlist, the play list comprising a plurality of media item identiliers." 

Although the parties offered differing constructions for the term "play list.'' the asserted claims 

require receiving a play list at the claimed device. ln order to meet its burden of proving that the 

accused Samsung mobile dcYiccs \Vith Samsung Link satisfy this limitation, BHM needed to 

adduce evidence of what precisely is received at the mobile device, and whether or not it 

qualilics as a "playlist" under each of the parties' constructions. Yet, BHM's expert Dr. Loy did 

not analyze what is received at the mobile device. Dr. Loy instead testified as to what is 

displayed on the screen of the mobile device, rather than what is received by the device. 

CX-l068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 154-55,588-90: Loy Tr. 526-529. 
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Inasmuch as neither Dr. Loy nor BHM performed an analysis on what is received by the 

mobile device running Samsung Link, BI-IM has failed to prove that the "receiving a playlist" 

limitation is met. 

v. "media item idcntilicr[sj" 

The asserted claims of the '873 patent recite three distinct limitations that use a media 

item idcntilicr. First, the device must receive a ''playlist comprising a plurality of media item 

identiJ!ers." See JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. 19. Ins. 45-46. That is, the media item identilier 

must be received as part of' the playlist that is transmitted fi·omthc content server. Second, the 

device must receive "user second inplll selecting at least one media it ern identifier fi·om the 

play list'' !d. at col. 19, Ins. 47-48. This limitation requires that the user select one ofthc media 

item idcntiJicrs that was received as part of the playlist. Third. the device must direct "the at 

least one second device to receive the media item identified by the at least one media item 

identifier t!·om a content server.'' !d. at col. 19.lns. 49-52. The record evidence does not show 

that these three limitations arc satisl\cd. 

Regarding the first limitation, Dr. Loy testified that his video evidence shows that the 

play list includes media item identifiers. See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 154-55, [)r, Loy's 

video, however, firils to show that this limitation is satisfied because. as explained above. Dr. 

Loy did not analyze what is received by the mobile device running Samsung Link and whether it 

qualifies as a playlist. Regarding the second limitation, Dr. Loy refers to the same video to show 

that the user selects one of the media item identifiers received as part of the playlist. See 

CX-l 068C: (Loy DWS) Q/A 154-55. This evidence, however. docs not show that the user has 

selected one of the same "media item identifiers" received as part of the alleged playlist. 
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Regarding the third limitation, Dr. Loy testillcd that the "media item identilicr" is part of 

the URlthat the mobile device transmits to the VD product. See id CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) 

Q 162-66; CDX-0002C (Loy demonstrative) at 18 ("media item idcntilier 2088929816"). As 

explained above, however, Dr. Loy has not shown that this identi tier is received as part oft he 

play list. Dr. Loy's 0\\11 demonstrative shows that the mobile device sends the idcntiller 

''434752fl bfca04a32a3466b7feb7889T to the content server (BI-IM-02 PC) to obtain the media 

item, suggesting that the content server has assigned a media item identifier that is different than 

the one sent to the VD product. See CDX-0002C (Loy demonstrative) at 19. Thcrcl(Jrc, the 

media item identifier received from the content server at the lirst device is not the same as the 

one sent fl·om the lirst device to the second device as required by the claim. See Loy Tr. 

453-454. 

Accordingly, Samsung's mobile devices with Samsung Link do not satisfy the ·'media 

item idcntillcr" limitations. 

vi. "directing . .. to receive the. media item ... from a 
content server" 

The accused Samsung mobile devices with Sam sung Link arc not conl!gured to facilitate 

''directing ... the at least one second device [i.e .. the VD product] to receive the media item ... 

li·Oin a content server'' As demonstrated by the record evidence, [ 

(Cho R WS) Q/ A 30. [ 

]. RX-067JC (LipolTRWS) Q/A 76; see also RX-0676C 

]. RX-067 1 C (LipolT RWS) Q/ A 76. I 
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]. Accordingly, the Samsung mobile 

devices with Samsung Link do not "direct[] ... the at least one second device to receive the 

media item ... ll'mn a content server" as required by the asserted claims. 

vii. "receive the media item ... from a content server" 

The evidence shows that the accused Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link are 

not conllgurcd to lilcilitatc directing to "receive the media item ... li·om a content server." See 

RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 221-27. [ 

]. !d. at Q/A 76. As Mr. Lipofftcstilled, I 

1. RX-0671C 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 762
'' 

Dr. Loy's test results arc consistent [ ]. Dr. Loy testilled that in 

his test videos the "content server" is a personal computer named ·"BHM-02." CX-1 068C (Loy 

DWS) Q/A 144; see also CDX-0002C (Loy packet tracing demonstrative). According to Dr. 

Loy. his test shows that the selected "song" was received ·'from the BHM-02 PC content server.'' 

See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) QIA 144. These test results, however, conllnn that the data is 

actually rcccivcclli·om the mobile device, and not from the "content server." See RX-0671 C 

(Lipoff R WS) QIA 221-27; RDX-0523C.054 (Highlighted Loy evidence). Accordingly. 

Samsung·s mobile devices with Samsung Link do not direct the second device to •·receive the 

media item !i·01n a content server." 

-··----·------
20 Dr. Loy relics on deposition testimony J1·om Ms. Hyc-Jung Bang ( 

]. 5iee CX-1068C (Loy DWS) QIA 167. 
This testimony is related to l 

J. 
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viii. "to send information representative of the at least one 
media item named to a content sctYcr ... nnd to t·eccivc 
a media item cotTesponding to the at least one media 
item name fnlm the content server" (claim 23) 

BHM has failed to show that Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link send any 

"direction'' that satisfies the additional limitation required by claim 23. For the same reasons 

described with respect to the "directing ... to receive the media item ... Ji·om a content server" 

and ''receive the media item ... fi'om a content server" limitations, Samsung mobile devices with 

Samsung Link do not meet the additional limitation required by claim 23. 

ix. "•·emote controls" (claim 37) 

Claim 37 of the '873 patent depends ti·mn claim 36. which recites that the lirst device is 

"'a remote control operative to control the second device." See JX-0003 ("873 patent) at col. 20, 

Ins. 1-2. Under the construction adopted above, a "remote control'' is "a device dedicated to 

controlling a second device." As discussed further below in the section relating to substantial 

noninfringing uses in the context of indirect infi'ingemcnt, the evidence shows that controlling 

one or more rendering devices is not the primary function of the accused Samsung's mobile 

phones and tablets. Accordingly, Samsung's mobile phones and tablets, including the Samsung 

mobile devices with Samsung Link, are not devices "dedicated to controlling a second device'' as 

required by the adopted construction. 

x. "directing ... to stream the media item ... from the 
content sc1-vcl'" (claim 45) 

The record evidence demonstrates that Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link do 

not satisl)' the additional limitation recited in claim 45, i.e., "directing the at least one second 

device to stream the media item identified by the at least one media item iclcntiJier ii·om the 

content server. without user input via the second device." Dr. Loy has not offered evidence 
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showing that the Samsung Link application directs the second device "to stream the media 

item ... fi·01n the content server.'' Instead. Dr. Loy testiliccl that claim 45 is infringed because 

the TV he tested appeared to stream content. See CX-1 06&C (Loy DWS) Q/ A 178. Dr. Loy, 

however, did not specify what in the packet sniffing evidence he cites constitutes the direction to 

stream the content. !d. The cited evidence shows that the Samsung mobile device sends a 

''Play" request, without specifying whether that item should be streamed or downloaded. 

Thcref(lrc, Smnsung mobile devices with Samsung Link do not satisfy this limitation. 

h. S:nnsung Mobile Devices with AilS hare Framewor·k- Device 
Claims 

BHM has alleged infringement not only by applications such as Samsung Link or 

Al!Share Play, but also by l I such as Ali Share Framework. 

Al!Sharc library, and Nearby Deviccs. 21 As noted above, these [ 

]. !311M and Dr. Loy have not iclentilicd a single application that uses Al!Share 

Framework !()r all of its communications. Nevertheless. had BHM identified such an application 

on a Samsung mobile device, it would not infringe the asserted claims of the '873 patent. 

13HM contends that Sarnsung's mobile devices >vith "DLNA" functionality directly 

infringe device claims 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45 of the '873 patent. See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 

121 ("Mobile Devices with DLNA Functionality"). As explained above, Al!Sharc Framework 

alone docs not infringe the asserted claims of the '873 patent because [ 

]. In addition, an application that uses the All Share Framework 

2
' In the sections that follow, "Al!Sharc Framework'' will refer collectively to '"All Share library," 

"Nearby Devices,'' and "AliSharc Framework." 
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would not inii·inge any of the asserted claims ofthc '873 patent because it would not practice 

limitations of the '873 patent. See RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 228-34. 

First, an application that uses All Share Framework would not practice the "directing" 

limitations of claims 23, 30, and 45, or the "without user input" limitation of all claims for the 

same reasons that Samsung Link, [ 

], does not practice these limitations. See RX-067 I C (LipoJY 

RWS) Q/A 127-76, 228-34; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 67-70. 

Second, the "device identifier" limitation cannot be evaluated iiJ!ly without considering a 

specilic application because pat1icular user interface elements, r 

], arc required l(lr the analysis. See RX-067JC (LipoffRWS) Q/A 233. 

Either of these reasons is sufticient to show that the accused Samsung mobile devices 

with an application that uses All Share Framework would not infringe the asserted claims of the 

· 873 patent. 

~. Samsung Mobile Devices with AilS hare Cast- Device Claims 

BHM asserts that Samsung's mobile devices with All Share Cast directly infl·inge claims 

30.34.37,anc145. CX-1401C(LoyDWS)Q/A 121;CDX-0131 (opinionsummarychart). In 

order to prove that the claim limitations are met, BHM relies on the operation of the Google Play 

Music application on a Samsung mobile device running All Share Cast. See CX-1401 C (Loy 

DWS) Q/A 146; CPX-0126C (Video of Test 201) at 00:01 :32; CPX-0128C (Video of Test 202) 

at 00:0 I :23. The evidence shows that the accused Samsung mobile devices running both 

AllShare Cast and Google Play Music do not inii·inge the asserted claims of the '873 patent 22 

22 BHM has not presented any evidence relating to the usc of All Share Cast with any "playlist 
application" other than Googlc Play Music, and it has therefore failed to show that the accused 
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The testimony of Dr. Song and Mr. Lipoff establishes that[ 

]. See RX-067! C (Lipo!T RWS) Q/A 275-76; RX-0677C 

(Song RWS) Q/A 39. How the Google Play Music application operates is therelorc irrelevant to 

whether Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast alone infringe the claims of the '873 

patent. Thcrclore, the accused Samsung mobile devices running Al!Share Cast alone, i.e., not 

used in conjunction with Google Play Music, do not infringe the asserted claims of the '873 

patent for additional reasons described below. 

i. Hyja a network" 

"l"he evidence shows that Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast do not 

communicate with the second device ·'via a network'" or "on a network," as the asserted '·device"" 

claim~ require. Under BHM's infi·ingement theory, Samsung mobile devices that act as a source 

arc the "device," and the VD products that act as a sink are the '·second device.'' Thcrclorc, to 

prove inti"ingement, BHM is required to establish that the source and the sink in All Share Cast 

communicate "via/on a network." 

BHM did not present evidence to establish that Samsung mobile devices with AIIShare 

Cast meet the "via/on a network" limitations. See CX- J 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 151. The 

evidence that BHM's expert Dr. Loy cites to establish this limitation is a test video that he 

prepared for DIAL, and not AI!Sharc Cast. /d. Moreover, the unci ted video evidence that Dr. 

Loy did prepare J(Jr AIISharc Cast is silent on the ''via/on a network" limitation. See id at Q/A 

146; CPX-0126C (Video of Test 201 ); CPX-0128C (Video of Test 202). In explaining his test 

results related to screen mirroring, Dr. Loy did not testil)' regarding the ""via/on a network"" 

mobile devices with All Share Cast used with any other "play list application" inti"ingc the 
asserted claims of the '873 patent. 
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limitation. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 146. Dr. Loy also docs not offer any packet snifiing 

evidence related to the communications between the source and sink in All Share Cast. See 

RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 251; <I CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 151. 

Notwithstanding BHM's failure to prove infi·ingemcnt, Samsung established that the 

source and sink in All Share Cast do not communicate "via/on a network:· See RX-0671 C 

(LipoffR WS) Q/A 243-54. As Dr. Song and Dr. Loy testitled, the source and sink in AIIShare 

Cast comnnmicatc using a WiFi Direct connection. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 18; 

CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 60. WiFi Direct emulates an HDMl connection; two devices that 

are connected via WiFi Direct communicate directly to each other as if they are connected using 

an llDMI wire. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 18-19. As in the case of any other direct 

wired connection, the communications between the source and sink are not routed via or on a 

networkn See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 18; RX-0671C (L.ipo1TRWS) Q/A 245-46. 

Similarly, Dr. Loy's packet sniffing tests prove that the source and sink devices in 

AIJShare Cast do not communicate "via/on a network." The packet snifnng setup tracks 

communications that are sent via or on a network using a network router. See RX-0671 C (Lipoff 

RWS) Q/A 252; CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 96-97. The packet snifling test results Dr. Loy has 

relied upon did not capture any communications between the mobile device running All Share 

Cast and the TV. RX-0671C (LipofTRWS) Q/A 251; c/ CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 151. The 

absence of any such communications is consistent with the fact that the mobile device 

23 This is the reason why screen mirroring using AIIShare Cast may take place even when the 
two devices arc not connected to a network. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 18. By 
eliminating the need for a network connection, WiFi Direct permits the sink to mirror the screen 
of the source without using a WiFi network. a network router. or an Internet connection. See id.; 
RX-0671 C (Lipoff R WS) Q/A 83; RDX-0522C.004 (WiFi Direct Graphic). The record evidence 
states that screen mirroring docs not require an access point or ''AP'' See CX-0156C (WiFi 
Direct Technical Specification). 
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communicates directly with the sink using WiFi Direct, rather than via or on a traditional 

network connection. 

For these reasons, mobile devices with All Share Cast do not satisfy the "via/on a 

network'' limitations of the asserted claims. 

ii. "without user input via the second device" 

Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast are not conllgured to Ercilitate "directing ... 

the at least one second device to receive the media item ... without user input via the second 

device." 

As construed above, the term "without user input" means ·'without user input prior to the 

initiation of a shared media experience." For mobile devices with AliSharc Cast. the only 

evidence that Dr. Loy presented to establish the •·without user input" limitation is a test video 

related to All Share Cast. CX-1 068C (DWS Loy) Q/A 162. With respect to that video, Dr. Loy 

testified during cross examination that omitted t!·om the test video was the fact that he had used a 

remote control to put the TV into sink mode prior to the initiation of screen mirToring. Loy Tr. 

376-378; see also CPX-0 126C (Video of Test 201) at 00:01 :28; CPX-0128(' (Video of Test 202) 

at 00:0 l :16. Dr. Loy's testimony is consistent with the testimony of Samsung witnesses Dr. 

Song and Mr. L.ipoff, both of whom explained that the user has to put the Samsung VD product 

into s.ink mode before the mirrored image and/or audio can be received !!'Om the mobile device. 

See RX-067lC (LipoffRWS) Q/A 261-74; RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 20-21. Therefore, 

Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast require user "input prior to the initiation of a shared 

media experience" and do not sMisfy this limitation of' the asserted claims. 
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iii. "dir·ccting . .. to receive the media item ... fi'Om a 
content server" 

The evidence shows that Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast arc not configured 

to facilitate "directing ... the at least one second device to receive the media item ... Ji·om a 

content server." After the user places the sink into "sink mode" and a ·'WiFi Direct" connection 

is established between the source and sink, [ 

J. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 33-37; RX-0671C 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 258. Accordingly. the mobile device does not "direct[J ... the at least one 

second device to receive the media item ... from a content server.•· 

iv. ur·ccdve the n1cdia He1n ... frorn a content server" 

The record evidence shows that Samsung mobile devices with AIIShare Cast are not 

conflgurcd to facilitate directing the second device to "receive the media item ... fl·om a content 

server."' Instead. the mirrored image is provided to the sink device by the mobile device itself. 

See R..X-0671 C (Lipoff RWS) Q/A 256-60. During the operation of All Share Cast. the source 

and the sink arc connected using a direct communication link. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 

18-19; RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 243-54. Through this direct communication path, I 

]. See id. Therclorc. 

the sink receives the mirrored image and/or audio directly from the mobile device, and not "from 

a content server.·· Moreover. l 
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[ f. See RX-0677C (Song R WS) Q!A 35. Accordingly, the mobile device docs 

not direct the sink device to '"receive the media item ... from a content server." 

v. "mcdill item idcntificr·fsl" 

As explained above, the asserted claims of the '873 patent recite three distinct limitations 

that use a media item idcntiJ1er. First, the device must receive a "playlist comprising a plurality 

of media item identifiers." See JX-0003 ('873 patent) at col. 19, Ins. 45-46. That is, the media 

item identil!er must be received as part of the play list that is transmitted from the content server. 

Second, the device must receive '·user second input selecting at least one media item identifier 

hom the playlist'" 1d at col. 19. Ins. 47-48. This limitation requires that the user select one of 

the media item identifiers that was received as part of the playlist. ·rhird. the device must direct 

"the at least one second device to receive the media item identified by the at least one media item 

identifier Ji-om a content server." ld at col. 19, Ins. 49-52. The record evidence docs not show 

that these three limitations are satisfied. 

Regarding the Jirst and second limitations, Dr. Loy testified that his video evidence 

shows that the play list includes media item idcntiJiers. and that the user selects one of the media 

item idcntillers received as part of the play list. See CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/ A 154-5 5. The 

video, however. docs not show what is received at the mobile device. or whether it qualiJics as a 

"playlist."' Moreover, the video is not sutlicient to show that the user has selected one of the 

same '·media item idcntitlers" received as part of the alleged play list. Further, Dr. Loy docs not 

identify which of the items shown in his packet tracing evidence constitutes the "media item 

identilicr'" required by the claims. 5'ee CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 154. 159-61. Accordingly, 

BHM has liiiled to prove that the first and second ·'media item identitier""limitatiom; arc 

practiced by the accused Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast. 
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Regarding the third limitation, fk Loy points to the same video evidence to show that the 

device must direct "the at least one second device to receive the media item idcntilied by the at 

least one media item from a content server." See CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 162. Dr. Loy's 

video, however, docs not show whether the first device directs a second device to receive the 

media item identified by the media item identiller. Dr. Loy's packet snifling demonstrative does 

not incluck analysis relating to the "directing" limitation Jew "Screen Mirroring." See 

CDX-0002C (Loy demonstrative) at 1. [ 

J. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 37. Further, [ 

). For these 

reasons. BHM has failed to prove that this third "media item identi!ler'' limitation is practiced by 

the accused Sam sung mobile devices with All Share Cast. 

vi. "device identifier" 

The accused "device identiliers" displayed on mobile devices with AliShan~ Cast is a 

I ]. Sec RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 239-42,255: RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 

25-27: RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 57-60. For the same reasons set forth above with respect to 

Samsung mobile devices with Samsung Link, the I ] docs not satisfy the "device 

identilicr'· limitation. RX-0671C (LipoJTRWS) Q/A 178-181; RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 

59-60. 

vii. "remote controls" (claim 37) 

For the same reasons set forth above with respect to Samsung Link. the accused Samsung 

mobile deY ices used with All Share Cast do not satisfy the "remote control" limitation of claim 

3 7 through its dependency on claim 36. 
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viii. "wherein the device is operative to adjust a volume 
parameter on the second device" (claim 37) 

The evidence shows that Sam sung mobile devices with All Share Cast also do not satisfy 

the additional limitation provided in claim 37, i.e., "wherein the device is operative to adjust a 

volume parameter on the second device." The Al!Sharc Cast application [ 

]. See RX-0677C (Song R WS) 

Q!A 38; RX-067!C (Lipo!TRWS) Q/A 279. I 

]. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 38. 

] . 

See id. BHM's own video testing evidence confirms that increasing the volume of the Samsung 

mobile device does not change the volume settings on the TV. See CPX-0 126C (Video of Test 

201) at 00:03:05; CPX-0128C (Video ofTcst202) at 00:02:52. Accordingly, BHM has not 

shown that this claim limitation is satisfied. 

ix. "directing ... to str·cam the media item ... from the 
content server" (claim 45) 

The evidence shows that Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast do not satisfy the 

additional limitation recited in claim 45, i.e., "directing the at least one second device to stream 

the media item identified by the at least one media item iclentifler fi·om the content server, 

without user input via the second device." BHM has o!Tcrcd no evidence that shows the accused 

mobile devices send such direction to the sink. As explained above, [ 
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]. See RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 37. Accordingly, Samsung mobile devices with 

Ali Share Cast do not satisly this limitation. 

x. Samsung Mobile Devices with AIISharc Cast Alone 

The record evidence demonstrates that accused Samsung mobile devices running 

All Share Cast alone, i.e., not used in conjunction with Google Play Music, do not inli'ingc the 

asserted claims of the '873 patent for two additional reasons described below. 

First, the accused Sam sung mobile devices with All Share Cast alone arc not configured 

to J1rcilitate "receiving a playlist. the playlist comprising a plurality of media item identifiers." In 

order to establish that this element is met, BHM points to the operation of the Google Play Music 

application on a Samsung mobile device running All Share Cast. However, AI!Share Cast I 

]. See RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) 

QIA 275-76; RX-0677C (Song RWS) Q/A 39. Therefore, Samsung mobile devices with 

All Share Cast alone do not receive a play list or a media item identifier, and thus do not satisly 

this limitation. 

Second. the accused Sam sung mobile devices with All Share Cast alone are not 

conilgurcd to facilitate "receiving user second input selecting at least one media item identifier 

1i'om the play!ist.'' This limitation requires that the user select one of the media item identifiers 

that was received as part of'the playlist. As explained above, All Share Cast I 

]. Therefore, Samsung mobile devices with All Share Cast alone 

do not satisfy this limitation. 

d. Samsung's I ) Televisions 

Samsung has requested that the administrative law judge determine [ 

I 
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See Joint Outline of!ssucs at 6. BHM takes the position that "this is not properly an issue in the 

Investigation," inasmuch as "this is not an asserted inthngcmcnt claim or an accused product 

and, in li1cL [ ]." See id. n.7. The Staff did not take a position 

on whether or not the administrative law judge should determine infi"ingcment of the [ ]. 

S'ee id. 

Sam sung provided evidence showing that, [ 

Qli\ 79-82; Cho Tr. 1088, 1094-1095. Samsung then [ 

]. See RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/i\ 83. [ 

j. See RX-OG76C (Cho RWS) 

) were produced to BHM during fact discovery. Cho Tr. 

I 095-1097. 1098. Sam sung argues that"[ 

[." Samsung Br. at 54. Samsung's witness testified that I 

). See Cho Tr. Ill 0; RX-0676C 

(Cho RWS) Q/i\ 77-86. Accordingly, Samsung takes the position that "any comprehensive 

infi-ingement analysis ofSmnsung's VD products f 

J." Samsung Br. at 54. 

!311M had previously moved in/imine to exclude evidence relating to the I 

J television. The administrative law judge denied the motion, but left open the issue of 

"what role, if any, [ ) should have in this investigation.'' See Order No. 43, at 2-3 

(Feb. 14, 2014 ). Sam sung moved to admit evidence relating to [ 

j. and the administrative Jaw judge 

denied the motion. See Hearing Tr. I 081-1084. 
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Inasmuch as BHM maintains that neither the I J nor any other 

Samsung l ·1 is an accused product in this investigation. the 

administrative law judge declines to make any findings regarding whether or not they infringe 

the asserted claims of the '873 patent. 

5. Analysis of Indirect Infringement 

BHM alleges that Samsung has contributed to and/or induced infringement of certain 

asserted claims. As discussed in further detail below, BliM has not shown that Samsung is liable 

l(lr indirect inJJ·ingement of the asserted claims of the '873 patent. 

a. l'rcdicatc Acts of Direct lnfring<·mcnt 

!:HIM has failed to adduce evidence shovv·ing direct in!i-ingement of the '873 patent by a 

third party. which is a necessary predicate f(Jr its indirect infi·ingemcnt claims. BIIM has pointed 

to usc by certain Samsung employees to prove direct inli·ingcment, but BHM has not presented 

any evidence that a Samsung employee has actually performed the claim elements. For example. 

Mr. Zatkovich cites to testimony that certain employees of SEA and STA have used Samsung 

Link on accused devices in the United States, but use of Samsung Link is not enough to prove 

direct infringement, particularly given the many noninfl-inging ways it can be used. See 

CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 123. 

BHM presented two categories of evidence relating to alleged infringement by 

customers: (I) user manuals, product specifications and other marketing materials and (2) 1 

]. This evidence is not sufticient to show direct in1i·ingcment 

by customers, l~ll' it merely demonstrates that Smnsung may have promoted the use of certain 

applications, those applications may have been used on a Samsung device in the United States. 

In particular, as discussed below. the accused devices and applications cnn be used in 
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noninfi·inging ways. For example, J(lr the '873 patent, Dr. Loy points to user manuals, "FAQ'' 

guides and videos, but does not show that the evidence meets the claim elements. See, e.g., 

CX-1068 (Loy DWS) Q/A 210-17,221-22,231-32. The '873 patent claims read only on a 

speciJic use of the accused device with an application, additional devices, and connections 

among the devices. The testimony J~1ils to show that a customer used the accused Samsung 

devices in the right configuration with the necessary connections and then practiced each 

element. Moreover, BHM cannot establish that the accused applications and devices directly 

inii'inge prior to importation, inasmuch as the accused devices cannot be used in an inli·inging 

manner until alter they arc imported into the United States. 

b. Knowledge and Specific Intent 

To prevail in its claims of contributory inll·ingemcnt and inducement, BHM must prove 

that Samsung knew of the asserted patents and speciJically intended to contribute to or induce 

infringement at the time of the allegedly inti·inging acts. The record establishes that Samsung 

did not have notice of the asserted patents [ 

J. See JX-0078 (Kwon Dep.) at 40. Complaints tiled with the Commission and in a 

related district co.urt action alone arc insufticient to show the required knowledge to support an 

indirect infringement claim. See, e.g, Ceria in Video Game .s:rslem.1· l/1/{IIYireless Con/rollers 

and Componenls Thereof; lnv. No. 337-TA-770, Comm'n Op. at 32 (Nov. 6. 2012) (where the 

only evidence complainant cites for a respondent's knowledge of the patent are complaints filed 

with the Commission and in district court, ''[!Jhis is insufficient evidence of the required 

knowledge to show contributory infringement."). 
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The evidence further shows that the accused devices and applications were already in the 

market and capable of many substantial noninfringing uses beJtwe Samsung had notice of the 

patents. See RX-0671C (LipoiTRWS) Q/A 326-28. In addition, the !act that many of the 

accused applications were designed by third parties, and not by Samsung, weighs against a 

Jlnding that Sam sung had a specillc intent to induce or contribute to infringement ofthc asserted 

patents. See, e.g.. RX-0668C (RWS Heppe) Q/A 30. 

,., Substantial Noninfringing Uses 

BHM has failed to show that the accused devices and li.mctionalities Jack substantial 

noninfi·inging uses, both at the device level and at the application leveL thereby forestalling a 

finding of indirect infringement. 

lfthc accused devices are considered as the component at issue for the indirect 

infringement analysis, the record evidence demonstrates that the accused mobile devices, 

televisions, Blu-nry players and home theater systems are capable of many substantial 

noninl!·inging uses. The accused mobile devices are multi-use devices capable of being used to 

communicate. such as through a cellular communication system or network, or by accessing the 

Internet via a WiFi access point. See RX-0668C (Heppe RWS) Q/A 33. They are also capable 

ol'using hundreds. if not thousands, ol'di!Jerent applications oflered for Android devices. They 

can be used without a cellular or Internet connection in airplane mode as a PDA or to play music 

or games or watch videos. !d. They also can be used to make phone calls, send and receive texts 

and c-mails, access information, monitor health, view videos, and access productivity tools and 

npplications. /d.; RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 428. Similarly, Samsung televisions can be used 

to watch television shows or movies. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 429; see also RX-0671C 

(LipoffRWS)Q/A 334-39. 
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ltthe accused applications are treated as the component at issue tor the indirect 

infringement analysis, the record evidence demonstrates that the applications are capable of 

substantialnoninfi"inging uses. See, e.g., RX-0671 C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 340-45. BHM has 

accused only one small feature within applications that have multipk uses, and did not address 

the noninfringing uses ofthc accused applications. See id. As a result, Bl-!M has not prevailed 

in its contributory inti·ingement claim. 

E. Infringement Analysis of LG Accused Products 

BHM asserts that LG Mobile Devices running LG Smatt Share infringe claims I, 5. 23. 

30, 34, 37, and 45 of the '873 patent, and that LG Player Devices running LG Smart Share 

inlfinge claim 1. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 264, 295. 299. BHM asserts that LG Mobik 

Devices running YouTube infringe claims I, 5, 23, 30, 34, and 45. !d. BHM asserts that LG 

Mobile Devices running Miraeast infringe claims 30, 34, 37. and 45. !d BIJM generally 

accuses LG of direct inli'ingemcnt with respect to the asserted device claims and indirect 

inJi'ingemcnt with respect to the asserted device claims and method claims. !d. 

1. The Accused Products 

BHM accuses two categories of LG products of inli'inging the asserted claims of the '873 

patent: (I) LG Mobile Devices; and (2) LG Player Devices. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 121. 

The accused LG Mobile Devices arc LG smartphones and tablets. RX-0632C (LG App. A), 

2-11. Specifically, BHM accuses [ ] LG smartphoncs and 1 ] LG tablet of infringing the '873 

patent. !d Each of the LG Mobile Devices [ 

]. /d. The accused 

LG Player Devices arc LG televisions. Blu-ray players, and home theater systems. Jd at ll-32. 

Specilically, BHM accuses 1 I LG televisions. [ I LG Blu-ray players, and [ ] LG home 
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theater systems of infringing the '873 patent. /d. The accused LG televisions [ 

]. ld atll-27. I 

]. !d. There is no dispute about the operations 

and structures of the LG Accused Products with respect to the features at issue for the '873 

patent. 

2, The Accused Applications 

BHM alleges that J..G Accused Products with LG Smart Share, YouTube. and/or Miracast 

(collectively, the "Accused Applications") infl·ingc certain asserted '873 patent claims. 

CX-JOG8C (Loy DWS) Q/A 264,295,299. With respect to Miracast. BHM's infringement 

allegation [ 

]. /d. at Q/A 242. There is no dispute about the operations and structures of the 

Accused Applications with respect to the Jeaturcs at issue lor the '873 patent. 

The evidence shows that, [ 

]. RX-0632C (LG App. A); 

RX-0673C: (Polish RWS) Q/A 89-90. [ 

]. RX-0632C (LG 

App. A); RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 89. Further, [ 

]. RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 91. For example, I 

]. Jd at Q/A 91,212: JX-0073C (.1. Kim Dep.) at 143. 157. ! 

I. 
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RX-0673C (Polish RWS) QIA 213; JX-0057C (R. Bobohalma Dep.) at 208-209. [ 

]. RX-0673C (RWS Polish) Q/A 91,213. 

a, LG Smart Shar·c 

The evidence demonstrates that LG Smart Share [ 

J. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 93. For 

example, [ 

" !d. [ 

]. ld at Q/A 

94; RX-0742 ([ f). ll is undisputed that, [ 

]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 94. There is 

also no dispute that. [ 

]. Id at Q/A 95. 

b. Miracast 

The evidence demonstrates that Miracast allows a user to deliver infmmation presented 

on one device (e.g., inf(mnation displayed in an application running on the device) to another 

device using a peer-to-peer wireless connection. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 97. A "source'' 

device may therefore use Miracasl to deliver the media directly loa "sink'' device, such that the 

media may be presented on the sink device, either in addition to or allematively to the source 

device. ld A user may, for example, use a smart phone running Miracast to mirror a 

presentation displayed on the smartphonc to a larger sink device, such as a large projection 

clcvicc, so that the presentation may be more easily delivered to a large audience. Jd. at Q/A 98. 
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ln Miracast. the media presented on the sink device is received directly from the source 

device. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 99. Thus, if a user streams media fl'om a remote server 

(e.g, a remote music server) to a source device (e.g., a smartphone) and then delivers that media 

from the source device to a sink device (e.g., a television) using Miracast, the media is received 

by the sink device via direct communication fi·om the local source device, and not via 

communication between the remote server and sink device. !d. 

3. Rt•p•·cscntativc Products 

BHM argues that the operation and/or structure of the 1 

J arc representative of all[ ] accused LG Mobile Devices and 1 

accused LG Player Devices. respectively. CX-1 068C (Loy D\VS) Q/A 255-58. The evidence 

relied on by BHM's expert Dr. Loy, however. docs not cstabllsh that the I 

] are ''representative" of all LG Accused Products. 

Dr. Loy· s testimony does not show that the operation ami/or structure of each Accused 

Application with respect to the relevant functionalities arc the same for the [ 

J as l<1r the other LG Mobile Devices I 

]. RX-0673C (Polish R WS) Q/ A J 26. Likewise. Dr. Loy's testimony does not 

establish that the operation and/or structure of each Accused Application with respect to the 

relevant funct ionalities are the same for the I ] as lor the LG Player 

Devices that I. l ld Speci!lcally. Dr. Loy· s. testimony 

demonstrates that the operation and/or stmcturc of certain aspects of the Accused Applications, 

including certain specific funclionalities, arc difterent based on [ 

]. CX- J 068(' (Loy DWS) Q/ A J J 9. Dr. Loy cites to the testimony of LG witness 1 
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r 
J. Jd. (citing JX-0075C (M. Kim Dcp.) at 34-35). Nevertheless, as explained 

further below, I 

]. JX-0075C (M. Kim Dep.) at 34; RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 128. 

Dr. Loy also tcstitlcd that Respondents' production of source code is "consistent with 

[hisj tindings" regarding representative products. alleging that "fdjifferent versionjs] of code 

were not produced for devices with different operating systems. or any other device differences'' 

CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 118. Yet the record evidence shows that f 

]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 130. 

BHfvl also relies on CX-0033C. which is a drafl of a joint stipulation between LG and 

BHM regarding representative products, as evidence that [ 

]. CX-1068C(LoyDWS)Q/A 118:CX-0033C 

(Dral1 Stipulation). Ignoring for now the l[tct that CX-0033C is a draft and that no !ina! 

agreement was reached between LG and BHM, the document does not support Dr. Loy's 

conclusion, inasmuch as if it proves anything, it proves [ 

]. 

CX-0033C (DraH Stipulation); RX-0673C (Polish RWSJ Q/A 132. 

BJ-JM also relics on a summary of Dr. Loy's packet trace analyses as evidence regarding 

the representative nature of LG products. CX-0039C (DLNA Trace Summary): CX- I 068C (Loy 
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DWS) Q/1\ 120. Dr. Loy, however. performed packet traces on only Jive of the I ] LG 

Accused Products, including two phones, one television, one Blu-ray player, and one home 

theater system. CX-!068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 113,256. Ofthose five, only the [ 

] in the packet 

traces. CX-0039C (DLNA Trace Summary). The packet trace summary docs not establish that 

one LG Accused Product may be viewed as representative of other products of the same type at 

least because it represents packet traces obtained from only three of the 1 ] LG Accused 

Products. CX-0039C (DLNA Trace Summary); RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/1\ 135. With 

respect to LG Smart Share and Miracast, Dr. Loy's packet traces do not show that the 1 

] has the same operation and structure as any other LG Mobile Device because Loy 

fails to provide packet traces for those applications on any other accused LG smart phone. 

RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 135. For YouTubc, Dr. Loy tests the operation of the I 

], but fails to explain why obtaining similar packet traces for only two 

LG products shows that dozens of other LG products necessarily have the same operation and 

structure with respect to the accused functionalities. See CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A II 0; 

RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 135. 

BHM also fails to establish that one LG Accused Product may be viewed as 

representative of other LG Accused Products ofthe same type because 1 

RX-0632C (LG App. A). For example, I 

]. 

]. Jd 
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4. Video Evidence 

As evidence in support of its inli·ingcmcnt case, BH!vlrelics on three videos ot1cred by 

Dr. Loy that allegedly depict testing of LG Smart Share, YouTube, and!vliraeast on the [ 

]. CX-1068C (DWS Loy) Q/A 110,259. 

These videos, however, do not show infringement of the asserted claims. RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 140. for example, Dr. Loy's videos do not show that any LG Accused 

Product [ ]. as required by every 

asserted '873 patent claim, because they do not show [ 

!d. at Q/A 140. 149, 154. Specifically, Dr. Loy's videos do not show whether [ 

]. /J. at Q/A 140. Dr. Loy's videos also do not show that [ 

] . 

], as also required by every 

asserted '873 patent claim. !d. Further, the videos do not show that each LG Accused Product 

J, as required by clairn45. /d. at Q/A 141. 

Dr. Loy's videos also fitil to show the operation and structure of the LG Accused 

Products in the default states in which they nre imported. Dr. Loy testified that he docs not know 

what actions were perti.mned on the Accused Products by counsel Jor BH!vl before his testing. 

Loy Tr. 363-367. Moreover. the videos confirm that Dr. Loy's tests do not reJ1ect the ddillllt 

operation of the Accused Products. For example, [ 

J. RX-0673C' (Polish RWS) Q/A 163; CPX-0134C. Dr. Loy testiiicd that his 

videos do not show each or the actions pcrl(mned with the accused products during the recording 
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oft he videos, including certain user inputs at the accused player devices that arc relevant to 

BHM' s proof regarding the "without user input" limitation of each asserted '873 patent claim. 

Loy Tr. 378-381. 

5. Packet Tmce Evidence 

The packet trace evidence also docs not prove inll·ingement of the asse1ied '873 claims 

by the accused LG devices. Dr. Loy's packet traces likewise do not show infringement. See. 

e.g., CX-l068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 110, 278-82; RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 138, 150-51. For 

example, the portions orthe packet traces Dr. Loy to which cites do not establish the "directing" 

limitation of the asserted claims. See id. The packet traces show only that [ 

]. See id. Further. the 

packet traces do not provide suHicicnt context to show that each LG Accused Product [ 

]. See id.: Polish Tr. 1316-1318. 

6. Direct lnfringcnwnt 

The evidence adduced at the hearing lc1ils to demonstrate that the accused LG products 

satisfy every limitation of the asserted claims. The specific limitations not satisfied by the 

accused LG products arc discussed in further detail below. 

a. Claim 30 

BHM contends that LG infringes claim 30 of the '873 patent based on the operation of 

LG Smart Share or Miracast on the LG Mobile Devices. The LG Accused Products that include 

LG Smart Share or Miracast. however, do not display or select a "device identifier,'' either 

literally or under the doctrine of equivalents. under the adopted construction of that term. As 
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explained below, these products also do not "direct" a "second device to receive the media 

item ... without user input via the second device," either literally or under the doctrine or 

equivalents under any parties' construction (including the construction adopted above) of 

''directing[ ... ] the [at least oncj second device .. :·or "without user input via the second 

device." 

i. "directing( ... ( the [at least one] second device ... " 

The evidence demonstrates that the LG Accused Products do not ·'direct[][ ... ] the [at 

least one] second device ... ," as required by the asserted '873 patent claims. As discussed 

above, the term "directing [ ... ] the [at least one] second device ... " is construed to mean ''the 

first device instructs the second device."24 The LG Accused Products with LG Smart Share or 

Miraeast do not "direct,'' ''instruct,'' or "directly issue instructions to" a second device in the 

manner claimed in the '873 patent. 

Bl-lM alleges that the LG Accused Products with LG Smmt Share "direct" a second 

device to receive or obtain media based on videos and packet data, whereas BHM relies only on 

videos in support or its allegations with respect to Mirucast. See CX-l068C (Loy DWS) 

Q/A 278. As explained above, the videos and packet traces do not show that any LG Accused 

Product with LG Smart Share or Miracast practices this limitation. See RX-0673C (Polish RWS) 

Ql A 148-54. 

At the hearing. Dr. Loy testified that one need only look at the accused (tlrst) device to 

determine whether that device meets the limitations of claim 30. See Loy Tr. 392-393. Dr. Loy 

testified that "if the device is a mobile phone I only look at the mobile phone to see whether the 

2
'
1 BHM proposes that this term means ''first device directs second device·· Starf proposes that 

"directing [ ... ] the [at least one] second device ... " means "first device directs second device,'' 
but clarifies that ''directing" means '·directly issuing instructions to." 
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limitations of claim 30 arc met." Loy Tr. 395-396. According to Dr. Loy, one \Vay to determine 

whether the device is "directing'' a second device "without user input via the second device'' is 

by analyzing source code on the device to "sec if there were actions that that source code 

performed that instructed ... the second device to ask for a user input or not." !d. Yet, Dr. Loy 

testified that he did not cite any specific portion of any LG source code in support of his 

opinions. C( Loy Tr. 431-432. Dr. Loy also testified that one could determine whether that 

device is "directing" a second device ''without user input via the second device" by looking at 

packet traces, but I 

]. See Loy Tr. 395-396: RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 138, 150. 151. 

In addition to videos and packet traces, BHJ\1 also relies on deposition testimony [ 

]. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 283. As with the videos and packet traces. [ 

], as required by the '873 patent claims. 

The record evidence demonstrates that LG Mobile Devices associated with Miracast do 

not ·'direct" the LG Player Devices to receive or obtain media. See RX-0673C (Polish RWS) 

Q/A 152-54. Rather, Miracast f 

1- !d. at Q/A 152. 

Accordingly, the somce docs not "direct," "instruct," or "directly issue instructions to" the sink 

to cause the sink to receive media, as required by the asserted '873 patent claims. !d. Rather, 
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]. ld Therefore, [ 

J. !d Moreover, [ 

], as required by the plain 

language of asserted independent claims I, 23, and 30. ld. 

In addition, BHM fails to demonstrate inf[·ingcment under the doctrine of equivalents 

because the differences arc not insubstantial. RX -0673C (Polish R WS) Q/ A 152-54. Aside fi·mn 

Dr. Loy's statement that ''[t]o the extent any limitation is not literally met .... it would be met 

under the doctrine of equivalents," BHM offers no support tor· its contention that the LG 

Accused Products associated with LG Smart Share or Miracast practice this limitation under the 

doctrine of equivalents. See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 246. Such a position is insufficient for 

BJ-lM to establish that LG inli·inges under the doctrine of equivalents. 

li. "without user input via the second device" 

The evidence demonstrates that the LG Accused Products do not direct a second device 

to receive or obtain media "without user input via the second device,'· as required by each 

asserted '873 patent claim under all proposed constructions (including the construction adopted 

above). The term "without user input via the second device" was previously construed to mean 

'·no user input is required at the second device prior to the initiation of a shared media 

experience.'' BHM and Staff propose that this term means "[n]o user input is required at the 

second device following direction fi·01n the first device.'' The record evidence shows that [ 

RX-067JC (Polish RWS) Q/A 155-63. Moreover. 131-lM fails to establish 
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that ·'[n]o user input is required at the second device following direction from the first device" in 

the LG Accused Products. See id. at Q/A 164.25 

With respect to LG Smart Share, the evidence shows that [ 

]. RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 156; JX-0075C (M. Kim Dcp.) at 70. [ 

J. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 156. 

At the hearing, BHM attempted to establish that Dr. Polish tcstiticd during his deposition 

that r 

]. Polish Tr. 1307-1309, 1318-1319. Dr. Polish, however, testified consistently at his 

deposition. in his direct witness statement. and at the hearing that I 

]. 

RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 159; Polish Tr. 1314-1315. Although Dr. Polish said in his 

deposition that "I 

]," he 

explained at trial that [ 

25 BHM's expert Dr. Loy provided no analysis taking into account the parties' differing proposed 
constructions. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 278-87. LG's expert Dr. Polish addresses and 
provides testimony with respect to the parties· different constructions. RX-0673C (RWS Polish) 
Q!A 155-64. 
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]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 159; Polish Tr. 

!314-1315. 

In addition, certain LG Player Devices require [ 

]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 160-62. For example, when a user 

attempts to share media with one of LG's Google TVs using LG Smart Share, [ 

[. !d. at Q/A 161: JX-0075(' (M. Kim 

Dep.) 75, 76: RDX- I 456C (RX-0743 (Smart Share Popup)). Dr. Loy does not dispute that such 

]. See RX-0673C (Polish 

RWS) Q/A 161. LG's Googlc TVs therefore cannot [ 

'· ld 

Further. the accused LG Bin-ray players and home theater systems can [ 

]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/ A I 62: 

JX-0075C (M. Kim Dep.) at 71, 72, 114-115. Thus, those accused LG devices do not [ 

]. RX-0673C (Polish R WS) Q/ A I 62. 

Similarly, with respect to Miracast. BHM docs not dispute that LG Player Devices [ 

]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 163. BH1v1 also does not 

dispute that, with respect to the accused LG TVs that include Miracast, [ ] 
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J. ld. ll is also undisputed that, in the f 

J. ld I 

]. kl. With respect to the accused LG Blu-ray players and home theater 

systems that include Miracast, I 

J. ld. 

The "without user input via I he second device" limitation of the asserted claims is not 

met with respect to LG Smart Share or Miracast on the LG Accused Products under the adopted 

construction of this claim term because [ 

]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 155-63. 

13l·JM also ii1ils to establish that any LG Accused Product directs or instructs another 

device in the manner recited in the asserted '873 patent claims 1mder BHrv! and Stall's proposed 

construction of''without user input via the second device." RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 164. 

BHM and Staffs proposed construction lor this term is "[n]o user input is required at the second 

device following direction from the Jlrst device." That construction requires that there be no user 

input Ji.J!Iowing a ·'direction'" li·01n the llrst device. Inasmuch as BHM fails to show that J 

]. 

BJ-!M also h1ils to show that ·'without user input via the second device'' is mel under the 

doctrine of equivalents. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 165. /\side fi·om Dr. Loy"s general 

stutemcnl that "ft]o the extent any limitation is not literally mel. ... it would be met under the 
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doctrine of equivalents," 131-IM o!Ters no support for its contention. See CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) 

Q/ A 246. Such a position with respect to doctrine of equivalents is insufficient to establish 

inJI·ingemcnt. 

iii. "playlist" 

The LG Accused Products do not receive a "playlist,'' as required by each asserted '873 

patent claim, under BHM's proposed construction of"playlist," which requires "a list 

referencing media items arranged to be played in a sequence." 13HM has offered no evidence 

that the LG Accused Products with LG Smart Share or Miracast receive media items that arc 

"arranged to be played in a sequence.'" 

Bl-JM alleges that the LG Accused Products with LG Smart Share or Miracast [ 

]. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 271,588-90. For 

example, in his direct witness statement, Dr. Loy stated: "I 

]'' !d. at Q/ A 590. At the hearing, however, when 

cross-examined about "shuffle" playback, Dr. Loy testified that [ 

]. Loy Tr. 475 ("[ 

"] ") 'l"h" . . . lS 

testimony is consistent with the testimony of experts Dr. Polish and Dr. Almcroth, who both 

testified that [ 

]. Almeroth Tr. 625-627 ("'[ 

]."); Polish Tr. 1316 ("[ 
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]. "). 

BHM also relics on packet traces to support its position that the LG Accused Products 

receive a "playlist'' While the packet traces show that the [ 

]. Thus, Bl-JM fails to establish that the 

LG Accused Products receive a "playlist," under its proposed construction. 

BI IM also fails to demonstrate that the ''playlist" limitation is met under the doctrine of 

equivalents. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 165. Aside ti·mn Dr. Loy's general testimony that 

"lt]o the extent any limitation is not literally met, ... it would be met under the doctrine of 

equivalents,'' BHM offers no support for its contention that the LG Accused Products associated 

with LG Smart Share or Miracast meet this limitation under that doctrine. See CX-1 068C (Loy 

DWS) Q/A 246. Such a position is insufticicnt for BHM to establish that LG inl]·inges under the 

doctrine or equivalents. 

iv. "device idcntificrjs]" 

The LG Accused Products do not display or select ''device idcntilicrjs]" under the 

adopted claim construction. Under that construction, the asserted '873 patent claims require that 

a ''device identifier'' "uniquely identillies] the second clevic<:'," and the LG Accused Products 

with LG Smart Share or Miracast do not display or select such indicia. 

BHM alleges that the LG Accused Products with LG Smart Share or Miracast display and 

select "device identilier[s]" based on videos that [ 

]. See 

CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 269. [ 
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under the adopted construction, however, because [ 

l See 

RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 144-47. These characteristics l 

]. !d. at Q/A 144. 

Dr. Loy mischaractcrizes L(l's argument regarding this limitation as applying only to 

those instances in which'·[ 

J. See 

CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 584: RX-067JC (Polish RWS) Q/A 145. Inasmuch as the listing of 

devices displayed in LG Smart Share and Miraeast [ 

]. Jd 

BHM also fails to demonstrate that the "device idcntiftcrfsl" limitation is satisfied under 

the doctrine of equivalents. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 147. Aside from Dr. Loy's general 

testimony that "[t]o the extent any limitation is not literally met .. , . it would be met under the 

doctrine of equivalents,'' BHM offers no support for its contention that the LG Accused Products 

associated with LG Smart Share or Miracast meet this limitation under that doctrine. s~e 

CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 246. Such a position is insufticicnt for BHM to establish that LG 

in!l·inges under the doctrine of equivalents. 

b. Claim 34 

The LG Mobile Devices with LG Smart Share or Miracast do not infringe claim 34 under 

any claim construction (including the adopted construction), either literally or under the doctrine 

or equivalents, for at least the same reasons that they do not inti·inge independent claim 30. 
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Claim 34 further recites that "the device comprises a mobile phone." The accused LG 

tablet is not and does not comprise a mobile phone. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 167. The 

accused LG tablet thus does not ini1·ingc claim 34 for this additional reason.26 

c. Claim 37 

The LG Mobile Devices with LG Smart Share or Miracast do not ini!·inge claim 37 under 

any proposed claim construction (including the adopted construction), either literally or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, for the same reasons they do not inii·inge independent claim 30. 

Further, claim 37 depends ti·mn claim 36. which recites that ''the device comprises a remote 

control operative to control the at least one second device.'' Under the adopted construction, the 

"remote control" claimed in the '873 patent is "a device dedicated to controlling a second 

device." See RX-0673C (Polish R WS) Q/A 50-54. Under that construction, none oft he LG 

Mobile Devices is a "remote control," either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents. See 

id. at Q/ A 170-71. 

One of ordinary skill would consider a device [ 

]. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 171. For 

example, JX-0005 ('099 patent), which is related to the '873 patent, defines "dedicated" as 

"indicat[ing] the primary function of a device." JX-0005 ('099 patent) at col. 8,1ns. 41-51. 

J. 

RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 171. Rather, I 

]. !d 

-·-·----------
16 BHM states that 'The 'mobile phone' limitation is not asserted against Respondents' tablets.'' 
Compl. Br. at 95. 
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BHM fails to demonstrate that the "remote control" limitation is sat is lied under the 

doctrine of equivalents. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 1.10, 165. Dr. Loy states that "using 

smart phones and tablets as remote controls is after-arising technology whose use in this context 

makes an insubstantial difference in the patented invention.'' CX-l068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 289. 

Dr. Loy, however, fails to explain why the use of smart phones and tablets as "remote controls" 

is an insubstantial difference to the claimed invention. Such a position with respect to doctrine 

of equivalents does not establish that LG in!]·inges under that doctrine. 

d. Claim 45 

LG Mobile Devices with LG Smart Share or Miracast do not inJi·ingc dependent claim 45 

under any claim construction J(Jr the same reasons they do not infringe independent claim 30. 

c. Claim 23 

BHM accuses LG Smart Share on LG Mobile Devices of infringing claim 23 based on 

the same proof it relies on for claim 30. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 292. For the reasons 

discussed above with respect to claim 30. the LG Mobile Devices with Smart Share do not meet 

the "device identifier," ''play list." ''directing,'' or "without user input" limitations of claim 23. 

RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 176. 

f. Claim J 

BHM accuses J..G Smart Share on LG Mobile Devices and LG Player Devices of 

infringing claim I based on the same proof it relics on lew claim 30. CX-1068(' (Loy DWS) Q/A 

304. For the reasons discussed above with respect to claim 30, the LG Mobile Devices and LG 

Player Devices with Smart Share do not meet the "device identifier:· "playlist,'' "directing," or 

"without user input" limitations of claim I. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 178. 
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g. Claim 5 

LG Mobile Devices with LG Smart Share do not inti-inge claim 5 under any construction 

for the same reasons they do not infhnge independent claim 1. Claim 5 further recites that ''the 

iirst device comprises a mobile phone." The accused LG tablet is and does not comprise a 

mobile phone. RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 181. The accused LG tablet thcrel(w does not 

infi·inge claim 5 for this additional reason.27 

7. Indirect lnfl'ingcmcnt 

BHM contends that LG indirectly infi·ingcs claims 1, 5, 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45 of the '873 

patent. See CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 121. 299. 

a. (Jndcrlying Direct Infringement 

In order to prove indirect infi·ingcmcnt, BHM must point to specilic instances of direct 

inli·ingement or show that the accused LG products necessarily infringc. Elecrronic Digirul 

Media Devices, lnv. No. 337-TA-796, Comnfn Op. at32. 36 (Aug. 9, 2013). If evidence of 

spccilic instances of direct infringement is not provided, circumstantial evidence may be used to 

prove indirect inti'ingemcnt, but only ''when the evidence shows that the accused products were 

intended to be used only to practice the inhinging method and that method was explicitly taught, 

for example, by product manuals'' /d. at 33, 36. Yet, ·'excerpts from user manuals as evidence 

of underlying direct infringement by third patties of products that can be used in a non-intfinging 

manner arc by themselves insufficient to show the predicate acts necessary f(Jr inducement of 

infi-ingement.'' .Mirror Worlds, LLC \'. Apple, Inc·., 692 FJcl 1351, 1360-62 (Fed. Cir. 20 12). 

27 BI-IlVI stales that ''The 'mobile phone· limitation is not asserted against Respondents' tablets." 
Com pl. Br. at 95. 
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3. Claim 5

LG Mobile Devices with LG Smart Share do not infringe ciaitn 5 under any construction

for the same reasons they do not infringe independent clairn 1. Claim 5 further recites that “the

first device comprises a mobile phone.” The accused LG tahiet is and does not comprise a

mobile phone. EEK—0673C (i’oiish RWS) ("Q/A 18]. The accused LG tablet therefore does not

. . t . . . 3

tntrmge clone 5 tor this additional reason. 7

7. Indirect Infringement

BHM contends that LG indirectly infringes claims l, S, 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45 of the ’873

patent, See (IX-1068C (Loy DWS) Qf/t 121, 299.

a. [Aintiei‘lying Direct Infringement

in order to mow indirect inti'ingement, l3i~lM must point to specific instances ot‘direc:
!

infringement or Show that the accused LG products necessariiy infringe, electronic Digital

Media Devices, inv. No. 337—'l'A—796, Comm-'13 Op. at 32. 36 (Aug. 9, 2013). lt‘cvidencc of

specific instances ol’tiirect infringement is not provided circumstantial evidence may he used to

prove indirect intiriogemenn but only "when the evidence shows that the accused products were

intended to be used oniy to practice the infringing method and that method was explicitiy taught,

for example, by product :nanuais.” Id. at 33, 36. Yet, "excerpts from user manuais as evidence

of underlying direct infringement by third parties of products that can be used in a non—infringing

manner are by themselves insuilicient to ShOW the predicate acts necessary for inducement oi"

infi‘ingementf" fi-iirror it"w‘fals. LLC,‘ 1*. Apple} Inc, 692 F.3d 1351, 2360—62 (Fed. Cir. 2012).

27 BHM states that “The ‘niohilo phone’ limitation is not asserted against Respondents’ tebtetsv“

Cotnpl. Br. 31295.
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BHM argues that the asserted patents arc directly infi·ingcd by its own experts, LG's 

employees and agents, and end users. As explained in more detail elsewhere within this initial 

determination, however, LG cannot indirectly inti·inge based on the activities of BHM's experts 

or LG's employees and agents. With respect to end users, BHM does not present evidence of 

any speci llc instance of an end user perl(nming each clement of any asserted claim. BHM 

instead otTers evidence of I 

]. at least because BHM has no! established 

that the LG Accused Products necessarily infringe the asserted '873 patent claims. Elec/ronic 

Digital Media Devices, lnv. No. )37-TA-796, Comm'n Clp. at 58-59 (holding that Complainant 

failed to show spcci!lc instances of inJi·ingemcnt based on user manuals that only instructed users 

on general usage of accused products). 

In addition to product manuals, Dr. Loy points to several other documents as evidence 

establishing direct infringement by an LG Accused Product. For LG Smart Share. Dr. Loy also 

relics on CX-1298 and CX-0348C. which arc a [ 

], respectively. CX-l068C: (Loy DWS) Q/A 318-19. 

CX- 1298 fails to show that any limitation of any of the asserted claims is satisfied, and CX-1298 

h1i Is to show that [ ]. RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 207. Moreover, the portion ofCX-0348C on which Dr. Loy relies indicates 

only that [ 

See CX-0348C ([ 1). Dr, Loy contends that this 

would directly inli·inge the asserted claims "when done via a mobile device, but nothing in 

See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 319: RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 207. 
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For YouTubc, Dr. Loy relies on CX-1305, CX-1306, CX-1245C, and CX-1247. 

CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 329-34. [ 

]. See CX-1305 ([ 

RWS) Q/A 208. [ 

)) at (3); RX-0673C (Polish 

]. See 

CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 330-31; RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A208. f 

]. i>'ee CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 333-34; RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 208. 

BHM also contends that LG directly itlfi'inges the device claims of the '873 patent (i.e., 

claims 23, 30. 34, 37, and 45) based on the importation of LG Mobile Devices that include the 

Accused Applications. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 12L 296. As discussed above, however, 

BHM fails to establish that [ 

]. Moreover, as explained in detail 

above, the LG Mobile Devices do not contain functionalities that infi·inge the asserted '873 

patent claims. Thus, importation of those devices docs not infhngc the asserted claims. 

lnasmuclt as BHM does not show direct inli'ingement of any asserted claim, either by 

direct or circumstantial evidence, BI-lM has fails to prove indirect infi·ingcment by LG. 
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b. Inducement 

BHM contends that LG induces intl·ingcmcnt of claim I based on the operation of LG 

Smart Share on LG Player Devices; claims I, 5, 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45 based on LG Smart Share 

on LG Mobile Devices; and claims I, 5, 23, 30, 34, and 45 based on YouTubc on LG Mobile 

Dcvicesn CX-1068C (Loy DWS) QIA 121,312,327. BHM fails to establish that LG induces 

inti·ingcmcnt of any of the asserted '873 patent claims. 

Induced infringement requires a showing that the accused inducer acts with knowledge 

that the induced acts constitute patent infringement. See Global-Tech Appliances. Inc. v. SEB 

SA., 1 3 I S. Ct. 2060, 2068 (201 1 ). BHM provides no evidence establishing that LG [ 

J. See Lucent Techs. Inc. 

\'.Gateway. Inc., 509 F. Supp. 2cl912, 930-31 (S.D. Cal. 2007) (finding insul1icicnt evidence to 

demonstrate that defendant knew or should have known that accused software inll·inged because 

solhvare was provided in binary code (machine code) from third party). 

28 !3HM lists both method and device claims as ''Indirectly Infringed" in a demonstrative entitled 
"Summary of' 873 Claims Jnfhngcd by LG.'' See CDX-0131 (Summary oflnfi·ingemcnt 
Allegations). The narrative portions of Dr. Loy's direct witness statement, however, only accuse 
LG of inducing infl·ingement of the asserted method claims. and not the asserted device claims. 
CX-l068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 312,327. Moreover, Bl1M docs not contend that LG induces 
infi·ingcmcnt based on Miracast. 
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BHM also provides no evidence establishing that LG possessed specitic intent to 

encourage another's inii-ingement. BllM instead points to ! 

]. For example, Dr. Loy identifies LG manuals (CX-0326, CX-0279) and 

advertisements (CX-1270, CX-1250), a web site printout (CX-0273 ). and an instruction 

presented on an LG TV (CX-1304) in support of his opinion that LG encourages users to 

in!i·inge. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/ A 315, 323. As an initial matter, Dr. Loy fails to identify the 

portions of the LG manuals that he contends induce end users to infringe the asserted '873 patent 

claims. See CX-1068(' (Loy DWS) Q/A 315.323,323. In any event, none ofthe cited evidence 

establishes that LG encourages users to infi'ingc the asserted '873 patent claims. See RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 214-19. 

For example, Dr. Loy states that CX-0279 ·'instructs users to utilize a smart phone to 

direct media located on a separate content server to be played back at the renderer." CX -1 068C 

(Loy DWS) Q/A 323. However, CX-0279 merely states that the "Network Play'' function 

"allows you to control the playback of media streamed ti·om DLNA media server by a DLNA 

certified smart phone," which would not necessarily involve "direet[ing]media located on a 

separate content server to be played back at the renderer" when LG Smart Share is operated in 

the ''two-box" model of DLNA, such that the phone is both the controller and the server. S'ee 

CX-0279 (Owner's Manual - LG Blu-ray), (26-27); RX-0673C (Polish R WS) Q/ A 216. 

CX-1270C and CX-1250 arc specilication sheets lor the LG Intuition and LG Spirit 4G smart 

phones that list "SmartShnrc'' as a feature under the "Entertainment" category. S'ee CX-1250 

(LG Spirit4G Spec Sheet) at I; CX-1270C (! ]l; RX-0673C (Polish RWS) 

Q/A 217. Dr. Loy characterizes CX-0273 as ·'a printout of an LG website instructing users how 
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to set up a DLNA server and use it to inli"inge the method claims of the Wcel patent by using a 

controller to push content from a server to a renderer," but CX -0273 only explains how to set up 

an LG TV to access DLNA servers on a network. See CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 323; 

CX-0273 (LG DLNA Setup), (2-4). It docs not explain how to "us[e] a controller to push 

content li'mn a server to a renderer." See RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 218. In aclclition, 

CX-1304 at most encourages a user to "execute l the] SmartShare app," which would not 

necessarily result in functionalities alleged to inli'inge the asserted '873 patent claims, at least 

because LG Smart Share has substantial non-infringing uses (e.g, usc in the ''two-box" model of 

DLNA). See CX-1304 (Smart Share Connecting Guide); RX-0673C (Polish R\VS) Q/A 219. 

In support of his inducement opinions with respect to YouTube, Dr. Loy relies on 

CX-1306. which is a screen capture of an LG smart phone showing a ··DIAL prompt" that Dr. 

Loy suggests "shows the user how to usc DIAL to infringe the accused methods oft he Wee! 

patent.'' CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 330,337. Dr. Loy docs not show, however, that 

interacting with the "DIAL prompt'' will result in the display and selection of a "device 

identifier," the receipt of a playlist, the selection of a media item, or the LG Mobile Device 

directing the TV to receive a selected media item ti'om a content server. RX-0673C (Polish 

RWS) Q/A 221. 

The documents relied upon by BHM are thus insufficient to show the specific intent 

required for inducement. Vita-Mix Corp. v. Basic Holding. inc., 581 F.3d !317, l 329 n.2 (Fed. 

Cir. 2009) ("The question is not ... whether a user following the [allegedly inducing] 

instructions may end up using the device in an inll'inging way. Rather, it is whether [the 

allegedly inducing] instructions teach an inli·inging usc of the device such that [a court may] 

infer tl·om those instructions an afllnnativc intent to infringe the patent.''). This is especially true 
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given the numerous substantial noninfringing uses of the LG Accused Products discussed below. 

See Warner-Lamhert Co. v. Apotex Corp., 316 F.3d 1348, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003) ("Especially 

where a product has substantial noninfi·inging uses, intent to induce infringement cannot be 

inferred even when the defendant has actual knowledge that some users of its product may be 

infi·inging the patent."). 

c. Contributory lnfdngcmcnt 

Bl-JM contends that LG contributes to the infringement of claim I based on LG Smart 

Share on LG Player Devices; claims L 5, 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45 based on LG Smart Share on LG 

Mobile Devices; and claims 1, 5, 23, 30, 34, and 45 based on the YouTube on LG Mobik~ 

Devices29 CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 121.312.327. BHM fails to establish that LG 

contributes to infi'ingement of any of the asserted '873 patent claims. 

To prevail on a claim of contributory infringement, BHM must show: (I) there is an act 

of direct in!l·ingement; (2) the accused device has no substantialnoninfringing uses; (3) the 

accused int!-inger imported, sold for importation, or sold a!tcr importation within the United 

States, the accused components that contributed to another's direct infringement: and (4) the 

alleged infringer knew "that the combination for which his component was especially designed 

was both patented and infi"inging." Electronic Digital Media Devices, 1nv. No. 337-TA-796, 

Comm 'n Op. at 41; Spansion. Inc. 1'. lnt 'I Trade Comm 'n, 629 FJd 133 I, I 353 (Fed. Cir. 20 I 0). 

2
'' BHM lists both method and device claims as ''1ndircctly 1nii·inged'' in a demonstrative entitled 

"Summary of' 873 Claims lnJ!·inged by LG." See CDX-0 I 3 I (Summary of Infringement 
Allegations). The narrative portions of Dr. Loy's direct witness statement, however, only accuse 
LG of contributing to inti·ingcmcnt of the asserted method claims, and not the asserted device 
claims. CX-1068(' (Loy DWS) Q/A 312,327. Moreover. BHM docs not contend that LG 
contributes to infringement based on Miracast. 
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As discussed above, BHM does not show a single act of direct infi"ingemcnt. In addition, 

BHM fails to show that LG has the requisite knowledge for induced infringement and that LG 

knew the LG Accused Products and/or the Accused Applications were especially designed l(Jr 

use in infringement of the '873 patent. Rather, the evidence cited by BHM shows many 

substantialnoninfringing uses of the LG Accused Products with the Accused Applications. 

Further, [ 

]. 

!HIM has also fiti!s to meet its burden to prove "that a component that is a material part 

of the invention lacks substantialnoninfringing usc.'' Elecrronic Digiral Media Devices, 

Co nun 'n Op. at 44. As discussed elsewhere, BI-IM docs not identify the component that should 

be analyzed lor purposes of determining the existence of substantial noninlringing uses. For 

example, Dr. Loy states: "1 believe the portion of the code on LG's mobile devices and player 

devices relating to the playback of music and the portion of the code on Respondent's mobile 

and player devices relating to the playback of video tiles from a remote source to a playback 

device via a mobile device during playlist use (e.g., DLNA related cock) is specially adapted to 

lntringe the asserted claims. with no substantial non-infringing use.'' CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) 

Q/A 326. However, Dr. Loy does not identi(y the '·DLNA related" source code on which he 

relics lor his contributory infi'ingement analysis by file, function. or line number. RX-0673C 

(Polish RWS) Q/A 228. Indeed, Dr. Loy does not cite to any specific source code f()l' LG Smart 

Share in his direct witness statement. !d. 

ll!IM's inJ!·ingcmcnt allegations make clear that the relevant component is the full device 

to which BHM's allegations arc drawn, i.e., the accused LG products. The evidence shows that 
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the LG Accused Products arc capable of substantial noninfringing uses. See RX-0673C (Polish 

RWS) Q/A 229-30. For example, the LG Mobile Devices may be used to send and receive 

email, browse the lnternet, obtain directions, read books, or perform other activities unrelated to 

playing media content on an additionaL separate screen. Jd. at Q/ A 230. The accused LG 

televisions may be used to watch broadcast or cable television programming or to operate 

numerous applications that do not involve playing media content on an additional, separate 

screen. !d. The accused LG Blu-ray players and home theater systems may be used, J{lr 

example, to watch a movie stored on a Blu-ray disc or to listen to music stored on an audio CD 

in a manner that would not involve playing media content on an additionaL separate screen. Jd. 

In addition to the substantialnoninfringing uses ofthe LG Accused Products generally, 

there arc also substantialnoninJI·inging uses specific to the LG Smart Share application. See 

RJ{-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 229. For example. a user of an LG Accused Product with LG 

Smart Share may [ ]. ld 

Inasmuch as [ 

]. !d. Fw1her, a user of an LG Accused Product 

with LG Smart Share may [ 

]. Jd. Thus. the LG Accused Product would not I 

l ld 

Therefore. it has been shown that the LG Accused Products and Accused Applications 

have substantial nonint!·inging uses, defeating BHM's allegations of contributory inliingemcnt as 

a matter of law. See Certain Gaming & Emerlainmenl Crmsoles, Relared Sofilrare, & . ' 

Componen/s Thereof: lnv. No. 337-TA-752, Initial Remand Determination at 32-33 (Mar. 22, 
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2013) (tinding no contributory inli-ingcmcnt because the accused products had substantial 

noninli·inging uses). 

F. Infr-ingement Analysis of Toshiba Accused Products 

BHM asserts only method claim I of the '873 patent against Toshiba TVs and Blu-ray 

players (''Player Devices'') having the Toshiba Media Share application. BHM's infringement 

theory regarding method claim I as to Toshiba's TVs and Blu-ray players is limited to indirect 

inli·ingcment. See CX-1 068C.0037 (Loy DWS) (citing CDX-0131). 

BHM also accuses certain Toshiba tablets ("Mobile Devices") having either the Toshiba 

Media Player or YouTube applications of indirectly inli"inging asserted method claim I. BHM 

further accuses these Mobile Devices of directly and indirectly infringing system claims 23, 30, 

3730 and 45 of the '873 patent. See CX-1068C.0037 (Loy DWS) (citing CDX-0131). 

For the reasons set J()rth below, as well as those set forth in the section relating to 

DlAL-cnablecl YouTube. no accused Toshiba product inti·inges the '873 patent. either directly or 

indirectly. 

1. Direct Infringement of System Claims at the Time of Importation 

According to the language of the claims and the prosecution history, asserted system 

claims 2:1,30,37 and 45 of the '873 patent require at least two separate and distinct devices, i.e., 

a lirst "device" and a ''second device.'' BHM has alleged that Toshiba's tablets are the first 

"device," while referencing Toshiba's TVs and Blu-ray players as the claimed "second device.'' 

CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 361; CPX-0 I 07 (DLNA Test 007). Consistent with this allegation, 

BHM's expert Dr. Loy testified at deposition that all of the claims of the '873 patent were ''three 

Jn BHM docs not assert claim 37 against the YouTube app.lication; claim 37 is asserted only 
against Toshiba Media Player on the accused Mobi lc Devices. CDX-0 131 (Summary of' 873 
lnti"ingcmcnt Allegations Against Toshiba). 
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device claims," referring to a server, a "Jirst device" and a "second device,'' Loy Tr. 382-383 

(discussing Loy Dep. Tr. (Dec. 13, 2013) at 292:11-293:6 ("So here let me just say it, which is 

basically, yes, seems to me that the Wee! patents are what, I guess, we could describe as 

three-device patents, or three-device systems in -in kind of a loose way of characterizing it.")). 

Nevertheless, Dr. Loy testified at the hearing that asserted claims 23, 30, 37 and 45 of the '873 

patent are "single device" claims. Notwithstanding the conflicting testimony, the accused 

Toshiba tablets do not meet each and every limitation of the asserted system claims even if these 

claims are considered "single device" claims. 

BHM does not allege that a single Toshiba tablet is both the claimed "first device'' and 

"second device." RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 231-234; CX-1068C (Loy D\VS) QIA 

361-362; CPX-0107: CDX-0016C.li Therefore, inasmuch as asserted claims 23, 30,37 and 43 

arc system claims requiring a "first device" and ''second device," no single Toshiba tablet can 

meet every recited limitation of those claims by itself. There is no dispute thai Toshiba does not 

import or sell its tablet devices along with a player device (i.e., ''second device") as a bundled 

system. Toshiba also docs not control whether a user or any other third party combines an 

accused Toshiba tablet with a "second device'' or whether that '·second device" is properly 

contigured to operate with a Toshiba tablet in the manner required by the claims. Therefore, 

Toshiba docs not directly inli-inge the asserted system claims. Further, inasmuch as the accused 

tablet does not satisfy all limitations of the asserted system claims, it is not an article that 

infringes at the time of importation. 

Jl Dr. Loy testified that Toshiba Mobile Devices are the "first device," and not the "second 
device." CX-l068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 361-362; CPX-0107; CDX-0016C. 
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Even if the nsserled system claims require only a single device, BHM has firilcd to show 

that at the time of their impm1ation, the accused tablets themselves are "configured to" operntc 

inlhe manner alleged to inf1·inge. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 359-370; RX-0779C 

(Goldberg RWS errata) 4. Additionally, even if they were so configured, the accused tablets do 

not meet the requirements f(lr a device configured to facilitate "receiving a play list" and 

"directing ... without user input," and therefore do not inli'inge any asserted system claim. 

a. "device" and "second device" 

Asserted claims 23, 30, 37, and 45 of the '873 patent each require "a device" that is 

"conligured to" faciliWte performance of H number of steps. While these claims recite a '·device" 

that is conligured to operntc in a particular manner, more than one of the limitations of the 

asserted claims cannot be perfi:m11Cd without the recited "second device:· 

BHM's expert, Dr. Loy, has indicated that a ·•second device" is a required structural 

clement of asserted claims 23. 30, 37. and 45. For example, Dr. Loy testified that multiple 

devices, including a "device'' and a separate ·'second clcvicc," are required to show intl·ingemcnt 

of method claim I of the '873 patent. Loy Tr. 382-383: CDX-00 16C: CPX-0 I 07 (DLNA Test 

007). Dr. Loy relies on the same evidence, i.e., testing with both a first device and a second 

device, to support his contention that claims 23, 30, 37, and 45 of the '873 patent are inti'inged. 

See. e.g. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/ A 365-380, 394-400, For example, Dr. Loy testified: 

Q396. What is the basis for your opinion regarding claims 1, 8 and 16? 
A. Method claims 1, 8 and 16 are very similar to the device claims 30. 37 
and 45 that I have previously discussed. Consequently. the evidence upon 
which I have based my opinions that the limitations of these claims are 
met is also very similar. The method claims do not include the limitations 
of '·a display lc)]' displaying at least one device identifier" and '·a network 
transceiver for facilitating communication between the device and at least 
one second device on a network," but, aside hom those differences, the 
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other minor difTcrenccs in claim language between the device and method 
claims do not change the proofs upon which I rely for my opinion. 

*** 

Because of the similarity between the claims, as shown in the 
demonstrative, the proof on which I rely for my opinion that the Jive 
limitations of claim I arc met by the Accused Products is the same proof 
on which I relied to prove infringement of the corresponding limitations in 
claim 30, that I cktailed in my previous testimony. 

!d at Q/A 396, 400. 

The evidence shows that the accused Toshiba tablets arc single devices. Toshiba docs 

not import or sell any accused "first device" (i.e., tablet) in combination with any accused 

"second device." See RX-0684C (Okumura R WS) Q/A 16; RX-0685C (Ramirez R WS) Q/ A 21. 

Without the Player Device (i.e., the alleged claimed "second device"). the required ''system'' of 

claims 23, 30, 3 7, anc145 of the '873 system claims is incomplete. In particular. out ofthc box. 

the tablets arc missing key structural components of the claimed system, i.e., a "second device.'' 

Additionally, the tablets are not configured to perform the accused DLNA and DIAL 

ltmclionality until the accused tablets are at least combined and connected to the same active 

network as a "second device," connected to a "content server" (e.g, a PC), and properly 

configured to perform the accused DLNA and DIAL operation (including at the "second device." 

which must itself be properly configured) in conjunction with a server that has also been 

configured for tile sharing. See. e.g., RDX-751. Without the second device, the active network 

and a server with file sharing enabled, the tablet will never display a "device identifier." receive 

"first input selecting a device identifier," or "direct[] ... the at least one second device ... to 

receive the media item ... fi·mn the content server ... without user input via the second device." 

Thcref(Jrc, the single tablet. as imported, is not configured to meet the limitations of the system 

claims and docs not directly in!i·inge the asserted system claims at the time of importation. 
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h. Toshiba Mobile Devices with Toshiba Media Player 

The only Toshiba Media Player functionality BHM accuses of inti·inging system claims 

23, 30, 37, and 45 is the three-box DLNA setup described in RDX-740 and RDX-741, wherein 

the accused Toshiba tablet (controller) is connected to a Toshiba TV (player) and a PC 

(source/server) through an active wireless network. See .RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 222, 

232. Configuration ofthe accused Toshiba products is required before this three-box DLNA 

setup can be used; the accused Toshiba products are not capable of this operation as imported. 

See RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 248-252; RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 32, 53; 

RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 75-79. Unless the Media Renderer leature on the Toshiba TV 

is enabled by a user, the accused tablets cannot pcr!c1r111 the accused DLNA fi.mctionality because 

there is no "second device'' available to communicate with in the manner alleged to infringe. 

Unless the media renderer feature is turned on, the Toshiba Media Player application will not 

display the accused device identifier and accordingly never a.llow a user to select it as required 

by the '873 claims. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 248-52,256,265,270. 

i. "wherdn the device is configured to facilitate: . , , 
receiving a play list via the nctworl• transceiver" 

BHM has not provided evidence showing that the accused Toshiba tablets, as imported, 

are configured to receive an alleged ''playlist. ,. In order for the accused Toshiba tablets to be 

"conligured to'' receive a playlist in the manner accused, the user must at least: (I) conligure the 

tablet to set up an active internet connection, (2) configure a PC or other media server to share 

media over a wireless network (i,e., ''lile sharing''), and (3) configure the tablet to connect to the 

media server. RX-0684C (Okumura WS) Q/A 137; RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 248; 

RX-751: CPX-0107 (DLNA Test OO?L The accused Toshiba tablet will not receive an alleged 
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"play list" if the server to which it connects docs not have a playlist stored in the accessed folder. 

e.g. if the f()lder only has one song in it, no "play list" will be received. RX-0667C (Goldberg 

RWS) Q/A 269. If this configuration process is not pcrlixmed, the Toshiba tablet is never 

"configured to ... receive a play list" Ji·om a media server as required by the asserted claims. 

ii. "directing the ... second device to send information ... 
to a content server· without user input via the st·cond 
device" I "directing ... the ... second device to receive 
the media item ... without user input via the second 
device'' 

BHM has not adduced evidence showing that the DLNA operation alleged to satisfy the 

"directing" limitation, i.e., the "SetAVTransportURI" instruction, actually directs the receiving 

device (i.e., the "second device") to operate without user input at that device. Instead, the 

evidence establishes that this command is silent regarding the type of operation that can occur on 

the second device. See. e.g., RX-0156 ("UPnP Design by Example") (882PRIOR00031299) 

(defines Se!A VTransport U Rl as follows: '·Sets the A VTransportURI state variable''); RX-0 I 46 

("A VTransport I Service Template'') ( UPnPOOO 132) (''the SetA VTransportURl action on the 

renderer device will initiate the creation of a RTSP session. In response to SetAVTransportURl, 

the renderer sends an rtsp::sctup message to the RTSP server identified by the URI.") The lack 

of restriction in this ·'SetAVTransportURI" instruction is con tinned by the diflercnttypcs of 

operations of the accused products upon receiving the same "SetAVTransportURJ'' instruction. 

SeeRX-0671C(LipoffRWS)Q/A 115.119,121-124.153-157, 163-172; RX-0673C(Polish 

RWS) Q/A 161. 

Toshiba products do not operate "without user input at the second device," as shown by 

their failure to respond to a "SetA VTransport\JRI" command when operating in CloudTV mode. 

CX-0685 (R;,unircz RWS) Q/A 82; RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 276-277. SpeciJically, if 
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the accused Toshiba televisions do not respond to a SetAVTransportURI command when 

operating in cloud TV mode, then the SetAVTransportURl instruction does not "direct" the 

accused Toshiba televisions to operate in a particular manner without user input at the television. 

This is because a user input is necessary to remove the accused Toshiba television fi·om cloud 

TV mode bcfiwe any SetA VTransportURI instruction can be acted upon. CX-0685 (Ramirez 

RWS) Q/A 82; RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 276-277. 

In addition to the configuration required for receiving media explained above. streaming 

media to a player device in the accused three-box DLNA setup requires connecting a Player 

Device (e.g.. the ''second device") and configuring it to receive media ti·om the digital controller 

(e.g., first device). The tablet cannot stream media to a Toshiba TV. or select the Toshiba TV as 

the playback source, unless and until the user lirst enables the media renderer features on the 

Toshiba TV as explained above_ Therefore, there is no operation of the accused Toshiba tablet 

itself that renders it •·configured to fc1ci litate ... directing ... user input at the second device'' as 

required by asserted claims 23, 30. 37, ancl45. 

c. Toshiba Mobile Devices with DIAL-enabled YouTubc 

For the reasons discussed below in the section addressing the infl·ingernent analysis of all 

accused products associated with DIAL-enabled YouTubc (regardless of which respondent's 

product is accused), the accused Toshiba tablets associated with DIAL-enabled YouTubc do not 

inii·inge the asserted claims ofthe '873 patent. 

2. Indirect Infringement 

For the system claims asserted against Toshiba Mobile Devices, BHM's indirect 

infi·ingement allegation is made in the alternative. BHM argues that even if the system claims 

require both a first device and a second device to infi·inge. those claims would be contributorily 
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infringed by Toshiba's Mobile Devices. See Toshiba Br. at 93. These contributory 'infi·ingcmcnt 

arguments fail for several reasons. First, BHM fails establish an underlying direct inJi'ingcment 

necessary for finding indirect infi'ingcment. Second, BHM has not identiiicd the "component" 

that it alleges is especially adapted to infringe the asserted claims of the '873 patent. Third, the 

accused devices and associated applications arc not especially made for use in infringing any 

asserted system claim and have substantial non-infringing uses. 

With respect to the one method claim still asserted against the Mobile and Player 

Devices, BHM alleges that the accused Toshiba Mobile and Payer Device indirectly infringe 

both contributorily and through inducement. BHM's contributory theories ![lillbr the same 

reasons they fail for the system claims. BI-IM"s inducement theories fail for additional reasons: 

(1) BHM has oilered no evidence of actual use of the accused devices by any person not 

atliliated with Toshiba (or even Toshiba). (2) BHM has failed to prove that Toshiba had the 

requisite specific intent to induce end users to in!l·inge the asserted claims. and (3) none of the 

user manuals or other evidence BHM cites teaches every step of method claim 1. 

a. Contributory Infringement 

As discussed above, BHM has not introduced evidence showing that the accused tablets 

have been combined with a '"second device" in an infringing manner by a third party either at or 

after importation. See, e.g., RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 296-330. 

To establish contributory infringement, BHM bears the burden of proving that the 

accused component is a material part of the invention and lacks substantial non-intl·inging uses. 

See Electronic Digital Media Devices. C:omm 'n Op. at 44. As discussed elsewhere with respect 

to the accused products of other respondents, BHM has not idcntilied which sot\ ware (and/or 

hardware) within the accused application it alleges constitutes the "component," or explained 
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how that alleged portion of the application is separate and distinct from the rest of the 

application. 

To the extent the accused ·•component" is the entire accused device, the accused Toshiba 

products each have uses that do not infi·inge the asserted claims. For example, the accused 

televisions can be used to watch television, the accused Blu-ray players can be used to play 

movies and music stored on optical discs, and the accused tablets can be used f~ll' multiple 

general purpose computing functions, including Internet web browsing. Loy Tr. 508; RX-0667C 

(Goldberg RWS) Q/ A 347; RX-06S5C: (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 32, 56, 58, 129-130; CX-0672 

(Biu-ray Marketing Sheet); CX-0682 (TV Marketing Sheet); CX-0680 (Tablet Marketing Sheet); 

RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 32, 87, 122, 125. 

Moreover, if the accused "component" were the accused applications themselves, the 

evidence shows that they also have substantial noninJi·inging uses. RX-0667C (Goldberg R WS) 

QIA 348-353. DLNA is only one function of the Toshiba Media Share and Toshiba Media 

Player applications running on the accused Toshiba devices. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 

348-353, 218-224. Both the Toshiba Media Share and Toshiba Media Player applications are 

more broadly designed and can play back videos, display photos. and play music locally stored 

media (e.g., media stored on a USB for the TVs/Blu-ray players, or media stored on anmiero-SD 

card or micro-USB device for the tablets). /d.; RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 32, 56, 58; 

RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 32, 87. 122, 125; C:X-0695; CX-0696. For example, local 

playback is described in the TV user guides, including CX-0695 and CX-0696. Jn addition, the 

L9300U series TVs cnn play media stored on an external SD card with Media Share. RX-0667C 

(Goldberg RWS) Q/A 351. 
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In addition, the DLNA limctionnlity of the Medin Share application is broader than just 

the accused media renderer functionality. For example, all the accused Toshiba devices can be 

used as a digital media player ("DMP") by using the Media Share or Media Player application to 

access videos, photos, or songs located on a digital media server. RX-0667C (Goldberg R WS) 

Q!A 350-352, 218-224; RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 32, 56, 58; RX-0684C (Okumura 

RWS) Q/A 32, 87, 122, 125. Using the accused TVs and Blu-ray players as media renderers to 

play or display media stored locally on the accused tablets or any other digital media server is 

another noninhinging usc of the Media Share's DLNA ftmctionality 32 !d. Furthennore, even 

when Media Share or Media Player is used in the accused three-box DLNA setup, playing a 

single song (or any other media that is not the accused "play list") is yet another nonintl·inging 

Accordingly, BHM has not shown that ·roshiba is liable for contributory infringement of 

the · 873 patent. 

h. Induced Infringement 

BHM has failed to adduce evidence showing an underlying act of direct inli·ingcment, 

which is a predicate to a Jinding of induced infringement. BHM relies on a video fi·om a 20 l 2 

CES trade show evidence of direct inll·ingement by Toshiba ofthc accused DLNA functionality, 

but this video docs not show direct inli·ingcmcnt of the DLNA limctionality. See. e.g., 

CX-1 068C (Loy R WS) Q/A 411-12 (citing CX-0868); RDX-0760C. First, none of the devices 

shown in the video arc accused in this case. RX-0684C (Okumura R WS) Q/A 150-55. Second, 

it is not clear li·01n the few seconds of video. which relate to an older version of the Toshiba 

Media Player application and thercJore cannot be evidence of actual inli·ingcmcnt lt)r any 

·-----··----··--
32 This is relerrccl to as the two-box DLNA model because only two devices are being used. 
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currently ac:cusecl product, what is being shown. For example, the tablet could be playing 

content stored locally, e.g., content that is not stored on a content server, and therefore 

performing a non-accused functionality. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) at Q/A 303-307. Third, 

there is no playlist shown in this video, and there is nothing in this video that suggests any of the 

media is arranged to be played in a sequence. Finally, BHM provides no limitation-by-limitation 

analysis of the video, and does not explain how it shows direct in!l·ingcment of any asserted 

claim. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 303-307. 

BHM's expert also relics on a user guide and a marketing document as circumstantial 

evidence of direct inl]·ingement. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/ A 412-417. No Toshiba manual or 

user gttide instructs or otherwise sets forth each and every limitation of any asserted claim, or 

does so together such that all limitations can be pertimneclto iniJ'inge any asserted claim. 

RX-0667C (Goldberg R WS) Q/A 309-311. Therefore, the user manuals and other product 

documents tail to support a finding that these accused applications necessarily infringe any 

asserted claim. 

The evidence also shows that Toshiba docs not instruct or encourage users to perform the 

accused DLNA and DIAL operHtions with the accused Toshiba devices. For example, none of 

the of user manuals, videos, marketing documents. and tutorials that BHM cites teaches every 

step of any asserted method claim. To the extent they teach anything. they teach operations 

associated with only one of the multiple devices required to meet any asserted claim. None of 

the materials cited by BUM describes the operations and eonliguration required on all devices to 

nwke the alleged infringing system operate. 

BHM has also not provided C\'idcncc that Toshiba has acted with specific intent to 

encourage any individual to actually in!'ringc any asserted claim of the '873 patent. BHM has 
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not identified evidence of Toshiba teaching or encouraging another to practice each and every 

step of any asserted claim of the '873 patent. No Toshiba document, including user guides and 

manuals, provides instructions that describe how to perf(mn every element of any asserted claim. 

Fm1hcr. on-screen menus, arrangement of features and functions, or tutorials arc also not 

evidence of Toshiba's actions because Toshiba is neither the author of these menus nor does it 

have control over this information. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 334-353. 

Accordingly, BHM has not shown that Toshiba is liable for induced infl·ingement of the 

'873 patent. 

G. Infringement Analysis of Coogle's DIAL-Enabled YouTuhc Mobile 
Application 

BH!vl alleges that certain Samsung, LG, Toshiba, and I ] devices associated with the 

DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application. Google Play Music. Googlc Locations+, or Googk 

Latitude practice certain claims of the asserted patents. The record evidence shows that 

Google's products operate in the same manner across Respondents' and [ ] devices. S'e<! 

RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 69, 125, 129. 179; Zatkovich Tr. 63, 83. 

The following demonstrative, which was finalized bcii.Jre BHM filed its motion to 

terminate claims 17 and 19-20 of the '593 patent and claims 1-4 of the '952 patent, summarizes 

BHM's allegations ofinii·ingement regarding Googlc applications associated with Respondents' 

accused products. 
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EJ 8 
7, 17-20 7, 17-20 

RDX-0635 (Summary of infringement allegations from CX-1 067C and CX-1 068C). 

I. Direct Infringement 

As the record evidence demonstrates. YouTube is a video-sharing website that has been 

owned by Google since late 2006. See RX-0566(' (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 11. YouTubc is 

commonly used to upload. view, and share videos. You Tube uses video and HTML5 technology 

to display a wide variety of user-generated video content, including movie clips, television clips, 

and music videos, as well as amateur content such as video blogging, short original videos, and 

educational videos. !d. 

The YouTube mobile application launched in June 2007. RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) 

Q/A I 9. The video content resides on a YouTube content server. JX-0057C (Bobohalrna Dcp.) 

at 88. The YouTube mobile application allows users to use their mobile device to access many 
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of YouTubc' s popular features, such as playing and watching videos, creating lists of videos, 

reviewing others' lists, and sharing content with friends. RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 12. 

In addition, the YouTube mobile application allows users to select videos to be played on ce11ain 

available, capable media player devices that arc connected to the same WiFi network as the 

mobile device. !d. at Q/ A 13. Capable media player devices must be WiFi-cnabled and have an 

internet browser. !d at Q/A 14, 21. 

Bef()J"C the YouTube mobile application can be used to play videos on a media player 

device. the mobile device and media player device must be "paired." RX-0566C (Bobohalma 

RWS)Q/A 13-14. [ 

J. ld at Q/A 26-27; JX-0057C (Bobohalma Dep.) 116-117. The user can accomplish 

pairing in at least two different ways. RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 14; JX-0057C 

(Bobohalma Dcp.) at 28. The tlrst is manual pairing, which requires the user to obtain a pairing 

code from the media player device and input it on the mobile device. RX-0566C (Bobohalma 

RWS) Q/A 14; JX-0057C (Bobohalma Dep.) at 25-26. The second way to pair uses the 

"Discovery-and-Launch," or "DIAL,'' protocol. .IX-0057C (Bobohalma Dep.) at 35-36: 

RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 14. A DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application on the 

mobile device allows for automatic discovery of and pairing with DIAL-enabled media player 

devices that arc powered-on and connected to the same local WiFi network. RX-0566C 

(Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 14. The DIAL pairing automates the pairing code procedure and then 

launches the YouTube HTMLS browser application on the media player device. ld at Q/A 28. 

ln order lilr DIAL pairing to work, the media player device must be DJAJ."cnabled with a 

compliant DIAL server. /d. at Q/A 21. 24. 
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The DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application has been released in multiple versions, 

with the iirst version launched in June 200,7 and the most recent version released in late 2013 . 

.JX-0057C (Bobohalma Dep.) at 37-38. I 

J RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 20; .JX-0057C (Bobohalma Dcp.) at 

205-206. 1. 

]. RX-0566C (Bobohalma WS) Q/A 15. 18. 

As discussed in more detail below, BJ IM has not adduced evidence showing that 

products associated with the DJAL-cnabled YouTube application satisfies all limitations of the 

asserted '873 patent claims. The [(1llowing sections highlight specific limitations that arc not 

practiced by the accused products. 

a. "directing f ... ] the fat least one] second device ... " 

Each asserted claim ofthc '873 patent requires the ·•nrst device'' to ''direct'' the '·second 

device" to receive or obtain a media item. The accused devices associated with the 

DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application do not infringe the '873 patent because the 

DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application does not "direct'' the media player device to receive 

or obtain a media item. I 

]. Loy Tr. 360. 

BHM's inti·ingcrncnt argument centers on the fact that I 

I· Loy Tr. 343; RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) 
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Q/A28. [ 

J. RX-0566C (Bobohalma R WS) Q/ A 28, 30: Bobohahna Tr. 1359. [ 

1 II I ']'' 0 4'3 " . i.; .,oy r. ·' .. ·· 

J\s discussed below, the evidence dcmonstwtcs that [ 

]. Jd. [ 

], the "directing" 

limitation is not satisfied. It is clcmonstmtcd by the source code, the testimony ofYouTubc 

engineer Ramona Bobobalma, and the testimony of BHM's own cxpe11 Dr. Loy that [ 

BHM fails to adduce source code or other evidence that shows the DIAL-enabled 

YouTube mobile application directing the media player device, and ignores evidence that [ 

]. 

]. BHM further discounts its own expert's packet snifting evidence and 

testimony that. [ 

33 See also CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 104, 170. 185, 284, 292, 377, 383, 516. 522; 
CPX-0111 C (Video of Test 101 ); CI'X-01 1 2C (Video of Test 101 without audio); CPX-0 ll4C 
(Video of Test 102); CPX-Oll5C (Video of Test 102 without audio); CPX-Ol20C (Video of Test 
l 07): CPX-0 121 C (Video of Test l 07 without audio): CPX-Ol22C (Video of Test 1 08): 
CPX-0123C (Video of Test 108 without audio): Cl'X-0065C (Packet trace evidence fi·om Test 
l 01 ); CPX-0070C (Packet trace evidence from Test 1 02): Cl'X-0080C (Packet trace evidence 
from Test 1()7b ): CPX-008 1 C (Packet trace evidence ti·om Test l 08); CDX-0002C (Samsung 
packc•t tracing demonstrative): CDX-0003C (LG packet tracing demonstrative), CDX-OOOSC 
(Toshiba packet tracing demonstrative): CDX-0006C (I ] packet tracing demonstrative). 
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[ 

]. See. e.g., Loy Tr. 477; 

CPX-0065C (Packet trace evidence from Test l 0 l ). [ 

See. e.g., RX-0566C (Bobohnlma RWS) Q/A 30. 

BIIM's allegations regarding the DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application are 

supported by Dr. Loy's reliance on video and packet sniffing evidence in lieu of source code 

analysis. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 577 ("[ 

]"). I 

]. 

J. See id.; RX-0666C: (Bishop RWS) Q/A 91. Dr. Bishop describes 

1: 
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). 

RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 91; see also RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 24, 26. As 

described below, l 

). !d. 

If a user desires to play a video on a screen other than the mobile device screen, the user 

must tlrst pair the mobile device and media player device. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 92; 

RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 24. While this pairing can be accomplished manually, the 

DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application allows for pairing through the DIAL protocol, J 

). RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/A 92; RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 24; CX-1297 (DIAL Protocol); Bobohalma 

Tr. 1365. I 

]'·' I 

). 

JX-0057C (Bobohalma Dep.) at 104 ("[ 

). "). I 

·------------

] RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 
93; RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 26. [ 

J. !d. 
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J. CX-1297 (DIAL Protocol); RX-0666C 

(Bishop RWS) Q/A 98; RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 28. [ 

J. Id I 

]. RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 28; CX-1297 (DIAL Protocol). 

). Loy Tr. 343. 

Even in the narrow usc case of the DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application that Dr. 

Loy tested, the evidence shows that BllM's inti-ingcmcnt allegations misapply the relationship 

between the mobile device, the media player device, and the role of the DIAL protocol. 

J. 

Bobohalma Tr. !362 ("[ 

1''). [ 

]. CX-!297 (DIAL Protocol). As Dr. Bishop tcstiiicd, "[ 

]." RX-0802C (Bishop Dep.) at 146. As illustrated 

below. [ 
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). CX-1297 (DIAL Protocol) at 3 ([ 

]). 

[ILLUSTRATION REDACTED] 

] Jd. The evidence therefore demonstrates that [ 

Significantly, Dr. Loy testified that [ 

]. Loy Tr. 340 ("[ 

J."), 338 n 
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]."); CX-1297 (DIAL Protocol). 

Therefore, BHM's own expert testified that [ 

]. 

Furthermore, in the rare use case upon which BHM's irlf1-ingement theory is based, i.e., 

Q/A I 00; RX-0566(' (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 30. [ 

] RX-0802C (Bishop Dep.) nt 173. I 

at 178. BHM's expert Dr. Loy testi1lcd that I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) 

I !d 

I Loy Tr. 492. Dr. Loy further tcstilicd that, [ 

Tr. 477. The evidence shows that [ 

] RX-0802C (Bishop Dep.) 184. 

BHM's own evidence shows that [ 

]. Dr. Loy's tests and testimony indicate that [ 

]. Dr. Loy concedes that I 
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]. Loy Tr. 354, 355-365. [ 

]. Loy Tr. 360. 

It is further evident l 

].
35 For 

example, I 

] . 

35 See. e.g., CDX-0002C (Samsung packet tracing demonstrative); CDX-0003C (LG packet 
tracing demonstrative); CDX-0005C (Toshiba packet tracing demonstrative); CDX-0006C ([ 
packet tracing demonstrative); CPX-0065C (Packet trace evidence from Test 101 ); CPX-0070C 
(Packet trace evidence Ji"mn Test l 02); CPX-0080C (Packet trace evidence from Test 1 07b); 
CPX-0081 C (Packet trace evidence fi·om Test l 08). 
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[ILLUSTRATION REDACTEDJ 

See also CX-1068(' (Loy DWS) Q/A 170, 185,284,292,377,383,516,522. Further, as Dr. 

Loy testified at trial and at deposition, [ 

]. Loy Tr. 354 ("! 

]. "). [ 

j. Loy 

Tr. 358-359. 

This discrepancy is found in every BHM packet tracing demonstratives and underscores 

the conclusion that videos and packet iraces do not explain how the accused devices actually 
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operate. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 104; CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 57736 I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 

I I 0. What the evidence shows is that [ 

]. 

CX-!068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 596; Bobohalma Tr. 1365 ("[ 

]."). However, [ 

]. ThereJ()rc, the evidence aclcluced by BHM is inconclusive as to [ 

]. 

By contrast. Dr. Bishop's source code analysis conJinns that the media player device 

directs itself. The source code shows that, I 

J. 

RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 101-102. The source code further shows that I 

]. Jd [ 

36 See CDX-0002C (Smnsung packet tracing demonstrative); CDX-0003C (LG packet tracing 
demonstrative); CDX-0005C (Toshiba packet tracing demonstrative): CDX-0006C ([ ] packet 
tracing demonstrative); CPX-0065C (Packet trace evidence fl·om Test J 0 l ); CPX-0070C (Packet 
trace evidence ti·om Test I 02); CPX-0080C (Packet trace evidence from Test J 07b); CPX-0081 C 
(Packet trace evidence Ji·mn Test I 08). 
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1. Loy Tr. 491-493. [ 

]. !d.; RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 101-102. 

Accordingly, [ 

]. BHM has not met its burden to 

establish that devices associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application "direct" a 

media player to obtain or receive a video. 

h. "device identifiers" 

Each asserted independent claim of the '873 patent contains limitations for displaying 

and selecting "'device identifiers." The evidence shows that accused devices associated with the 

DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application do not inli·ingc the '873 patent because devices 

associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application present to the user a list of 

"fi-iendly names" that do not satisfy the "device identilier" requirement. 

"Device idcntilier," as construed above. means "[an indicium] [indicia] for uniquely 

identifying the second device." Devices associated with the Dli\L-enablecl YouTubc mobile 

application cannot infringe this limitation because a friendly name is not an indicium uniquely 

identifying n second device. Rather, the f1·iendly name refers to [ 

·See. e.g., CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 150: RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/1\ 77; RX-0566C 

(Bobohalma RWS) Q/1\ 24-25; RX-0802C (Bishop Dep.) at 144) ("f 

].''), !50 ("f 
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] . "). 

As explained by YouTube engineer Ramona Bobohalma, [ 

J. RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 25. 

]. See RPX-0070C ([ ]); RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/A 77: RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 25. The evidence demonstrates that the 

DIAL-enabled Y ouTubc mobile application is spcci!lcally designed not to display indicia 

uniquely identifying a second device as required by the claims. 

]. This is evident Ji·om Dr. Loy's witness statement,[ 

[. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 266,269. 

This example illustrates that [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 78. 
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RX-0759 (YouTube Screcnshot). 

Therefore, devices associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application do not 

practice the "device identilier'' limitation under any proposed construction, including that of 

BI-IM: "inclicium[-iaJ of a device'' because regardless of construction, a "device identifier" must 

identify a device to a user such that the user is able to select a particular device to act as the 

"second device." As discussed above, the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application does not 

]. RX-0802C (Bishop Dcp.) 155; RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 78; see also RX-0566C 

(Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 25. Thcre!(Jrc, Dr. Loy's testimony that [ 
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[ ).J? CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 584. 

Dr. Loy's testimony highlights the same points f(w each respondent and [ ]. relying 

on screcnshots and videos to support his conclusion. See CX-J068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 150, 152, 

266, 269, 366, 368, 504, 506. Dr. Loy states that this evidence and his testing show that [ 

). CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 152,269.368,506. 

Moreover, Dr. Loy does not explain how [ 

). 

Finally, Dr. Loy testitled that, even if the t!·icndly name fails [ 

]. For 

example. [ 

]. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) 

QIA 584. However, Dr. Loy also tcsti1lcd that I 

]. Jd. at Q/A 86. Regardless 

of whether [ 

). RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 85. Dr. Loy's example, therefore. fails to support 

BHM's infi·ingement position. 

Dr. Loy's opinion that a "1hcndly name''mccts the "device identifier'' limitation under 

the doctrine of equivalents also fails to prove intl·ingement. Dr. Loy provides no "particularized 

37 Dr. Loy also states that "this situation would be extremely rare," without noting that this 
"extremely rare" situation arises in his own testimony about his own experiments. CX-1068C 
(Loy DWS) Q/A 266, 269. 
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and linking argument" to explain how he arrived at his conclusions. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 

584. Nevertheless, the function, way, and result are not the same. See RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/A 86. [ 

j. /d. [ 

J. 1d I 

I 

Accordingly, devices associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application do not 

meet the limitations requiring displaying and selecting a device iclentilier. 

c. "remote control" 

Asserted dependent claim 37 of the '873 patent depends hom claim 36, which states that 

the llrst device must be a "remote control." Inasmuch as the accused mobile devices associated 

with YouTube are mobile phones and tablets. they do not comprise remote controls and cannot 

infringe the claims incorporating this limitation. 1\s construed above, '·remote control" means "a 

device dedicated to controlling a second devicc."38 Devices associated with the DIAL-enabled 

YouTube mobile application are not dedicated to controlling a second device. The evidence 

shows that [ 

38 Devices associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application also do not meet this 
limitation under the construction proposed by the Staff: ·'small handheld portable device- with 
functionalities clisclosccl in the specification·• where the "small handheld portable device" is a 
"common media device remote control.'' 
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]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 116. [ 

]. HX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 

12. 

Further, unlike a dedicated remote control or a common media device remote control, [ 

[. RX-0566C (Boboha1ma RWS) Q/A 14 ("[ 

J. "). [ 

] !d at Q/ A 26. [ 

!. 

Accordingly, inasmuch as devices associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile 

application do not comprise remote controls. BHM has not met its burden of establishing that 

devices associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application practice claim 37 of the 

'87" t 39 _, paten . 

39 Dr. Loy states that using mobile phones as remote controls is an after-arising tcclmology 
whose usc makes an insubstantial difference in the patented invention, and that devices 
associated with YouTube infi·ingc under the doctrine of equivalents. Yet, the basis for such an 
opinion is unclear. for example, BHM has not provided an analysis comparing the function, 
way, and result, BHM has not shown that the products with DIAL-enabled YouTubc infi-inge 
under the doctrine of equivalents. See Creal ive Internet Adver. C01p. v. Yalwo'. Inc., 472 Fed. 
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2. lnfl'ingcmcnt at the Time of Importation 

a. Proof of Direct Infringement 

BHM alleges that Respondents directly infi·ingc device claims 23, 30, 34, 37, and 45 of 

the '873 patent at the time of importation in violation of section 337, and that [ ] directly 

practices certain claims of the '873 patent. However, as explained above, devices associated 

with the DlA L-ena bled YouTubc mobile application do not meet every limitation of the asserted 

claims at the time of importation. Each of the asserted claims of the '873 patent requires at least 

one "tlrst device," one or more '·second devices," a ·'content server:• and, in certain claims, a 

''network transceiver•· Moreover, the devices are not ''conf1gured to facilitate" performance of 

the claimed limitations as required by the claims because [ 

]. RX-0566C (Bobohalma 

RWSl Q/A 24. I 

]. Sec id. Accordingly, BHM 

has not established that devices associated with the DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application 

infringe at the time of importation, as required by section 337. 

b. Indirect Infringement 

BHM alleges that Respondents indirectly infringe device claims 23. 30, 34, 37, and 45 

and method claims I and 5 ofthe '873 patent at the time of importation in violation of section 

337 and that [ ] indirectly practices the '873 patent. As discussed above, devices associated 

with the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application do not meet every limitation of the asserted 

----···-----·······---

1\pp'x 724. 732 (Feel. Cir. 20!! ); Network Commerce, Inc. v. Microsofi Corp., 422 F.3d !353, 
!363 (Fed. Cir. 2005). 
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claims even after importation, as required for a finding of indirect infi·ingcmcnt. ln addition, 

BHM fails to meet its burden with respect to f(Jur critical elements required for a finding of 

indirect inti·ingcmcnt at the time of importation. 

First, as discussed above, BHM bas failed to prove a required underlying act of direct 

in1i·ingcmcnt necessary for a finding of indirect infringement. "In order to prove [such 

underlying] direct infringement. a patentee must either point to specific instances of direct 

inti·ingemcnt or show that the accused device necessarily infringes the patent in suit." Electronic 

Digital Media Devices, lnv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm'n Op. at 36 (Aug. 9, 2013). BHM has not 

presented evidence of specific instances of direct inii·ingcmcnt by a third party. RX-0666C 

(Bishop R\VS) Q/A 114. BHM's expert Dr. Loy docs not present direct evidence ofspeciJic 

instances of end user acts. /d. He does state in his direct witness statement that "it is more likely 

than not'' that end users infi·ingcd the '873 patent by using the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile 

application. but this is not enough to show direct infi·ingcment. hi.; CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 

23 J. 331.425-426. 563. ln addition. Dr. Loy did not present evidence that the accused products 

necessarily practice the claims of the '873 patent. /d. They do not, for the reasons discussed 

above and because products associated with the DlAL-enabled YouTube mobile application 

have substantialnoninJi-inging uses. !d. 

Second, BHM lms not proven the requisite knowledge and intent. Before holding any 

party indirectly liable for the infringing acts of its customers, the party must have knowledge that 

the customers' acts constitute patent infringement. Global Tech, I 31 S. Ct. at 2069. Dr. Loy 

testified that each respondent has been aware of the asserted patents and int1·ingcment allegations 

""since at least as early as the date upon which the district court complaint was tiled against it." 

See. e.g.. CX-!06SC (Loy DWS) Q/A 235.237,336,338,429,431. Dr. Loy, however, docs not 
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cite evidence to show that respondents willfully blinded themselves to the '873 patent and the 

alleged infringing conduct. 

Third, as to inducement, BHM has not shown that Respondents took affirmative steps to 

induce infringement. Active inducement requires the "taking of affirmative steps to bring about 

the desired result." Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 131 S. Ct 2060,2065, 2068 (2011). 

Dr. Loy opines that Respondents have encouraged and enabled the use of the accused 

DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile application functionalities. CX-1 068(' (Loy DWS) Q/A 195, 

235,237, 336,338, 393,429,431. Dr. Loy, however, is not qualified to speak to Respondent's 

knowledge or intent, either by virtue of any expertise or by foundation. Dr. Loy provides no 

details to explain how any evidence supports his position that Respondents had any specific 

intent or took any aftirmative steps to induce infringement. RX-0666(' (Bishop RWS) Q/A 120. 

At most, the documents and manuals cited by Dr. Loy explain the general benefits of DIAL or 

YouTube, and cannot support a finding of intent. /d.: see RX-0566C (RWS Bobohalma) Q/A 

30. 

Fourth, as to contributory infringement, and as discussed in the following section, BHM 

failed to demonstrate that the accused products constituting material parts of the inventions are 

not staple aniclcs of commerce suitable for substantial noninlf·inging use. See E/ec/ronic Digilal 

Media Devices, Comm'n Op. at 44. 

c. Substantial Noninfl'inging Us<•s 

BHM relies on "DIAL-enabled YouTube code" l(lr the analysis ofsuhstantial 

noninfringing uses 411 See. e.g., CX-l068C (WS Loy) Q/A 195,393. For his infringement 

analysis, however, Dr. Loy relics broadly on the devices themselves. The record evidence 

--·---···-······--------

·'
0 Notably, BHM did not enter a single portion of You Tube code into evidence. 
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demonstrates the accnsecl devices associated with ihe DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile 

application have substantial noninf!·inging uses not related to viewing media items on a media 

player device. The accused phones and tablets themselves have substantial noninfringing uses 

not even related to playing media on the device, much Jess on a separate media device. The 

devices are used primarily liJr communications. entertainment. navigation. connectivity, 

directions, maps, business uses, web searching, and other functions, and not for playing media 

content on an additional. separate screen. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 116. 

The DlAL-enabled YouTubc application itself also has substantial noninfringing uses and 

is used primarily to share and show content on the mobile device screen. RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/A 117. As Dr. Loy testified. it is possible to view YouT'ubc content on the mobile 

device itself. Loy Tr. 335 ("[I]n every case where I was making a video and Wireshark analysis 

of DIAL-enabled YouTubc. there was a video which was playing on the phone .... "). Users 

can also browse and create play lists through the application on the mobile device without 

utilizing a separate screen. The evidence shows that many YouTuhe users arc not likely to ever 

usc YouTube to play videos on a separate screen through DIAL pairing. RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/A J 17. Dr. Loy also testilled that he has used You Tube in a noninfi·inging manner. 

including using the YouTube application to play content on the mobile device itself. ld 

Publicly available documents and videos demonstrate these substantial noninJi·inging uses. For 

example, RX-0471 (Webpage, YouTubc- Android Apps on Googlc Play) and RPX-0345 

(YouTube lhr Android Video Review) both demonstrate that the DIAL-enabled YouTube mobile 

application has the many substantial non infringing uses discussed above. RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/A 119. 

There are also substantial nonin1i·inging uses of the functionality of the Dl/\L-enablcd 
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YouTubc mobile application that allow a user to play videos on a media player device. As 

discussed above, Dr. Loy testified only that one narrow use case infi·ingcs: when the user is 

playing a video on the mobile device and then pairs the mobile device to a media player through 

the DIAL protocol. Loy Tr. 343. Accordingly, connecting the devices through manual pairing 

rather than DIAL is a substantial noninfringing use. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 11 8; 

Bobohalma Tr. 1365 (''Q: If either oft he Jirst two [DIAL] requests f~lil, can yon watch··· can you 

watch the YonTubc video from the mobile device on the player television? A: You could if you 

manually pair and you start the mobile application on the device with the remote.'} 

In addition, even when the devices are connected through the DIAL protocol, [ 

]. Loy Tr. 343. BHM focuses its inli·ingcment 

allegations squarely on [ 

]. CX-1068C (Loy DWS) 

Q/A 577; RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 28; RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 91: CX-1295C 

([ ]). [ 

41 As discussed above with respect to the construction of the "directing'' limitations, [ 

Almcroth Tr. 658 ("[ 
Polish Tr. !310 ("[ 
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RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 94; RX-0566C (Bobohalma RWS) Q/A 26; RPX-0071 C 

([ J) ([ ]); 

CX-l295C ([ 1), Finally, [ 

j. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 118. 

Accordingly, it has not been shown that devices associated with the DIAL-enabled 

YouTube mobile application h:k subsumtial noninli·inging uses, and BHM has not shown that 

devices associated with YouTube necessarily in hinge the '873 patcnL See TiJshiba C01p v. 

!marion Corp., 681 F.3d 1358, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 20 J 2) (recognizing patentee's burden to show 

lack of substanlialnoninfringing uses). 

lL Technical J>r·oug of tht> Domestic Industry Requirement 

I. Geucrall'rincipals of Law'12 

A violation of section 337(a)( I )(B), (C), (D). or (F) can be found ·'only if an industry in 

the United Stales, with respect to the miiclcs protected by the patent copyright, trademark. mask 

work, or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being established." 1 9\.LS.C. 

~ l337(a)(2). Section 337(a) further provides: 

(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States shall be 
considered to exist if there is in the United States, with respect to the 

-----·------
Loy Tr. 463-464 ( '·[ 

]''): CX-l068C (Loy WS) ([ 
]). Regardless of construction, there is no 

infi·ingemcnt J<1r allnfthe reasons set fcnih above. 

'
12 The legal principles set forth in this section apply equally to the technical prong analysis of the 
other patents asserted in this investigation. 
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articles protected by the patent copyright, trademark, mask work, or 
design concerned-· 

(A) signiJicant investment in plant and equipment; 

(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or 

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineering. 
research and development, or licensing. 

19 U.S.C. § 133 7(a)(3 ). 

These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires certain 

activitics)43 and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the intellectual 

property being protected). C'erluin Srringcd Musical Inslrwne/11s and Componen/s llwreot: Inv. 

No. 337-TA-586, Comm'n Op. at 13 (May 16. 200S) ('".','rringedlviusical Ins/rumenfs"'). The 

burden is on the complainant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the domcstk 

industry requirement is satisfied. Cerfuin Muirimedia Di.1play and Nal'igation Devices and 

S)•s/ems, Compcmenrs There<!l and Producrs Conruining Same, lnv. No. 33 7-TA-694. Comm"n 

Op. at 5 (July 22. 201 1) ("Navigalhm Devices"). 

"With respect to section 337(a)(3)(A) and (B), the technical prong is the requirement that 

the investments in plant or equipment and employment in labor or capital are actually related to 

-----------
41 The Commission practice is usually to assess the facts relating to the economic prong at the 
time that the complaint was tiled. See Ceria in C'oaxial Cable Connec!or.1· and Components 
Thereof" and Pmduc/s Conlaining Same, lnv. No. 337-TA-560, Comm 'n Op. at 39 n. l 7 (Apr. 14, 
2010) ("'We note that only activities that occurred before the tiling of a complaint with the 
Commission are relevant to whether a domestic industry exists or is in the process of being 
established under sections 337(a)(2)-(3)."') (citing Ballv!Midway Mfk. Co. v. U.S In! 'I Trade 
C"omm 'n, 714 F.2d 11 l 7. l 121 (Feel. Cir. l 983 )). In some cases, however, the Commission wiH 
consider later developments in the alleged industry, such as "when a signillcant and unusual 
development occurred attcr the complaint has been riled." See Ccrfain Video Game ,~vsrems and 
Con/rollers, lnv. No. 337-TA-743, Comm"n Op .. at 5-6 (Jan. 20, 2012) ("fl]n appropriate 
situations based on the speciiic facts and circumstances of an investigation, the Commission may 
consider activities and investments beyond the Jiling of the complaint."). 
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'articles protected by' the intellectual property right which forms the basis of the complaint." 

Stringed Musieal lnslmmenls at 1 3-14. "'The test for satisl)•ing the 'technical prong' of the 

industry requirement is essentially same as that for infringement, i.e., a comparison of domestic 

products to the asserted claims." Alloc, inc. v.lnl '/7/'cf(ie Comm 'n, 342 F.3d 1361, 1375 (Fed. 

Cir. 2003). "With respect to section 337(a)(3)(C). the technical prong is the requirement that the 

activities of engineering, research and development, and licensing are actually related to the 

asserted intellectual property right." Stringed Musicallnstrwnenls at 13. 

2. The I I Devices 

BHM has alleged that a broad range of [ ] devices, classified as either "Mobile 

Devices" or "Player Devices,'' satisfy the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement 

for the '873 patent. See CX-1215 (Complainant's ldentilication of Models of Domestic Industry 

Products). BHM's allegations arc summarized in the following chart. 

] Mobile Devices with [ 1, 5, 8, 16, 17. 19, 22, 23, 27, 30, 34, 
J (e.g., DLNA 37,45 

.Junctiona1ity) 
[ ] Player Devices with I 

~~----!-.--·-·--·--· -,-:;---=-::-::-cc--------
1, 8, 16, 17, 19, 22,27 

J (e.g., DLNA 

Jtmcti onal it)'-:' ),--ecc----e-~ ·c---:-:--:---f-c--cc ·-·---.. ---·-.... - .... - ... ·--- .. -··c-c-c---l 
[ ] Mobile Devices with DlAL-enablcd 1, ::,, 8, 16, 23, 27, 30, 34, 37, 45 
YouTube 

,)'ee Rcsps. Br. at 260. 

For the reasons set forth below, BHM bas not shown that the technical prong of the 

domestic industry requirement is satisJ!ed \Vith respect to the· 873 patent. 
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"articles preteeted by‘ the intehectual prcrperty right which forms the basis of the complaint."

Stringed Art‘usr’ea! Inrn'mneJflA' at 13—14. “the test for satisfif'ing the ‘teehnieal prnng’ ofthe

industry requirement is essentially same as that for infi‘ingemeut, i.e., a comparison ei’dmnestie

products to the asserted claims.” Ailae, Inc, v. In} ’I tirade (.L‘omm ’n. 342 13le 136], 1375 (Fed

Cir. 2003). “With respect to section 337(‘a)(3)(C)._ the technical prong is the requirement that the

activities of engineering, research and development, and licensing are aetuaity retated to the

asserted intellectuai property right." Stringer-i Musical Instrzmmuts' at 13.

2. The t ] Devices

BHM has alieged that a broad range of! } devices, classified as either “Mobiie

Devices" or “Player Devices,” satisfy the technical prong of the demestie industry requirement

for the ’873 patent. See (IX-1215 (Compiainant’s identification ot‘Muctels offlomestie Industry

Products). BHM’S alte-gations are summarized in the following chart.

 
 

 

 ] Mobiie bevaees wriit

 

 
functional} ity)

1; 1 Prayer Devices with“[

  

138,16, t7, 39:2127 
 

 
_} (e.g., DINA

fumjwm_ __

[ lMebite Devices with DEAL~enabled {1, 5, 8, 16, 233 27, 30, 34, 37, 45YouTube

 
  

  

See Resps. Br. M7160.

For the reasons set furth below; BHM has not shown that the technical prong ot’the

domestic. industry requirement is satisfied with respect to the ”873 patent.
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a. I Mobile and I' layer Devices with DLNA 

BHM has failed to show that devices with [ ] or [ 

I functionality (collectively, "DLNA"), which allows a user to play media content and 

stream media content to other "DLNA" enabled players. practice the asserted claims of the '873 

patcnt44 Specitically, BllM has iiriled to present evidence that [ ] devices meet the 

"directing,'' "without user input via the second device,'' ''playlist," and "device identilier" 

limitations. 

BHM failed to prove that [ ] devices wlth DLNA meet the ''directing" limitation 

because the packet trace evidence presented by BHM' s expert shows only that a I. ] mobile 

device can send requests to a television. It does not establish that the television must perform the 

requested tasks. RX-0671(' (LipofTRWS) Q/A 356-58; CDX-0125 (Packet Trace Excerpt. 

DLNA Test 008). The evidence shows that, inasmuch as a user can block access to the media 

renderer for a specified mobile device, the media renderer must thercf()re check for device 

authorization bcilm' executing requests. RX-0671 C (Lipoff R WS) Q/ A 359-62; RX-0569C at 

132 u ] manual describing how to block access to the television for a specified 

controller). 

The record evidence further shows that the I I media renderer also must perl(mn 

various status checks to determine whether it is in a state to play the requested media. For 

example, a media renderer will ignore a play request f1·om a mobile device if the selected media 

item is not in a supported media format or if some other check is not satisfied. RX-0671 C 

4
'
1 BI-!M did not provide <'vidence to support its allegations related to [ 

I functionality, citing only to evidence related to [ ] devices with [ 1-
Therefore. BHM fails to satisfy its burden to prove that f J devices with [ 

] functionality practice all the limitations of the '873 patent. 
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(Lipo!YRWS) Q/A 359-62; see RX-0569C at 128-29 (j ] manual states that the Jiles 

need to be in specific formats or "playback may not be possible" and ''playback may not be 

possible even when using the supported formats''). Thus, the controller does not ·'direct" a 

second device because the media renderer may ignore the requests. 

These internal processes are not captured by Dr. Loy's videographic or packet trace 

evidence. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 358. Without I ] source code or testimony li·om 

knowledgeable I J representatives, which BHM has not offered, it is not possible to determine 

under what circumstances, if any, the television must perform the tasks requested by the mobile 

device. !d. 

l3HM also 1:1iled to prove that the I ·1 mobile and player devices with DLNA meet the 

·'without user inpuf' limitation. BHM has not shown whether the television requires any input 

fi"mn the user before any media may be shared, such as a pop-up message asking the viewer to 

confirm that the controller may connect to the renderer. Without [ ] source code or testimony, 

it is not possible to determine whether input is necessary. RX-0671 C (Lipoll RWS) Q/ A 364. It 

is determined that the limitation is not met because BHM has not demonstrated that no user input 

is required at the second device prior to the initiation of a shared media experience. Further. 

BHM has not established that no user input is required at the second device lor the same reasons 

that it has not 'hown that the "dircc.ting" limitation is met. !d. at Q/ A 366. 

BJIM also has failed to prove that the [ ]mobile and player devices with DLNA meet 

the '·playlisC limitation under BHM's proposed construction. BHM's evidence comprises a 

photograph that shows a mobile phone screen displaying a list of media items. This is not 

sufncicnt to prove that the mobile phone receives a list of media items arranged to be played in 

sequence. CX-I068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 508: RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/A 371. 
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Similarly, BHM has not proved that the [ ]mobile and player devices with DLNJ\ 

meet the "device identifier" limitation as required by each of the asserted claims ofthe '873 

patent, as that term was construed above. RX-0671C (LipoffRWS) Q/J\ 367-69. The 

photograph BHM relies on to show the "device identifier" element displays a screen in which a 

Blu-Ray disc player is referred to as "Blu-Ray Disc Player." This label does not uniquely 

identify the Blu-Ray player as required by the claim limitation. CX-1 068C (Loy DWS) Q/ A 

504. Moreover, BHM failed to prove that the [ ] devices with [ [meet the 

"plurality of device identiliers" limitation as required by claim 27 of the '873 patent. At least in 

every occasion on which there is only one media renderer avai !able on the same local network, 

the first device will not display a '·plurality," or more than one, nf any device as a destination or 

target screen. RX-0671 C (LipnffRWS) Q/A 369. 

b. I Mobile Devices with OlAL-Enabled YouTubc 

BHM alleges that I I mobile devices with the DIAL-enabled Y ouTube application 

practice the asserted claims oft he '873 patent. J\s discussed above in the section relating to the 

inti·ingement analysis of Respondents' products incorporating the Dl/\L-enabled YouTube 

application, [ ] devices with DlAL-enabled YouTube do not practice the claims of the '873 

patent. In addition. BHM has provided no evidence of an end user ever actually using a [ .1 

device in the manner alleged to read on the claims. See Microso/i v. fTC, 731 F.3d 1354, 1360 

(Fed. Cir. 2013) (aflirming Commission "finding that [complainant] simply failed to identify any 

actual phones with the required components performing as required."). 
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I. Validity 

I. General l'r·inciples of Law4
' 

One cannot be held liable for practicing an invalid patent claim. See Pandrol USA, Ll' v. 

AirBos.1· Railway Prods., Inc., 320 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Feel. Cir. 2003). Nevertheless. each claim of 

a patent is presumed to be valid, even ifit depends from a claim found to be invalid. 35 U.S.C. § 

282: DMIInc. v. Deere & Co .. 802 F.2d 421 (Fed. Cir. 1986). 

A respondent that has raised patent invalidity as an a!linnativc defense must overcome 

the presumption of patent validity by "clear and convincing" evidence of invalidity. Checkpoinl 

Syslems. Inc. v. Unired Swies In/'/ Ti·ade Comm 'n, 54 F.3d 756. 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995). 

a. Anticipation 

Anticipation under 35 U.S.C. ~ 102 is a question ofiact. z4 7('(·hs .. Inc. v. Micmso.fi 

Corp., 507 F.3d 1340, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Section 102 provides that, depending on the 

circumstances, a claimed invention may be anticipated by variety of prior art, including 

publications, earlier-sold products, and patents. S'ee 35 U.S.C. § 102 (e.g., section 102(b) 

provides that one is not entitled to a patent if the claimed invention '·was patented or described in 

a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public usc or on sale in this country, more 

than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States"). 

The general law of anticipation may he summarized, as ti.)llows: 

A rckrcncc is anticipatory under § I 02(b) when it satisfies particular 
requirements. First. the reference must disclose each and every clement of 
the claimed invention, whether it does so explicitly or inherently. Eli Lilly 
& Co. v. 7.enilh Goldfine !'harms.. Inc., 47 l F.3d l 369, 1375 
(Fed.Cir.2006). While those clements must be "arranged or combined in 
the same way as in the claim." Nl!l AioneyiN. inc. v. VeriSign. Inc .. 545 

45 The legal principles set forth in this section apply equally to the validity analysis of the other 
patents asserted in this investigation. 
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F.3d 1359, 1370 (Feci.Cir.2008). the rei'erencc need not satisfy an 
ipsissimis verbis test, In re Bond, 9!0 F.2d 831, 832-33 (Feci.Cir.1990). 
Second, the reference must "enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make 
the invention without undue experimentation." lmpax Labs., Inc. \'. 
Aventis Pharms. Inc., 545 F.3cl 1312, 1314 (Fed.Cir.2008); see In re 
LeCMce, 49 C.C.P.A. 1124,301 F.2d 929,940-44 (1962). As long as the 
reference discloses all of the claim limitations and enables the ''subject 
matter that falls within the scope of the claims at issue," the reference 
anticipates -- no "actual creation or reduction to practice'' is required. 
Schering Cmp. v. Geneva Pharms., Inc., 339 F.3d 1373, 1380-81 
(Feci.Cir.2003); see ln re Donohue, 766 F.2d 531, 533 (Fed.Cir.l985). . . 

This is so despite the tflCt that the description provided in the anticipating 
reference might not otherwise entitle its author to a patent. Sec Vas-Coth 
Inc. v. Malmrkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1562 (Feci.Cir.l991) (discussing the 
"distinction between a written description adequate to support a claim 
under § 112 and a written description suflicient to anticipate its subject 
matter under § I 02(b )''). 

In re G!em·e. 560 F.3d 1331, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2009). 

b. Obviousness 

Under section I 03 oft he Patent Act. a patent claim is invalid ·'ifthe differences between 

the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a 

whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary 

skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.'''16 35 U.S.C. ~ I 03. While the ultimate 

determination of whether an invention would have been obvious is a legal conclusion, it is based 

on "underlying factual inquiries including:(]) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level 

of ordinary skill in the art; (3) the cliffcrences between the claimed invention and the prior art; 

and (4) objective evidence of nonobviousness." Eli Lilly and Co. ''· Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, 

Inc., 619 F.3d 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2010). 

'
16 The standard for determining whether a patent or publication is prior art under section I 03 is 
the same as under 35 U.S.C. § 102, which is a legal question. Panduil Co!J!. v. Dennison MJk. 
Co., 810 F.2d !56 L 1568 (Feel. Cir. 1987). 
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The objective evidence, also known as ''secondary considerations," includes commercial 

success, long felt need, and failure of others. Grahamv. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 13-17 

(1966); Dystar Textil{itrben GmblJ1•. C!f Patrick Co., 464 F.3cl1356, 1361 (Feel. Cir. 2006). 

"[E]viclcnce arising out of the so-called 'secondary considerations' must always when present be 

considered en route to a determination of obviousness.'' Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Ccnp., 713 

F.2cl 1530. 1538 (Feel. Cir. !983). Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will 

not always dislodge a determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art. See KSR 

Int'l Co. v. Teleflex inc., 550 U.S. 398, 426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion 

of obviousness). 

"One of the ways in which a patent's subject matter can be proved obvious is by noting 

that there existed at the time of invention a known problem for which there was an obvious 

solution encompassed by the patent's claims." KSR, 550 U.S. at 419-20. "[A]ny need or 

problem known in the !leld of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by the patent can 

provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed." !d. 

Specific teachings. suggestions, or motivations to combine prior art may provide helpful 

insights into the state of the art at the time of the alleged invention. ld. at 420. Nevertheless, "an 

obviousness analysis cannot be confined by a formalistic conception of the words teaching, 

suggestion, and motivation, or by overemphasis on the importance of published articles and the 

explicit content of issued patents. The diversity of inventive pursuits and of modern technology 

counsels against limiting the analysis in this way .. , Jd ''Under the concet analysis, any need or 

probkm known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by the patent can 

provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed." /d. A "person of ordinary 

skill is also a person of ordinary creativity." Jd. at 421. 
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Nevertheless, ''the burden falls on the patent challenger to show by clear and convincing 

evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to attempt to make the 

composition or device, or CatTy out the claimed process, and would have had a reasonable 

expectation of success in doing so." PlwrmaStem Therapeutics. Inc. v. ViaCe!l, Inc., 491 F.3d 

1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007); see KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (a combination of clements must do more 

than yield a predictable result; combining elements that work together in an unexpected and 

fruitfi.rl manner would not have been obvious).47 

c. Lack of a Written Description 

The issue of whether a patent is invalid Jbr failure to meet the written description 

requirement of :15 U.S.C. ~ 112, ,i 1 is a question of fact. Bard Peripheral Vascular. Inc. r·. WL. 

Gore & Assocs., Inc., 670 F.3d 1171. 1188 (Fed. Cir. 2012). A patent's written description must 

clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in the art to recognize that the inventor invented what is 

claimed. The test for sufficiency of a written description is '·whether the disclosure of the 

application relied upon reasonable conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor had 

possession of the claimed subject matter as of the tiling date.'' !d. (quoting Ariad !'harm .. Inc. v. 

Eli Lil(v & Co .. , 598 F'.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en bane)). 

d. Indefiniteness 

The dcllnitencss requirement of35 U.S.C. § 112 ensures that the patent claims 

particularly point out nne! distinctly claim the subject matter that the patentee regards to be the 

invention. See 35 U.S.C. § 112, ,[ 2; Metabolite Labs., inc.\'. Lab. Corp. f!{Am. lloldings, 370 

F.3d 1354, 1366 (Feel. Cir. 2004). If a claim's legal scope is not clear enough so that a person of 

'
17 f-urther, "when the prior art teaches away Ji'om combining certain known clements. discovery 
of a succcssJlrl means of combining them is more likely to be nonobvious." KSR. 550 U.S. at 
416 (citing United Slates v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39, 52 ( 1966)). 
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ordinary skill in the art could dctennine whether or not a particular product infi"inges, the claim is 

indefinite, and is, therei\Jre, invalid. Geneva I' harm., inc. v. G!oxoSmirhKli11e PLC, 349 F.3d 

1373, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2003) 48 

Thus. it has been l{nmd that: 

When a proposed construction requires that an artisan make a separate 
infringement determination lor every set of circumstances in which the 
composition may be used, and when such determinations arc likely to 
result in dirtering outcomes (sometimes inf1·inging and sometimes not), 
that construction is likely to be indefinite. 

Ha!!ibunon Ener"'J'·'iervs. v. M-i LLC, 514 F.3d 1244, 1255 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 

The Supreme Court recently addressed the issue of indefiniteness, and stated that a 

finding of indefiniteness should not be found if the claims, '·viewed in light of the specitication 

and prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the invention with 

reasonabk certainty." Naurilus. Inc. 1'. Biosig !nsrrwnents, Inc.,_ U.S._, No. 13-369, at 11 

(June 2, 2014). 

e. Invcntorship 

"A patent is invalid if more or less than the true inventors are named." 7/·owm, Lrd v. 

Sokvmar SA, 299 F.3d 1291, 1301 (Fed. Cir. 2009). Nevertheless. inasmuch as a patent is 

presumed valid, there is a presumption that the named inventors on a patent are the true and only 

inventors. Id. (citing, inrer alia, 35 U.S.C. § 282). "Moreover, to the extent that fewer than the 

true inventors are named on a patent, the patent may be corrected to so reflect as long as the 

nonjoinder was done without deceptive intent on the part of the person erroneously left off the 

patent.'' ld. (citing 35 V.S.C. § 253). 

4
' Indefiniteness is a question oflaw. /Gl'v. !!ally Gaming1nt'/, inc., 659 F.3d 1109 (Fed. Cir. 

2011). 
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lnvcntorship is n question of law. Fa/ana v. Kent Slate Univ., 669 F.3d I 349, I 356 (Fed. 

Cir. 2012); Univ. r~f"J'ittsburgh v. Commonwealth ·~J's. ()/Higher Ed.. 573 F.3d 1290, 1297 (Fed. 

Cir. 2009). A joint invention is the product of collaboration between two or more persons 

working together to solve the problem addressed. The inventors need not work physically 

together or contemporaneously to be joint inventors; nor must each inventor contribute equally 

or to each claim of the patent. Univ. ofPi!lsburgh. 573 F.3d at 1297. The inventors named in an 

issued patent arc presumed correct, and a party alleging mi~joindcr of inventors must prove its 

case by clear and convincing evidence. See id. 

"[A] joint inventor must contribute in some signif1cant manner to the conception of the 

invention." Fina Oil and Chem. Co. v. li\ren, 123 F.3d 1466. 1473 (Fed. Cir. 1997). The 

contribution of a joint inventor must be significant."'' Nevertheless, ''[i]f a person supplies the 

required quantum of inventive contribution, that person docs not lose his or her status as a joint 

inventor just because he or she used the services, ideas, and aid of others in the process of 

perfecting the invention." !d. ''[Tjhose others may also in appropriate circumstances become 

joint inventors by their contributions. In addition, a person is not precluded from being a joint 

inventor simply because his or her contribution to a collaborative effort is experimental'' !d. 

2. Lacl{ of Written Description 

Each independent claim in the '873 patent includes a negative limitation specifying that a 

Jirst device "dircct[s['' a second device to receive or obtain a media item from a content server 

'·without user input via the second device." The applicant added the "without user input" 

limitation during prosecution ofthc parent '323 patent to distinguish the purported inventions 

49 Thus, f(ll· example, '·a person will not be a co-inventor if he or she docs no more than explain 
to the real inventors concepts that arc well known and the current state of the art. .. Fino Oil, 123 
F.3d at 1473. Rather. invcntorship requires "an inventive act." ld 
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tt·om the prior art. A claim that includes a negative limitation satisfies the written description 

requirement ofJS U.S.C. !i 112. ~I it: for example, the specification describes a reason to 

exclude the relevant subject mailer from the invention. See Samarus, inc. v. f'ar !'harm .. Inc., 

694 F.3cll344, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2012). The '873 patent specification fails to mention the 

negative limitation, much less describe any disadvantages associated with "user input" at the 

second device. See RX-0460C (Aimcroth DWS) Q/A 315. Moreover, the evidence shows that 

one of ordinary skill would not understand the bcnctits of excluding user input on the second 

device when reading the specification and the embodiments discussed therein. See Almeroth Tr. 

665-666. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill would conclude that the applicant was not in 

possession of the "without user input" negative limitation when the original application was 

filed. S'ee RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A :115. All of the asserted claims are therefore invalid 

under 35 U.S.C. § 112. ,i!. 

Although the Santarus opinion was published only recently, the Patent Trial and Appeal 

Board has applied the Santams rule and 35 U.S.C. § 112, ,i 1 to reject numerous claims with 

negative limitations. 

For example, in Ex parte Mt)'ashiw, the claim at issue recited an Internet-based chat 

system comprising a server and multiple clients. Ex parte Afiyashila, Appeal 2010-01 0626, 2013 

WL 1401042, at *1 (Patent Tr. & App. Bd. Mar. 29, 2013). The limitation at issue in Miyashila, 

requiring that the server receives information and forwards the int(mnation to a client "without 

solicitation 11-0Jn the [client]," is similar to the '"without user input'' limitation at issue here. 1d. 

The applicant in M~vashita cited to a flow chart showing communications between the server and 

clients, and argued that there is written description support for the negative limitation because 

the tlow chart does not show solicitation by any client. See id. at *3. ln atllrming the rejection, 
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the Board applied the Santams rule and held that "Appellant's Speeitication neither explicitly 

describes the negative limitation or excluding a solicitation ... nor indicates possession or this 

feature by describing any advantage of excluding a solicitation or disadvantage of including a 

solicitation." /d. at *3. With regard to the tlow chart, the Board determined that '·silence in the 

Specification is not enough to show possession of the claimed exclusion of a solicitation.'' ld. 

In E\ parle Lazaridis, the claim at issue recited a method tor launching soiiware 

applications, wherein the launch occurs ·'without the user having entered a delimiter denoting an 

end of the text string.'' Ex parle Lazaridis, Appeal 201 0-005137, 2013 WL 133 1529, at *2-4 

(Patent Tr. & App. Bel. Mar. 12, 2013). Thcrck>re. the limitation in Lazardis concerned 

performing an action without a user input. The specification did not explain the negative 

limitation, but provided an example where entering the text "ej" would cause the application to 

send mail. Jd. at *3. The Board aflirmed the rejection, holding that because the exemplary 

embodiment "requiring only two key strokes to invoke the email composer application'' does not 

explain any disadvantages to command-ending delimiters, the claim "cfTcctivcly introduces a 

new concept that is not reasonably supported by the original disclosure.'' Jd. 

Additional opinions Ji·mn the Patent Trial and Appeal Board arc consistent with Samar us. 

See E.r pane .lung. Appeal 2011-007279, 2013 WL 6698804, at *3-4 (l'ntcnt Tr. & App. Bd. 

Dec. 18, 20 13); E,- Parle Ho, Appeal 20 I l -004664, 2013 WL 5667032, at "2 (Patent Tr. & App. 

Bel. Oct. 15, 2013): Ex Parle flullol, Appcal2011-002453, 2013 WL 5406700, at *2-3 (Patent 

Tr. & App. Bel. Sept. 17, 2013 ): Ex parle Lorelz. Appeal 2010-009480, 2013 WL 1332674, at 

*3-4 (Patent Tr. & App. Bd. Feb. 27, 2013); Exparle !!righl, Appcal2013-003725, 2013 WL 

663563, at *2-3 (Patent Tr. & App. Bd. Feb. 21. 201 3); Ex parle Chu, Appeal 20 I 1-011442. 

2013 WL 574284, at *2-3 (Patent Tr. & App. Bel. Feb. 5, 2013 ): Ex parle Pyka, Appeal 2010-
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005667,2012 WL 6772010, at *2-3 (Patent Tr. & App. BeL Dec. 31, 2012); Er parte Kimura, 

Appeal 2010-010869, 2012 WL 6114315, at *3-4 (Patent Tr. & App. Bd. Nov. 27, 2012). 

Recent opinions !hun the Federal Circuit and from the Northern District of California 

have also applied Section 112 to reject claims that include negative limitations when the 

specification lacks written description support See In re Bimeda Research & Development Ltd, 

724 F.3d 1320, 1323-24 (FeeL Cir. 2013) (finding that the negative limitation "is not supported in 

the disclosure as originally filed"); l:Ye v. Google. inc., Nos. C 13-0194. 13-1204, WL 6502478, 

at * 3-6 (N.D. CaL Dec. 11, 20 13) (finding that there is nothing in the original disclosure that 

conveys to a skilled artisan that the applicant was in possession oft he "no-charge" negative 

limitation). 

As the law of written description is applied in San/arus and its progeny, where a claim 

expressly contains a negative limitation, the specification must show that the applicant possessed 

such an invention when the application was filed. In the case of the '873 patent, the applicant 

added the ''without user input" limitations during prosecution to distinguish the claims Jl·om the 

prior art, but there is no indication in the specification that the inventor was in possession of an 

invention that excluded ''user input via the second device" at the time the application was Jilcd. 

Accordingly, it is determined that each asserted claim of the '873 patent is invalid under 35 

u.s.c. § 112. ,I 1. 

3. Indefiniteness 

Respondents allege that the device claims, 23, 30, 34. 37, and 45, of the '873 patent arc 

invalid under §112, ,12 as indefinite. In particular. Respondents allege that the "without user 

input'' limitation renders the claims indefinite. See, e.g, RX-0460C.066., RX-0788C (Aimeroth 

WS and errata) Q/ A 31 7. It is alleged that "one of ordinary skill in the <1rt cannot detcnninc 
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whether an accused 'device for selecting a media item' inti·inges without also looking at the 

selected 'second device' ... to determine whether any 'user input via the second device' is 

required." See id However, a claim is not indefinite unless the claims do not, when "viewed in 

light of the specitication and prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the scope 

ofthe invention with reasonable certainty." Nautilus. Inc. v. Biosig Instmments. Inc.,_ U.S. 

, No. I 3-369, at 1 I (.Tune 2, 2014). 

Here, the evidence shows that a person of ordinary skill in the art would consider the 

claim language mncnable to construction following a review of the claim language itself in view 

of the specilieation and prosecution history. The '873 device claims arc directed to a lirst device 

(e.g, a mobile device) conllgurcd to facilitate directing a second device to receive media without 

user input at the second device. Inasmuch as Dr. Loy understood the claims to the extent he was 

able to Hmnulate infringement opinions with respect to the accused products demonstrates that a 

person of ordinary skill in the art would be informed about the scope of the invention with 

reasonable certainty. 

Therefore, Respondents have not shown by clear and convincing evidence that the 

asserted '873 claims arc invalid lor indefiniteness. 

4. Validity Analysis in View of the Prior Art 

Although it was determined above that the asserted claims of the '873 patent arc invalid 

for lack of a written description under 35 U.S.C. ~ I I 2, 11 I, the record evidence regarding 

anticipation and obviousness of these claims is summarized below for completeness. As 

discussed below. based on the parties· arguments and the record evidence. there would be no 

impediment to Jincling the asserted claims invalid lor anticipation and/or obviousness iftlw 
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patent disclosure adequately conveyed to a person having ordinary skill in the art that the 

inventor had possession oft he claimed subject matter as of the liling date. 

a, Prio1·ity Date 

The '873 patent is a continuation of Application No. 10/840, I 09, which was tiled on May 

5, 2004. and ultimately issued as the '323 patent. See JX-0003 ('873 patent). The priority date 

for the '873 patent is therefore May 5, 2004. See id. 

b. W cast- Anticipation of Claims 1, 5, 8, 17, 22, 23, 30, 34, and 3 7 

U.S. Patent No. 7,454,5 I I ("Weast"), titled "Visibility of UPnP Media Renderers and 

Initiating Rendering via File System User lnterlirce," was tiled on May 29. 2003. See RX-0075 

(Wc.ast). Weast qualifies as prior art to the '873 patent under§ 102(c). 

Weast describes an implementation of the UPnP AV Architecture. Weast discloses ·'a 

user Ji-icndly technique to employ UPnP media renderers to render media content available !!·om 

UPnP media servers." !d. at col. J, Ins. 8-10. The UPnP A/V Media Server provides media 

contents, the Ul'nP A/V tvlcdia Renderers play the provided media contents, and the control 

point controls the cooperation between the complying media servers and the complying media 

renderers. !d. at col. L Ins. 40-46. The control point may be "a desktop computer, a laptop 

computer, a tablet computer, a palm-sized computing device, <r PDA, a set-top box, an 

entertainment center controller, a wireless mobile phone, and so forth." !d. at col. 5, Ins. I 0-15. 

The 3-box architecture disclosed in the '873 patent (below, lcH) is identical to the architecture 

disclosed in Weast (below, right): 
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RDX-0004.005 (JX-0003 ('873 patent) FIG. I); RDX-0005.003 (RX-0075 (Weast) at Fig. 1 ). 

The communication protocols employed by the control point to interact with and control 

UPnP media servers and UPnP renderers are depicted in various figures in the Weast patent. As 

sho\\in in Figure 3a, the control point requests an identification of media content and the 

concsponding metadata fi-om a UPnP media server, and the UPnP media server provides the 

requested identification of media content and metadata to the control point: 

Contw! l'oiltl 
~-102 

! 
TCI/Frvm M(dL1 Rt-ndt~~r 

Sec Hs. Jb 

m~o1-.:ry Pinll-'- J02 

-----------------------· 
Respo.,n>c I.e Pisc<we:y ·· 304 

.,.. __ , _________________ ------·-
Heqve•l (w l•ltntifi~:ation nnd.'cr Dc1ctiption 

or avait~Uk Medi~ C<>l!lcuts ~ JO(> 

ldcotitication ~w.l'or lks<:rip!lon Qf avll.ilabl.: li!N.i~ 
C-Omtnls - Jo~ 

• 
ln.\\!U<:lions I<> pto~idc <l!i<! coolrol pwvi~i'>ll d 

l>IC\liaCOJnt~lU -J!O --

MWi3 Ser1·c~ _,., 

t 
f..kJio Conrr.nls lo Media 

R~r..Jcrcr~ 

!d. at Fig. 3a clements 306, 308; see also id. at col. 5, Ins. 29-39. The control point receives 

information relating to the available media content and displays it to the user via a user interface 

on the control point. See id. at col. 5, Ins. 40-44; Fig. 4a. As shown in Figure 3b, a control point 
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RDX—OUO4.()05 (IX—0003 (“‘873 patent) FIG. 1); RDX—OOOS.OO3 (RX—0075 {\Veast) at Fig. l).

The communication protocols employed by the control point to interact with and control

UPol’ media Servers and UPHP renderers are depicted in various figures in the Weast patent. As

shown in 13‘ i gore 3a. the control point requests an identification of media content and the

con‘esponding metadata from a UPnP media server, and the UPnP media server provides the

requested identification of media content and metadata to the control point:

Discottry Ping: - 362 “AM—W.

 

 
 

3:591:55: Lt? Discos‘ezy ~- 304 Media San-m. __._.____., — “H
Control Point

-- 102 ¢~—---—~  

Raquzsl for Identification miller Descriptionof nvafinh’tc Media Commas ~ 306WWWmMWW

Identification and-’0: Descriptlon uf available MediaCements - 303
4...___._ ...WWW.......W‘

[muncliuns in mow-Ede and toolml provision ofw~-~~~~— Mediu Content: ~ 310 W

l _____WW........_,T

'i‘cfl-‘wm Media Rmdcm Figure 3" Media Centaur; In Media
Sec Fig. .‘ib Rendcrclfl

1d. at Fig. 3a elements 306, 308; we also id, at col. 5, 1115. 29—39 The control point receives

information relating to the available media content and displays it to the user via 3 Loser interface

on the controi point. See id. at col. 5, ins. 550—44; Fig. 421. As shown in Figure 3b, a control point
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discovers the presence of UPnP media renderers in a network domain by issuing discovery pings, 

and the media renderers respond to the control point with description information: 

rC~>~I\'m~<-
-101 

! 

! 
T()lftntll MeJia Scf\''"' 

&-e ri~. 3a 

R~quc~t lo: ld.:-utili,~ticn ~nd'or Dc$criptioo 
oftvb!i.\ lt"rulrring CuJ>nMlty -· i !6 ----""" ____________ ____. 

ldru\iiiNiiNl ;u;<!'N tJc~tiption of l>.kdii'! 
)knd~rin(: Cn1•~>hi\ity - 3 !8 

·----------------------

Figure 3b 

Med\3 
Ren1~•~-r 

~- \U{j 

! 
Mcdi11 {'Nik!lt< ff<>flt 

MNia Snvcr~ 

Jd. at Fig. 3b elements 312, 314; see also id. at col. 5, ln. 59- col. 6. ln. 6; Fig. 5b. The control 

point displays this information to a user via the control point user interface. See id. at col. 6, Ins. 

7-11. 

According to \\least, a user may use the control point to select the media conwnt and the 

media renderer on which the content is to be played, and the control point instructs the applicable 

renderer to receive and render the selected media content ti·omthc media server. See id. at Fig. 

6b: Fig. 5b; col. 6, ln. 19-23; Fig. 3b element 320. ThereaJler, the control point operates as a 

remote control for the rendering device by. lor example, pausing or slopping playback and 

adjusting the volume. See id. at col. 8, Ins. 53-64. 

Through his direct witness statement, Dr. Almerolh testified that Weast anticipates 

asserted claims I. 5, 8. 17, 22, 23, 30, 34, and 37 under any of the proposed claim constructions. 

See RX-0460C (Almcroth DWS) QIA 150-210. !3HM"s expert, Dr. Loy. did not dispute that 

Weast discloses the vast m<\iority of the limitations recited in these claims. See CX-140IC (Loy 

RWS) QIA 107-19. Dr. Loy disputes that Weast discloses the following limitations: 
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discovers the presence of Ui’n'P media renderers in a network domain by issuing discovery pings,

and the media renderers respond to the control point with description iniormation:

 
   

  

   

.._r..e.,...m.. mu... 11].“ch Pings .e 3 i 2 m....-_...._u......l,
.M._.__._M..._._.__w_.._____.__~.w_.._____,.
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.. m} 4 _..____,.._....... .... itcndcmr

thucbl 1‘9: identification ani’m Description " we
of Moria Remit-ring Capability ~ '9 I6M...__m........_m.. _...__ _____*

ldmtilimlion usdflor Description of Media
Rendering Cnpnhility - 3l3

1e...h................. Wm“, M..—

lnsuurtitms‘to accciw and tender MediaContent: — 326 "Wm-

T .nmu.m.__._u_.“+__.,______.._.__............_.___. , IV

Toffwm Mcéia Scn'cl Figure 3b Media Cmucnu Imo-
Stc I'ig. 3a Media Savers

Id. at Fig. 3b element's 3i2§ 315%; see also 151.211 col. 5. in. 59 — eoi. 6. in. 6; Fig. 5b. The. control

point displays this inter-motion to a user via the control point user interface. See id. at col. 6, Ins.

7-} 1.

According to Weast, a user may use the control point to select the media content and the

media render-er on which the content is to be played, and the control point instructs. the applicable

renderer to receive and render the seiected media content from the media server. See id. at Fig.

6!); Fig. Sb; col. 6, in. 1943; Fig. 3b element 320. ’i‘liereaiier, the eontroi point operates as a

remote control for the rendering device by. for exampie, pausing or stopping playback and

adjusting the volume. See id. at col. 8, ins. 53—64.

Through his direct witness statement, Dr. Almei'oth testified that Weast anticipates

asserted etaiins l, 59 8. 17, 22. r.3, 30, 34, and 37 under any ot‘the proposed claim constructions.

See RX«0460C‘. (Aimei'tflll DWS) Q/A iSOQIG. BHM’S expert, Dr. Loy, did not dispute that

Weast diseioses the vast majority ot‘tlie limitotions recited in these ciainis. See CX—l 401C (Loy

RWS) Q/A 107—19. Dr. Loy disputes that Weast discloses the following. limitations:
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• "receiving, on the first device, a play list'' and ''selecting at least one media item 

idcntitier from the received play list" (claim I, and similar "playlist" limitations in 

other asserted claims); and 

• "directing the at least one second device to send intlxmation representative of the 

at least one media item name to a content server" (claim 23), 

See id. The disputed limitations are discussed below. 

BHM docs not dispute that Weast discloses a '·pJaylist" under the adopted construction or 

the construction by Staff. BHM contends that Weast docs not disclose a ·'playlist" under Bl-IM's 

proposed construction, which detines the tem1 as "a list referencing media items arranged to be 

played in a sequence." 

Weast discloses that a control point requests an identification of media items available 

Ji·omthc media server, along with corresponding metadata describing the available media items. 

See RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 5, Ins. 29-35; Fig. 3a. The control point then receives the 

identification of media and corresponding metadata from the media server, which may include 

inl(mJJation such as the title, size, version. date of' 

creation, media type, and artist of the media, and 

displays the information to the user via a user 

~~~i;-~;~~~==:~-~] i 
I 

i\J.."tlo»,i'.'.).ly~J<:>.I:~·.,,;,,k 
----~-~--.-·--·---~--~----------~------

.~aLlN..:...1l., -~~-:_jH~=-~.:::_1_tft. J}l_\~. --~--4!_~ 

jJJ. Tidd IZ}Kfi Mmic fi9!J5100 
iJ}; T•lle2 1·15~H ~lusk 08.'lo:N 

i 

intcdi1cc on the device. See id. at col. 5, Ins. 36-47: 
J67KU 

Almeroth Tr. 662. Figure 4a in Weast (at right) is 
····--------~~-

~IU:<l. 

an example of the music playlist received by the 

control point, which consists of multiple songs. 

Applying the methodology that Dr. Loy applies for purposes of infringement, Weast discloses a 

·'playlist'' under BHM's proposed construction. Specifically, the list of songs disclosed in Weast 
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. “receiving. on the first device, a piaylist“ and “selecting at least one medic item

identifier from the received playlist” (ciaim 'i . and similar “playiist” limitations in

- other-assertedclaims); and --

0 “directing the at least one secorid device to send intormation representative oi‘the

at icost one media item name to a content server” (claim 23).

See id. The disputed iimitations are discussed below.

BHM does not dispute that Weast discioses a “playlist” under the adopted construction or

the construction by Staff. BHM contends that Wcast does not disclose a "‘plnylist” under BHM’s

proposed construction, which defines the 19-111] as “a list referencing media items arranged to be

played in a sequence.”

Weast diseloses that a control point requests an identii‘icntion of media items avaiiablc

from the media server. along with corrcsiionding metadctt‘i describing the available media items.

See RXMOO'IS (Wenst') at col. 5, ins. 29-35; Fig. 32:. The control point then receives the

identification of media and corresponding metadata from the media server, which may include

information such as the title, size, version. date of fienkdi-‘Wmic_Fiii Fliil \:_3 “club 4B4
flfiifim E‘Cril ""6
  
  

  

 

 

creation, media type, and artist ofthc media, and Kit...v.mmfifi?‘”‘“’""”"””""""'*"W"’”m”"

Trillium-111:. ME3;§_516

displays the information to the user via a user ”mm mm Must: confirm
iggg'riite-z 2.15mi Music oaezcm3

interface on the device. See id. at col. 5. ins. 36*47;

1.9: Titian 167KB Mimic waste:

Almeroth “Fr. 662. {Figure 4a in Weast (at right) is :3;. ..... m.__—___._..__....-.-_. E

592.4. E
.1 .. 1 rt 2 t""e‘->‘*-'tt'h i. n citamp c 0 tie music p ay 1st [LLLEVCL 7y t e “.7;

Figurat- via

control point, which consists ofninltipic songs.

Applying the methodology that Dr. Loy applies for purposcs of infringement. Wenst discloses a

“playiist” under BIlM's proposed construction. Specifically, the list ot‘songs disclosed in Wcast
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is received by the control point Ji·om the media server and is arranged to be played in a sequence 

determined, f(lr example, by song title. See RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 8, Ins. 34-64: Fig. 7; 

RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 165-67, 175. 

131-!M's expert testified that Weast fails to disclose a "playlist" under BHM's proposed 

construction because the content displayed at the control point resembles a "Windows-type 

interltlce that merely lists the Illes available," the ''flies could be sorted, Jnr example. by the date 

column, or the size column,'' and such a list does not •·enable, or intend. playback in sequence." 

CX-l401C (Loy RWS) Q/A 107. Dr. Loy's opinion conilicts with his opinions on infi·ingemenL 

in which he pointed to music files stored in a Windows Explorer fnlder as evidence that 

Respondents' accused mobile devices satisfy the "receiving a play list'' limitation under BI-IM's 

proposed construction. See RX-0671 C (LipoffR WS) Q/A I 93-203~ CPX-0 141 C Cf'cst Video 

502); Loy Tr. 406-423. Moreover, the list of songs received by the control point in Weast is 

·'capable of' being played in the sequence in which they are listed, which satisfies one of Dr. 

Loy's inteqxctations ofBHM's construction. See Loy Tr. 41 7; see also RX-0460C (Aimeroth 

DWS) Q/A 175. To the extent Dr. Loy testified that loading the songs into a media player is an 

additional requirement of Br-IM's construction, Weast also discloses this feature. See Loy Tr. 

417. 500; CDX-0132.061. Figure 7 discloses an embodiment wherein the user may drag and 

drop songs into a ''Music Player" fnlder for a rendering device, which causes the songs to be 

"queued" in a spccitic order for the renderer to play. See RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 8, lns. 34-64; 

Fig. 7; Loy Tr. 1732-1734. 

Weast states that the media renderer "pulls'' the content item Ji·om the media server in 

response to an instruction received from the control point. See RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 5, Ins. 

50-57; col. 6, Ins. 1 9-21; Fig. 3b clement 320. Therefnrc, one of ordinary skill would understand 
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that the media renderer sends information representative of the selected media item to the media 

server so that the server can retrieve the item from its memory and transfer the content to the 

renderer. S'ee RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 194. !311M's expert Mr. Zatkovich testified that 

one of ordinary skill would understand that in a ·•pull'' operation, the renderer makes a request to 

the media server for the media item that it should receive, and that the request includes '·an 

identifier" for the item. Zatkovich Tr. 1564-I 566; see also RX-0 I 42 (ContcntDircctory: I) 

(UPnP _000215) (a request by a renderer for the content item includes a URI i{)l" the media item). 

Bl-llvl's other expert Dr. Loy testified differently. Dr. Loy stated, ·'Weast makes no 

mention as to which device sends the media item identifier to the media server." and testified 

that the control point might do so instead. See CX-J401C (Loy RWS) Q/A 114. However, this 

hypothetical scenario describes a •·push" protocol, wherein the media server receives a 

description of the selected item from a control point. retrieves the item, and transfers the content 

to the renderer. See RX-0460C (Aimeroth DWS) Q/A 119: Zatkovieh Tr. 1564-1565. As noted. 

Weast expressly discloses the use of a ·'pull'' protocol, wherein the renderer receives a 

description of the selected item fi"om a control point and makes a request to the media server fen 

the content by passing the description of the selectee! content to the server. ,','ee R ... '\-0460C 

(Almeroth DWS) Q/A 194; Zatkovich Tr. 1564-1566. 

As for the additional limitations recited in asserted claims I, 5, 8, 17, 22, 23. 30, 34, and 

37 of the '873 patent, Dr. Almeroth provided an element-by-clement invalidity analysis for each 

of these asserted claims. See RX-0460C (Aimerotb DWS) Q/A 157-175 (claim 1), 176 (claim 

5). 177-178 (claimS). 182-183 (claim 17), 185 (claim22), 186-195 (claim 23), 205-206 (claim 

30), 207 (claim 34), 208 (claim 37). 
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c. Ul'n P A V 1.0- Anticip:~tion of Claims 1, 8, 1 <i, 17, I 9, 22, 23, 
30, 37, and 45 

The UPnP A V Architecture specification (''UI'nP AV 1.0"), dated .June 25, 2002, 

"defines the general interaction between UPnP Control Points and UPnP AV devices" in 

scenarios involving the flow of content from one device to another device over a network. 

R,X-0140 (UPnP A V 1.0) (Ul'nP _000051-052). ''IT]hree distinct entities are involved: the 

Control Point, the source of the media content (called the ·Media Server'), and the sink for the 

content (called the 'Media Renderer')." !d. (UPnP _000053). The Control Point "coordinates 

and manages the operation of the Media Server and Media Renderer as directed by the user (e.g., 

play slop, pause) in order to accomplish the desired task (e.g, play "My Favorite'' music)'' !d. 

(UPnP _000054). UPnl' AV J .0 explains that the Control Point device may be a "wireless 

PDA-like device with a small display," while the Media Renderer may be a "TV, stereo, 

network-enabled speakers. Ml'3 players," etc. !d. (Ul'nl'_000053, Ul'nP_000054). UPnP AV 

J. 0 depicts a 3-box architecture in Figure 3 (illustrated below). !d. (UPnl' _ 000053). 

According to UPnP AV J _(),"the Media Server contains (entertainment) content that the 

user wants to render (e.g .. display or listen to) on the Media Renderer." !d. Using the Control 

Point, a user may "enumerate (i.e., browse 

or search for) content items that arc 

available for the user to render:· Jd. 

(UPnP _000054-055). For example, using 

the "Browse'' action, a Control Point 

~ Control Point 
,;::, ) (UI Applk:al1on) 

-----.-~ ··---· ------·-·-
MetJioSeiVIH '. .... _ __ -~····. Med!aRenderar 

{ ) ,...... . 

Ctml~~?~~~P-~. ;~ C>lr.ncd.bl1~r 
Comoll!O~e.i;;y- ~?\ R£,nde~;ngf'..OJiho( 

111/lmno;.r..oil ,._.., -·;;;..;.)l;fl!.J>O!I 

~,c·-·············---~ 
boclrmriOIJS or /1~}'1-hrunou:. 

l'<r.;hpr Pull 
Figw;-.J 

obtains iclentilication of and mctadata about the' various content items that are available on the 

Media Server, including properties such as name or artist and this playlist is then displayed on 
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the user interface ("Ul'') of the Control Point. See id. ''The user interacts with the Control 

Point's Ul to locate and select the desired content on the Media Server and to select the target 

Media Renderer." !d. (UI'ni'_000053). 

After a content item has been selected, the Control Point ''initiates the transfer of the 

content" J1·om the Media Server to the Media Renderer, which causes the Media Server to 

transfer the content directly to the Media Renderer using any compatible transfer protocol and 

data f(mnat. See id. (UPnP_000054, UPnP __ 000052, Ul'nl'_000063). As shown above in figure 

3. examples of such transfer protocols include a ''push" by a Media Server or a '·pull" by a !vledia 

Renderer. !d. (Fig. 3 ). When a "pull'' protocol is used, the Control Point provides the Media 

Renderer with a string of chmactcrs, also known as a URL that identities the selected media item 

and the address of the device on the network from which the media item can be obtained. !d. 

(UPnl'_000057) ("invoke the SctAVTransportURl() action to identify the content item that 

needs to be transferred"): Loy Tr. 448-449, 450. The Media Renderer uses the URI that it 

received Ji'om the Control Point to request the item limn the Media Server (e.g, using an 

HTTP-GET request), and the content item is streamed or otherwise transferTed from the Media 

Server to the Media Renderer to be played. See id. (UPnP _000053, UPnP000063). 

The Control Point may then operate as a remote control tor the Media Renderer. For 

example, Ul'nP A V I .0 states that a user may use the Control Point "to control how content is 

rendered (e.g, Brightness, Contrast, Volume, Mute, etc.)." !d. (UPnP _000055). 

Through his direct witness statement, Dr. Almeroth has provided evidence that UPnP /\ V 

1.0 anticipates assencd claims I, 8. 16. 17. 19, 22, 23, 30, 37 and 45 50 See JG'\.-0460C (DWS 

50 It is argued that UPnP A V 1.0 renders these claims obvious if the ALJ adopts Respondents and 
Intervenor's proposed construction uf"device identifier," but that under all other proposed 
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Almeroth) Q/A 85-144. BHM's expert, Dr. Loy, did not dispute that UPnP AV 1.0 discloses the 

majority of the limitations recited in these claims. See CX-l401C (Loy RWS) Q/A 67-82. Dr. 

Loy disputes that UPnP AV 1.0 discloses the lollowing limitations: 

• "displaying, on a lirst device, at least one device identilicr identifying a second 

device" and "receiving user lirst input selecting the at least one device identifier" 

(claim 1, and similar ''device identilicr" limitations in other asserted claims); 

• "receiving. on the tlrst device, a play list" and "selecting at least one media item 

identitler fiotn the received playlist" (claim 1, and similm "playlist" limitations in 

other assct1Cd claims); 

• "requesting, by the second device, the song identilied by the song identifier from 

a content server'' (claim 19); and 

• ''directing the at least one second device to send information representative of the 

at least one media item name to a content server" (c!aim23). 

Si!e id The disputed limitations arc discussed below. 

UPnP AV 1.0 states that "[t]he user ill/eruct.\· ll'ith !he Control Poinl 's UJ to locate and 

select the desired content on the Media Server and 10 selecl the large! Media Renderer.·· 

RX-0 140 (UPnP A V 1.0) (UPnP _ 000053) (emphases added). The ability to select a Media 

Renderer using the Ul of the Control Point. which may take the form of a "wireless PDA-!ikc 

device with a small dispby." discloses to one of ordinary skill the display and selection of a 

device identifier on the Control Point. Jd; see RX-0460C (Ahneroth DWS) Q/A 92, 106. 

constructions for the agreed-upon and disputed terms, these claims are anticipated by UPnP A V 
I .0. See RX-0460C (Almcroth DWSJ Q/A 95. 
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Almeroth) Q/A 85»144. lfilrlM’s expert, Dr. Loy, did not dispute that Ui’ni’ AV 1.0 discloses the

majority of the limitations recited in these claims. See CX-l 4018 (Loy RWS) Q/A 67-82. Dr.

Loy disputes that [With AV 1.0 discloses the following limitations:

I “displaying, on a first device, at least one device identifier identiiying a second

device” and “receiving nscr first input selecting the at least one device identifier”

(claim l, and similar "device identifier“ limitations in other asserted claims);

- “receiving. on the first device. a playlist” and “selecting at least one media item

identifier from the received playlist” (claim 1, and similar “playlist” limitations in

other asscitcd claims);

- “requesting. by the second device, the song identified by the song identifier from

a content server" (claim 19); and

- “directing the at least one second device to send int'bnnation representative otithc

at least one media item name to a content server” (claim 23).

See id. The disputed limitations are discussed below.

UPnl’ AV 1.0 states that “[tjlhe user interacts with the Control Point '3 U] to locate and

select the desired content on the Media Server and to select the larger Medici Ii‘enderer."‘

RX-Ul 4G (Ul’ni’ AV E .0) {'Ul’nPWOOOOSB) (emphases added), The ability to select a Media

Rendcrer using the U1 ol‘tiie Control Point, which may take- the form oi‘e “wireless FDA—like

device with a small display," discloses to one of ordinary skill the display and selection ol’a

device identifier on the Control Point. Jul; sec RX~O460C (Alineroth DWS) Q/A 92, 106.

constructions for the agreed—upon and disputed t'crnts‘ these claims are anticipated by LiPnP AV

1.0. See RX—tliléOC {Aimeroth ‘DWS) Q/A 95.
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Faced with this disclosure, BHM's expert testilied regarding a scenario in which a user 

might select a target Media Renderer using the Control Point's UI in a manner that would not 

involve the display of a device identifier on the Control Point. Sec CX-01401C (Loy RWS) Q/A 

70. Spccitically, Dr. Loy discussed a hypothetical Control Point with a UI that includes buttons 

that are each dedicated to a renderer (e.g., a button with "TV" printed on 

it. and a button with "Stereo" printed on it), and wherein the selection of 

the Media Renderer takes place via the press of a button. See id.; 

CDX-0132.0023 (Loy Demonstrative) (illustrated at right). UPnl' AV I .0 

does not envision or discuss such a Control Point device, and Dr. Loy 

docs not point to real-world examples in which such a U I has been 

implemented on a Control Point. Nevertheless. Dr. Loy's hypothetical scenario would satisfy the 

claim limitation . .In the case of a Control Point that includes buttons that each identify a different 

renderer device, the buttons would literally display. on a tirst device, at least one device 

idcntilicr identifying a second device and also may receive user input selecting the device 

identifier. 

BHM docs not dispute that UPnP A V I .0 discloses a "playlist" under the adopted 

construction and that proposed by the Staff. BHM argues only that UPnP A V 1.0 docs not 

disclose a "playlisC under BHM's construction, which ddines the term as "a list referencing 

media items arranged to be played in a sequence." 

UPnP AV 1.0 states that "[tjhe user interacts with the Control Point's lll to locate and 

sdect the desired content on the Media Server." RX-0140 (UPnP AV 1.0) (UPnP_000053) 

(emphasis added). The "Content Directory Service" permits the Control Point to identify. 

retrieve and display content items that are available on the Media Server !(.>r the user to play 
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Faced with this disclosure, fifth/1’s expert testified regarding a scenario in Which a user

might select a target Media Render-er using the Control Point’s lit in a manner that wouid not

--invoive the dispiay eta-device identifier-on the Control Point: Sec €X=0-140-1C3-{Loy RWS) Q/A

70. Specifically, Dr. Loy discussed a hypotheticai Control Point with a U1 that includes buttons

that are each dedicated to a renderer (8.32, a button with “TV” printed on

it, and a button with “Stereo” printed on it), and wherein the seiection ot'

the Media Renderer takes place via the press ol'a button. See id;

CDX~0§32.0023 (Loy Demonstrative) (illustrated at right). UPnl’ AV 1.0

does not envision or discuss such a Controi Point device, and Dr. Loy
 

does not point to real-world examples in which such 3 UI has been

implemented on a Control Point. Nevorti‘ieless. Dr. [.oy‘s liynothcticai scenario would satisfy the

claim iimitation. .ln the case ol’a Control Point that includes buttons that each identify a different

tenderer device, the buttons wouid literally display, on a first device: at icast one device

identifier identifying a second device and also may receive user input selecting the device

identifier.

Bl-lM does not dispute that UPni’ AV 1.0 discloses a “playiist” under the adopted

construction and that proposed by the Staff. BHM argues only that Ul’nl’ AV 1.0 does not

disclose a “playlist” under Bl-IM‘s construction, which defines the term as “a list referencing

media items arranged to be piayed in a sequence."

UPn'P AV 1.0 states that “{tlhe user interacts with the Controi Point’s U! to iocate and

seiect the desired content on the Media Server," RX—OMO (Ul’nP AV 1.0) (iii-’nlLOOOOS 3)

(emphasis added}. The “Content Directory Service” permits the Control Point to identify

retrieve and display content items that are avaiiabie on the Media Server for the user to play
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using a "Browse" or ·'Search" action. See id. (UI'nl' _000054-055). The Media Server may store 

a variety of entertainment content including music for playback on network-enabled speakers. 

See hi. (UPnl' _000053-054). Elsewhere, UPnP A V 1.0 discloses that the Control Point may 

receive playlists of content that are customized to the user's preferences, such as "My Favorite•· 

music. RX-0140 (UPnl' AV 1.0) (UPnP_000054). 

Using the methodology that Dr. Loy employed in his infringement analysis, UPnP AV 

1.0 discloses a "playlist" under BHM's proposed construction. See RX-0460C (Aimeroth DWS) 

Q/ A 98, 1 06; Almcroth Tr. 660-661. In particular, Dr. Loy identified the same UPnP-based 

Content Directory "Browse" action, which retrieves an identification of and mctadata about the 

available content items stored on the server, as evidence of intl·ingement. See CX-1 068C (Loy 

DWS) Q/A 260 (identifying the ·'plurality of media item identifiers representing songs available 

on the BHM-02 computer"). 272 ('"mobile device makes a ContentDirectory request to the 

content server"). Accordingly. to the extent Dr. Loy opined that the "Browse" action and receipt 

of music content is evidence of infringement. that same operation is disclosed in UPnP A V 1.0. 

After a content item is selected at the Control Point, UPnP AV 1.0 discloses that the 

Control Point ''initiates" the transfer of content from the Media Server to the Media Renderer. 

RX-0 140 (UPnP _ 000054). The content may be transferred using a '"pull" protocol, such as 

HTTP-GET. S'ee id. (UPnP _000063-065, Fig. 3 ). In this circumstance, the Control Point 

invokes the ''SetAVTransportURl() action," which causes the Control Point to send the Media 

Renderer a ''URI" (i.e., a string of characters that identifies the selected content as well as the 

address of the device on the network from which that content can be obtained). See id. 

(UPnP _000057, UPnP_000063). UPnP AV ! .0 discloses that the Media Renderer uses the URI 
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received from the Control Point to make a request to the Media Server lor the selected content 

item. See hi.; see also RX-0460C (Aimcroth DWS) Q/A 100, 119, 130. 

Dr. Loy identified the same "SetA VTransportUR!" action to establish that the accused 

DLNA-compliant video display devices request a media item fi·mn a content server. See 

CX-1068C (Loy DWS) Q/A 162,205, 292; Loy Tr. 448-449,450. Yet, with respect to a validity 

analysis, Dr. Loy disputes that the same operation in UPnl' AV 1.0 performs the same function. 

As fi:>r the additional limitations recited in asserted claims 1, 8, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 30, 37, 

and 45 of the '87} patent, Dr. Almeroth provided an clement-by-element invalidity analysis for 

each of these asserted claims. See RX-0460C (Aimeroth DWS) Q/A ')2-106 (claim l), 109-110 

(claim 8), 111-113 (claim 16), 114-117 (claim 17), 118-121 (claim 19), 122 (claim22), 123-130 

(claim 23 ), 139-140 (claim 30 ). 142 (claim 37). 143 (claim 45). 

d. lll'nl' Vcl'sion 1.0- Anticipation of Claims I, 8, 16, 17, 19, 22, 
23, 30, 37, and 45 

The UPnP 1\ V 1.0 reference, discussed above, is patt of an inter-related collection of 

documents that Respondents argue arc meant to be read together and comprise Version 1.0 of the 

UPnP AV Standard. See Rcsps. Br. at 85. This set of documents, i.e., UPnP AV 1.0, 

MediaRcndercr: I, ContentDircctory: I, and A VTransport: 1 (hereinafter, "UPnP V crsion 1.0"), 

provides additional details regarding the functionalities of the UPnl' Control Point, Media 

Server, and Media Renderer. For example. the Content Directory: I Service Template defines the 

Content Directory Service. which allows Ul'nl' devices to locate content stored on a Media 

Server, including songs, movies, and pictures . .<iee RX-0 142 (ContentDircctory: I) 

(UI'nP_OOO 167). The A VTransport: 1 Service Template defines a service f(l!' enabling ''control 

over the transport of audio and video streams," which may be used to control media devices such 
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as CD players, VCRs and MP3 players. RX-0146 (AVTransport: 1) (UPnP _ 000075). The UPnP 

McdiaRendcrcr: 1 Device Template defines, among other things, idcntitication information that a 

Media Renderer provides to the Control Point during the UPnP Discovery phase. See Jl.X-0143 

(MediaRcndercr:1) (UPnP __ 000260). 

It is argued that the UPnP Version 1.0 documents should be treated as a single 

anticipatory prior art reference because they all were developed by the same UPnl' A V wmking 

committee, relate to the same version of the UPnP A V Standard, were made publicly available 

by the UPnP Forum on the same day via the same web site, and share overlapping individual 

authors. Resps. Br. at X6 (citing JX-0081 (Murray Dcp.) at 23-27, 27-28). The UPnP A V 1.0 

document references the additional "UPnP A V Device and Service templates" in the 

lntroduction, and discusses the Content Directory Service, the A V Transport Service, and the 

Media Renderer Device Template in Section 5. See RX-0140 (UPnP AV 1.0); see also RX-0075 

(Weast) at col. 1, 1ns. 36-46; col. 2,1ns. 44-56 (describing the UPnP AV Architecture Version 

1.0 specifications). The evidence demonstrates that persons of ordinm-y skill in the art, including 

engineers at Samsung, that make products that can operate as control points and renderers and 

that may be used with each other or with other manufacturer's products, would look to the 

entirety of the disclosure to ensure that their products are complaint with the standards. See 

RX-0676C (Cho RWS) Q/A 23-27. UPnP AV 1.0 describes the overall architecture ftlr the 

standard and cross-rderenccs the accompanying Device and Service Templates, while the 

ContcntDirectory: 1 Service Template, A VTransport: l Service Template, and MediaRenderer: I 
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Device Template each provide additional details regarding the features and protocols of the 

UPnP AV 1.0 specilication51 

Through his direct witness statement, Dr. Almcmth has provided evidence that UPnP 

Version 1.0 anticipates asserted claims I, 8, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 30, 37, and 45 under any of the 

proposed claim constructions. See RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 145-149. According to Dr. 

Almeroth, in addition to the disclosures provided by UPnl' A V 1.0, the additional UPnP Version 

l.O documents provide the I~)Jlowing additional disclosures relating to the asserted claims. 

The MediaRendcrer: l Device Template provides details regarding the '"device 

identifiers" described in UPnP AV 1.0. For example, it states that a media renderer may be 

identified by several different device characteristics, including fi'iendly name, manufacturer 

name, model name or number, serial number, universally unique identifier, or Universal Product 

Code. See RX-0 143 (McdiaRendercr: 1) (UPnP_ 000260 ). Dr. Almeroth therefore argues that 

UPnP Version 1.0 discloses a "device identifier" under any of the proposed constructions for that 

term, including the adopted construction, which requires a '·device identilier"that uniquely 

identities the second device. S'ee RX-0460C (Aimeroth DWS) Q/A 147. 

The ContentDirectory: l and A VTransport: 1 documents provide support regarding the 

receipt of a ''playlist" by a Control Point. For example, ContentDircctory: l states that a Control 

Point may retrieve a playlist containing media items in a music album, and explains that an 

album is "typically a Jixcd published sequence of songs," such as an audio CD. RX-0142 

51 It is argued that, ''[r]egardless of whether the UPnP Version 1.0 documents are treated as a 
single reference ti:>r purposes of anticipation, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been 
motivated to combine UPnP A V 1.0 with UPnP ContentDirectory, UPnP AVTransport, and/or 
UPnP MediaRenderer.'' Resps. Br. at 87 n.l3. The evidence shows UPnP A V 1.0 explicitly 
references the other documents. the subject matter is interrelated, and one of ordinary skill would 
be motivated to consult the additional UPnP Version 1.0 specifications to obtain more detailed 
information about the pertinent protocols and services. See id. 
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(Conten!Directory: 1) (UPnl' _ 000246). It also states that the Control Point may retrieve a 

"playlistltem," which represents a "playable sequence of resources.'' !d. The A VTransport: I 

Service Template, moreover, explains that the Control Point may retrieve content from the 

MediaScrver in several formats, such as a single song, or a collection of contents, such as a "CD 

disc or playlist." RX-0 146 (AVTransport: 1] (UPnPOOOI 08). 

During the hearing. BHM argued that Respondents and Intervenor cannot prove that the 

UPnP Version 1.0 documents qualify as pri01·art to the '873 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102. It is 

argued that "[t]his argument was not set forth in BI-IM's prehcaring brief, as required by Ground 

Rule 7.c. and accordingly, the argument is waived." Rcsps. Hr. at 88. Even ifBHM did not 

waive this argument, Respondents adduced evidence, summarized below, showing that the lJPnP 

Forum published the UPnP Version 1.0 documents on its public website (http://www.upnp.org) 

on June 26, 2002, and made them available to hundreds of members of the UPnP Forum before 

that date. See R.X-0140 ( UPnP AV J .0); .IX-0081 (Murray Dcp.) at 23-27, 27-28, 49-50. It is 

therefore argued that the Ul'nP Version 1.0 documents qualify as prior art to the '873 patent 

under§ J 02(b). Rcsps. Br. at 89. 

Upon application by the Samsung Respondents, the administrative law judge issued a 

Subpoena Duces Tecum and Ad Tesr!ficandum to the UPnP Forum. In response to the subpoena, 

the UPnP Forum produced fi·om its official tiles "true and correct copies'' of various UPnP 

specifications that bear a date of June 25, 2002, including those marked as RX-0140 (UJ>nP AV 

1.0), RX-0142 (ContentDirectory:l), RX-0143 (McdiaRenclcrer:1), and RX-0146 

(A VTransport: I) (collectively, "UPnP Version 1.0") . .IX-0081 (Mum1y Dep.) at 13-14. These 

documents arc deemed authentic under Ground Rule 9.j. The UPnP Forum also designated its 

Executive Director, Aja Murray, to testify at deposition concerning topics set Jlmh in the 
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subpoena, including the public availability of the UPnP Version 1.0 documents. Ms. Murray has 

worked for the UPnP Forum for approximately six years and is familiar with UPnP's general 

procedures, policies, and record-keeping practices. See id. at 9-J J, J 1-12. At the deposition. 

Ms. Murray testitled that the UPnP Forum published the UPnP Version 1.0 documents (i.e .. the 

versions of these documents entered as exhibits in this investigation) on its public website on 

June 26, 2002: 

Exhibit 4, this is going to be a series of documents all of which relate to 
UPnP Version 1.0 and all of which arc dated June 25th, 2002. The Bates 
range tbr these documents are UPnP_000049-UPnP_000338. 

*** 

[C]an you telL based on your review of the documents when, if at all, the 
various documents that make up Exhibit 4 were made publicly available 
on the UPnP website? 

They were made publicly available on June 26th, 2002. 

JX-008 I (Murray Dep.) at 23,27-28,49-50. 

Contemporaneous documents support the proposition that Ul'nP Version I .0 was not only 

in the public domain well bcl(Jrc May 2004, but also that persons of ordinary skill had access to 

and understood the disclosures provided therein. For example, a July 2003 article titled 

"Overview of UPnP A V Architecture" discusses the UPnP V crsion 1.0 documents in detail and 

cites to UPnP·s public websik as the source for the information. See RX-0166 (Overview of 

UPnP i\ V Architecture) (882PRJOR0003!073 n.[3]). The Weast patent, tiled on May 29,2003, 

detlnes certain terms used in the patent (e.g., "control point,'' "media server," '·media renderer'') 

by referencing their use in the UPnP AV Architecture Spccitlcation Version I .0 (RX-0 1 40) and 

related specillcations, which it states were "available at the time of tiling the present 

application.'' See RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 2, Ins. 50-56. Martin Wee!, the named inventor of the 
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'873 patent, testified at his deposition that the UPnP standards, including the UPnP AV 

Architecture Specification Version LO (RX-0140}, were "publicly available" and that he 

reviewed them in or around 2002. See JX-01 OOC (Wee] Dep.) at 58-59. 95, 175-176; CX-1401 C 

(Loy RWS) Q/A 33 (aftlnning that Mr. Wee! became mvare of the UPnP standards when they 

were made public). 

c. Encarnacion- Anticipation of Claims 1, 16, 17, 19, 23, 27, 30, 
and 45 

U.S. Patent No. 7.668,939 ('"Encamacion''), titled "Routing of Resource Information in a 

Network," was filed on December 19, 2003. See RX-0082 (Encarnacion). Encarnacion qualifies 

as prior art to the '873 patent under§ !02(e). 

Encamacion describes an implementation of the UPnP AV Architecture. Encarnacion 

cites to the UPnl' Forum's web site (http://upnp.org/) as providing "more detailed inlimnation 

regarding the U PnP architecture and rc latcd topics.,. Jd at coL 3, Ins. I-3. Encarnacion relates 

to "a strategy for selectively routing metadata and media content to recipients via a local 

network. such as a home network." !d. at col. l. Ins. 20-24. According to Encarnacion, a UPnP 

network comprises severalty pes of devices, including "one or more control point entities for 

coordinating the transf'Cr of information 

t!·om the source cntity(ies) to the 

recipient entity(ics)." !d. at coL 5, Ins. 

19-25. Encarnacion explains that 

"[c]xcmplary media servers can include 

various types of computers, various 

kinds of jukeboxes, and so on"; 

n 
l<ou•.-o• 
··~..,., 
,,.,, . ..,.,, 
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“873 patent: testified at his deposition that the. Ui’iiP standards, inciuding the UPni’ AV

Architecture Specification Version 1.0 (RX-()1 40); were “publicly available" and that he

reviewed them in or around 2002. See JX-Ol (Hill? (Weei Den.) at 58—59, 95, 175—176; (IX-1401C

(Loy RWS) Q/A 33 {affirming that Mr. Wee] became aware ol‘the UPnP standards when they

were made nubiie).

e. Encarzmcion — Anticipation of Claims 1, 16, 17, 19, 23, 27, 3t},
and 45

US. Patent No, 716683939 (“i‘iincamacion”), titled “Routing oi‘Resourcc Inibrmation in a

Network,“ was filed on December 19, 2003. See RX-OOSZ (Encarnacion). Enearnacion qualities

as prior art to the ”873 patient under § lU2(e).

Encamacion degeribes an implementation ofthe. U PnP AV Architecture. Encarnacion

cites to the UPnI’ Forumis web site (http:f/upnporgf) as providing “more detailed information

regarding the LanP architecture and related topics.” 10’. at col. 3, 1113. 1-3. Encarnacion relates

to “a strategy for selectively routing metadata and media content to recipients via a local

network, such as a home network.“ 1d. at coi. 1, 1:15. 20-24. According to Encarnacion, a UPnP

network comprises several types ot’deviees, including “one or more control point entities for

coordinating the transfer of information

from the source entitytfies) to the

recipient entity(ies)." 1d. at col. 5, ins.

19-25 Encarnacion eXpiains that

“{e}xempiary media servers can include

various types of computers, various
 

kinds ofjukcboxes. and so on";
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"[ e Jxemplary rendering devices can include various types of computers, stereo system, speakers. 

TVs, hand-held audio players, and so on''; and "fajn exemplary control point may be 

implemented using various types of computers, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), application 

specific logic modules, and so on." Ttl. at coL 8, Ins. 4-23. The exemplary UPnP architecture is 

shown in Figure 3 (illustrated above, at right). RDX-0006.004 (RX-0082 (Encarnacion) at Fig. 3 

annotated). 

As shown above, Encarnacion discloses that a consumer may use a control point to issue 

a browse/search request to a media server and receive Ji·om the media server infonnation 

pertaining to the resources stored thereon. S<'e RX-0082 {Encarnacion) at Fig. 3 elements 324, 

326; see also id. at col. 8, Ins. 51-62; col. 13, Ins. 1-20; col. 13, ln. 56 ·- coL 14, ln. 21; col. 25. 

Ins. 11-48. Using the control point, the user may select content fi·mn the list retrieved fi'mn the 

media server J(Jr presentation at a selected rendering device. See icl. at coL 8, Ins. 62-65; col. 14, 

Ins. 31-36; col. 25, Ins. 48-55. The control point then sets up the transfer of the content from the 

media server to the selected rendering device by supplying a resomce locator (e.g .. a "URL") to 

tbe selected rendering device. See id. at coL 8, ln. 65- col. 9, ln. 4; col. 14. Ins. 36-42; col. 25_ 

Ins. 48-55. Tbe selected rendering device submits this resource locator to the media server, 

which uses the resource locator to locate the selected resource content and send the selected 

resource content back to the rendering device. See icl. at col. 8, ln. 65- coL 9. ln. 4; col. J 4, Ins. 

42-63. 

Through his direct witness statement, Dr. Almeroth has provided evidence that 

Encarnacion anticipates asserted claims I, 16, 17. 19, 23, 27, JO, and 45, 52 S'ee RX-0460C 

52 It is argued that, in the event the administrative law judge adopts Respondents and Intervenor's 
proposed construction of"dcvice identitlcr," Encarnacion renders these claims obvious. 
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(Almeroth DWS) Q/A 21 J -267. BHM's expert, Dr. Loy, does not dispute that Encarnacion 

discloses the nu~ority of the limitations recited in these claims. See CX-1401C (Loy RWS) Q/A 

J 23-35. Dr. Loy disputes that Encarnacion discloses the following limitations: 

• "displaying. on a first device. at least one device identifier identifying a second 

device" and "receiving user tlrst input selecting the at least one device identifier" 

(claim 1. and similar "device identifier'' limitations in other asserted claims); and 

• "receiving user second input selecting at least one media item identifier j)·om the 

received play list'' (claim 1, and similar "selecting" limitations in other asserted 

claims). 

,<.,'ee hi. The disputed limitations arc discussed below. 

Encarnacion states that using a control point, a user may investigate the content stored on 

the media server and "select resource content for presentation at a selected rendering device.'' 

RX-0082 (Encarnacion) at col. 8, Ins. 62-67 (emphasis added); see also id. at col. 14, Ins. 31-47. 

Encarnacion discloses to one of ordinary skill that available media renderers are displayed to a 

user for selection via the control point, otherwise there would be no way few the control point to 

perform the described selection of a rendering device for the content's presentation. See 

RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 2 J 6-218. Figure 9 of Encarnacion shows one example of how 

a user interface can display a list of available media renderers (although this particular example 

is on a media server display, not a control point display). RX-0082 (Encarnacion) at Fig. 9; col. 

43, ln. 29- col. 44, ln. 9. 

Otherwise, it is argued that these claims are anticipated by Encarnacion under all othet· proposed 
constructions for the agreed-upon and disputed terms. See RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 
220. 
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Encarnacion discloses a "playlist" under each of the proposed constructions, including 

under BHM's requirement of songs "arranged to be played in a sequence'' Encarnacion even 

uses the term "playlist" to re!er to a list of songs received by the control point Ji·mn the media 

server. See RX-0082 (Encarnacion) at col. 14, Ins. 8-21. Encarnacion also discloses that the 

user of the control point may select a media item from the received playlist. For example, it 

states that using the control point"s UJ, a user may investigate the content that is available on the 

media server and "can select resource content associated with a resource for presentation at a 

selected rendering device.'' !d. at col. 8, Ins. 54-65: see also id. at col. 14, Ins. 31-35; col. 25, Ins. 

48-55; col. 37, Ins. 36-45. The evidence shows that one of ordinary skill would understand that 

Encarnacion discloses selecting a media item 11·omthc play list. S'ee RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) 

QIA 226. 

With respect to the additional limitations recited in asserted claims I, 16. 17, 19, 23, 27, 

30, and 45 under each of the proposed claim constructions. Dr. Almeroth has provided an 

clement-by-element invalidity analysis for each of these asserted claims. See RX-0460(' 

(Almcroth DWS) Q/A 215-233 (claim I), 238 (claim I 6). 239-240 (claim 17), 241 (claim 19), 

243-252 (claim 23), 253-261 (claim 27), 262-263 (claim 30), 2.66 (claim 45). 

f. lJPnP A V LO- Obviousness of Claims 5, 27, and 34 

i. UPnP AV 1.0 Alone 

Respondents and Intervenor have provided evidence to show that Ul'nP A V 1.0 renders 

obvious claims 5, 27. nnd 34 under any of the proposed claim constructions. See RX-0460C 

(Aimeroth DWS) Q/A 107-08. 131-38, 141. 
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ii. lJPnP AV 1.0 Alone or in Combination with Weast 

Dependent claims 5 and 34 specify that "the first device comprises a mobile phone." 

Respondents and Intervenor provided evidence to show UPnP A V 1.0 renders obvious claims 5 

and 34 alone or in combination with Weast. 

UPnP AV 1.0 is "independent of any particular device type. content format, and transfer 

protocol." RX-0140 (UPnP AV 1.0) (UPnP _000051). The specification is designed to he device 

agnostic so that the standard may be implemented in a wide array of devices manufactured by a 

range of companies. See RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 108. Dr. Almcroth testiiied that it 

would have been straightf(Jrward for one of ordinary skill to implement UPnP's Control Point 

functionality on a mobile phone. See id. The industry was already moving in the direction of 

building into mobile phones the features used in laptop computers and PDA devices. See id. By 

the late 1 990s and early 2000s, several companies released mobile phones with wireless-Internet 

capability. and phones began to appear on the market that had the ability to play Illes in either 

Windows Media or MP3 format. See id. 

Weast expressly states that the Ul'nl' Control Point may take the ti:mn of a mobile phone . 

.'iee RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 5.1ns. I 0-15. Dr. Almeroth testified that one of ordinary skill 

would have been motivated to combine UPnP A V 1.0 with Weast, which itself describes an 

implementation of UPnP A V 1.0 and expressly references that standard, to gain a more complete 

understanding regarding the manner in which the UPnP A V Architecture may be implemented. 

See RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 108. 
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iii. Ul'nP AV 1.0 Alone or in Combination with 
Encamation 

Cluim27 ofthe '873 patent recites a method for directing a second device t!·om a first 

device. including "sending, ti·mn the Jlrst device. at least one attribute of a playlist corresponding 

to a selected play list name to a play list server." Respondents and Intervenor provided evidence 

to show UPnP A V 1.0 renders ohvious this limitation alone or in combination with Encarnacion. 

UPnP A V 1.0 states that using the Content Directory Service, the Control Point may 

"Browse" content that is available on the server and, in response, the control point receives an 

idcntiiication of available content and associated metadata (e.g., name, artist). See RX-0140 

(UPnP A V 1.0) (UPnf' 000055). Dr. Almcroth testified that one of ordinary skill would have 

understood limn the disclosure in Ul'nP A V 1.0 that content rnuy be stored on the server in 

multiple folders. Upon user selection of a particular l()]dcr (e.g., MyMusic-Artist) the Control 

Point would send an indication of the selected folder to the Media Server and the Media Server 

responds with an identification of content in that folder. See RX-0460(' (Aimeroth DWS) Q/A 

134. For example, the control point may discover that the media server has two albums by the 

artist Usher, each indicated by a separate folder entry. Upon selection of the first album folder, 

the control point sends an indication ofthis selection to the media server and the media server 

responds by providing the control point with a list of tracks in the first album. See hi. 

In addition. Encarnacion discloses sending an attribute of a playlist corresponding to a 

selected play list name to a play list server. Encarnacion states that a resource collection. such as 

a playlist, may have a resource locator associated therewith, which may be used to retrieve the 

play list based on a request from the control point. See RX-0082 (Encarnacion) at col. 14, Ins. 

8-21, col. 37, Ins. 6-17. Dr. Almcroth testillcd that one of ordinary skill would have been 
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motivated to combine Ul'nP A V 1.0 with Encarnacion to gain a more complete understanding 

regarding the manner in which the UPnP AV Architecture may be implemented, and because 

both references concern media sharing among UPnP devices. See RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) 

QIA 134. 

g. lJPnP Vcrsionl.O- Obviousness of Claims 5, 27, and 34 

Respondents and Intervenor have provided evidence to show that UPnP Version 1.0 

renders obvious claims 5, 27, and 34 under any of the proposed claim constructions. See 

RX-0460C (Almeroih DWS) Q/A 145-49. 

Dr. Almeroth testified that if the Ul'nl' Version 1.0 documents are not treated as a single 

reference for purposes of anticipation, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated 

to combine UPnP AV 1.0 with UPnP ContentDirectory, UPnP AVTransport, and/or UPnP 

McdiaRcndcrer. Sec RX-0460C (Almcroth DWS) Q/A 148. The UPnP AV 1.0 document 

describes the general architecture and protocols J(Jr communications among a Control Point, 

Media Renderer, and Media Server. See RX-0140 (l.JPnl' AV 1.0). The additional Version 1.0 

documents, which were published on the Ul'nP Forum's public website on the same day and 

cross-reference one another. provide additional details about the UPnP Control Point, Media 

Renderer, Media Server, and related features and protocols described in UPnl' A V 1.0. 

According to Dr. Almcroth, one of ordinary skill would have been motivated to combine the 
~ . . 

UPnP Version 1.0 documents to achieve a more complete understm1ding of the UPnP network or 

system. S'ee RX-0460C (Almcroth DWS) Q/A 148. 

Dr. Almcroth li.u·thcr testified that, for !he same reasons applicable to UPnP AV 1.0, one 

of ordinary skill would conclude that UPnP Version 1.0 renders obvious claims 5 ancl34 of the 

'873 patent in combination with Weast. He also testiliecl that for the reasons applicable to UPnP 
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AV 1.0, one of ordinary skill would conclude that UPnP Version 1.0 renders obvious claim 27 of 

the '873 patent in combination with Encarnacion. See id. at QIA 147-148. 

h. Weast- Obviousness of Claims 16, 19, 27, nnd 45 

Respondents and Intervenor have provided evidence to show that Weast renders obviuus 

claims 16, 19, 27, and 45 under any of the proposed claim constructions. See RX-0460C 

(Aimeroth DWS)Q/A 179-81, 184.196-204.209. 

i. Weast Alone or in Combination with lll'nl' A V 1.0 or 
Encnrnadon 

Dependent claims 16, 19 and 45 of the '873 patent each require the second device to 

"stream'' the selected media content fi·mn the content server. See JX-0003 ('8Tl patent). The 

parties agree thnl the term '·stream~' means ''playing a media item in real-time ns it is received, 

which may include buffering the media item." See RX-0404 (Joint List of Proposed 

Constructions) at 20. 

Weast discloses that the control point instructs media renderers to pull and render media 

contents. See RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 6, Ins. 19-23. Dr. Almcroth tcstiiled that, at the time of 

the purported inventions, one of ordinary skill would have been aware of the advantages 

associated with delivering content from a server to a media renderer via streaming, as opposed to 

downloading, such that media may be more quickly rendered for the user of the media renderer. 

See l0'C-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 179. 

In addition, UPnP AV 1.0 and Encarnacion, which also describes the l.JPnP AV 

Architecture. clisclosc that the control point may direct a media renderer to stream a media item 

from a content server. See RX-0140 (UPnP AV 1.0) (UPnP_000055); RX-0082 (Encarnacion) nt 

col. 14, Ins. 50-59. Dr. Almeroth testiilcd that one of ordinary skill would have been motivated 
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to combine Weast with UPnP AV 1.0 or Encarnacion to gain a more complete understanding 

regarding the manner in which the UPnP A V Architecture may be implemented . .')cc RX-0460C 

(Almcroth DWS) Q/A 179. 

ii. Weast Alone o,. in Combination with Encarnacion or 
Khedouri 

Claim 27 of the '873 patent recites a method for directing a second device Ji·mn a first 

device, including "sending, from the Jlrst device, at least one attribute of a play list corresponding 

to a selected playlist name to a playlist server." See .lX-0003 ('873 patent). 

Weast discloses that the control point intcrtilcc may include tile system entries displayed 

to the user in a tree-like structure, with each entry containing a list of media items. See RX-0075 

(Weast) at Fig. 4a. The name of each of the displayed folders in the tree-like structure 

corresponds to the recited "playlist name," and may be selected by the user. See RX-0460C 

(Almcroth DWS) Q/A 198. Dr. Almeroth testified that one of ordinary skill would understand 

that upon user selection of a folder. the control point sends an indication of the selected f(llder to 

the media server and the media server would return to the control point a list of media items 

within the selected t(llder, in similar fi1shion to the way in which a Jile manager alknvs a user to 

navigate through a hierarchy of flies or folders stored on his or her personal computer. See 

!0'<:-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 198; Almeroth Tr. 660-662. 

Other prior art references, such as Encarnacion and Khedouri, also teach sending an 

attribute of a play list corresponding to a selected playlist name to a playlist server. The 

disclosure in Encarnacion is discussed above in connection with UPnP A V l.O. Dr. Almeroth 

tcstilicd that one of ordinary skill would have been motivated to combine Weast with 

Encarnacion's playlist feature at least because both references are implementations of the UPnP 
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protocol. In addition, U.S. Patent No. 8,160,495 discloses this limitation. S'ee RX-0086 

(Kheclouri). For example, Khcdouri states that a user may "use the touch-screen to select an 

artist, a11er which, they are presented with a listing of tracks by that artist, which may be scrolled 

through or searched in another easy way.'' Jd. at col. 23, Ins. 21-33; see also id. at coL 9, Ins. 

60-67: col. 15, Ins. 1-20; Fig. 8: Fig. 15. Dr. Almeroth testified that one of ordinary skill would 

have been motivated to combine Weast with Khcdouri's playlist feature at least because both 

references relate to sharing playlists and media between connected devices. RX-0460C 

(Aimcroth DWS) Q/A 200. 

i. Encarnacion- Obviousness of Claims 5, 8, 22, 34, and 37 

Respondents and Intervenor have provided clear and convincing evidence to show that 

Encarnacion renders obvious claims 5, 8, 22, 34, and 37 under any of the proposed claim 

constructions. See RX-0460C (;\lmeroth DWS) Q/ ;\ 234-37, 242. 264-65. 

i. Encarnacion Alone or in Combination with Weast 

Dependent claims 5 and 34 specify that ''the first device comprises a mobile phone'' 

Encarnacion describes an implementation of the UPnP ;\ V Architecture, which is 

designed to be "independent of any particular device type, content format, and transfer protocoL'' 

RX-0140 (LIPnP A V l .0) (UPnP.000051 ). Encarnacion discloses that the control point device 

may be a handheld portable device, such as a PDA. Sec RX-0082 (Encarnacion) at coL 8, Ins. 

14-28. Dr. Almeroth tcstilicd that it would have been straightl'orward f\1r one of ordinary skill to 

implement control point functionality on a mobile phone. See RX-0460C (Aimcroth DWS) Q/ A 

108. The industry was already moving in the direction of building into mobile phones the 

fCatures used in laptop computers and PDA devices, and by the late 1990s and early 2000s 

several companies released mobile phones with wireless-Internet capability. See id. 
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Dr. Almeroth also testiJlcd that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated 

to combine Encamacion with the Weast reference, which describes an implementation ofUPnP 

A V 1.0, to gain a more complete understanding regarding the manner in which the UPnP AV 

Architecture may be implemented. See id. Weast states that the UPnP Control Point may take 

the form of a mobile phone. See RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 5,1ns. 10-15. 

ii. Encarnacion Alone or in Combination with lJI'nP AV 
1.0 or Weast 

Dependent cbims 8, 22 and 37 each specify that the claimed Jlrst device is capable of 

adjusting the volume on the second device. See JX-0003 ('873 patent). 

Dr. Almeroth testified that using a control point to adjust the volume of' a media renderer 

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in view of the common knowledge in the art. 

See RX-0460C (Almeroth DWS) Q/A 236. For example, he testiJlcd that at the time of the 

purpot1cd inventions, one of ordinary skill would have known that the control point, which is 

described in Encarnacion as controlling the media rendered on a media rendering device, might 

also be used to adjust the volume, tone, or balance of the media rendering device. See icl. UPnP 

A V 1.0 and Weast both disclose that a control point may be used to adjust the volume of a media 

rendering device. See RX-0140 (UPnP AV 1 .0) (UPnP_000056): RX-0075 (Weast) at col. 8, 

Ins. 53-64. Mt·. Almeroth further testiJlcd that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been 

motivated to combine Encarnacion with either of these references to obtain a more complete 

understanding regarding the manner in which the UPnP AV Architecture may be implemented . 

.<;~e RX-0460C (Almcroth DWS) Q/A 236. 
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j. Secondary Considerations 

With respect to secondary comiderations of'nonobviousness, BHM's expert relics on the 

alleged commercial success achieved by devices manufactured by Respondents and BHM's 

licensees. See CX-140 I C (Loy RWS) Q/A 174-185. The alleged evidence of conuncrcial 

success, however, is given little weight with regard to an obviousness determination, because Dr. 

Loy has not iclcntillecl the required nexus between any alleged commercial success and the 

specific inventions claimed in the '873 patent See Muniauction. !nc. v. 7/wmson Corp., 532 

F. 3d 1318, 1327-28 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 

For example, any commercial success of the Respondents' accused products could be clue 

to the various noninfringing uses of the accused devices and components. See, e.g., RX-0671C 

(LipoffRWS) Q/A 334-45; RX-0673C (Polish RWS) Q/A 129-30; RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) 

Q/A 348-54, 384; RX-0674(' (Schonfeld RWS) Q/A 105, I 18-22. Alternatively, the alleged 

commercial success of the accused products could be due to other factors. such as other 

unclaimed features of the accused products, brand recognition and reputation for producing 

high-quality products, or the advertising and marketing of the accused products. 1'he sarne holds 

true for the I ] products alleged to practice the asserted patents. 

1\ceordingly, it is determined that the evidence of secondary considerations adduced by 

BIIM would fail to overcome a finding that the asserted claims of the '873 patent arc obvious. 

VI. The '652 and '952 Patents 

A. Overview of the Technology 

The '652 and '952 patents were Jlled November 27, 2006, share a common spccitication. 

and arc continllations of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/805,470 filed March 12,2001. JX-0009 

('652 patent); JX-0007 {'952 patent). Each claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 
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60/246,842, filed November 8, 2000. JX-0009 ('652 patent); .lX-0007 ('952 patent); see 

RX-0463C (.Jdiily DWS) Q/A 14, 16; CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 38. The '652 and '952 

patents disclose "a network-enabled audio device for listening to a variety of audio sources." 

JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 1, Ins. 15-17; RX-0463C (Je1ll1y DWS) Q/A 18. The audio sources 

include music identified by a playlist assigned to an electronic device and Internet radio 

broadcasts streamed 11·om a website. RX-0463C (Jellay DWS) Q/A 18; .JX-0007 ('952 patent) at 

col. 2, Ins. 33-62. Software modules stored on the audio device provide the claimed playlist 

and/or Internet radio broadcast. RX-0463C (JefJay DWS) Q/A 1 9; .JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 

2. Ins. 33-56. 

One soJhvare module is "configured to use the modem to connect to an Internet service 

provider to receive assignments ofplaylists" that include ·'references to audio." RX-0463C 

(Jemty DWS) Q/A 19; JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 2, ins. 37-45. After receiving a playlist, the 

soft ware module "connect[ s ]through an Internet service provider to web sites to download audio 

Jiles." RX-0463C (Jellity DWS) Q/A 19; JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 2, Ins. 37-45. Another 

module for Internet radio is "configured to use the modem to connect to an Internet service 

provider to receive digitized audio broadcasts from the Internet service provider" such that, "to 

the user, reception of a broadcast fi·om the World Wide Web is no more complicated than 

listening to a local FM or AM radio station.'' RX-0463C (.Jeffay DWS) Q/A 19; JX-0007 ('952 

patent) at col. J, Ins. 29-42; col.!, Ins. 44-51; col. 2, ins. 47-56. The internet radio broadcast 

functionality is discussed in the lirst half of the specification, and the playlisl functionality is 

discussed in the remaining portion. See JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 7. ln. 28- col. !6, ln. 28: 

col. 16, ln. 29 ... col. 33, ln. 67. 
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B. Claim Construction 

I. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

As proposed by Respondents, it is determined that one of ordinary skill in the art as of the 

priority date of the '952 and '652 patents would have a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical 

engineering, comptttcr engineering. computer science, or equivalent thereof~ and one to two 

years of experience with computer and multimedia networking. See RX-046JC (Je!Tay DWS) 

QIA 14. 16. More education could substitute for experience, and that experience, especially 

when combined with training, could substitute for formal college cducation.53 See id. 

2. Disputed Claim Terms 

Claim 
Tcrm/l'lmtse 

''assigned to the 
electronic 
device 1

' 

a. "assigned to the electronic device" ('652 patent claim I I '952 
patent claims 9, 14) 

Complainants' 
Proposed 

Construction 

"directed to the 
electronic device'' 

Respondents and 
Intervenor's Proposed 

Construction 

Stafrs Proposed 
Construction 

Playlist is 
directed/instructed to 
selected electronic device 

·ri-'[receive ih~ play] ist 1 
lesig.natcd for usc on the 
pecific electronic 

device"' 
········- - .... __1_ __ 

The claim term "assigned to the electronic device" appears in claim 1 of the '652 patent 

and claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent. BHM and Respondents contend that the plain and 

ordinary meaning of this term should apply, but also provide proposed constructions in the event 

it is determined that construction is necessary. See Compl. Br. at 280-83; Rcsps. Br. at I 12-14. 

BHM construes the term "assigned to the electronic device" to mean "directed to the electronic 

;.1 BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich testified that there is no material difference between his opinion 
regarding the relevant field and the appropriate level of ordinary skill in the art and that of 
Respondents' expert Dr. Jefli1y. CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) QIA 11. 
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B. Claim Construction

1. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art

A.S}>.1.‘opn§nd,by Respondents,.it is determined that one .ot‘ordinary skill in the art asot‘the.... ..

priority date of the ’932 and ”652 patents would have a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical

engineering, computer engineering, computer science, or equivalent thereof, and one to two

years ol’ experience with computer and multimedia networking. See RX-0463C (Jet’fey DWS)

Q/A i4. 16. More education could substitute for experience, and that experience, especially

when combined with training, could substitute for Formal college m;lncntion.53 See id.

2. Disputed Claim Terms

21. “assigned to the electronic device” (’652 patent claim 1 1' ’952

patent claims 9,14) 

 
 

 
 
 

Claim Complainants’ Respondents and ' Staff’s Proposed

’l‘crmlPhrase Proposed Intervcnor’sProposed, Construction _
Construction Construétion

"directed to the “[receive the ptaylist'l

electronic device" designated for use on the

specific electronic
device“

Playlist is
directed/instructed to

selected electronic device

electronic

device”  
The claim term “assigned to the electronic device” appears in claim i oftltc ‘652 patent

and claims 9 and 14 ofthc ’952 patent. BHM and Respondents contend that the plain and

ordinary meaning ot‘this term should apply? but also provide proposed constructions in the event

it is determined that construction is necessary. See Compl. Br. at 280—83; Resps. Br, at 1 12~i4.

BHM construes the term “assigned to the electronic device” to mean “directed to the electronic

 

5'3 Bl‘lM‘s expert Mr. Zatkovich testified that there is no material clif’lErence between his opinion
regarding the relevant field and the appropriate level of ordinary skiil in the Elt'i' and that oi’

Respondents” expert Dr. iei'l'ny. (TX—1400C (Zatkoviclt RW S) Q/A l 1.
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device." and Respondents construe this tcm1 to mean "[receive the playlist] designated j~)r usc on 

the specific electronic device." Compl. Br. at 280-83; Resps. Br. at 112-14. The Starr argues 

that the claim term "assigned to the electronic device'' "limits the playlist to one which has been 

purposefully directed/instructed to a selected electronic device." See Staff Br. at 137-40. 

As proposed by Respondents, the claim term "assigned to the electronic device·· is 

construed to mean "[receive the playlist] designated for use on the specific electronic device·· 

This construction is supported by the intrinsic evidence, comports with the understanding of a 

person having ordinary skill in the arL and is consistent with the Stalrs proposed construction. 

The specitication describes assigning each particular playlist for usc on a specific 

electronic device. See RX-0463C (Jerti1y DWS) Q/A 79; .JX-0007('952 patent) at col. 3, Ins. 

51-54; col. 22, Ins. 36-48; col. 24, Ins. 44-60; col. 28, Ins. 11-20; Figs. l7C; Fig. 1913. As 

illustrated in Figure 17C. a "user can choose the menu option of'Make Available On' to assign 

the playlist" to a selected device in the drop down menu . .lX-0007('952 patent) at col. 24, Ins. 

50-53; Fig. 17C. Likewise, Figure 17 E illustrates a schedule playlist feature wherein a playlist 

is selected tor a particular time and '"on a particular device" by the user ti·om a drop-down menu. 

!d. at col. 25, Ins. 3-l 0; Fig. 17E. 

The adopted construction is also consistent with the way in which the inventors described 

and developed a product that allegedly embodied the claims. For example, named inventor 

Sheppard tcstillcd that a user would assign a playlist by selecting the specific device on which he 

wanted the playlist to appear. .IX-092C (Sheppard Dcp.) at 132, 133. Once a user selected the 

device to which the playlist would be assigned, the playlist was associated with that device. /d. 

The product that allegedly embodied the invention operated in a similar way. An AudioRamp 

Document explains that "Playlists can be flagged for download to specitic devices." RX-0387(' 
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(AudioRamp) at BHM-ITC-09371 5. This is illustrated in one of the figures, showing that a user 

may select a playlist for use on specific devices by selecting check boxes corresponding to those 

devices. Jd. at 17. A user may also select the "Send To" button shown in this figure to "execute 

the Exporter System to let the user select a personal audio device to send the cunent play list to." 

!d. at 19. 

BHM argues that the adopted construction excludes a "preferred'' embodiment. See 

Compl. Br. at 282. BHM cites to column 2:?., lines 47-48 of the speeitication as disclosing that a 

playlist is assigned to a device when the device connects to the network. Campi. Br. at 282 n.26. 

The specification, however. Jitils to indicate that this embodiment is "preferred" over any other 

embodiment. See JX-0007 ('952 patent). Further, the surrounding discussion makes clear thai a 

user assigns the playlist to the device before the device connects to the network . .JX-0007 ('952 

patent) at coL 22, Ins. 39-41. Moreover, Dr. .Jeft1ty testiliccl that this portion of the specitication 

explains the timing of the assignment and docs not imply that establishing a connection results in 

the assignment of a plnylist. .Je!Tay Tr. 906-907. He tcstiliccl that the specitieation ''isn't saying 

that Jog-in or connections results in assignment ltjust says when the assignment occurs." Jd 

BHM also cites to column 25, lines 54-56 in support of its proposed construction. See 

Compl. Br. at 282. This portion of the specilicalion describes "new tiles and updates 

automatically downloaded'' to a device when such device is added to the network . .JX-0007 

('952 patent). BHM argues that this passage teaches automatic downloading of a play list See 

Com pl. Br. at 282. Contrary to BHM's position, the patentee drew a distinction between 

"playlists'' and "Jiles" throughout the spcci1ication. See Rcsps. Br. at J 14. Spcci1ically, this 

passage fl·om the specification demonstrates that the new "files" refer to "audio tiles," and not 

playlists . .JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 25, Ins. 55-58. The next sentence in the speci1ication 
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makes this clear. explaining that a "device can become a dedicated MP3 server by downloading 

Jiles to the device every time an audiofile is downloaded to any other device." JX-0007 ('952 

patent) at col. 25, Ins. 56-58 (emphasis added). Thus, this portion of the specification does not 

support BHM's proposed construction. 

Thercf(}rc, the claim term "assigned to the electronic device•· is construed to mc~m 

"[receive the playlist] designated for use on the specific electronic device." 

b. "obtaiu!ingj the ones of the plurality of songs !that arc not 
stored on the electronic device] from !the] at least one remote 
source" ('652 patent claim 1 I '952 patent claims 9, 14) 

--=----:-··:---:-----r ·--=---=----··-----·.---:::--::=-:::c--
Complainants' Respondents and Staff's Proposed 

J>roposcd Intervenor's Construction 
Construction Proposed 

Construction 
-·:·,-ol-,t-ai-n[ir-,g-] -tl-,e-' --+--,P~l~a·i.-I-1_-ar-1t'l_o_rc'7-'lili_m __ )-' --I "do_w_ncclo-a--cdc-ir-,g-, -ar-Jd ________ . obtain = "download a 

ones of the plurality meanmg, no storing on the file" (e.g. dom1load 
of songs [that are construction required. electronic device all of file equivalent to those 

Not clear what not stored on the the songs on the "stored"lidcntified as Respondents wish to 
electronic device] construe. playlist, that arc not "not stored") 
li-om [the] at least already stored on the 

If a construction is one remote source" electronic device, from 
necessary: ''receiving 
fi·om the at least one a source that is separate 
remote source the at fi-orn the electronic 
least one of the device'' 
plurality of songs that 
is not stored on the 
electronic device" 

"wherein ones of the 
plurality of songs are 
not stored on the 
electronic device" 
tneans: 

"wherein at least one 
ofthe plurality of 
songs is not stored on 
the electronic device" 

.L_-·-····--------·······-···· j ____________________ ..J. 
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makes this clear, explaining that a “device can become a dedicated MP3 server by downionding

flies to the. device every time an nudiofife is downloaded to any other device.” .iX—OOU? (952

patent) at col. 25. ins. 5668 (emphasis added). 'l‘hus, this portion ofthc specification does not

support BlrlM’s proposed construction.

Therefore, the claim term “assigned to the electronic device” is construed to mean

“{reecive the playlist} designated for use on the specific. electronic. device.”

Claim

Ternn’Pin‘ase

ones ofthe plurality

of songs [that are
not stored on the

electronic device]

from {the} at least
one remote source"

' Compiainnnts’ .

 
b. “obtainlingl the ones oftiic plurality of songs {that are not

stored on the electronic device} from {the} at least one remote

source” (’652 patent claim 1 l ”952 patent claims 9, 14)

i’roposcd
Construction

 Respondents and

I Intervanor’s
._ ;Propcsed
Construction 

Plain and ordinary
meaning, no

construction required.
Not clear what

Respondents wish to
construe.

If a construction is

necessary: “receiving
from the at least one
remote source the at

least one of the

plurality of songs that
is not stored on the

electronic device”

“wherein ones of the

plurniity oi’songs are
not stored on the
electronic device”
means:

“wherein at least one

of the plurality of

80:th is not stored on
the eiectronic device” 

“downloading and

storing on the
electronic. device all of

the songs on the

piaylist, that are not

niready stored on the.

electronic device: from

a source that is separate
item the electronic

device”

 

Construction

obtain = “download a

tile” (eg. download

fiie equivalent to those
“stored”/idcntified as

“not stored”)
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The elaim term"obtainjing] the ones of the plurality of songs [that are not stored on the 

electronic device] from [the] at least one remote source" appears in claim 1 of the '652 patent 

and claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent. 

BHM argues that the plain and ordinary meaning of this term should apply and that no 

construction is needed. ,'\'ee Compl. Br. at 266. If it is determined that construction is necessary, 

BHM proposes that the "obtain ... "claim term should be construed as "receive from the at least 

one remote source the at least one of the plurality of songs that is not stored on the electronic 

device." Compl. Br. at 267. BHM also proposes that the related "obtaining ... " claim term 

should be construed as '"rt~cciving J1·om the at least one remote source the at least one of the 

plurality of songs that is not stored on the electronic device." Jd. BHM further proposes that the 

antecedent claim term "wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored on the electronic 

device" should be construed to mean "wherein at least one ofthe plurality of songs is not stored 

on the electronic device.'· !d. 

Respondents propose that the claim term ''obtain[ing] the ones ofthe plurality of songs 

[that arc not stored on the electronic device] fi·om [the] at least one remote source·' should be 

construed to mean "downloading and storing on the electronic device all of the songs on the 

playlisL that are not already stored on the electronic device. fi·om a source that is separate fi·om 

the electronic device." See Resps. Br. at 266-7 I. The Staff's proposal is that the term "obtain" 

should be construed to mean "download." See StafTBr. at 122-23. 

As proposed by Respondents, the claim term ''obtain[ing] the ones of the plurality of 

songs [that are not stored on the electronic device] fi·orn [the] at least one remote source" is 

construed to mean •·downloading and storing on the electronic device all of the songs on the 

playlist, that are not already stored on the electronic device, fi·mn a source that is separate from 
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the electronic device.'' This construction is consistent with the intrinsic evidence, comports with 

the understanding of a person having ordinary skill in the art, and is consistent with the Staffs 

proposed construction. 

The claim language reflects that the "obtained" audio tiles are ones that are not 

previously stored on the device. See RX-0463C (Jcftay DWS) QIA 46; JX-0007 ('952 patent) at 

claim 9. The purpose of"obtaining" audio files is to store them on the device. See RX-0463C 

(Jeffay DWS) Q/A 46. The specification describes the claimed invention the same way, by 

referring to different ways to download songs or audio tiles not yet stored on the device. 

RX-0463C (Jel'fay DWS) Q/ A 46; JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 2, lns. 41-45: col. 4, ln. 60- col. 

5. ln. 3; col. 17, Ins. 10-31: col. 22, Ins. 49-58; Figs. 19A-C. These disclosures demonstrate that 

the intended purpose of the claimed invention is to download the audio tiles or songs not yet 

stored on the device. 

By contrast, BHM's proposed construction of the disputed claim term contradicts the 

claim language. For example. claim 9 recites "receiving" and "obtaining" as dit1ercnt acts with 

different meanings. Sec RX-0463C (.lcffay DWS) Q/ A 48; JX-0007 ('952 patent) at claim 9. 

Indeed, BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich testified at the hearing that the terms "obtaining'' and 

"receiving'' apply to diiTercnt steps and have diflercnt meanings. Zatkovich Tr. 115. 

BHM takes the position that "obtaining" does not require downloading and storing 

because the spccilication includes an embodiment where the audio content corresponding to 

items of the playlist is streamed to the electronic device and not stored when, for example, the 

electronic device "has no disk for data storage space." See Compl. Br. at 269-70 (citing JX-0009 

at col. 4.lns. 4-9: JX-0007 at col. 3, Ins. 57-58). The passage cited by BHM in support of this 

argument, however, Jails to state that the device completely lacks storage, but rather states that 
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the device has no disk. RX-0463C (Jdr~lY DWS) Q/ A 49. Lack or a disk in a specific 

embodiment does not mean that tlw device is incapable of storage, and docs not preclude the 

application of the adopted claim construction proposed by Respondents. See id. If the opposite 

were true the diskless embodiment would either not be enabled or would not be covered by the 

claims, because the device would be unable to execute software or receive play lists, all of which 

would require storage. See id. 

Accordingly, the claim term "obtain[ing] the ones of the plurality of songs [that are not 

stored on the electronic device] !1·01n [the] at least one remote source" is construed to mean 

"downloading and storing on the electronic device all of the songs on the playlist. that arc not 

already stored on the electronic device, from a source that is separate JJ-mn the electronic 

device." 

c. "playlist" ('652 patent claim 1/ '952 patent claims 9, 14) 

Term/Phrase Construction 
Respondents and 

Intervenor's 
l'roposcd 

Construction 

Staffs Proposed 
Construction 

Clai.:O ___ L Complainants' i;·roposed 

----- . ··-;----\····-···-·-------·-+-::---
"play list" Plain and ordinary meaning or "a list of one or more One or more audio 

"a list referencing media items audio files for tiles listed for audio 
arranged to be played in a playback" playback 
sequence" 

--------'----

The disputed term "playlist" appears in claim 1 of the '652 patent and claims 9 and 14 of 

the '952 patent. BHM takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning of the term should 

apply and that this term does not need construction, but if it is determined that the term requires 

construction, that it should be construed to mean "a list referencing media items mTangecl to be 

played in a sequence.'' See Compl. Br. at 275-79. Respondents argue that the term should be 
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construed to mean "a li~t of one or more audio files for playback." See Resps. Br. at 66-67. The 

Staff takes the position that the term should be construed to mean "one or more audio files listed 

for audio playback.'' See Staff Br. at J 15-121. 

As proposed by Respondents. the claim term '·pJaylist'' is construed to mean ''a list of one 

or more audio files for playback.·· This construction comports with the understanding of a 

person having ordinary skill in the ati, and is consistent with the construction proposed by the 

Stafi. See RX-0463C (Jcfl1ly DWS) Q/A 42-43. 

The '952 patent teaches that a playlist "is a list of audio Jiles and associated URL's of 

where the audio Jiles were retrieved Ji·om.'' .IX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 21, Ins. 62-65; 

RX-0463C (Jeffay DWS) Q/1\ 42. The '952 patent explains that the URLs within the playlist 

"indicate the location from which the audio Illes associated with the song titles in the playlist can 

be downloaded." JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 22, Ins. 47-50; RX-0463C (Jcftay DWS) Q/A 42. 

Inasmuch as the playlist includes a list of audio Jiles that have been (or will be) downloaded. one 

of ordinary skill in the art would understand that the list references audio Jiles or songs to be 

played back !i·mn the device. RX-0463(' (.JeJ11ly DWS) Q/A 42. 

The construction proposed by BHM provides that a ·'playlist" encompasses "media 

items" as opposed to ''songs" or ''audio." .\'ec C:ompl. Br. at 275-79. This proposed construction 

contradicts claim language that recites songs, and not "media items.'' See RX-0463C (.lcfJ1ly 

DWS) Q/A 44. Moreover, the '952 patent specification references '·songs" and "audio files" 

when describing the content of a playlist, such that construing the claimed "play! is!" as 

referencing such items is consistent with the intrinsic evidence. 

Furthermore, evidence adduced at the hearing demonstrates that one of ordinary skill in 

the art would not interpret the term "play list" as limited to "items to be played in a sequence," as 
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proposed by BHM. See RX-0463C (.lc!Tay DWS) QIA 44. As support for its position, BHM 

identities the patent specification's reference to an optional, single embodiment in which a ''user 

can click the shuille button to 'randomize' the playlist as opposed to playing the playlist in the 

same order.'' JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 24, Ins. 38-40; see RX-0463C (.lctl'ay DWS) Q/A 44. 

This single, optional disclosure, however, docs not mandate that a "play list" be limited to items 

"arranged to be played in a sequence." 

Accordingly, the claim term "playlist" is construed to mean '·a list of one or more audio 

tiles tor playback.'' 

d. "Internet radio broadcast" ('652 patent claim I) 

Complainants' 
Pt·oposcd Construction 

---------------- -------------cc-
"lntcrnet radio Plain and ordinary 
broadcast·~ meaning or "broadcast 

audio programming 
made available over the 
Internet" 

·····------------------~-

Respondents and 
Jntcn'cnor'.s 

Proposed 
Construction 

"a radio broadcast 
streamed tor 
listeners via the 
Internet'' 

-------------------1 Staff's Proposed 
Construction 

"radio broadcast (e.g. FM, 
AM, satellite broadcasts) 
transmitted via the internet for 
listeners (e.g. people in a car 
listening to FM, AM, satellite 
radio)" 

------------------

The claim term "Internet radio broadcast" appears in claim 1 of the '652 patent. BHM 

takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning of the term should apply and that this term 

does not need construction, but if it is determined that the term requires construction. that it 

should be construed to mean ·'broadcast audio programming made available over the Internet." 

S'ee Compl. Br. at 288. Respondents argue that the term should be construed to mean "a radio 

broadcast streamed lor listeners via the lntemct." S'ee Rcsps, Br. at 119-20. The Stalrtakes the 

position that the tenn should be construed to mean "radio broadcast (e.g. FJvl, AM, satellite 
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proposed by Bi'll'vi. See RX—O463C‘. (Stella); DWS) Q/A 44. As support for its position, Bl-‘IM

identifies the patent specification’s reference to an optional, single embodiment in which a “user

can click the shuffle button to -‘-randornize‘-thc 'playiist as opposed to playing the pl'ayli'st'in' the

same order." JX~0007 (’952 patent) at col. 24, Ins. 38—40; sec RX—0463C (Jeffery DWS) Q/A 44.

This singte, options! disclosure, however, does not mandate that a “play/list” be limited to items

“arranged to he piayed in a sequence.”

Accordingly, the claim term “playlist” is construed to mean “a iist ol‘onc or more audio

tiles for playback.”

  
d. “internet radio broadcast” (’652 patent Claim I)

l can“ . CofiifiiainnEris"?"""M‘Wiiéismfifiii‘iiéirrsliiia A m"Stafrsmfiuposedwm
Term/Phrase Proposed Construction lntervenor’s Construction

' Proposed
Construction

“Internet radio Plain and ordinary “a radio broadcast

broadcast" meaning or “broadcast streamed for AM, sateliite broadcasts)

audio programming listeners via the transmitted via the internet for

made available over the Internet“ listeners (eg. peopie in a car

Internet" listening to FM; AM, satellite
  

radio)"

The claim term “Internet radio broadcast” appears in claim 3 o I" the ’652 patent. Bl-‘IM

takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning ofthe term should apply and that this term

does not need construction, but if it is determined that the term requires construction. that it

should be construed to mean “broadcast audio programming, made avaitable over the Internet.”

See Comp}. Br. at 288. Respondents argue that the term should he construed to mean “a radio

broadcast streamed For listeners via the Internet." See Resps. Br. at 1 19—20. The Stali‘takcs the

position that the term shouid be construed to mean “radio broadcast (eg. FM, AM. sateliitc
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broadcasts) transmitted via the internet for listeners (e.g. people in a car listening to. FM. AM, 

satellite radio);' which reflects the plain and ordinary meaning of the term. See Staffl3r. at 127-

28. 

The parties' proposed constructions for the term "Internet radio broadcast" arc similar, 

and it docs not appear that any issue raised in this investigation would be affected by adopting 

one proposed construction over another. 54 Therefore, the claim tenn "Internet radio broadcast" 

is construction to mean "a radio broadcast streamed for listeners via the Intemct.'' 

c. "play list mode of opemtion" ('652 patent claim I) 

---------~1 c.----···--Claim Complainants' Proposed 
Term/Phrase Construction 

"playlist mode 
of operation•· 

Plain and ordinary meaning 
or "a user selectable mode 
of operation of the electronic 
device. where the electronic 
device is capable of playing 
audio contelll indicated by a 
playlist'' 

ncspondcnts and 
Intervenor's 

l'mposcd 
Construction 

"a mode of operation 
of the electronic 
device where the 
electronic device 
carries out playback 
of audio flies on a 
playlist" 

------~---

Staff's ]'roposcd 
Construction 

Plain and ordinary 
rneaning ~ such as user 
selectable mode of 
operation where 
electronic device plays 
audio files indicated by 
play list 

The claim term "playlistmodc of operation" appears in claim I of the '652 patent. BHM 

takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning of the term should apply and that this term 

does not need construction, but if it is determined that the term requires construction. that it 

should be construed to mean "a user selectable mode of operation of the electronic device, where 

the electronic device is capable of playing audio content indicated by a play list." See Compl. Br. 

at 289-90. Respondents argue that the term should be construed to mean "a mode of operation of 

54 The parties all agree that an ''Internet radio broadcast" does not include podcasHype 
programmmg. See Com pl. Brat 288; Rcsps. Br. at 119-20; Staff Br. at 127-28. 
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the electronic device where the electronic device carries out playback of audio Jiles on a 

playlist." See Resps. Br. at 120-21. The Staff takes the position that the term should be 

construed to mean "user selectable mode of operation where electronic device plays audio files 

indicated by playlist" which retlects the plain and ordinary meaning of the term. See StaJJ Br. at 

128-29. 

As proposed by Respondents, the term "playlist mode of operation·· is construed to mean 

"a mode of operation of the electronic device where the electronic device carries out playback of 

audio Iiles on a playlist." This construction rcllccts the understanding of a person having 

ordinary skill in the art, especially in light of the constructions adopted above for the terms 

"playlist" and "obtaining ... " See RX-0463C (.leffay DWS) Q/A 59. This construction is also 

consistent with the construction proposed by the Staff. See RX-0463C (.lem1y DWS) Q/ A 60. 

f. "Internet radio mode of operation" ('652 patent claim 1) 

--C-Ja-i;;I---.-C-c-o-n_l_plainants' ProposcTI{espondcnts and I S-StafPsPt·oposed--
Tcrm/Phrasc Constt·uction Intervenor's Construction 

Proposed 
Construction 

·----·---·---· -· --·- - . ----- . 
"Internet radio '·a user selectable mode of ··a mode of operation Plain and ordinary 
mode of operation of the electronic of the electronic device meaning-· such as user 
operation" device, where the where the electronic selectable mode of 

electronic device is 
capable of playing an 
Internet radio broadcast" 
-·-·-··----

device receives and 
plays an Internet radio 
broadcast" 

operation where 
electronic device plays 
Internet radio broadcast 

The claim term '·Internet radio mode of operation" appears in claim 1 of the · 652 patent. 

BHM takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning ofthe term should apply and that 

this term does not need construction, but if it is detcnnincd that the term requires construction. 

that it should be construed to mean "a user selectable mode of operation of the electronic device, 
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the electronic device where the electronic device carries out playback of audio files on a

playlist.” See Resins. Br. at 1201.21. The Stat’t‘takes the position that. the term should be

construed-to mean “user selectable mode of operation where eiectronicdevice playsaudiofilcs

indicated by playiist,” which reflects the plain and ordinary meaning ofthe term Sec Stafl’Br. at

128—29.

As proposed by Respondents, the term “playlist mode ofopcration” is construed to mean

“a mode ofoperation of the electronic device where the electronic device carries out playback of

audio tiles on a playlist." This construction reflects the understanding ot‘a person having

ordinary skill in the art, especially in light of the constructions adopted above for the terms

“playlist” and “obtaining . . .” See RX~O463C (.icl‘l’ay DWS) Q/A 59. This construction is also

consistent with the construction proposed by the Staff. See RX—0463C (Jefi'ay DWS) Q/A 60.

  

 
 

     

f. “Internet radio mode of operatiori” (’652 patent ciaim 1)

Claim Ccniplainants’"Proposed Restiondents and " II Staffs Proposed
'I‘erni/Phrase Construction Intervenor’s Construction

Proposed
Construction

“Internet radio “a user selectable mode ol" "3 mode ofopcration I Plain and ordinary
mode of Operation ol'the electronic of the electronic device meaning, —- such as user

operation” device, where the where the electronic selectable mode of

electronic device is device receives and operation where

capable of playing an plays an Internet radio electronic device plays
internet radio broadcast” broadcast" ' internet radio broadcast

The ciaim terin “Internet radio mode of operation” appears in claim l of the *652 patent.

BHM takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning ofthc term should apply and that

this term does not need construction, but it‘it is determined that the term requires construction,

that it should be construed to mean “a user selectable mode of operation of the electronic device,
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where the electronic device is capable of playing an Internet radio broadcast." See Compl. Br. at 

290-9!. Respondents argue that the term should be construed to mean "a mode of operation of 

the electronic device where the electronic device receives and plays an Internet radio broadcast." 

See Rcsps. Br. at 12 J -22. The Stall' takes the position that the term should be construed to mean 

"user selectable mode of operation where electronic device plays Internet n1dio broadcast," 

which reflects the plain and ordinary meaning of the term. See StaffBr. at 128-29. 

As proposed by Respondents, the term "Internet radio mode of operation" is construed to 

mean "a mode of operation of the electronic device where the electronic device receives and 

plays an Internet radio broadcast.'' This construction is supported by the specification, which 

does not use the term "Internet radio mode of operation.'' but docs reference "a Web radio mode'' 

wherein the device receives a list of Web broadcasts and access to the Internet so that the various 

Web broadcasts arc received. RX-0463C (.le!Ti.ly DWS) Q/ A 62, 63; JX-0009 ('652 patent) at 

col. J 0, Ins. 49-63. The adopted construction is also consistent with the Staf!'s proposed 

construction. S'cc RX-0463C (Jcffay DWS) Q/A 64. 

g. "playbacl•" ('652 patent claim 1) 

·=---:---- ---------··--·----···-c---,--=--
Claim Complainants' Proposed Respondents and 

Term/Phrase Construction Intervenor's 

"playback" The claim language is "enable 
playback." Plain and ordinary 
meaning. no construction required. 
If a construction is necessary: 

"enable playback" means "capable 
of placing media into a fcnn1 
suitable for presentation to an 
output device such as a speaker'' 

l'roposed 
Construction 

"playing audio 
content stored on the 
electronic device" 

Staffs 
l'roposcd 

Construction 

"playing back 
audio content" 

·-·----··-·------ ··--··-··-··-·-·---- ···············-- --·-
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The claim term "playback'' appears in claim I of the '652 patent. BHM takes the 

position that the claim at issue is ·'enable playback" and that this term does not need 

construction, but proposes the construction of"capable of placing media into a form suitable for 

presentation to an output device such as a speaker" in the event it is determined that construction 

is needed. See Compl. Br. at 27 I -75. Respondents argue that the term "playback" should be 

construed to mean ''playing audio content stored on the electronic device." See Resps. Br. at 

122-23. The Staff proposes that the term "playback" should be construed to mean "playing back 

audio content,'' which is the term's plain and ordinary meaning. See StaffBr. at 129-30, 

As an initial matter. the disputed claim term briefed by BHM (i.e, "enable playback'') 

eli ffers ti·om the disputed claim term briefed by Respondents and the Sta!T (i.e., "playback"). 

Ground Rule II .a requires that ''the claim terms briefed by the parties must be id~ntical'' Order 

No. 14 (Amended Ground Rules) (Aug. 6, 2013). The Joint Outline of Issues filed by the parties 

identities the c.! aim term in dispute as "playback." See Joint Outline of Issues at 14. 

Accordingly, this initial determination shall construe the term "playback," and BHM's 

arguments with respect to the construction of "enable playback" are disregarded. C/ Order No. 

14 (Amended Ground Rules) at G.R. II .a (Aug. 6. 2013) (''For example, if the construction of 

the claim term 'wireless device' is disputed, the parties must brief that exact claim term. If a 

party briefs only a portion of the claim term such as 'wireless' or 'device,' that section of the 

brief wi II be stricken."). 

Having considered the arguments of Respondents and the Sta!Twith respect to the 

construction of'·pJayback," it is detennincd that this term should be construed to mean "playing 

audio content stored on the electronic device.'' This construction is consistent with the 

spceit1cation and the claim language. See. e.g, RX-0463C (Je!Tay DWS) Q/A 66-69. In 
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particular, the language of claim 1 specifies that the control "system enabl[cs] playback of audio 

content hom a play list" as "indicated by the playlist." !d.: JX-0009 ('652 patent) at claim 1. As 

explained in the context of the term "obtaining," the claims specify that the audio Jiles obtained 

arc the ones that arc not yet stored on the device. See RX-0463C (Jellay DWS) Q/A 67. Thus, 

the purpose of the "system enabling playback" is to play the songs t1·om the device's storage, 

including those songs that will eventually be obtained by the device. !d. 

h. "central system" ('652 patent claim I) 

·-----,--=-------=----------
Claim Complainants' Rcspondl•nts and 

Tenu/Phrasc I'roposcd Intervenor's Proposed 
Construction Construction 

--:--- - ------~--
"central "server hardware 
system" and/or software" 

----···--·-···--···---

----
"hardware and/or software 
that is separate from but 
connected to the electronic 
device" 

Staff's Pmposcd 
Construction 

Plain and ordinary 
111caning - such as 
component (i.e. hardware 
with software) 

The claim term '·central system" appears in claim 1 of the "652 patent. BHM takes the 

position that that the plain and ordinary meaning of the term should apply and that this term docs 

not need construction, but if it is determined that the term requires construction, that it should be 

construed to mean "server hardware and/or sofiware." See Compl. Br. at 291-92. Respondents 

argue that the term should be construed to mean "hardware and/or sofiwarc that is separate t!·om 

but connected to the electronic device." See Resps. Br. at 124. The Staff takes the position that 

the term should be given its plain and ordinary meaning: "An example of such a meaning could 

be a specific component that transmits an assigned play list and 'information enabling the device 

to obtain.'" See Staff Br. at 136. 

The constructions proposed by the parties are similar, the major difference being that 

Respondent "s proposed construction requires that the hardware and/or soH ware be separate but 
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particular, the language ofclaini l specifies that the control “system enahl[esl playback ofaudio

content from a playlist” as “indicated by the playlist.” Id; .lX—OOt)9 (’652 patent) at claim 1. As

explained in the. context of the term “obtaining,” the claims specify that the audio files obtained

are the ones that are not yet stored on the device. See RX~0463C (.lel‘fay 131WS) QIA 67. Thus,

the purpose of the “system enabling playback” is to play the Songs from the device’s storage,

including those songs that will eventually he obtained by the device. Id.

11. “central system” (’652 patent claim I)

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Claim Conrplain—jants’ Respondents and Staff’s Proposed
' Termll‘hraso .I’roposcd intervenor’s Proposed Construction

Construction Construction  

“hardware and/or software

that is separate from but
connected to the electronic

device”

' central “server hardware

system" and/or software”

 
 

Plain and ordinary

meaning — such as

component (5c. hardware

with software) 
The. claim term “central system” appears in claim l ofthc ’652 patent. BHM takes the

position that that the plain and ordinary meaning ol‘thc term should apply and that this term does

not need construction, but it‘ it is determined that the term requires construction, that it should be

construed to mean “server hardware and/or software." See Compl. Br. at 291—92. Respondents

argue that the term should be construed to mean “hardware and/or software that is separate from

but connected to the electronic device." See Resps. Br. at E24, The Stafl’takes the position that

the term should be. given its plain and ordinary meaning: “An example of such a meaning could

he. a specific component that transmits an assigned playlist and ‘inl’ormation enabling the device

to obtain?” Sec StaffBr. at 336.

The constructions proposed by the parties are similar, the major difference being that

Respondent‘s proposed construction requires that the hardware and/or software be separate but
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connected to the claimed electronic device, a requirement not found in the constructions 

proposed by BHM and the Stalf. 

It is determined that the claim term "central system'' is construed to mean "hardware 

and/or software that is separate ti·om but connected to the electronic device." This construction 

is consistent with the patent spccitication, which discloses a server or server site including 

hardware and/or software that is shown as separate but connected to various electronic devices. 

RX-0463C (Jem1y DWS) Q/A 71; JX-0009 ('652 patent) at col. 3, Ins. 35-42; col. 16, Ins. 56-60; 

col. 21, Ins. 40-61; Fig. 2; Fig. 15. 

i. "enable l-ing]" and "adapted to" ('652 patent claim I) 

··········-----,----.,---::-:-
Claim Complainants' Proposed 

-:c--------:-- ·r-=---=·-·········-··--··-
Respondcnts and Staff's Propo~cd 

Term/l'hrase Construction Intervenor's Proposed Construction 
Construction 

'·enable f -ing]" 
----:-:----··----+-------·-··----:c------:----::--+-::: 

Plain and ordinary ''enable": "to put [putting] Enable ~ having 

VS. 
meaning, no construction into an operative condition functionality 

required. for" Adapted to~ 
"adapted to"': ·'configured specific for 

"adapted to" 

to'~ 

---'----···-··--------

The terms "enable l-ing]" and "adapted to" appears in claim I of the '652 patent. BHM 

takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning of these terms would be understood by a 

person having ordinary skill in the art, and that no construction is required. See Com pl. Br. at 

287. Respondents argue that '"enable" should be construed to mean '"to put into an operiltive 

condition for," and that '·adapted to" should be construed to mean "configured to." See Rcsps. 

Br. at 124-25. The Staff contends that "enable"' should be construed to mean "having 

functionality." and that '·adapted to"' should be construed to mean ''specific for." See Staff Br. at 

136-37. 
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It is determined that the term "enable" is construed to mean ''to put into an operative 

condition for," and that the term "adapted to" is construed to mean "configured to." The adopted 

constructions are consistent with the language of the claim and supported by the specification, 

which discloses a system ''enabling" playback that pcr!tmns some thnction to put the electronic 

device in an operative condition to play back songs. RX-0463C (.lcffay DWS) Q/A 83. In 

particular, receiving information that provides directions to the location of a particular audio !lie 

puts the electronic device in operative condition to obtain the songs. RX-0463C (Jc!lay DWS) 

Q/A 83. 

Moreover, a system is "adapted to'' perfom1 a series of tasks when that system is 

Cllnfigured to, or has all the necessary ftmctionality to, perform the series of tasks. RX-0463C 

(.le!Tay DWS) Q/A 83. In the context oft he claimed invention, one of ordinary skill would 

understand that an electronic device is ''adapted to" or "configured to'' perform a series of tasks 

when it contains computer code or program instructions suflicicnt to perform the operations 

recited without additional modification or the addition of further program instructions. !d. 
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J. "identifying" ('652 patent claim 1) 

------.-- ---------·--- -----;---,----:--
Claim Complainants' Respondents and 

------·---=--c::-- ---
Stafl' s Proposed 

Term/Phrase l'roposcd In.tcrvcnor's 1'roposcd Construction 
Constmction Construction 

···----- ------·-·----;;----· 
"identifying'" Plain and ordinary 

-:::-;--;--~~··----- ---~-;-:----;-c -=-----
''[the playlistJ identifying "playlist identifying a 

n1eanmg, no 
construction 
required. 

---------

[a plurality of songs)" plurality of songs''-
means: "identifying" as performed 

"[the playlist] indicating 
[a plurality of songs]" 

"identifying Iones of the 
plurality of songs in the 
playlist that are not stored 
on the electronic device!" 
means: 

"determining Iones of the 
plurality of songs in the 
play list that arc not 
stored on the electronic 
device]'" 

by playlist is different from 
identifying as method step 

·'identifying ones of the 
plurality of songs in the 
playlist"- "identifying'" here 
is operation performed by 
device performing the 
method 

The claim term "identifying" appears in claim 1 of the '652 patent. BHM takes the 

position that that the plain and ordinary meaning of the term should apply and that this term does 

not need construction. See Compl. Br. at 283-86. Respondents argue that the term "identifying," 

which appears in two separate contexts within claim], should be construed two different ways 

depending on the context. See Rcsps. Br. at 125-26. Specitlcally, Respondents argue that '"[the 

playlist] identifying [a plurality of songs]" should be construed to mean "'[the playlist] indicating 

(a plurality of songs],'' and that "identifying Iones of the plurality of songs in the playlist that are 

not stored on the electronic device]" should be construed to mean '·determining [ones ofthe 

plurality of songs in the play list that are not stored on the electronic device]." See id The Staff' 

also argues that the two instances of"idcntiiying" should be construed differently depending on 

context. See Staff Br. at Ll3-35. 
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j. “identifying" (’652 patent claim I)
 

Ciaim Complainants’
TermlPhrase Proposed

' ----C0nstructio.n_ .:.

 

 

 
 
 
 

Respondents" anti _ Staffs Proposed
-' Interventir’sProposed _ ' Constructiort     

“identifying" Piain and ordinary “[the piaylist] identifying “playiist identifying a

meaning} no [a plnt‘aiity ot‘songsr’ piuraiity of‘songs" —

construction means: “identifying" as performed

required. by playiist is different from
“[the piayiist] indicating . . 7 ‘

{a piurality of 3:01th? identitying as method step
“identifying ones ot’the

plurality ofsongs in the.

piayiist” - “identifying" here

is operation performed by

device performing the
method

“identifying [ones ofthe

plurality o-t‘songs in the

playiist that are not stored

on the electronic device'l"
means:

  
“determining [ones of the

plurality of $01th in the

play list that are not
stored on the electronic

cievieei“ 

The Ciaim term “identifying” appears in Claim 1 of the ”652 patent. BHM takes the

position that that the plain and ordinary meaning oi’the term should apply and that this term does

not need emistruetion. See Coinpi. Br. at 283-86. Respondents argue that the term “identifying,"

which appears in two separate contexts within olaitni, should be construed two ciit’iErent ways

depending on the context. tS'ee Resps. Br. at 125-26. Specificaliy, Respondents argue that “'[the

pinyiist} identifying [a piurztiity ot‘songsf’ shoutd be construed to mean "'[thc pinyiist] indicating

[a pluraiity oi~ songs},” and that “identifying [ones ofthe plurality oi’songs in the piaylist that are

not stored on the eiectronie devicel” should be construed to mean “determining [ones ot’the

piurality ot‘songs in the piny list that are not stored on the electronic device]? See id. The Staff

also argues that the two instances ot"‘idct‘ttii‘§ting” shoutd be construed dit’IErcntiy depending on

context. See Stt-tft‘Br. at 133—35.
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It is determined that the two instances of the term ''identifying'' should be construed 

differently depending on its context within the claim. The phrase "[the playlist] identifying [a 

plurality of songsr' is construed to mean "[the play list] indicating [a plurality of songs]:· and the 

phrase ''identifying Iones of the plurality of songs in the playlist that are not stored on the 

electronic device]" is construed to mean "determining (ones of the plurality of songs in the play 

list that arc not stored on the electronic device]." These constructions reflect the understanding 

of a person having ordinary skill in the art when reading the claim language. See RX-0463C 

(JelTay DWS) Q/A 75. 

k. Order of Steps ('652 patent claim l I '952 patent claim 9) 

----
Chlim 

Term/Phrase 
Complainants' Proposed 

Constmction 

---- +--c--c-
"uscr sending "information indicating 
status'' whether the user has selected, 

or the device is configured, to 
send data to or respond to 
requests hom other mobile 
communication devices or the 
server'· 

Respondents and 
Intervenor's Proposed 

Construction 

Stafrs 
Proposed 

Construction 
-~---,-.,--,.,---..,----i----··-·---c----l 

''information indicating '·playing back 
whether the device is audio content" 
currently able to send data 
or requests to other mobile 
communications devices or 
the central server" 

With respect to whether the claim clements need to he performed in any specific order, 

BHM argues as follows: 

The claim clements are not required to be performed in any specific order. 
First claim I of the '652 Patent is an apparatus claim, not a method claim. 
As a result, there is no specific order of steps at issue. Second, with 
respect to claim 9 of the '952 patent, which is a method claim, the usc of 
antecedent basis alone to refer back to previously recited claim terms docs 
not necessarily limit the claims to a specific order of steps. Here, nothing 
in the claim or speciiication requires a specific order (e.g .. there is nothing 
in the claim that would prevent the "playlist" and the "information 
enabling ... "li-0111 being received simultaneously). 
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it is determined that the two instances of the term “identifying" should be construed

differently depending on its context within the claim. The phrase “{the playlist] identitiving {a

plurality ol‘ songs]M is construed to mean “[the playlist] indicating [a piuralit'y ofsongsi,“ and the

phrase “identifying [ones ofthe pittraiity of songs in the playlist that are not stored on the

electronic devicel” is construed to mean “determining [ones of the plurality of songs in the play

iist that are not stored on the electronic device].” These Ct'mstructions reflect the understanding

oiTo person having ordinary skill in the art when reading the eiaini language. See RX—[MGBC

(.lell‘ay BWS) Q/A 7'5.

k. Order ofSt‘eps {’652 patent claim I I ’952 patent eiaim 9)

 

 

 

_ ' Claim Complainants’ Proposed

Term/Phrase Construction

I Respondents and
Intervenor’s Preposicd

Construction

 
 

 

 

Starr's"

Proposed
Construction

 

 

 
 

"information indicating
whether the device is

cut‘rentiy abie to send data

or requests to other mobile
communications devices or

the central server“

 

status“ whether the user has selected, audio content"

or the device is configured, to

send data to or respond to

requests from other inohiie
communication devices or the

server”

With respect to whether the eiaiin elements need to be. performed in any specific order;

BHM argues as folioWs:

The claim elements are not required to he performed. in any specific order.

First? claim 1 of the “652 Patent is an apparatus eiaim, not a method claim.

As a result, there is no specific order of steps at issue. Second, with

respect to claim 9 ol’thc “952 patent, which is a method claim. the use of

antecedent basis alone to refer back to previously recited claim terms does

not necessariiy limit the claims to a specific order of steps. i‘lere. nothing

in the. ciaint or specification requires a specific order (cg, there is nothing

in the claim that wonid prevent the “playlist'” and the “infornmtion

enabling from being received simultaneousiy).
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Compl. Br. at 286. 

The StafT argues that, "with respect to certain elements. but not all clements, the syntax of 

the claims requires a particular order." Sta!T Br. at 131-33. Nevertheless. ''the Statf is not 

proposing that the claim requires completion of the steps prior to advancing in a particular order. 

The Staffs position merely reflects that reversing, or rendering ine!Tectivc, certain claimed steps 

would not be logical in light of the language of the claims." !d. at 132. 

The Respondents did not brief the issue of whether or not the clements recited in the 

asserted claims require a certain order. See Joint Outline oflssues at 15. 

!laving reviewed asserted method claim 9 of the '952 patent, it is the determination of the 

administrative law judge that the "receiving ... information enabling the electronic device to 

obtain the ones of the plurality of songs" step needs to be performed before the ''obtaining the 

ones of the plurality of the songs'· step. but there is no requirement that one "receiving" step 

needs to be performed before the other "receiving" step, or vice versa. 

3. Undisputed Claim Tcrms55 

a. "network interface" ('652 patent claim I) 

The claim term "network interface" appears in claim I of the '652 patent. The parties 

agree that this claim term should be construed to mean "hardware and/or sotlware to couple the 

electronic device to a communications network." See Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 18. 

"As before, although this initial determination construes only the disputed claim terms set forth 
in the Joint Outline oflssucs, the parties· proposed construction of undisputed claim terms 
identi1icd as needing construction is included here for completeness. 
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b. "system" ('652 patent claim 1) 

The claim term "system'' appears in claim l of the '652 patent. The parties agree that this 

claim term should be construed to mean ''hardware and/or soH ware,'' See Joint List of Proposed 

Constructions at 18. 

c. "control system" ('652 patent claim 1, 11, 13) 

The claim term "control system'' appears in claims 1, 11, and 13 ofthe '652 patent. The 

parties agree that this term should be construed to mean "hardware and/or sotiware for 

control! ing operations on the dcctronic device." See Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 19. 

d. "remote som·cc" ('652 patent claim 1/ '952 patent claims 9, 14) 

The claim tcnn ''remote source" appears in claim I of the '652 patent and claims 9 and 

14 of the '952 patent. The pat1ics agree that this term should be construcu to mean '·a source that 

is separate li-om the electronic device,•· See Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 19. 

C. Jnfdngemcnt Analysis of Samsnng Accused Products 

I. Accused Applications and Functionalitics 

As summarized above, BHM accuses certain Samsung devices of infringing the '952 and 

'652 patents when combined with one or more sol'tware applications or functionalitics. 

Spccillcally, BHM has accused the following combinations of devices and applications or 

fimctionalitics ofinli'inging the'952 patent: 

• Samsung Mobile and Player Devices with "'DLNA ., -claims 9 and 14 

• Samsung Player Devices with Spotify or Pandora- claim 9 

• Samsung Mobile Devices with Slacker- claim 9 

• Samsung Mobile Devices with Googlc Play Music5
''- claims 9 and 14 

56 The inJi'ingement analysis of'Samsung products incorporating Google Play Music is set fiJrlh 
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See CX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q/A 342. 

BHM also accuses the !(>I! owing combinations of devices and applications of infringing 

claim 1 of the '652 patent: 

• Samsung Player Devices with vTuner and "DLNA," Spotify or Pandora 

• Samsung Player Devices with a web browser and "DLNA." Spotify or Pandora 

• Samsung Mobile Devices with Slacker 

See CX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 342. 

Asserted claims 11 and 13 of the '652 patent depend from claim 1. Although BHM has 

also accused combinations including ·'DLNA" and Slacker of infl·inging claim I, BHM has only 

accused SpotiJy, Pandora and Google Play Music of meeting the additional limitations of 

dependent claims 11 and 13. Speciflcally, BHM has accused the following combinations of 

infi·inging these dependent claims: 

• Sarnsung Player Devices with Spotify and vTuncr or a web browser- claims II 
and 13 

• Samsung Player Devices with Pandora and vTuner or a web browser- claims 11 
and 13 

• Sam sung Mobile Devices with Slacker and Google Play Music- claim ll 

CX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q342. 

a. DLNA (Mobile and Player Devices) 

!311M has accused Samsung Mobile and Player Devices with 1-vhat it refers to as "DLNA'' 

ofinli·inging claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent and, when combined with other accused 

applications, claim I of the '652 patent. Under the heading "DLNA," BHM groups several 

applications, libraries, and functionalities together, including Nearby Devices. All Share, 

in a separate section below. 
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All Share Play. and Samsung Link. BHM, however, has not spccitied how it contends any one of 

these technologies meets all the limitations of any asserted claim. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) 

Q82-83. 

As discussed above in connection with the '873 patent. DLNA refers to a set of 

guidelines incorporating preexisting public standards that define a set of interoperability 

protocols that allow devices to communicate and share media, even when the devices arc 

designed and manutircturcd by different companies. RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q84. 

Bl-lM's allegations regarding inti·ingcment of the '952 and '652 patents focus on the 

"two-box model" implementation ofDLNA. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q88. The two-box model 

includes a server, which is a device that stores the content. and a renderer or a player, which is a 

device that can display or play the content. I 

]. RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Q87-88, I 56. [ 

]. !d. 

b. Slacl<er (Mobile Devices Only) 

BI-lM has accused Sam sung Mobile Devices with Slacker of infi·inging claim 9 of the 

'952 patent. claim 1 of the '652 patent alone or in combination with other accused applications, 

and claims I 1 and 13 of the '652 patent when used in combination with Google Play Music. 

Slacker is a network-based streaming music service provided by Slacker, Inc. that allows users to 

browse a library of digital music. listen to songs, and create playlists. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) 

Q93-97, Users can also listen to custom radio stations personalized for an individual user's 

account based on song ratings provided by the user of that account. !d. Slacker otTers a Ji·ee 

option and two levels of paid service: Slacker Radio Plus and Slacker Premium. !d. 
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c. Spotify (Player Devices Only) 

BHM has accused Samsung Player Devices with Spotify ofinli-inging claim9 of the '952 

patent and, when used in combination with vTuner or the web browser, of in11·inging claims I, 

II, and 13 of the '652 patent. Spotify is a network-based streaming music service provided by 

the Swedish company Spotify A B. Spotify has both a free service and two tiers of paid service, 

including "unlimited" and "premium" services. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Ql00-05. The 

"premium'' account costs $9.99 per month and allows users of mobile devices to download 

music and listen to that music oflline. hi. In order to use Spotify on the Samsung Player 

Devices, the user must have a premium paid account. /d. 

d. Pandora (Player· Devices Only) 

BHM bas accused Samsung Player Devices with Pandora of infringing claim 9 of the 

'952 patent and, when used in combination with vTuncr or the web browser, of inl1·inging claims 

1, 11 and 13 of the '652 patent. Pandora is a network-based streaming music service, which may 

be personalized for an individual account based on song ratings provided by the user of that 

account. RX-0669C (l-Iouh RWS) at QJ06-08. Pandora is offered as a free service and as a 

premium service called Pandora One. !d. 

e. vTuncr (Player Devices Only) 

BHM has accused vTuner on Samsung Player Devices of inti·inging claims 1, II and 13 

of the '652 patent, but only when used in conjunction with either Pandora or Spotify. vTuner is a 

network-based streaming service that allows users to stream audio via various Internet-based 

sources. RX-0669C (llouh RWS) at Q109. 
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f. Web Browser (Player Devices Only) 

BHM has accused the web browser on Sam sung Player Devices, in conjunction with 

either Pandora or Spotify, ofinll'inging claims J, 1 J and 13 of the '652 patent. RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) at Q J 10-11. BHM has alleged that the web browser on Samsung Player Devices meets 

the Internet radio broadcast limitations of the these claims. Specifically, BHM has alleged that 

Internet radio broadcasts can be played Jl·om www.shoutcast.com using the web browser. The 

web browser on Samsung Player Devices is similar to those commonly used on personal 

computers and other web-enabled devices to access wcbsites on the Internet. /d. Nevertheless. 

Samsung's expert, Dr. Houh, was unable to use the web browser on several of the accused Player 

Devices to play the alleged Internet radio broadcasts ti'om www.shoutcast.com. /d. 

2. Importation of the Accused Applications and Functionalitics 

The record evidence demonstrates that many of the software applications accused of 

infringing the '952 and '652 patents are not installed on the accused Samsung devices prior to 

importation. As discussed above, they thcrcf<we cannot form the basis of a claim f()l· direct or 

induced intl·ingement in this investigation because the accused functionality is not present at the 

time of importation. 

The record evidence further shows that BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich did not 

independently determine which applications arc prcinstalled on the accused devices at the time 

of importation. Mr. Zatkovich testified that he was not present whcnmany of the devices he 

tested were unpacked and activated, and that he did not provide any record indicating which 

devices, if any, he participated in unpacking and activating. Zatkovich Tr. 102-103, 1 04-l 06. 

Therefore, he was unable to determine which applications. if any, were preinstalled on the 

devices at the time of importation. See id. Moreover, Mr. Zatkovich updated the software on 
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some devices, meaning that the software he tested was not the soH ware present on the device at 

the time of importation. See Zatkovich Tr. 104. Mr. Zatkovich relied upon Samsung's verified 

interrogatory responses to determine which son ware applications come preinstalled on the 

Samsung products, and those responses show that [ 

]. See CX-1183C (Samsung Supp. Responses to Interrogatory Nos. 57 and 60, includes 

Appendix 13); CX- J 185C (Samsung Appendix C to Supp. Responses to Interrogatory Nos. 57, 

60, 70, 7 J, 72); CX-1189C (Samsung Supp. Responses to First Set of lnteJTogatory Nos. I- J 0, 

29-32, 49, 54 and 57). 

Once installed on the accused products. each of the applications requires that users take 

additional steps before accessing the accused functionality. For example, in cases where a paid 

account is necdccl, the user would need to sign up for a paid account and log in to that account, 

an action that could occur only alter importation into the United States. Mr. Zatkovich testified 

tlmt he analyzed only paid accounts for Pandora, Slacker, and Spotify. See Zatkovich Tr. 

I 06-107, 136. 

In addition, all of the asserted claims of the '952 and '652 patents require interaction with 

a network. For Samsung Mobile Devices, users need to either activate the device on a mobile 

network with a data plan ll·om a carrier, such as AT&T. or connect the Mobile Device to a 

network, such as a WiFi network, by selecting a router and. if required, entering a password. 

RX-0669C (Houh RWS) QIA I 14. Similarly, for Samsung Player Devices, users need to take a 

series of active steps, such as entering passwords and/or connecting cables, in order to connect 
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the device to a network. Jd. at Q/A 118. Only when set up conectly do such Mobile and Player 

Devices have the required network connectivity and/or device functionality to carry out the 

allegedly inli'inging functions of the accused applications. !d at Q/A 155. 

<l. Third Party Applications on Samsung Mobile Devices 
(Slacker, Googlc Play Music)57 

The record evidence shows that [ 

] . 

CX-ll85C (Samsung Appendix C to Supp. Responses to Interrogatory Nos. 57, 60. 70, 7L 72); 

CX-1 J89C (Samsung Supp. Responses to First Set oflntcrrogatory Nos. 1-10,29-32,49,54 and 

57) (I ]); RX-0669C (Houh RWS) QIA 

J 16-18,221-22. 

]. Jd. 

1. !d. A stub is an icon that can be used to 

download the application if the user chooses to click on it. If the Slacker application is not 

preinstalled on the device or is not offered as a stub, the user would have to search f{Jr the 

application and download it to the device. SN Samsung Br. at 63-64. 

Once installed, the user must take additional steps post-importation to access the accused 

functionality ofthe Slacker applications. ln order to use Slacker in the manner accused by BHM 

of infi·ingcment, the user must connect the device to the Internet, set up a user account, log into 

that user account, purchase a premium Slacker account, and take some action on the device that 

57 Googlc Play Music is discussed in a separate section below. 
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causes it to interact with one or more servers over the Internet. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 

93-97, 221-222. All of these required actions occur alter importation. /d. at Q/A 155-58. 

b. Third Party Applications on Samsung l'la~·cr Devices (Spotify, 
Pandora, vTuncr, web browser) 

The record evidence shows that the accused third-party applications [ 

]. CX-1183C (Samsung Supp. Responses to Interrogatory Nos. 

57 and 60, includes Appendix B); RX-0669C (flouh RWS) Q/A 116-18,281-85,310. [ 

]. See RX-0669C (l-louh RWS)Q/A 116-18,281-85,310. If not 

], the application will only be installed on the accused product if the 

end user elects to search for and download the application a tier importation. See id. The user is 

not required to download an accused application, but instead may choose to watch TV or Blu-ray 

discs without enabling the network-based features. See id. 

BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich argues that [ 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 184. The evidence 

shows, however, that a user of a Samsung Player Device f 

J. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 101-05. In order to usc Spotify 

ou a Sam sung Player Device, [ 
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], all of which must be done after importation. !d. [ 

]. hi. 

In order to usc Pandora on a Samsung Player Device, the user must I 

]. RX-0669C 

(llouh RWS) Q/A 106-08; RX-0491 (Jlouh Pandora TV opening screen); Zatkovieh Tr. 136. 

]. See RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 106-08. 

The evidence also shows that a vTuner [ 

]. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q//\.109. 

In addition, in order to usc the accused functionality ofthc web browser on Smnsung 

Player Devices, the user would need to [ 

). RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 110. 

c. DLNA on Samsung Player and Mobile Devices 

BHM accuses DLNA functionality on the Samsung accused devices of inli·inging the 

'652 and '952 patents. Although the evidence shows that I 
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J. RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q/A 91. [ 

]. 

!d. [ 

J. Id. I 

I. !d. 

In order to share media using the Samsung S4 phone, the "File Sharing'' option had to be turned 

on as shown in Mr. Zatkovich's test video. ld; CPX-0275 (video ofDLNA testing clone by 

BHM); RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 92. Further, Dr. Houh tcstiticd that he had to [ 

R WS) Q/ A 92. Only then was he able to [ 

same was true for [ ]. !d. 

J. RX-0669C (Houh 

]. !d. The 

3. Direct Infringement Analysis 

a. BHM's Identification of Representative Products 

BHM's expert, Mr. Zatkovich, idcntiticd two representative products, a Samsung [ 

] phone, model number [ ], and a Samsung TV, model number 

]. when he then analyzed for infi·ingement. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 

107-08. BHM relics on this analysis to argue that all accused Samsung products infringe the 
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'952 and '652 patents. Jd. BHM has failed to show. however, that the '·representative" products 

are the same as the other accused products in all relevant respects. Sam sung did not stipulate 

that any particular products are "representative,'' and the evidence docs not support BHM's 

contention that all accused devices are the same. 

As Samsung's expert Dr. Houh testiJied, there are differences across different models 

with respect to the state oft he device at the time of importation. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/J\ 

1 J 2- J 5: llouh Tr. J J 98- J 200. For example, a phone is not representative of a tablet, and a TV is 

not representative of a Blu-Ray player or a Home Theatre. as there are necessarily hardware 

diflcrcnccs. /d. Moreover, one specitic phone or TV is not even necessarily representative of all 

other phones or TVs because these devices also may differ with respect to hardware, operating 

systems, and/or other software installed at the time of importation. !d. For example, the 

[ 

]. /d. In addition, Dr. Houh's testing indicated that I 

Therefore, it is determined that the Samsung [ 

and the Samsung TV [ 

]. !d. 

]that BHM analyzed for ir&ingcmcnt 

purposes is not representative of all accused Samsung Mobile Devices and Player Devices, 

respectively. Any finding of inli·ingcmcnt with respect to these two accused Samsung products 

will be limited solely to these two products, and will not be extended to the entire corpus of 

Sam sung accused products. 
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b. Assignment of J>laylists to Accused Devices 

The evidence adduced by BHM at the hearing f~rils to shows that the accused products 

satisfy the "playlist assigned to the electronic device'' limitation recited in all asserted claims of 

the '952 and '652 patents. The evidence does shows that [ 

J. 

The construction of"playlist assigned to the electronic device" adopted above is 

''designated for use on a specific electronic device." The playlisls identilicd by Mr. Zatkovieh 

arc [ 

]. Moreover, Mr. Zatkovieh very little evidence or analysis of the "assigned to 

an electronic device" limitation under the adopted construction of this term. RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Q235-36. 

BIIM and Mr. Zatkovich have held various positions as to when and how they allege that 

a playlisl is assigned to a device. First, Mr. Zatkovich testified that play lists arc f 

1. consistent with BHM's 

proposed construction, which equates '·directing" and ''assigning'' CX-1 067C (Zatkovieh DWS) 

Ql60-61, 175,178, 198.216. During cross examination, however, he tcstilied that I 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 93-94. 

During cross examination, Mr. Zatkovich also testified that the ·'playlists" in the accused 

applications [ ]. See Zatkovich Tr. 119-122, 

124-125, 174- I 75, 175-176. Mr. Z.atkovich, however. also testified that [ 

]. ZatkovichTr. 125,127,134,136-137.150. 
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Indeed, Mr. Zatkovich testified that playlists [ 

]. !d. Mr. Zatkovich further testified that a playlist [ 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 152. 

As Dr. Houh explained, one of skill in the art would not consider the mere receipt of [ 

] to meet the "assigned to the electronic device" limitation. 

RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q43-44. When a user uses a device to access an online service, data is 

necessarily sent to or received by that device. !d. When a user [ 

]. hi. 

Similarly. if a user I 

]. 1d.; Zatkovieh Tr. 125, 175-176. 

In some instances. Mr. Zatkovich also relied on [ 

]. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) QI75. Such reliance is 

misplaced. As Dr. Houh explained, [ 

J. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q291. 

Id. I 

] . 

As detailed below for each of the accused applications, the evidence establishes that 

]. 

playlists I ]. Therefore, 

the accused Smnsung Devices do not meet the ''playlist assigned to the electronic device'' under 

limitation under any proposed construction of the term, including the construction adopted 
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above, and thcreJi:Jre cannot inli'inge any asserted claim of the '952 or '652 patents, See 

RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q234-39, 297-302, 311-331,. 

i. Slacker 

The record evidence shows that Samsung Mobile Devices with Slacker do not satisfy the 

"playlist assigned to an electronic device" limitation of claim 9 of the '952 patent or claim l of 

the '652 patent. Slacker I 

]. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q96, 223. [ 

1. ld at Q223. 1 

]. !d at Q223. 

In his allegations regarding Samsung Mobile Devices with Slacker, Mr. Zatkovich relies 

on packet trace evidence from an LG device, which cannot prove how a Samsung device 

operates. RX-0669C (llouh R WS) Q224; CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) QJ60; CX-0224C 

(Slacker packet trace !Dr LG). Mr. Zatkovich docs not identity any devicc-specitlc idcntilier 

used by the Slacker application. and he docs not identify a device-specific identifier associated 

with requests made to the server that result in the receipt of an alleged playlist. Instead, Mr. 

Zatkovich points to the model number of the device, which is not device specific, and to 

]. CX-l 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Ql60; RX-0669C {llouh RWS) Q227. Mr. 

Zatkovich testified, however. that he assumed that there was some unique iclentitier passed when 

a playlist w<ts requested, and that he was not sure because he would need to look <1t the source 

code to do that analysis. See Zatkovich Tr. 151. Yet, Mr. Zatkovich did not review any Slacker 

source code in this investigation. See id Further, the LG pucket trace he relies on fuils to show 
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that the play list request includes a unique identifier for the device because it only included the 

model number r ]. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q226. [ 

]. ld at 

Q225-28: CPX-0217 (165_Slacker_LGE970); Zatkovich Tr. 93-94: RDX-0525C.O I 8-019. 

Moreover, [ 

]. RX-0669C (Houh R WS) Q230-33; RX-0555C (Slacker 

API document) at SLACKOOI-0000 I 76. 

Mr. Zatkovich also points to photographs of a Samsung phone that appears to be running 

the Slacker application to prove satisfaction of this claim limitation. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich 

DWS) Q160; RX"0669C (Houh RWS) Q224. These photographs show only what is displayed 

on the device at a particular moment in time, and do not provide any evidence that any 

limitation, including the ·'assigned to an electronic device'' limitation, of the asserted claims is 

mel. Id. Mr. Zatkovich also points to I 

]. RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q395. 

ii. Spotify 

The record evidence shows that Samsung Player Devices with Spotify do not satisfy the 

''playlist assigned to an electronic device'' limitation of claim 9oft he '952 patent or claim 1 of 

the '652 patent. A user must log in to a Spotify account, via Spotify or Faccbook, before using 
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any accused Spotily functionality. RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q287; RPX-0255 (SpotiJy video 

produced by BHM); Zatkovich Tr. 172. Spotify f. 

). ld In fact, the evidence shows that I 

]. CX-l403C (M. Ericsson Dec!.) ~12; Zatkovich Tr. 174. As with the 

other accused applications, Mr. Zatkovich testified that [ 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 175-176. 

Sam sung· s expert Dr. Houh tested the application on Sam sung devices, analyzed the 

source code, and determined that !he [ 

RX-0669C (RWS Houh) Q288-93. Mr. Zatkovich points to 

] as evidence in support of his infi'ingement analysis, but [ 

(SPOT-BHM-00094). In fact, the Ltscr [ 

]. ld. [ 

]. Jd at Q291; CX-0661C ([ J) 

]. 

]. RX-0669C (RWS 

Houh) Q292-95; RPX-Ol74C (Spoti!y Source Code) (SPOT-BHM-SC-000876); RPX-0083C 

(Spotify Source Code) (SPOT-I>IIM-SC-000232-242). 
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iii. Pandora 

The record evidence shows that Samsung Player Devices with Pandora do not satisly the 

"playlist assigned to an electronic device" limitation of claim 9 of the '952 patent or claim I of 

the '652 patent. Pandora [ 

[. See Zatkovich Tr. 137. According to BHM's expert Mr. 

Zatkovich, [ 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 137. 

As explained by a Pandora representative. I 

J. See JX-00 l5C (C. Edwards Dccl.) ,[ 7(i). As Mr. Zatkovich testified, [ 

]. !d.; Zatkovich lr. 143. 144. Moreover, as shown in the I. 

J. See JX-0015C (C. Edwards Dccl.) ,i 7(i), CX-0383C (Pandora API) 

(PNDRA 000029-31, 75-76); RX-0669C (Houh R WS) QJll-17. 

Mr. Zatkovich also points to [ 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q214. The evidence shows 

that [ 

[. CX-0383C (Pandora API) 
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(PNDRA 000080-83); RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q311-17. [ - . 

]. CX-0383C (Pandora API) (PNDRA_000082-83). I 

]. !d. (PNDRJ\_0000137-138); RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q314. I 

J. Id. r 

]. !d. [ 

I !d. l 

]. CX-

0383C (Pandora API) (PNDRA _ 000080-81 ); RX-0669C (Houh R WS) Q3!7. [ 

]. Jd. 

iY. DLNA 

With respect to the accused "DLNA"' functionality, Mr. Zatkovich has not identified a 

"playlisf' that is sent to a device, and has not established that a play list is "assigned to an 

electronic device" as required by all asserted claims of the '952 and '652 patents. RX-0669C 

(Houh R WS) Q 185-90. [ 

]. RX-0669C (HouhRWS)Q171. I 

]. !d. 
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Dr. Houh examined the source code for Samsung's implementations of"DLNA," 

reviewed the testimony ofSamsung's witnesses, and conducted testing ofSamsung's devices. 

As a result, he concluded that [ 

). RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Ql?l-90. For example, [ 

]. !d at Ql?l-72. I 

]. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q171-72; RPX-0077C (AllSharc Framework 

Source Code); RPX-0078C (AIISharc Framework Source Code); RPX-0081C (AllShare 

Framework Source Code). I. 

]. !d. [ 

). Jd. 

Similarly, for Samsung Link and AIIShare Play, [ 

l' 

RX-0669C (Jlouh RWS) Q174. [ 

]. Jd. I 

]. Jd. 
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Dr. Houh also conducted a test in which he [ 

]. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q177-8!; 

RX-0548 (Houh photographs of TV during "DLNA" testing); RX-0549 (Houh photographs of 

[ ] during "DLNA" testing). [ 

l Jd. This test demonstrates that [ 

J /d. 

c. Download and Storage of Songs 

Each of the asserted c!dims of the '952 and '652 patents require that the device either 

carry out or be adapted to carry out the following functions: 1) receive a "play list," 2) the play list 

identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the 

electronic device, and 3) obtain the ones of the plurality of songs. 

All proposed constructions of the term ·'obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs."' 

including the construction adopted above. requires that the songs be downloaded and stored on 

the device. Further, the adopted construction of"playlist," which is "a list of one or more audio 

Eles for playback," includes the term "playback" th<ll is construed to mean "playing audio 

content stored on the electronic device." Therefore, under the adopted constructions, the term 

"playlist'' also requires that the songs be downloaded and stored on the device. 

As discussed fut1hcr below, BHM has not provided evidence establishing that the 

accused applications download and store songs. BHM also has not provided evidence 

cstnhlishing that an entire song is stored on any accused Samsung device in connection with any 

accused application, let alone that multiple songs arc stored as required by the claims. On the 
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contrary, [ 

]. 

i. DLNA 

Mr. Zatkovich provides no evidence to show that songs are downloaded and stored on the 

accused Samsung Mobile and Player Devices using any of the fimctionalities or applications he 

refers to as "DLNA." RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q191. Mr. Zatkovich docs cite to photographs 

], but neither the photographs nor the [ 

]. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q 117-18. 

Dr. Houh's own testing and examination of' the Samsung All Share Framework source 

code confirms that [ 

]. RX-0669C (!Iouh RWS) Q194; RPX-0099C (Source code for 

AIIShme Framework); RPX-0079C (Source code for All Share Framework); RPX-0080C (Source 

code for AIIShnrc Framework). Dr. Houh concluctecl several tests where he [ 

]. RX-0669C 

(Houh RWS) Q195-97. Inasmuch as the evidence establishes that [ 

], when using the accused "DLNA" functionality, Samsung Mobile 

and Player Devices with the accused "DLNA" functionality do not infringe any asserted claim or 

the '952 or '652 patents. See RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Ql91-21l. 

ii. Slacker 

Similarly, Mr. Zatkovich does provide evidence showing that [ 
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]. RX-0669C (llouh R WS) Q240-42: JX-0076C 

(Kindig Dep.) at 46-47. Inasmuch as the evidence establishes that [ 

], Samsung Mobile Devices with the Slacker application 

do not infringe any asserted claim of the '952 or '652 patents. See RX-0669C (Houh RWS) 

0240-44. 

iii. Spotify 

Mr. Zatkovich docs not provide evidence showing that songs are downloaded and stored 

using the accused functionality of the Spotify application. Dr. Houh testified that, [ 

(llouh RWS) Q303-04. I 

]. RX -0669C 

]. !d. 

Samsung Player Devices with the Spotifyapplication thus do not infringe any asserted claim of 

the '952 or '652 patents. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q303-06. 

iv. Pandora 

Mr. Zatkovich also docs not provide evidence to show that songs arc downloaded and 

stored using the accused Ji.mctionality of the Pandora application. Dr. Houh testitied, consistent 

with the Pandora Declaration, that I. ]. RX-066\!C (Houh R WS) Q335-J6; 

JX-0015C (C. Edwards Dec!.) 1[ 7 (v-vii). [ 

]. !d. Samsung Player Devices with the Pandora application thus do not infi·inge any 

asserted claim ofthc '952 or '652 patents. See RX-0669C (1-fouh RWS) QJ35-36, 339-40. 

d. Receipt of a Play list 

I. OLNA 

Mr. Zatkovich and BHM have not established that Samsung Devices with "DLNA" 

receive a ·'playlist" as required by all of the asserted claims. They instead point to the display or 
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alleged playlists. As Dr.llouh explained, Mr. Zatkovich mischamcterizcd the testing that he 

relics on for his opinion that the alleged "playlist" is received by an electronic device using 

Samsung Link. See CPX-0278 (video of test 502 without audio). In that test, which was actually 

conducted by Dr. Loy, a folder is labeled "Test Playlisl" is copied into the shared Music folder 

on the l'C.ld. Mr. Zatkovich claims that the test shows that the play list is then received by 

electronic device. CX-J067C (DWS Zatkovieh) Q112. On the contrary, the folder was not a list 

of audio files but rather a folder containing actual audio Jiles. RX-0669C (RWS Houh) Q202; 

CPX-0278 (video of test 502 without audio). Dr. 1-louh attempted to replicate test 502 and 

J. RX-0669C (R WS Houh) Q203- 1 1; RX-0550 (Houh photographic evidence 

regarding DLNA); RX-055 J (l·louh photographic evidence regarding DLNA); RX-0552 (Houh 

photographic evidence regarding DLNA); RX-0553 (Houh photographic evidence regarding 

DLNA); RX-0690 (Screcnsbot ofWind01vs Media Player); RX-0691 (Screcnshot of Jiles in 

ZatkovichTcstFolder); RX-0692 ( Screcnshot of Iiles outside ZatkovichTeslFolder). Further, the 

audio files themselves are not transferred to the device in the step Mr. Zatkovich points to and he 

presented no evidence of what data is actually transferred or in what form it is transferred. I d. 

Furthermore, as discussed above with respect to the '873 patent, Bl-lM argues that Weast 

fails to disclose the playlistlimitation of the '873 patent because the system disclosed in Weast 

'·merely lists the Jiles available." CX-1401 C (D\VS Loy) Q I 07; Tr. (Loy) 406:12-407:20. 

Applying that same argumcntto the '952 and '652 patents, where BHM proposes the same 

construction lor playlist, Sam sung Link and All Share Play do not provide or receive a "playlist" 

under BHM's construction because these applications I 

]. RX-0678C (RWS Yook) Q48. Likewise, applications that use 
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the AllShare Framework, AIJShare, or Nearby Devices I 

]. Similarly, Mr. 

Zatkovich has a!!emptcd to distinguish the Ninja Jukebox reference Ji·orn the '952 and '652 

patents by arguing that "[a] catalog of songs is not a play list ... Rather, the full catalog, by 

delinition, is the full universe of songs that could potentially be accessed via the system, not a set 

of songs that is assigned or directed to a user's device." CX-l400C (RWS Zatkovich) Q48. 

Again. applying Mr. Zatkovich 's interpretation of playlist hom his invalidity analysis, devices 

using the .ftmctionalities that Mr. Zatkovich refers to as "DLNA'' also do not receive "a playlist 

assigned to the device" because they receive "the full listing of songs that could be potentially 

accessed via the system." 

Finally, as discussed earlier, devices using [ 

], See. e.g, RX-0669C 

(RWS Houh) Q198-20l. 

iL Pandora 

Similarly, even if the one were to apply BHM's construction of"playlist," Samsung 

Player Devices with Pandom do not inll'inge. The Wireshark packet traces that BHM previously 

relied upon and that Dr. Houh analyzed demonstrate that the response to the "getPiaylist" 

function of Pandora includes references to media items that are not played at all, and thus the 

media items are not arranged to be played in a sequence as required by BI-IM's construction. RX-

0669C (R WS Houh) Q337-38. 

Further. Mr. Zatkovich's testimony establishes that Pandora does not lit!! within his 

understanding of the claimed playlist because I 
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]. When altcmpting to distinguish the Real Player prior art reference, Mr. 

Zatkovich testified that the metalilc in the Real Player system was not a playlist because the 

contents oft he metafile were not identified to the user. CX-1400C (R WS Zatkovich) Q74-75. 

Speci1ically, in Real Player, a song title is not displayed until the song starts playing. Jd. I 

]. Sec Tr. (Zatkovich) !35:14-25. Thus, if the metafile in Real Player is not a 

playlist because the user does not sec the names of the songs on the list until they are played, the 

1 

c. Additional Limitations of '952 Patent Claim 14 

i. DLNA 

BHM also asserts claim 14 of the '952 patent against Samsung Mobile and Player 

Devices with "DLNA." Inasmuch as claim 14 depends from claim 9, Samsung Mobile and 

Player Devices with "DLNA'' do not infl·ingc claim l 4 for the same reasons discussed above 

with respect to claim 9. In addition. Samsung Mobile and Player Devices do not infi·ingc claim 

14 because they do not satisfy the additional limitation requiring that "the personal audio 

network server enables a user to assign a playlist to the electronic device'' 

Mr. Zatkovich has not identified the personal audio network server, nor has he 

established that there is a personal audio network server that enables the user to assign a play list 

to a device. Mr. Zatkovich argues that the limitation is met because I 

]. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q 119. However, as Dr. Houb 
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explained, ! 

]. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q214-17; CX-0735 

(Galaxy Note II !'AQ- DLNA). Allowing a device to [ 

I is not the same as enabling the user to assign a play list to the device. I d. 

Moreover, the server docs not "enable a user to assign a play list to the electronic device'' 

as required by claim 14 of the '952 patent. Instead, the user [ 

]. See RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q214-17. 

]. 1d. [ 

]. Jd 

Similarly, allowing devices to register with a content delivery system and associate with 

each other and cloud storage docs not enable a user to assign a playlist to a device. RX-0669C 

(Houh RWS) Q2l7. Such registration and any related association between devices merely allows 

devices to communicate with each other; it does not result in the "assigning" of media to any 

device or set of devices. ld. 

f. Additional Limitations of the '652 Asserted Claims 

The evidence shows that Samsung Mobile and Pluyer Devices do not inlringe claims L 

11 or 13 of the '652 patent. As an initial matter, Mr. Zatkovich and BHM rely on the same 

analysis for the playlist limitations of the asserted claims of the '652 patent as relied upon lur the 

asserted claims of the '952 patent. Therefore, for the reasons discussed above as to why 

Samsung Mobile and Player Devices do not inJi·inge the asserted claims of the '952 patent, they 

do not infringe the asserted claims of the '652 patent. See RX-0669(' (1-!ouh RWS) Q349-60. [n 
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addition, Samsung Mobile and Player Devices also do not inli·ingc the '652 patent for the 

additional reasons set forth below. 

i, Required Structural Elements 

Claim 1 ofthe '652 patent, ti·om which claims 11 and 13 depend, requires a) a network 

interlace. enabling the electronic device to receive an Internet radio broadcast and being further 

adapted to communicatively couple the electronic device to a central system, b) a svstem 

enabling playback of audio content from a playlist assigned to the electronic device via the 

central system, and c) a control svstem associated with the network interface and the svstcm - . . ~--

enabling playback of the audio content indicated by the playlist. Mr. Zatkovich has not identified 

the underlined structural elements for any of the accused devices and has not provided evidence 

that any accused device meets these limitations of the asserted claims. See RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Q348. 

Mr. Zatkovich also has not specifically identified the '"central system" lor "DLNA," 

Slacker, Spotily, or Pandora. Thus, Bl!M has not established that accused devices '·receive the 

play list assigned to the electronic device,kom the central system" or "receive intonnation/i'om 

the central system enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs fi·om 

at least one remote source," as required by claim 1 ofthc '652 patent. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) 

Q35!, 354, 356, 358, 360: JX-0009 ('652 patent) at claim I (emphasis added). 

Further, BHM has not established that the accused devices with "DLNA" "receive 

information li'01n the central system enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones of the 

plurality of songs from at least one remote source" as required by e.Jaim I of the '652 patent. As 

demonstrated by the record evidence, ! 
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]. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q35l. [ 

]. /d. This means that [ 

]. /d. The claims, however, require that the central system 

provide the information that enables obtaining. but that the songs be obtained ti·om a remote 

source. !d. The server cannot be both the central system and the remote source at the same time. 

ii. Internet Radio Limitations 

Claim I of the '652 patent also requires that the accused device be able to operate in an 

''internet radio" mode of operation in which the device can •·receive and play an internet radio 

broadcast.'' JX-0009 ( · 652 patent) at claim 1. BHM has failed to show that vTuner, the web 

browser, or Slacker provides an "internet radio" mode of operation as required by claim 1. 

for vTuncr, the only evidence Mr. Zatkovich cited in support of an "internet radio .. mode 

of operation is two photographs. CX-1 067C (Zalkovich DWS) Q229; CX-0451 (Photographs). 

Photographs do not show whether the device was playing audio, and Mr. Zatkovich provides no 

evidence or explanation of what the alleged audio was or how it was received. RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Q361; CX-0451 (Photographs). Similarly, lor the web browser, Mr. Zatkovich cited only 

photographs illustrating a web-browser with access to www.shoutcast.com. CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q246; CX-0449 (Photographs). These photographs also do not establish that 

the device was actually playing audio, or if audio was playing, what the audio was or fi·om where 

it was received. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q362. Moreover, Dr.llouh's own testing showed that 

j. 
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hi. Therefore, Mr. Zatkovieh has not established that vTuncr or the web browser is capable of 

playing an intemet radio broadcast. !d. at Q36 I -62. 

Mr. Zatkovich also relied on a photograph to show that Slacker meets the internet radio 

broadcast limitation. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q254; CX-0391 (Photographs). Again, the 

photograph docs not establish whether the device was playing audio, or if it was, what audio was 

being played or from where that audio was received. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q363. Even if 

the device were playing audio, other aspects of the photograph, such as the presence of a "pause" 

button and the label "SC Digital Update,'' suggest that it was playing a recorded audio clip and 

not an internet radio broadcast. !d. Thus BHM has h1iled to show that the Slacker application 

meets the internet radio broadcast limitation. See RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q263-64. 

iii. Internet R:1dio and Play list Modes of Operation 

Claim I ofthe '652 patent requires that a device •·enable a user of the electronic device to 

select a desired mode of operation from a plurality of modes of operation:· namely, the internet 

radio mode and playlistmode. JX-0009 ('652 patent) at claim I. In many cases. BHM's 

infi·ingemcnt allegations rely on two separate applications to satisfY the "internet radio mode'' 

and "playlist mode"' of operation. For example, BHM accuses Sam sung Player Devices with 

both the vTuner (internet radio) and Spotif)' (playlist) applications ofinfi·inging. As Dr. Houh 

testified, the fact that a user can install multiple applications on a device to provide different 

functionalities does not create two "modes of operation" for the device; rather, it provides two 

separate applications for use on the device. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q365. 
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4. Indirect Infringement 

8HM alleges that Samsung has contributed to and/or induced infringement of certain 

asserted claims.58 As discussed in further detail below, BHM has not shown that Samsung is 

liable for indirect infringement of the asserted claims of the '952 and '652 patents. 

a. Predicate Acts of Direct Infringement 

BHM has t~riled to adduce evidence showing direct infi·ingcment of the '652 and '952 

patents by a third party, which is a neccss~rry predicate for its indirect int!·ingemcnt claims. 

BHM has pointed to usc by certain Sam sung employees to prove direct infringement, but BHM 

has not presented any evidence that a Samsung employee has actually pcrformedthc claim 

elements. For example, Mr. Zatkovich cites to testimony that certain employees of SEA and STA 

have used Samsung Link on accused devices in the United Swtes. but use of Samsung Link is not 

enough to prove direct inli·ingcmcnt, particularly given the many noninli·inging ways it can be 

used. Sec CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Ql23. 

BIIM presented two categories of evidence relating to alleged inJi·ingement by 

customers: (I) user manuals, product specitlcations and other marketing materials and (2) I 

]. This evidence is not sufficient to show direct 

int]·ingemcnt by customers, for it merely demonstrates that Samsung may have promoted the use 

of certain applications, those applications may have been used on a Samsung device in the 

United States. In particular, as discussed below, the accused devices and applications can be 

used in noninJi·inging ways. for example, for the '952 and '652 patents, Mr. Zatkovich cited to 

58 It is not entirely clear for which claims BHM still alleges indirect infringement. The Joint 
Outline of Issues indicates that BHM is asserting direct inti·ingemcnt only for the asserted device 
claims from the '873 patent (claims 23, 30, 34, 37 and 45) and the '652 patent (claims l, J I and . 
13 ). BHM presumably alleges indirect infi·ingement of all other asserted claims, as well as 
possibly the asserted device claims. 
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user manuals, service guides, instructional videos, and marketing materials as evidence of 

''active encouragement" and use. See, e.g., CX-1 067C (DWS Zatkovich) QJ21-22, 169, 223, 

676; see also RX-0669(' (RWS Houh) Q395, 399, 404 (responding to evidence presented by 

BHM). Mr. Zatkovich also offered evidence of [ 

J C'>J ) cr (''X . ,)(;.(:., L,...,.' .J -

1067(' (DWS Zatkovich) Q121-22, 188,223. This evidence docs not establish direct 

infl-ingemcnt, however. for it does not show that any end user actually perf(mncd the specific 

elements or steps rctited in the asserted claims. 

b. Knowledge and Specific Intent 

To prevail in its claims of contributory infi·ingcmcnt and inducement, BHM must prove 

that Smnsung knew of the asserted patents and specillcally intended to contribute to or induce 

infringement at the time of the allegedly inJJ-inging acts. The record establishes that Samsung 

did not have notice of the asserted patents until [ 

]. See .lX-0078 (Kwon Dcp.) at 40. Complaints filed with the Commission and in a 

related district court action alone arc insufficient to show the required knowledge to support an 

indirect infringement claim. See, e.g, Certain Video Game S)wrem.1· and Wireless Conrro/lers 

and Components There()/: lnv. No. 337-TA-770, Comm'n Op. at 32 (Nov. 6, 2012) (where the 

only evidence complainant cites ((1r a respondent's knowledge of the patent arc complaints !ilcd 

\Vith the Commission and in district court, "[t]his is insufficient evidence of the required 

knowledge to show contributory infi·ingcment."). 

The evidence further shows that the accused devices and applications were already in the 

market and capable of many substantial noninfi'inging uses be!i:>re Samsung had notice of the 
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patents. S'ee RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 418. In addition, the fact that many of the accused 

applications were designed by third parties, and not by Samsung, weighs against a finding that 

Sam sung had a specitic intent to induce or contribute to infringement of the asserted patents. 

See, e.g, R}C-0668C (RWS Heppe) Q30. 

c. Substantial Non infringing Uses 

BHM has failed to show that the accused devices and functionalitics lack substantial 

non infringing uses, both at the device level and at the application level, thereby forestalling a 

finding of indirect inJ1·ingerncnt. 

If the accused devices are considered as the component at issue for the indirect 

inti·ingcment analysis, the record evidence demonstrates that the accused mobile devices, 

televisions, Blu-ray players and home theater systems are capable of many substantial 

noninfringing uses. The accused mobile devices are multi-use devices capable of being used to 

communicate, such as through a cellular communication system or network, or by accessing the 

Internet via a WiFi access point. See RX-0668(.' (Heppe RWS) Q33. They arc also capable of 

using hundreds, if not thousands. of diiTcrent applications offered for Android devices. They can 

be used without a cellular or Internet connection in airplane mode as a PDA or to play music or 

games or watch videos. !d. They also can be used to make phone calls, send and receive texts 

and e-mnils. access information, monitor health, view videos, and access productivity tools and 

applications. !d.; RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q428. Similarly, Samsung televisions can be used to 

watch television shows or movies. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q429; see also RX-0671C (Lipoff 

RWS) Q334-39. 

It the accused applications arc treated as the component at issue for the indirect 

intl·ingement analysis, the record evidence demonstrates that the applications are capable of 
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substantial noninJi·inging uses. For instance, the functionality that Mr. Zatkovich refers to as 

"DLNA" has other substantial noninll·inging uses such as browsing, sharing and displaying 

pictures, and playing videos saved on other devices over a wireless access point or the Internet. 

Sec RX-0669C (1-Jouh R\VS) Q432. It can also be used to play a single audio Jllc. ln the case or 

the ~652 patent, "DLNA" must be used along with another application, such as vTuncr or a web 

browser on the player devices and Slacker on the mobile devices. /d. A user could use one 

application or the other. but not both, thereby employing nonin!i·inging nses. !d. 

The various third-party applications accused in conjunction with the Samsung device also 

are capable of substantial noninli·inging uses. For example, with Slacker, a user can f 

]. See RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Q/A 433. Similarly, Spotify has substantial noninfi·inging uses such as [ 

]. SeeidQ/A 

435. Further, the Spotify application f 

). See id. The application also includes 

]. See RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Q407. With respect to the '652 patent, a web browser also has substantialnoninJi·inging 

uses, including browsing the web generally. Sec RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q437. 

D. I nfringcment Analysis of LG Accused J>roducts 

1. Ovc•·view of BHM's Infringement Allegations Against LG 

Bl-JM. asserts infringement of claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent and claims l, 11, and 13 

of thc '652 patent with respect to various applications. Order No. 49 at 2: RX-0670C (JeJTay 
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RWS) Q/A 17-20: CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 269-397; RX-0740C (Email identifying 

Accusations). 

2. Over-view of Accused LG Products and Accused Applications 

BHM accuses two categories of LG products of infringing claims of the '952/'652 

patents: (1) LG Player Dcviccs59 and (2) LG Mobile Dcviccs611 Collectively these products arc 

referred to as LG's Accused Products. The LG Accused Products are not a homogenous group, 

for the evidence shows that there are signilicant diftcrcnees in software between them. 

RX-0632C (LG App. A): RX-0670C (.leffay RWS) Q/A 40, 42. Not only do [ 

]. !d.; RX-0680C (H. Park DWS) Q/A 20-26. 

BHM alleges that LG's Accused Products infringe based on the installation and operation 

of certain LG and third-party applications associated with them 61 RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 

44. BI-!M's infringement allegations arc directed to LG Mobik Devices associated with Smart 

Share, Googlc Play Music, and Slacker, and LG Player Devices associated with Smmt Share, 

Googlc Play Music, Spotify, Pandora, vTuner, and a web browser for accessing Shoutcast, 

collectively called the Accused Applications. RX-0670C (Jel'E1y RWS) Q/A 44. BHM has 

59 The accused LG Player Devices include [ ] models of LG televisions, I ] models of LG 
Blu-ray players, and five models of LG home theater systems. RX-0632C (LG App. A); 
RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 41; CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 397. 
60 The accused LG Mobile Devices include [ ] models of LG phones and [ J tablet. RX-0632C 
(LG App. A); RX-0670C (.lcffay RWS) Q/A 38; CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 397. 
61 Bl-IM's infl·ingcment allegations with respect to the '952/'652 patents and Google Play Music 
arc addressed in a separate section below. 
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withdrawn and therefore waived its previous infringement allegations with respect to Aupco, 

Rhapsody, Amazon Cloud/MP3 Player, and iHeartRadio. 

While a few of the Accused Applications are I 

QIA 44; RX-0632C (LCJ App. A). [ 

]. Jd For example, [ 

]. RX-0670C (.lellay R WS) 

]. Jd 

]. RX-0670C (Jefl:~y RWS) Q/A 46-54: RX-0680C (H. Park DWS) 

QIA 27,29-31, 35; JX-0073C (J. Kim Dcp.) at 143: JX-OOGGC (D. Ghosh Dcp.) at 187-188; 

JX-0076C (B. Kindig Dep.) at 82. To the extent I 

]. See 

id; RX-0670C (.lcffay RWS) Q/A 54; RX-0680C (H. Park DWS) Q/A 27-35. 

a. Pandora 

BHM asserts inti-ingement of claim 9 of the '952 patent by LG Player Devices associated 

with Pandora and claims 1, 11. and l 3 of the • 652 patent by LG Player Devices nssociated with 

Pandora in combination with vTuncr or a web browser for accessing the Shoutcast website. 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 358-70. 374-76, 384-85; RX-0670C (.let!ay R WS) Q/A 

199-200. In asserting infi·ingcmcnt, BHM die! not analyze or rely on any client or server-side 
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source code for Pandora. RX-0670C (Je!Tay RWS) Q/A 64; CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) QIA 

358-70. 

The record evidence shows that Pandora is a third-party streaming music application 

allowing users to create custom "stations" to listen to music based on their preferences. 

RX-0670C (.Jem1y RWS) Q/A 59. [ 

RWS) Q/A 59. 

r 

([ 

]. Jd; CX-0383C ([ )) at PNDRA_00027. [ 

]. CX-0383C ([ lJ at PNDRA00029; RX-0670C (Jcffay 

]- RX-0670C (Jerti1y RWSJ Q!A 60; JX-OOJ5C (Pandora Dec!.) ,[7; CX-0383C: 

]J at PNDRAfJ0029. To usc Pandora, a user login account is required. 

RX-0670C (Je!Tay RWS) Q/A 59. Music is thus streamed to a user's account. As a result,"[ 

"[ 

]." Jd. [ 

]. !d QIA 62; .JX-OOJ5C (Pandora DecL) ~ 7(v). 

]. RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 63; JX-0015C (Pandora DccL) ~ 7(vi). 

RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 63; JX-0015C (Pandora DccL) ~ 7(vi). [ 
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I 

RX-0670C (Jeffay R WS) Q/A 63; JX-0015C (Pandora Dec!.),!,! 7(v), 7(vi). The evidence shows 

that [ ]. RX-0670C (Jcffay 

RWS) Q/A 63: JX-0015C (Pandora Dec!.) ,i 7(vii). Rather, [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jc!Tay RWS) Q/A 63; JX-0015C 

(Pandora Dec!.) ,i 7(vii). 

The record evidence shows that [ 

]. RX-0670C (.lc!lity RWS) Q/A 61; .IX-0015C (Pandora 

Dccl.) ~ 7(iv). [ 

]. 1d 

b. Spotify 

BJ-IM asserts inti·ingcmcnt of claim 9 of the '952 patent by LG Player Devices associated 

with Spotify and asserts infi-ingemcnt of claims I. !I, and 13 ofthe '652 patent by LG Player 

Devices associated with Spotif)' in combination with vTuner or a web brow·ser accessing the 

Shoutcast website. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 343-57,374,376,377-78. Spotify's code 

and [ ] were made available f(Jr inspection in this investigation. 

RX-0670C (.Tcfliry RWS) Q/A 78. I ]. !d 

at Q/A 68, 78; RX-0744C (Spotify Dec!.); CPX-0038C (SPOT-BHM-SC-000001-960). 

]. RX-0670C: (.lctfay R WS) Q/ A 66-67; Rl'X-0009C ([ j): 

RPX-00 I OC ([ ]). In addition, BI-!M's expert did not review Spotify code 
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for the pmvose of determining what code is used by the accused LG Player Devices. RX-0670C 

(JelTay R WS) Q/ A 26 I. 

Spotify is a third-party socialne!working and music application. RX-0670C (.leftiry 

R WS) QIA 70, 95. In addition to play list-related functionality, Spotify users can connect with 

fi·iends and listen to "stations" based on a category or genre of music. Jd at Q/A 95. To use 

Spotify, [ ]. ld.; CX-0650C (f ]) at 

SPOT-BHM 000602; RX-0670C (Jc!Tay RWS) Q/A 79; RX-0733C (Spotily Dec!.). 

l RX-0670C (.leftfty R WS) QIA 71: CX-0650C ([ ]) at 

SPOT-Bl-IM 000594. [ 

]. RX-0670C (.leffay RWS) Q/A 71-78; RX-0680C (H. Park 

DWS) Q/A 16-17; RX-0733C (SpotifY Dec!.). On LG Player Devices, [ 

]. Jd; see also RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 

79, 84-90; RX-0733C (Spotify Dccl.). 

]. RX-0670C (JeJTay RWS) Q/A 76-80, 91, 92, 107-09; RX-0733C 

(Spotity Dec!.). For example, I 

]. !d. 

Similarly, [ 

]. !d. Dr. .Jemry's analysis ofSpotify confirms that [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 91-94; CPX-0038C (Spotily 

Code) at 0237-241, 254-256, 263, 366, 564-568, 634-636, 736. [ 
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]. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 76-80, 

91; RX-0733C (Spoti ty Dec!.). 

The evidence shows that I 

). RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 84-90, 93, 94; CPX-0038C (Spotil)' Code), (SPOT-BHM

SC-000161-162. 438-439,413 (lines 1248-1274), 505-506,633 (lines 557-598), 471 (lines 281-

287, 289-291 )); RPX-00 I OC ([ ]); 

RPX-0009C ([ ]). LG's expert, Dr. Jeftay, analyzed 1 

]. RX-0670C (.Jeffay RWS) Q/A 87-90. BHM's expert docs not dispute 

this fact. Jd at Q/A 93-94; Zatkovich Tr. 166-168. 

c. LG Smart Shar·c 

BH!vl asserts intl"ingcmcnl of claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent by LG Mobile Devices 

and LG Player Devices associated with LG's Smart Share application, claims 1 and 1 I of the 

'652 patent by LG Player Devices associated with LG's Smart Share application and vTuncr or a 

web browser accessing the Shoutcast website, and claim I of the '652 patent by LG Mobile 

Devices associated with LCJ's Smart Share application in combination with Slacker. CX- J067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 280-88.301-06.374,376,384-85,392. 

The evidence shows that LG Smart Share is an application allowing users to share media 

(i.e .• pictures and video) among devices connected to one another on the same network. 

RX-0670C (Jert'ay RWS) QIA 96. For example, [ 

]. Jd That is, I 
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]. Jd 

]. !d. For example, [ 

l /d. [ 

]. ld [ 

]. ld at ()/A 97. 

]. ld 

LG made its Smart Share source code available to l31-!M in this Investigation. RX-0670C 

(Jeffay RWS) Q/A 98. BHM did not cite to or rely on any Smart Share source code in its 

infringement allegations. !d. at Q/A 98-100; CX-1067C (7.atkovich DWS) Q/A 280-312. LG's 

expert, Dr. Jcfhry, analyzed the Smart Share source code, and his analysis shows that 1 

]. RX-0670C (Jef1~1y RWS) Q/A 

415-17. In addition, I 

1- RX-0670C (.Jcffay RWSJ 

QIA 409-18. 

d. Slacker 

BHM asserts infringement of claim 9 of the '952 patent by the LG Mobile Devices 

associated with Slacker. claim I of the '652 patent by the LG Mobile Devices associated with 

Slacker alone or in combination with LG Smart Share, and claims I. II, and 13 of the · 652 

patent by the LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker alone or in combination with Googlc 

Play Music. CX-!067C (7.atkovich DWS) Q/A 327-36. 
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Slacker is a third-pat'ly streaming music application with different subscription levels. 

RX-0670C (Jcflay RWS) Q/A 105, 110; RX-0570C ([ 

RX-0572C ([ ]), (SLACK-001-0000368). [ 

]), (SLACK-001-00001); 

RX-0570C ([ 

]. RX-0670C (Jell~'Y R WS) Q/ A 105, l 1 0; 

]). (SLACK-001-0000007, 126, 139-40). [ 

[. RX-0670C (Jcftay RWS) Q/A 105-07; JX-0076C (B. 

Kindig Dep.) at 83. The record evidence demonstrates that, [ 

] RX-

0670C (Jclfay RWS) Q/A l 08; .IX-0076C (B. Kindig Dep.) at 83. Thus. [ 

l 

Jd 

BHM docs not cite to or rely on any Slacker source code, but relics instead on Wireshark 

traces. RX-0670C (Jeffay R WSJ Q/ A 111; CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 331-42, 387-96. 

Among other things. BHM relics on [ 

]. I d.; Zatkovich Tr. 1544-1546. 

c. vTuncr 

BHM asserts inti·ingcment of claims 1 and 11 of the '652 patent by LG Player Devices 

associated with vTuner and LG Smart Share and claims 1, 1 J, and 13 of the · 652 patent by LG 

Player Devices associated with vTuner and either Pandora or Spotify. CX-1 067C (Zalkovich 

DWS) Q/A 372-79. 
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vTnncr is a third-party application that allows a user to listen to radio streams. 

RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 112. [ 

]. RX-0670C (Je!Tay RWS) Q/A J 12-J 3; JX-0095C (A. Storti Dcp.) 13, 92. In 

alleging infringement, BHM docs not analyze or rely on any vTuncr source code. RX-0670C 

(.Jef1ny RWS) Q/A 114; CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 372-79. 

f. Web Browser (Shoutcast) 

BHM asserts infringement of claims I and J I of the '652 patent by LG Player Devices 

associated with LG Smart Share and a web browser accessing the Shoutcast website and claims 

I, II, and 13oft he '652 patent by LG Player Devices associated with a web browser accessing 

the Shoutcast website and either Spotify or Pandora. CX- I 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 380-86. 

Shoulcast is a website. not an application, allowing a user to listen to genre stations, such 

as pop stations, as well as radio stations. RX-0670(' (Jenily RWS) Q/A I 15. The evidence 

shows that Shoutcast has been available and was well known since before the '952/'652 patents. 

RX-0463C (JcfTay DWS) Q/A 34; JX-0027 (The MP3 Guide), (3669-70); RX-0109 (Ninja). 

(3640, 3647). 

3. Identification of Representative Products 

l.lflM contends that the products its expert analyzed are "representative" of the operation 

and function of all of LG's Accused Products. See. e.g.. Compl. Br. at 343-47. Out of[ 

accused LG products, BHM tested only two LG mobile phones, one LG television, one LG 

Blu-ray, and one LG home theater system, and concluded that l) the single LG phone is 

representative of all LG Mobile Devices, 2) the single LG television it tested is representative of 

all LG Player Devices. and 3) the single LG Blu-ray player it tested is representative of all "LG 
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Player Devices that include Spotify." See CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 397,270-74: 

RX-0632C (LG App. A), (l-32}; RX-0670C (Jeftl1y RWS) Q/A 134. 

Spccit1cally, BHM claims that l ] is "representative" of LG Mobile 

Devices. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 397; RX-0670C (Je11ay RWS) Q/A 134. BHM also 

claims that r ] is "representative'' of LG Player Devices and that [ 

] is "representative" of LG devices that include Spotify. ld. 

BHM docs not, however. provide any testing or analysis of LG 's Accused Products to 

cstabl ish that the [ ] are 

"representative·· of any other device. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 379; RX-0670C (Jc!Tay 

RWS) Q/A 135. BHM asserts that it tested LG Smart Share on different devices, claiming they 

have the "same or substantially similar" operation, but does not provide evidence to support its 

claim. Jd. 

BHM also contends that a particular application operates the same regardless, of which 

device is being used to access or usc the application. RX-0670C (.leffay RWS) Q/A J 37; 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 397. For example, BHM argues that certain functionalities 

within the third-party applications must be used by all products including that application, but 

that does not show that the devices are "representative." ld. Different devices can be designed 

and function in different ways, and yet still run the same or similar applications. RX-0670C 

(.lef1ay RWS) Q/A 137. 

The record evidence demonstrates that [ 

]. 

RX-0632C (LG App. A); RX-0670C (.lem1y R\VS) Q//1. 139-43. For example, I 
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]. Jd Similarly, [ 

]. See 

RX-0670C (Jeffhy RWS) Q/11. !38. 

Moreover, [ 

]. RX-0670C (.Jeft'ay RWS) Q/11. !42. BIIM fi1ils to idcntit'y the version 

of the applications it tested, and fails to show that different versions of the applications operate in 

the same manner. !d. 

Accordingly. it is determined that BHM has tailed to show that the two LG products it 

claims are representative of all LG products accused of inti·inging the '652 and '952 patents are 

indeed representative for purposes of infringement. Therefore, inasmuch as BHM did not 

analyze the following products separately, but instead relied on their assertion that the products 

J[mctioned similar to the "representative'' products in relevant aspect, BHM has failed to show 

that any of the following products infringe any claim of the '952 or '652 patent. 

-······--··---~---------·········--·-~·- ·············---~---··-·-··-··----

I I 
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]. 1d. Simitarfy, {

:2. See-

RXv0670C (Jeffery RWS) Q/A 138.

Moreover, [

}. RX-(1670C (.Jct’t‘ay RWS') Q/A 142. BHM fails to identify the version

ot’the applications it tested, and fails to show that different versions of the appiicatigns operate in

the same manner. Id.

Accordingty it is tietermined that BHM has failed to Show that the two US products it

Claims are representative of 2211 LG products accused Ofinfringing the ‘652 and ”952 patents are

indeed representative for purposes Ofinfi'ingement, 'I"heref0re, inasmuch as BHM did not

analyze the following products separately, but instead relied on their assertion that the products

filnctioned simiiar t0 the “representative” products in relevant aspect, BHM has failed to Show

that any ofthe tbltowing products infringe any claim ot’tltc ’952 or 3652 patent.
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4. Direct Infringement 

:1. LG Player Devices with Pandora 

To show that LG's Player Devices with Pandora infringe the '952 and '652 patents, BHM 

relies on evidence fl·om I ], which it claims is a "representative·· device. 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 359. The evidence shows that [ 

]. See RX-0632C (LG App. A), (11): RX-0670C (Jcfll1y RWS) Q/A 199-200. In 

order to perform its infringement analysis. BHM [ 

]. !d. Inasmuch as 

], BHM cannot establish that 

LG Player Devices associated with Pandora inti·inge the asserted claims of the '952 and '652 

6' patents. · 

i. '952 Patent- Claim 9 

The first clement of claim 963 ("'952-9a'') includes two separate requirements: 1) 

"receiving, at an electronic device, a playlist ... , the play list identifying a plurality of songs, 

()" - E vcn though [ 
], this initial determination includes a technical 

analysis of Pandora on LG Player Devices for completeness. 

"
3 Claim 9 of the '952 patent reads: 

9. A method comprising: 
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4. Direct Infringement

a. LG I’iayer Devices with Pandora

To show that LG’s Player Devices with Pandora infringe the ’952 and ”652 patents, BHM

relies on evidence from i; i 1, which it claims is a “representative" device.

(IX—1067C (Zaikevieh DWS) Q/A 359. The evidence shews that 1'

j}. SeaRX-0632C(LG App. A),(H); RX~0670C (JeffayRWS)Q/A 199200. in

order to perl‘ei‘m its infringement analysie, BHM I_

]. 1d. lnasnmeh as

[ L BHM Gamma establish that

LG i’iayer Devices associated wiih Pandora infringe the asserted Claims ofthe ’952 and ’652

paientsf’2

i. ’952 Patent - Claim 9

The first element ol’eiaim 9‘53 (“95293.") includes two sepai'ate requirements: 1 )

“receiving, at an electronic device, 21 phiyiist . . ., the piaylist identifying a plurality ofsongs=

r2 . ,
’ Even iheughi

1, this initial determination ineiudes a ieehnicai

analysis of Pandora on LG Player {hi-ices fer eonipleieness.

(’3 Ciaim 9 of the ’952 patent reads:

9. A method comprising:
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wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device,'' and 2) the playlist 

is "assigned to the electronic device .. " See RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 202. 

The record evidence shows that LG Player Devices associated with Pandora do not meet 

'952-9a under any party's construction. See, e.g., id. at Q/A 202-17. BHM relics on a picture. 

). and a declaration li'om Pandora as supporting that claim element '952-9a is met. 1d at 

Ql A 202. The picture shows a television playing a song, but does not show that LG Player 

Device: (1) has a play list; (2) receives that playlist; (3) that the playlist identifies a plurality of 

songs (as opposed to one); or (4) that the playlist was assigned to the device. !d. at Q/A 203. 

]. See hi. at Q/A 204. The Pandora 

declaration [ 

). Jd. at Q/A 205. It is therefore 

determined that the evidence adduced by Bl-lM is insufficient to prove that LG Player Devices 

associated with Pandora satisfy limitation '952-9a. 

BUM argues that the LG Player Devices associated with Pandora satisfy claim limitation 

'952-9a because [ 

]. See 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 363. BHM's argument is based on its contention that 1 

receiving. at an electronic device, a playlist assigned to the electronic device, the play list 
identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored on 
the electronic device; 

receiving. at the electronic device, information enabling the electronic device to obtain 
the ones of the plurality of songs from at least one remote source; and 

obtaining the ones of the pltmility of songs from the at least one remote source. 
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]. S'ee CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 

362. 

208. 

BHM also relies on the I 

CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 361. 

R WS) Q/ A 205. For example, I 

Deci.J at ,I 7 (i) ("[ 

CX-0383C ([ ]) at PNDRA_00029-30. [ 

] . 

Inasmuch as [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 

] as meeting step '952-9a. 

]. RX-0670C (.lc1Tay 

·1. /d.; JX-00 15C (Pandora 

]. "); 

r 

]. See RX-0670C (Jef!>ty R WS) Q/A 205. At the hearing, Mr. Zatkovich tcsti1icd that 

]. Zatkovich Tr. 144-145. Yet, 

Mr. Zatkovich testi1ied that [ 

]. Zatkovich Tr. 145. Either way, BHM cannot escape the 

statement [ 

] . .IX-0015C (Pandora Decl.) at 'ii 7(i); RX-0670C (Jem1y RWS) Q/A 205. 

The fact that the l 
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] as claimed by BHM and required by the '952 claim language. [ 

]. Zatkovich Tr. 148; see id. at 146-147; 

RX-0670C (Jetiay RWS) Q/A 209-10. 

In arguing that the "play! is! assigned to the electronic device'' limitation is satisfied by 

Pandora, BHM's expert also conllatcd the ''assigned" and "receiving" limitations of claim 9. 

RX-0670C (,lenity RWS) Q/A 202,21 J. !fa user is logged in to an electronic device, then the 

playlist may be provided to that electronic device. but that docs not establish that it is "assigned 

to" or directed to that electronic device; it is only provided to that electronic device because the 

user is logged in. ld This is evident t!·01n the 1;1ct that "receiving'' is different than "assigning.'' 

as Mr.l.atkovich testified, and that more is required for the claimed assigning than just sending 

the playlist. Zatkovieh Tr. 114. 115; RX-0670C (JcfTay RWS) Q/A 212. Moreover, the fact that 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. IJ6. 

B!Hv! has also failed to show that LG Player Devices associated with Pandora satisfy 

limitations '952-9b and '952-9c of the '952 patent, which recite '·receiving, at the electronic 

device, information enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones oft he plurality of songs 

from at least one remote source; and obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs ti·01n the at least 

one remote source•· Sec RX-0670C (RWS Jcffay) Q/A 220-26. 

As discussed above, BHM relics on I I and the Pandora declaration to show 

satisfaction of limitations '952-9b and '952-9c. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 366-67; 

RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 220,224. None of these materials shows that LG Player Devices 
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associated with Pandonr practice these limitations under any party's construction for the same 

reasons discussed above J(ll' limitation '952-9a. See RX-0670(' (Jcfray RWS) Q/ A 220, 224. 

BI-IM relics on the Pandora declaration. I 

CX-0383C (I 

however, r 

]. JX-0015C (Pandora Dec!.) at~ 7(i); 

]) at 0029; RX-0670C (kfltly RWS) Q/A 220. The declaration, 

I· RX-0670C (Jc!Tay RWS) Q/A 220,224. For example. 

nothing BHM relies on suggests that I 

]. !d. Indeed, the Pandora Declaration [ 

]. 

JX-0015C (Pandora Dec!.), (,i,l7(iv)-(vii)): RX-0670C (Jcm1y RWS) Q/A 220. One would not 

be able to detennine whether this limitation is met without reviewing source code or 

documentation describing the particular implementation of the Pandora application, but BHM 

did not do either of these things. RX-0670C (JelTay RWS) Q/A 220,224. 

To the extent BHM relies on the photograph cited t\1r '952-9a to show satisfaction of 

'952-9b and '952-9c. BHM still cannot show that the claim limitations are satisfied. See 

RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 221,224. BHM does not correlate the photograph with any 

evidence showing that LG Player Devices needed to receive information in order to obtain the 

song. even under BHM's construction of"obtaining ... •· !d. For example. BHM has not 

adduced evidence showing that I 
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]. !d. In fact, the Pandora Declaration 

]. JX-0015C (Pandora 

Dec!.), (,i 7(vi)); RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 221,224. Moreover, I 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 

(I 08; RX-0670C (Jemry RWS) Q/A 222,225. 

BHM also fails to allege that '952-9b and '952-9c are met under Respondents' and 

Staffs constructions of"enabling" and "obtain[ing]." RX-0670C (Jefl[ry RWS) Q/A 223,226. 

In particular, BHM t[rils to show that [ 

]. Id. There is no evidence that LG Player Devices associated 

with Pandora l ]. !d. Rather, Mr. Zatkovich states that LG Player 

Devices associated with Pandora [ 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 366; 

RX-0670C (Jcmry RWS) Q/A 223,226. Taking this allegation as true, the evidence shows that 

]. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 223,226. Moreover, the Pandora Declaration 

states that '·[ 

]." JX-0015C (Pandora Dec!.), (,]7(v)); 

RX-0670C (Jcflay RWS) Q/ A 223, 226. Thus, BHM bas not adduced evidence to show that LG 

Player Devices associated with Pandora "obtain[]" songs, under either Respondents' or Staffs 

constructions. !d. 
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ThercliJre. it is determined that BHM has not shown infi·ingemcnt of claim 1 of the '952 

patent by LG Player Devices associated with Pandora. 64 

ii, '652 Patent- Claim 1 

Independent claim J of the '652 patent is similar to independent claim 9 of the '952 

patent, but recites several additional limitations65
·
66 Compare JX-0007 ('952 patent) at coL 35, 

M Inasmuch as asserted claim 14 of the '952 patent depends from claim 9, it is also determined 
that BHM has not shown infringement of claim 14 of the '952 patent by LG Player Devices with 
Spotify for the same reasons discussed with respect to claim 9. 
65 Claim 1 of the '652 patent reads as follows: 

I. An electronic device comprising: 

a) a network interface enabling the electronic device to receive an Jntemet radio 
broadcast and being further adapted to communicatively couple the electronic device to a 
central system; 

b) a system enabling playback of audio content fi·01n a play list assigned to the electronic 
device via the central system; and 

c) a control system associated with the network interface and the system enabling 
playback of the audio content indicated by the playlist, and adapted to: 

i) enable a user of the electronic device to select a desired mode of operation ii·om a 
plurality of modes of operation comprising an Internet radio mode of operation and a 
playlist mode of operation: 

ii) receive and play the Internet radio broadcast when the desired mode of operation is th\~ 
Internet radio mode of operation; and 

iii) when the desired mode of operation is the playlist mode of operation: 

receive the playlist assigned to the electronic device from the central system, the playlist 
identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on 
the electronic device; 

receive infcmmltion ll'om the central system enabling the electronic device to obtain the 
ones of the plurality of songs ti·01n at least one rt'll1ote source; 

obtain the ones oft he plurality of songs fi'om the at least one remote source; and 

play the audio content indicated by the playlisL 
66 To the ex lent limitations in claim 1 of the '652 patent mirror limitations in claim 9 of the '952 
patent. the limitations of claim I arc not satisfied ior the same reasons discussed above with 
respect to claim 9. 
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Ins. 23-32 wilh JX-0009 ('652 patent) at coL 34, lns. 6-35. BHM concedes that LG Player 

Devices associated with Pandora alone do not meet these additional limitations and thus relics on 

the combination of' Pandora with either vTuner or a web browser (for accessing Shoutcast). 

CX-J067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 372-74, 382-84; RX-0670C (JelTay RWS) Q/A 227-28. 

Claim J ofihe '652 patent has several additional limitations not recited by '952 patent 

claim 9, which BUM identities as "playlist related elements," including. among others, a "central 

system" with certain requirements, selecting a ;;desired mode of operation ti·01n a plurality of 

modes of operation'' including ,;play list mode of operation," and playing the audio content 

indicated by the playlist. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 374, 384; RX-0670C (Jcflay RWS) 

Q/A 228. The evidence adduced by BHM, however, does not show that any of these dements 

arc met by LG's Accused Products with Pandora. Jd 

In addition, to the extent I 

J as 

required by limitations '652-lc in conjunction with '652-lfthrough '652-lh. RX-0670C (Jeffay 

RWS) Q/A 229. In the context of the '652 patent claims, an electronic device is ;'adapted to,'' or 

;,contigurcd to" perl(mn a series of tasks when the device contains computer code or program 

instructions sufficient to pert(mn the operations recited in the clams without additional 

modilication, conliguration or the addition of further program instructions. !d. Inasmuch as 

1- ld 
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Moreover, LCJ"s Player Devices associated with Pandora do not in hinge with respect to 

vTuner and a web browscr/Shoutcast for the reasons stated below in the sections addressing 

Pandora and Shoutcast. 

iii. '652 Patent- Claim 11 

lt is determined that LG Player Devices associated with Pandora do not infi·ingc claim 1 1 

of the '652 patent, because they do not infringe claim 1. fi·om which claim 11 depends. 

To show satislitction of claim II, BHM relics on the combination of Pandora with either 

vTuner or a web browser (for accessing Shoutcast). CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 375-76, 

385. BHM cites as evidence Wircshark traces and a photograph of an LG Player Device 

allegedly displaying the album cover image during playback of a song. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich 

DWS) Q/A 375-76, 385; RX-0670C (Jcfhry RWS) Q/A 231. This evidence is not sunieient to 

show satisfaction of claim 11 because 1) the timing of the display of the album mi is not 

c(mclated with Wireshark traces, 2) nothing suggests a request was made, if at all, while the 

song was playing, and 3) nothing suggests supplemental information was received lrorn a 

''remote server" and not a central system or remote source. RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 232. 

Indeed, the Pandora declaration states that"[ 

J." RX-0670C (JcfTay 

RWS) Q/A 232; see. e.g, JX-0015C (Pandora Decl.), (~ 7(iv)): see also CX-1 067C (Zatkovieh 

DWS) Q/A 361 (relying on the Pandora Declaration). "l 

]." /d.; RDX-1 035C (JX-0015C (Pandora Dec!.)). 

The Wircshark data Bl-JM cites do not shows that LG devices with Smart Share practice 

'652 patent claim II. f{X-0670C (Jcl1ny RWS) Q/A 233-36. In particular, the evidence shows 
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that f 

]. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 235; see, e.g., 

RX-0730C (Frame 10775 of CPX-0 1 SOC); RX-073 1 C (Frame 11172 of CPX-0 150C); 

CPX-0150C (Wircshark Trace); RDX-1036--1037 (RX-0670C (RWS .Jcffay) Q/A 235). 

!d.; RX-0732C(Frame 11376); RDX-1 039-1040 (RX-0670C (JeJ'!ay RWS) Q/A 235). 

]. RX-0670C (Jeftiry RWS) Q/A 235. Rather, this conlirms I 

]. Jd.;see. e.g., JX-0015C 

(Pandora Dec!.), (,[7(iv)). Claim 11, however, requires that the request is sent "in real-time 

while the song is playing." JX-0009 ('652 patent) at col. 34, Ins. 65-67. 

Therefore, it is determined that LG Player Devices associated with Pandora do not 

satisfy the additional limitations of claim II of the '652 patent. 

iv. '652 Patent- Claim 13 

It is determined that LG Player Devices associated with Pandora do not infi-inge '652 

patent claim 13 because they do not infringe claim I, fi·om which claim 13 depends. 

b. LG Player Devices with Spotily 

BJIM has failed to adduce evidence showing that LG Devices with Spotify inli'ingc the 

asserted claims of the '952 and '652 patents. Inasmuch as [ 

J. See 
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RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 281; RX-0632C (LG App. A). Instead, [ 

]. CX-l 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 343-57, 374,376,377-78. The evidence 

shows, [ ). 

RX-0670C (Jcm1y RWS) Q/A 241-55; RX-0632C (LG App. A). 

]. RX-0670C 

(.lellay RWS) Q/A 248-55; RDX-1 041 C--!044C (RX-0670C (Jcll'ay RWS) Q/A 248-54); 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 347-48, 376. Thus, BHM cannot show a violation of section 

337 based on direct in!i'ingcmcnt at the time of importation67 

i. '952 I' a tent- Claim 9 

Step '952-9a of method claim 9 has two requirements: lirst, a play list identifying a 

plurality of songs, wherein ones ofthe plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device: 

and second, that the electronic device receive a play list assigned to the electronic device . 

.IX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 35, Ins. 24-27; RX-0670C (Jc!Tay RWS) Q/A 257. BHM has not 

shown that LG Player Devices with Spotify meet '952-9a under any proposed construction. See 

RX-0670C (Jcmq RWS) Q/A 257-73. 

For the Jirst requirement, BHM alleges that LG Player Devices with SpotiJ'y receive a 

playlist. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 347. As discussed above, BHM's construction of 

"playlist" requires that the song titles returned in the alleged play list arc "arranged to be played 

in sequence." The adduced evidence does not show that this limitation is satisfied under Bl-IM's 

construction, but rather [ ]. See CX- I 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 347. The evidence also fails to show that [ 

67 Even though BHM has not shown that [ 
], this initial determination includes a technical 

analysis ofSpotify on LG Player Devices for completeness. 
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J are "for[] playback," as required by the adopted construction, i.e., ''playing 

audio content stored on the electronic device." ld;; RX-0670C (Jetl'ay RWS) Q/A 269; Joint List 

of Proposed Constructions at l, 4. The record evidence demonstrates that [ 

]. 

See RX-0670C (Jeflay RWS) Q/A 84-90,93. 94; Zatkovich Tr. 166-168. BHM has also failed to 

show whether [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jetlay RWS) Q/A 124. Inasmuch as LG Player Devices with Spotii)' [ 

], there can be no infringement under the adopted construction of"playlist." 

For the second requirement, 13HM contends that the limitation of a "playlist assigned to 

the electronic device" is met when Spotify playlist information is directed to and received at ''the 

unique II' address associated with the LG [Player] Device.'' CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 

347. In particular, BHM assetis [ 

1. ld. at Q/A 347. 349; RX-0670C 

(Jefli1y RWS) Q/A 257, 258. 262. 263. 

BHM's analysis is llawed because its expert testified that"[ 

].'' CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 

349 (emphasis added). This testimony is consistent with the evidentiary record, which shows [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jel'!'ay RWS) Q/A 264, 265, 267; CPX-0038C, 

(SPOT-BHM-SC-000254-256, 238-241. 564--568): RX-0733C (Spotit)' Dec!.); CX-1403C 

(Spotify Dec!.). [ ] does not satisfy claim 9 of the '952 patent because 
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the claim requires that the playlist is "assigned to the electronic device." RX-0670C (Jeffay 

RWS) Q/A 268. 

In addition, the Spotify playlist information [ 

j. Rather, BHM's testing showed that 

]. RX-0670C (JcJTay RWS) Q/A 263. Even ifBHM were correct 

in its contention, r 

stating that I 

at Q/A 259, 262; Zatkovich Tr. I 09-112. 

J. BJ-JM's expert testified consistently, 

]. !d. 

Moreover, Bl-IM's argument conHatcs the ·'assigning'' limitation with '·receiving,'' as 

separately recited in claim 9 of the '952 patent. RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 258,259. The 

claim requirement of"receiving'' a play list is ditTerent from the claimed "assigned to an 

electronic device," and to show both limitations requires two different operations. RX-0670C 

(Jcffi1y RWS) Q/A 258, 259: Zatkovich Tr. 113. BHM nevertheless argues that LG Player 

Devices with Spotify satisfy limitation '952-9a when I 

]. CX-1067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 347. 

Turning now to limitations '952-9b and '952-9c, i.e., '·receiving, at the electronic device, 

information enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs !]·om at 

least one remote source; and obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs fi-om the at least one 
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remote source,'' BHM has not adduced evidence to show that the LG Player Devices associated 

with Spotify satisly these limitations under any construction, 

To support its inli'ingemcnt analysis, BHM relics on a picture of a television showing a 

version of Spoti(y running on a single LG Player Device (allegedly a Blu-ray player), I. 

], and a "display of song titles for songs not stored on the electronic device, 

coupled with the capability for a user to navigate to and select any one of the songs in the playlist 

for playback." See CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 352,353. 

BHI'vl argues that, inasmuch as a photograph of an LG TV allegedly shows the output of 

an LG Blu-ray player, I J, playing a song, the LG device must have necessarily practiced 

'952-9b and '952-9c. See RX-0670C: (Jdhry RWS) Q/A 276, 279; CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) 

Q/ A 352, 353. The photographs, however, do not establish that information [ ] was 

received, enabling the electronic device to obtain any songs, as required by '952-9b and '952-9c. 

BHM fails to correlate the photograph with any evidence showing that the LG Player Device 

actually '·obtained" a song under BHM's construction. There is also no evidence that LG Player 

Devices with Spotify [ ]. RX-0670C 

(JeJiay RWS) Q/A 276, 277. LG Player Devices with Spotity thus cannot satisly '952-9b or 

"952-9c under BHM's proposed construction. 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 352,353. For the same 

reasons explained above with respect to '952-9a, [ 
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], 

RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 276,277: Zatkovicb Tr. 108. 

BHM did not allege that '952-9b and '952-9c arc met under OUI!'s and Respondents' 

(adopted above) proposed constructions of"enabling" and "obtain[ing]." RX-0670C (Jc!Tay 

RWS) Q/A 275-280. BHM cannot show [ 

RX-0670C: (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 87-90,93-94: Zatkovich Tr. 166-168. The experts for LG and 

BHI\1 both tcstifled that [ ], such that 

LG Player Devices with Spotify are unable to "obtain!]" songs under the adopted claim 

construction. RX-0670C (JeiTay RWS) Q/A 275-80. 

Therefore. it is determined that BHM has not shown infringement of claim 1 of the '952 

patent by LG Player Devices associated with Spotify 6
' 

ii. '652 Patent- Claim 1 

lnclcpendent claim 1 of the '652 patent is similar to independent claim 9 of the '952 

patent, but recites several additional limitations-''9 Compare JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 35, 

Ins. 23-32 ll'ith JX-0009 ('652 patent) at col, 34, Ins. 6-35. BlJM concedes that LG Player 

Devices with Spotify alone do not meet these additional limitations and thus relics on the 

combination of Spotify with either vTuncr or a web browser (for accessing Shoutcast). See 

CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 372-74. 382-84; RX-0670C (.lcftay RWS) Q/A 282-84. 

68 Inasmuch as asserted claim 14 ofthe '952 patent depends Ji·01n claim 9, it is also determined 
that BHM has not shmm infringement of claim 14 of the '952 patent by LG Player Devices with 
Spotify for the same reasons discussed with respect to claim 9. 
69 To the extent limitations in claim I of the '652 patent mirror limitations in claim 9 of the '952 
patent, the limitations of claim 1 arc not satisfied for the same reasons discussed above with 
respect to claim 9. 
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l l,

RXhOG'IOC (jei‘t‘ay RWS) Q/A 276, 277; Zatkoviclt Tr. EDS.

BHM did not allege that ’952—9%) and ’952—9c are met under OUlI’s and Responttents’

("adopted above) proposed constructions ot-“enabling” and “obtainiingi.” RX-Ot‘n'FOC (Jeffay

RWS) Q/A 275—280. 1331M cannet show [

]. See

RX~0670C (.lefl‘ay RWS) GM 87590: 93,931»; Zatkeviclt Tr. 166468. The experts for LG and

BHM both testified that [1 ], such that

LG Player Devices with Spotll‘y are unable to “chMian’ songs under the adopted claim

construction. RX-0670C. (.lc-i‘thy RWS) Q/A 275-80.

'Ylterel‘orcfi it is determined that Bl-IM has not shown infringement ofclaim l ol‘the ‘952

patent by LG Player Devices associated with Spetil‘y.fig

ii. ’652 Patent — Ciaim 1

Independent claim I efthe ’652 patent is similar to independent claim 9 ct’the ’952

patent, but recites several additional limitationsfr’g C'mnpw‘e JX—0007 (’952 patent) at cal. 35,

Ens. 23~32 with JX~0009 (”652 patent) at. col, 34, ins. 665. BHM concedes that LG Player

Devices with Spotil’y alone dc not meet these additional limitations and thus relies on the

combination of Spctify with either v't’tmez' or a web browser (for accessing Shoutcast). See

CX»l067C (Zatkcvich DWS) Q/A 37274, 382491; Riki-0670C. (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 2824M.

m, inasmuch as asserted claim t4 ol'the ‘952 patent depends from ciaim 9, it is also determined
that BHM has not Shawn infi‘ingcntcnt cfclaim l4 oftltc ‘952 patent by LG Player Devices with

Spotit‘y for the same reasons discussed with respect to claim 9.

 

'C ,--. . . - . . .. . . . . . . . . ,.

M lo the cxtentttmttznimis1nclaim } ofthe ‘652 patent mirror imitations in claim 9 of the 9:12
patent, the limitaticns (Jiiclait'n I are not satisfied for the same reasons discussed above with

respect to claim 9.
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BHM relies on its analysis of '952 patent claim 9 to show that what it deems "play list 

related elements" arc met with respect to '652 patent claim 1. As discussed above. the LG 

Player Devices with Spotify do not satisfy the limitations of '652 patent claim I f(x the same 

reasons they do not satisfy the limitations of '952 patent claim 9. 

Claim I of the '652 patent has several additional limitations not recited by '952 patent 

claim 9, which BHM identifies as "playlist related elements," including, among others, a "central 

system'' with certain requirements, selecting a "desired mode of operation from a plurality of 

modes of operation'' including ''play list mode of operation," and playing the <lllclio content 

inclicatcd by the playlist. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q!A 374, 384; RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) 

Q!A 283. The evidence adduced by BHM does not show that any of these elements are met by 

LG 's Player Devices with Spotify. S'ce id. 

In addition. [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 284. In the context of the '652 patent claims, [ 

]. !d.; see al.w RX-0463C (Jefti1y DWS) Q/A 284. [ 

J. RX-0670C (JctTay R WS) 

QIA 284. 
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LG Player Devices with Spotify also do not in hinge '652 patent claim I with respect to 

vTuner and a web browser with Shoutcast for the reasons idcntilied below in the sections 

addressing vTuner and Shoutcast. 

iii. '652 J>atent- Claim 11 

LG Player Devices associated with Spoti1y do not infi-ingc claim ll of the '652 patent, 

because they do not inti·inge claim l !l·om which claim ll depends. 

To show satisfaction of claim ll, BHM relics on the combination of Spotily with either 

vTuner or a web browser (for accessing Shoutcast). CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 375-76, 

385. Bl-lM cites as evidence Wireshark traces and photographs of an LG Player Device with 

Spoti1y allegedly displaying the album cover image during playback of a song. but BHM docs 

not explain how those traces and the pictures show infi'ingcment of '652 patent claim ll. See 

CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 375-76, 385; RX-0670C (Jeftay RWS) Q/A 285. The 

evidence is not sulllcicnt to show inli-ingement because l) Bl-JM Jails to correlate the timing of 

the display of the album art with the Wircshark traces, 2) nothing suggests that a request was 

made while the song was playing, and 3) nothing suggests [ 

J RX-0670C (Jeffay 

RWS) Q/A 285. 

iv. '652 Patent- Claim 13 

It is determined that LG Player Devices with Spotify do not infi·inge · 652 patent claim 13 

because, as discussed above, they do not infi'ingc claim l Ji·mn which claim 13 depends. 
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c. LG Mobile and !'layer Devices with Smart Share 

i. '952 Plltcnt- Claim 9 

The Jirst step of method claim 9, step '952-9a, has two requirements: Jirst, a playlist 

identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones oft he plurality of songs are not stored on the 

electronic device; and second, that the electronic device receive a playlist assigned to the 

electronic device. JX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 35, Ins. 24-27. BHM has not adduced evidence 

to sl10w that LG Smart Share satisJies '952-9a under any proposed construction. 

For the tirst requirement, BHM alleges that [ 

]. CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 281-82,301. 

J. 

RX-0670C (Jeflay RWS) Q/A 292; see also id QIA 413- I 8. BllM nevertheless contends that 

J. Zatkovich Tr. I 87-188. With respect to 

the Ninja .Jukebox prior art reference, lvlr. Zatkovich argued that ''[a] catalog of songs is not a 

playlist.'' CX- I 400C (Zatkovich R WS) Q/A 48; see also Zatkovich Tr. 1562. It~ as Mr. 

Zatkovich contends, a catalog of songs is not a play list, [ 

J. 

BHM 's citations to Wireshark traces do not prove that [ 

]. See CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 281-82, 

30 I. That the response may include [ ]. 

RX-0670C (.lcffay RWS) Q/A 289, 292. Furthermore, the traces do not indicate that [ 
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]. ld. BHM contends that [ 

]. ld. at Q/A 290: CX-J067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 281-82,301. 

BHM's reliance on photographs docs not cure the dclicicncies in the cited evidence. See 

CX-J067C (Zatkovieh DWS) Q/A 281-82,301: RX-0670C (Jeflay RWS) Q/A 289. BHM, for 

example, cites to a picture of a single mobile phone showing folders on a personal compmcr (that 

is not made by LG) and a picture of a single mobile phone showing songs presumably in one of 

those folders to support its inJl·ingcment argument. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 281-82. 

None of these photographs provides additional support. nor do they (or the traces) identify which 

"ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device,"' as required by claim 9. 

RX-0670C (.leffay RWS) Q/A 289. 

The portion of! imitation '952-9a that recites ·'receiving, at an electronic device, a playlist 

assigned to the electronic device'' includes two separate requirements: 1) that the device 

"rccciv[e] a play list•· and 2) that the play list is "assigned to the electronic device·· RX-0670C 

(Jcihy RWS) Q/A 293. 

BHM contends that the ·'assigned to the electronic device" portion is satistied by the 

accused products because [ 

CX-J067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 283; sec also RX-0670C (.lcllay RWS) Q/A 296-97. The 

evidence, however, docs not support this contention. I 

]. RX-0670C 

(.lcfl1ty RWS) Q/A 297. The evidence also does not sho\.v [ 
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r ]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 280-84, 301; 

RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 296. 

The evidence BHM offers shows thnt the device [ 

j. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 282,301; RX-0670C (Jeffhy RWS) Q/A 293-94. 

Yet BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich tcstilicd that "receiving" is different than "assigning," and that 

more is required ft>r assigning in claim 9 than sending the playlist. Zatkovich Tr. 114, !15. 

Despite this testimony, BHM docs not provide evidence of an alleged assignment and conllatcs 

the separate ··ussigned'' and "receiving" requirements. RX-0670C (.lellhy RWS) Q/A 293,296. 

The evidence adduced at the hearing also fails to show that LG devices with Smart Share 

satisfy limitation '952-9b and '952-9c, which recite "receiving. at the electronic device, 

information enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs from at 

least one remote source; and obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs fi·om the at least one 

remote source'' To show satisfhction of these limitations by LG Mobile Devices. BHM relics on 

a picture of a mobile phone purportedly playing a song from a personal computer (that is not 

made by LG), and to show satish1ction of these limitations by LG Player Devices, BHM relies on 

a picture of a Player Device purportedly playing a song li·mn a remote device. See CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 286-87, 303-05: RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 305. BHM also relies on 

Wireshark packet traces. /d. Nevertheless. none oftlwse materials shows that LG Accused 

Products with LG Smart Share practice these limitations. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 305-09. 

BHM contends that because there is a picture of a device with LG Smart Share playing a 

song and a Wircshark trace that allegedly shows I ], then the LG device must have 

necessarily pcrt(mned this claim step. CX-1 067C (Zotkovieh DWS) Q/A 286-87, 303-05. The 

pictures and traces do not establish what BHM contends. RX-0670C (Jcffhy RWS) Q/A 305, 
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307. lt is not clear from the pictures or traces what the devices obtained, or what provided the 

inf<.mnation to the devices. !d. 

With respect to the Wireshark traces, BHM fails to show that I J is 

"enabling the electronic device to obtain" the song. RX-0670C (Je11ay RWS) Q/A 305,307. 

BHM also fails to provide evidence correlating the photographs to the Wireshark traces, and 

nothing suggests these cli!Tercnt types of tests were clone on the same devices or at the same time. 

ld. Thus, there is no evidence that [ 

to obtain the song, or were even [ 

] as "infonnation" actually enabled the devices 

]. Jd 

Claim 9 also requires that the information enable the device to obtain ''the ones'' of the 

plurality of songs, i.e .. more than one song. RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 305,307. BHM, 

however, only shows [ ]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 

286-87, 303-05; RX-0670C (JeiTay RWS) Q/A 305, 307. This conflicts with the claim's plain 

meaning and with BHM's construction ofplaylist, which requires playing the songs in sequence. 

RX-0670C (Jcmly RWS) Q/A 305. 307. In addition.! 

]. RX-0670C (RWS Jeflay) Q/A 307-08; see also Zatkovich Tr. 

1546-1547 (explaining I 

]). 

ii. '952 Patent- Claim 14 

Jt is determined that LG Mobile and Player Devices with Smart Share do not infringe 

'952 patent claim 14 because, as discussed above, they do not inJi·inge claim 9 Ji·mn which claim 

14 depends. The adduced evidence also does not demonstrate satistaction ofthe additional claim 

I 4 limitations by the accused devices. Specifically. the evidence docs not show satisfaction of 
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the following limitations: ''receiving the playlist ti·mn the personal audio network, wherein the 

personal audio network server enables a user to assign the playlist to the electronic device'' and 

"receiving information from the personal atldio network server enabling the electronic device to 

obtain the ones of the plurality of songs fi·om the at least one remote source." 

BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich testified that these limitations are met. RX-0463C (Jeflay 

DWS) Q/A 311; see CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 288, 306. As evidence, BHM provides a 

LG Smart Share screen describing its teatures. See hi. I 

I 

"recciv[cs] the playlist ... ti-01n the personal audio network," "the personal audio network server 

enables a user to assign the playlistto the electronic device,'' or '·receiv[es] intixmation from the 

personal audio network server enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of 

songs Ji-om the at least one remote source," as recited in claim 14. /d. 

iii. '652 Patent- Claim I 

Independent claim J of the '652 patent is similar to claim 9 of the '952 patent, but recites 

several additional limitations. Compare JX-0007 ('952 patent) at coL 35, Ins. 23-32 with 

JX-0009 ('652 patent) at coL 34, lns. 6-35. BHM relies on the combination of Smart Share with 

either vTuner or a web browser (for accessing Shoutcast) on Player Devices and Smart Share 

with Slacker on Mobile Devices to demonstrate infringement of these additional limitations. 

CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 372-74,382-84, 390-92; RX-0670C (Jclh1y RWS) Q/A 

313-14. 

BHM relies on its analysis of '952 patent c!Him 9 as showing that what it calls the 

'-playlist related clements" nrc met with respect to '652 patent claim l, See hi. LG Player and 
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Mobile Devices do not meet '652 patent claim I J(w the same reasons, discussed above, that they 

do not meet '952 patent claim9 . .')ee RX-0670C (.leffay RWS) Q/A 288-309. 

Claim 1 of the '652 patent bas several additional limitations not recited by '952 patent 

claim 9 including, among others, a "central system" with certain requirements, selecting a 

"desired mode of operation limn a plurality of modes of operation'' including "playlist mode of 

operation," and playing the audio content indicated by the playlist. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) 

()lA 374,384, 392; RX-0670C (Je!Tay RWS) Q/A 314. BHM, however, does not provide 

evidence that any of these clements arc met by LG's Accused Products with Smart Share. !d. 

In addition, LG's Accused Products with Smart Share do not infringe '652 patent claim 1 

with respect to vTuner. a web browser/Shoutcast, and Slacker few the reasons addressed below in 

the sections addressing vTuner. ShoutcasL and Slacker. See RX-0670C (RWS Jcflay) Q/A 313, 

348-60. 3 72-94. 

iv. '652 Patent- Claim 11 

1t is determined that LG Devices with Smart Share do not inii-inge · 652 patent claim 11 

because. as discussed above, they do not infringe claim l th1m which claim II depends. See 

RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 315-321: see also RX-0670C (Jeflay RWS) Q/A 2R8-309, 313-14. 

BHM accuses only LG Player Devices of inti'inging '652 patent claim 11 and, as for claim 1, 

BHM relics on the combination of Smart Share with either vTuner or a web browser to show 

infringement of this claim. CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 375-76,385: RX-0670C (Jeffay 

RWS)Q/A315. 

As evidence, BHM cites Wircshark traces and a photograph of an LG Player Device 

purportedly displaying the album cover image during playback of a song. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich 

DWS) Q/A 375-76,385: RX-0670C (JefTay RWS) Q/A 316. This evidence is insufficient to 
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show inli·ingement because 1) BHM fails to correlate the timing oft he display of the album art 

with Wireshark traces. 2) nothing suggests that the request was made while song was playing. 

and 3) nothing suggests [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jcfl~lY R WS) Q/A 316. 

In particular, the portion of the Wireshark trace that BHM claims is [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jeftay RWS) Q/A 31 9; 

R:X-0728C (Wireshark tl-ame 1422); RDX-1 045C (R:X-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 319); 

CPX-Ol87C (Wircshark data); see CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 376. Claim 11, however, 

requires the supplemental information request be "in real-time while the song is playing." 

JX-0009 ('652 patent) at coL 34, Ins. 65-67. As Dr. Jefby testitied, [ 

]. See. e.g. RX-0670C (Jcflay RWS) Q/A 321. 

Moreover, the evidence shows that the information BHM contends comprises I. 

] RX-0670C (JeJTay RWS) Q/A 319.320 ([ ] at CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 301, [ ]); CPX-0187C (Wireshark truce 

data); RX-0729C (Wireshark hame 1424); RDX-1 046C (RX-0670C (RWS Je!Jt\y) Q/A 319). In 

addition, even if the inl(lrmation did [ 

ld; RX-0728C (Wireshark hame 1422); RDX-1 047C (RX-0670C (Jelfay R WS) Q/ A 31 9). 

Therefore, [ 

] . 

RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 319. 
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d. LG Mobile Devices with Slacker 

i. The Representative Product 

BHM relies on I. ] as its representative product with respect to the 

infringement analysis, but admits that I 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 161-162; 

RX-0632C (LG App. A), (2); RX-0670C {Jcnf1y RWS) Q/A 325-26. Before doing any analysis 

of the Slacker application I 

]. See id 

ii. '952 Patent- Claim 9 

Claim limitation '952-9a has two requirements: lirst, a playlist identifying a plurality of 

songs. wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored on the electronic device; and second, 

that the electronic device received a playlist assigned to the electronic device. RX-0670C (.Jemry 

RWS) Q/ A 293. The evidence shows that LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker do not 

satist)' either requirement. Id at Q/A 327-40. 

For the 11rst requirement, BHM relies on photos oft he modified LG E970 and packet 

traces to show the modi tied device communicating with Slacker servers. RX-0670C (.kffay 

RWS) Q/ A 328; see CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 331. BI-lM argues that the photo shows 

]. and also 

contends that the Wireshark traces show that [ ] . 

RX-0670C (Jeffay R'vVS) Q/A 329: CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 33 J. Nevertheless, BIIM 

did not identitY which "ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the device" as required by 

'952-9a. RX-0670C (JcfJl1y RWS) Q/A 329; see CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 331. 
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Neither the photos nor the packet traces show [ 

RX-0670C (.letTay RWS) Q/A 329; CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) QIA 331. Accordingly, this 

evidence is insufficient to show satisfaction of the claim limitation. 

The evidence also does not show that [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jeffay R WS) 

Q!A 329: c{ CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 331. The evidence shows that [ 

). Zatkovich Tr. 1 08; R)(-0670C (Jcf'fity RWS) Q/A 338. The 

cviclcncc does not show whether or not [ 

]. Jd 

The second requirement of '952-9a is receiving a playlist assigned to the electronic 

device. BHM contends that LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker [ 

J 

). CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 331. In pat1icular. Bl!M alleges that the 

Wircshark traces show that [ 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 331. This action, 

however, [ 

] . See Zatkovich Tr. 150-151. The evidence shows that [ 

). RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 335-36. 

LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker also do not satisfy limitation '952-9b, 

'"receiving, at the electronic device, inl{mnation enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones 
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oft he plurality of songs from at least one remote source," or limitation '952-9c, "obtaining the 

ones ofthc plurality of songs Ji·mnthe at least one remote source." See RX-0670C (JcJTay RWS) 

QIA 342-47. 

BHM's reliance on photographs and packet traces is insufllcicnt to show satishrction of 

these two limitations. A photograph of[ 

]. 

RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 343, 346; CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 332,336. Likewise. 

Wircshark traces do not show that I 

J. RX-0670C (.JefTay RWS) Q/A 343,346. No evidence 

correlates the photos with the packet traces, and nothing suggests that these different types of 

tests were recorded using the same devices or at the same time. Jd. 

iii. '652 Patent- Claim I 

The evidence docs not support BHM's contentions that LG Mobile Devices with Slacker 

inli·inge '652 patent claim 1. With respect to what BHM calls "p1aylist functionality" and 

"p1aylist related elements,'' BHM relics on the same reasons underlying its contention that LG 

Mobile Devices associated with Slacker infringe '952 patent claim 9, See CX-1 067C (Zatkovich 

DWS) Q/A 392; RX-0670C (Jeftay RWS) Q/A 348-60. The analysis set forth above with 

respect to claim 9 of the '952 patent vi s-ir-vis LG Mobile Devices with Slacker apply equally to 

claim I ofthc '652 patent. 

Claim 1 of the '652 patent has several additional limitations not recited in '952 patent 

claim 9, including a "central system'' with certain requirements, selecting a "desired mode of 

operation1l·om a plurality of modes of operation," a "play list mode of operation," and playing 
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audio content indicated by the play!ist. RX-0670C (.leffay RWS) Q/A 350, 352; CX-!067C 

(Zatkovieh DWS) Q/A 392. 

For the requirement in '652 patent claim 1 that the electronic device is enabled to 

·'receive an Internet radio broadcast," Bl-IM fails to show that [ 

]. Zatkovich Tr. I 06-1 07; 

RX-0670C (Jem1y RWS) Q/A 352. There is no evidence showing that LG Mobile Devices 

include [ ]. Thus, BHM has not shown that LG 

Mobile Devices associated with Slacker arc "enabled ... to receive an Internet radio broadcast'' 

J. RX-ll670C (Jcl1t1y RWS) Q/A 352. 

Further. inasmuch as BHM uses [ 

J. RX-0670C (.lcft~lY 

R WS) Q/A 355. Accordingly, it is determined that LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker 

do not inliinge '652 patent claim I. 

iv. '652 Patent- Claim 11 

It is determined that LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker (alone or with Google 

Piny Music) do not infringe claim 11 of the '652 patent because they do not inli'ingc claim I, 

fi'om which claim II depends. 

Moreover, BHM ti•ils to establish that LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker satisfy 

the additional limitations of claim II. RX-0670C (.lcffay R WS) Q/ A 362, 368. In particular. the 

Wireshark traces and photographs BHM relics on h1il to show that LG Mobile Devices 

associated with Slacker satisfy the limitations of claim I 1. ld at Q/A 362. For example, BllM 
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docs not correlate the timing of the display of the album art shown in the photograph with the 

packet traces. /d. at Q/ A 363. The evidence docs not show that I 

], as required by claim 11. !d. The evidence also does not show that 

]. Jd 

v. '652 Patent- Claim 13 

Inasmuch as claim 13 depends fi·orn claim 1, for the same reasons it was determined that 

LG Mobile Devices associated with Slacker (alone or in combination with another application) 

do not infi·inge claim I, it is determined that they do not inti·ingc claim 13. 

c. LG Player· Devices with vTuner 

BHM concedes that vTuncr alone does not inti·inge any asserted '652 patent claim, and 

instead relics on vTuner in combination with either LG Smart Share, Spotify. or Pandora to show 

infringement CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 372-74; RX-0670C (.lcffay RWS) Q/A 376-80. 

The evidence adduced by BIIM is insufiicient to show that LG Player Devices associated with 

vTuncr infringe the asserted '652 patent claims. 

i. '652 Patent- Claim 1 

BHM's infringement allegations tor '652 patent claim I rely on its allegations, discussed 

above, tor '952 patent claim 9lcn· LG Smart Share, Spotify, and Pandora. CX- I 067C (Zatkovich 

DWS) Q/A 374. It is determined that LG Devices with vTuner do not infringe '652 patent claim 

1 for the same reasons discussed above with respect to LG Smart Share, Spotify. and Pandora 

vis-a-vis claim 9 of the '952 patent 

In addition, '652 patent claim 1 requires that the electronic device is ·'adapted to,'' or 

"contigured to" perform a series of tasks . .lX-0009 ('652 patent) at col. 34, Ins. 6-35. Inasmuch 
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as [ 

). !d.; RX-0632 (LG App. A), (11-32). The LG Player Devices associated with vTuner 

therefore do not infringe claim 1 of the · 652 patent. 

ii. '652 Patent- Claim II 

Asserted claim 11 of the '652 patent depends ti·OJn claim l, discussed above. For the 

same reasons discussed above with respect to claim 1. it is determined that the LG Player 

Devices with vTuner do not infi·ingc claim 11 of the '652 patent. 

iii. '652 Patent- Claim 13 

Asserted claim 13 of the '652 patent depends li'om claim 1, discussed above. For the 

same reasons discussed above with respect to claim I, it is determined that the LG Player 

Devices with vTuner do not inli·inge claim 13 of the '652 patent. 

L LG Player Devices with Shotrtcast 

BHM concedes that LG Player Devices with a web browser alone do not inti·ingc any 

asserted '652 patent claims, and relics on a web browser "lor Receipt of Internet Radio 

Broadcasts" in combination with either LG Smart Share, Spotify, or Pandora. CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 382-86; RX-0670C (RWS Jet'fily) Q/A 388-89. The evidence shows that 

LG Player Devices with a web browser do not infringe the asserted '652 patent claims. 

i. '652 Patent- Claim 1 

BHM's inli'ingement allegations for '652 patent claim 1 rely on its allegations for '952 

patent claim 9 for LG Smart Share, Spotil'y. and Pandora. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich D\VS) Q/ i\ 

384. It is detennined that LG Player Devices with Shoutcast do not infringe '652 patent claim I 
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for the same reasons discussed above with respect to LG Smart Share, Spotil}', and Pandora 

vis-a-vis claim 9 of the '952 patent 

In addition, '652 patent claim 1 requires that the electronic device is "adapted to" or 

"conligured to" perfonn a series oftasks. JX-0009 ('652 patent) at col. 34, Ins. 6-35. Inasmuch 

as r 

]. See RX-0632 (LG App. A), ( 11-32). Moreover, BHM fails to show that [ 

). CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 380-86; 

RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 392. It is thcrefi.1rc determined that LG Player Devices associated 

with a web browser do not infringe claim I of the '652 patenL RX-0670C (Jcflay RWS) Q/A 

388-92. 

ii. '652 Patent- Claim 11 

It is determined that LG Player Devices with a web browser do not infi·ingc '652 patent 

claim 11 because they do not infringe claim I Ji'om which claim II depends. 

iii. '652 Patent- Claim 13 

It is determined that LG Player Devices with a web browser do not inll·inge '652 patent 

claim 13 because they do not inJi·inge claim l li·mn which claim 13 depends. 

5. Indirect Infringement 

a. Pt·oof of Direct Infringement 

To prove indirect infl·ingemcnt of the asserted claims, BHM must point to specific 

instances of direct inJi'ingemcnt by third parties or show that the accused LG products 

necessarily infringe. Elecrronic Digital Media Dcvices.lnv. No. 337-TA-796. Comm'n Op. at 
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32, 36. If evidence ofspccilic instances of direct inli·ingcment is not provided, circumstantial 

evidence may be used to prove indirect inli'ingemcnt, but only '"when the evidence shows that the 

accused prodLlcts were intended to be used only to practice the infringing method and that 

method was explicitly taught, for example, by product manuals." Id. at 33, 36. But "excerpts 

from user manuals as evidence of underlying direct infringement by third parties of products that 

can be used in a non-inti·inging manner are by themselves insuflicient to show the predicate acts 

necessary for inducement ofinli·ingement." Mirror Worlcl1·, 692 F.3d at 1360-62. 

BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich takes the position that the asserted patents are directly 

intt·inged by BHM's own experts, LG's employees and agents, and end users. See. e.g, CX-

1067C (7atkovieh DWS) Q/A 292-93,310-1 L 325,356, 367-69; RX-0670C (.lcftay RWS) Q/A 

398. As explained above, BHM cannot establish direct infringement based on the activities of its 

experts or LG's employees and agents. Regarding end users of the accused LG products, BHM 

bas not adduced evidence showing any specific instance of one or more end users performing 

each element of the asserted claims. See. e.g, CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 293,311,325, 

356, 367-69; see also RX-0670C (Jeftt1y RWS) Q/A 397, 399-400. 

For example. BHM contends that [ 

CX-1349C ([ 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 293; 

]), (LG-fTC882-00010534). [ 

j. CX-1349C ([ J), (LG-!TC882-000 I 0534). BHM makes 

similar accusations for the other accused applications. See. e.g., CX- I 067C (Zatkovich DWS) 

Q/A 293,311.325,356,367-69. For example, BHM contends that "I 

]." CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 369. 
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J. Thus, BHM fails to show that any end users 

have directly inti·inged the asserted claims of the '952 or '652 patents with LG devices. 

The record evidence also Etils to show that the accused LG products necessarily infringe 

the asserted patents. BHM alleges that the accused functionality is "integral and essential'' and 

that the accused applications necessarily use this fimctionality, but the evidence does not support 

!31-lM's position. See, e.g., CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) QIA 325.339,356,367, 379; 

JL'C-0670C (.lctray RWS) Q/A 399-400. The evidence does show, however, that the accused LG 

products (and applications) have substantial noninfringing uses and therefore cannot necessarily 

inti·inge. See C'erlain Gaming & Enrm 'r Consoles, lnv. No. 337-TA-752, Initial Remand 

Determination at 32-33 (Mar. 22, 2013) (finding no contributory infringement because the 

accused products had substantial noninti·inging uses. Inasmuch as BUM failed to establish direct 

infi'ingement of any of the asserted claims, BHM also t>1iled to prove indirect infi·ingcment by 

LG. 

b. Induced Infringement 

Induced inti·ingcmcnt requires a showing that the accused inducer act with knowledge 

that the induced acts constitute patent infi·ingcment. See Global-Tech Appliances, 131 S. Ct. at 

2068. The record evidence li1ils to establish that LG had knowledge that use of the accused 

applications on the accused LG products was both patented and inti·inging. It is determined that, 
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]. See Lucent Techs. Inc. v. Galell'a)'. hzc., 509 F. Supp. 2d 912, 930-31 

(S.D. Cal. 2007) (finding insut1icient evidence to demonstrate that defendant knew or should 

have known that accused software infringed because the software was provided in binary code 

(machine code) from a third party); RX-0680C (II. Park DWS) Q/A 27-35; JX-0073C (J. Kim 

Dcp.) at 143; RX-0670C (Jefl'ay RWS) Q/A 404. Thus, [ 

]. 

The evidence also fails to establish that LG possessed specific intent to encourage 

another's infringement. See RX-0670C (JcfTay R WS) Q/A 404,426. BHM points to [ 

]. For example, BJIM 

cites CX-0742 claiming f 

]. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 291. 

This document, however, is a website printout that lists Smart Share as an entertainment feature, 

noting it can "Share media wirclcssly''; it docs not address any accused fLmctionality or provide 

instructions for any of the asserted claim clements of the '952 or '652 patents. BHM also claims 

that [ 

(7.atkovich DWS) Q/A 339 (citing CX-0331 (I 

BHM refers to, however, explain that [ 

]. CX-0331 ([ 

c. Contributory Infringement 

]. CX-1067C 

])). The "detailed instructions" 

]) (64). 

To prevail on a claim of contributory infringement, BHM must show: (I) there is an act 

of direct infringement: (2) the accused device has no substantial noninli·inging uses; (3) the 
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accused inii·inger imported, sold lor importation, or sold a11cr importation within the United 

States, the accused components that contributed to another's direct inti-ingcmcnt: and ( 4) the 

alleged inl1·inger knew "that the combination for which his component was especially designed 

was both patented and infl-inging." Certain Elec. Digital Media Devices, lnv. No. 337-TA-796, 

Comm'n Op. at 41; Spansion, Inc. v. 1nt '/ 71-ade Comm ·n, 629 F.3d 1331, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 20 l 0). 

As discussed above, BHM has not proven direct inl!·ingement or that LG has the requisite 

knowledge for induced intl-ingcment. The evidence also t:1ils to establish that LG knew that the 

accused LG products and/or the accused applications were especially designed f(n· use in an 

infi·ingement of any of the asserted patents. See, e.g., RX-0670(' (Jcfllly RWS) Q/A 405-07. 

Rather, the evidence cited by BHM shows substantial noninJi·inging uses of the accused LG 

products. Moreover, l 

]. See RX-0670C (Jc!Tay 

RWS) Q/A 406. 

LG' s Accused Products as a whole have a many substantial noninihnging uses. LG 

Mobile Devices can be used as phones, LG' s Player Devices can be used to watch television, and 

both can be used to access non-accused applications. See, e.g, RX-0670C (Jeffay RWS) Q/A 

425. 428-29. 

In addition, the accused applications associated with LG Mobile Devices and Player 

Devices have substantial noninfi·inging uses. RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 408. For example, 

].ldl 
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J. !d. [ 

]. See id. [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jcm1y RWS) Q/A 408; CX-0650C ([ 

]), (SPOT-BHM 000594). [ 

]. RX-0670C (.lcffay R WS) Q/A 408; CX-0650C 

]), (SPOT-BHM 000605). Inasmuch as these activities are 

substantialnoninfringing uses, LG is not liable f(ll' contributory infringement based on Spotify. 

LG Smart Share associated with LG Mobile Devices and Player Devices also has 

substantial non infringing uses, such as use for viewing and/or sharing photos and viewing and/or 

sharing videos. RX-0670C (Jeffay R WS) Q/ A 409. [ 

]. RX-0670C (Jcffay RWS) Q/A 420. Browsers on 

LG devices also have substantial noninti·inging uses, including usc for browsing the Internet. Jd 

at Q/A 421. In addition to browsing other, non-accused websites, a user can browse f()r 

information on www.shoutcast.com, including viewing blog posts, contacting Shoutcast, and 

viewing social media posts tl·om Shoutcast. !d. 

The playlist functionality applications also have additional substantial noninfringing uses. 

RX-0670C (Jctlay RWS) Q/A 422. For example, [ 

J. Jd I 

]. ld These 
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functionalitics l ] without practicing the limitations of the 

'Y52 and '652 patents. ld 

Inasmuch as the accused products and functiona1ities all have substantial noninfringing 

uses, LG is not liable for contributory infringement vis-it-vis the asserted claims of the '952 and 

'652 patents. 

E. Infringement Analysis of Toshiba Accused Produc.ts 

I. The '952 Patent 

BHM accuses Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with the Toshiba Media Share and 

Pandora applications, and Toshiba tablets with the Toshiba Media Player. Google Play Music 

and illcartRadio applications of int!·inging certain claims of the '952 patent, both directly and 

indirectly. See Joint Omline of Issues at 21-23. For the reasons detailed below, BHM has failed 

to show that any accused Toshiba "Player Device'" or ··Mobile Device" infi'inges any asserted 

claim, either directly or indirectly. 

a. Direct Infringement at the Time of Importation 

Bl!M asserts method claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent in this investigation. In order for 

these method claims to be inti·inged, each and every step recited therein must be performed. S'ee 

Certain Electronic Digital Media Devices and Components Thereqf'(''Eiectmnic Digital Media 

Derices''), lnv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm'n Op. at 40 (Aug. 9, 2013). For the reasons explained 

below, Blli\1 has not shown that any asserted claim of the '952 patent is directly inli'inged at the 

time of importation. 

The record evidence demonstrates that the Toshiba products are imported alone. without 

connection to any other device, and dcpowcrcd. RX-684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 15-1 o; 

RX-685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 51. 102. Additionally, the accused Toshiba products cannot be 
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used with any of the Content Service Provider ("CSP'') services, e.g, Pandora, iHeartRadio, 

Google Play Music or YouTube, at the time of their importation. RX-684C (Okumura RWS) 

Q/A 30-31.33: RX-685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 50-51,98-99.102. The same is the case for 

DLNA-rclatcd operation of the accused Toshiba Media Player and Toshiba Media Share 

applications. R...'\:-684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 32. 137: RX-685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 52, 54, 

77-81, 100. Thus, the devices cannot practice the asserted method claims as they cross the 

border (even ifthcy were powered on), and their importation alone cannot be a basis for finding 

a violation of section 337. E/ec/ronic Devices, Jnv. No. 337-TA-724, Comm'n Op. at 17. 

Accordingly, it is determined thnt !3Htvl has not shown that Toshiba has directly inli'ingcd 

any asserted method claim of the '952 patent (i.e., claims 9 or 14) at the time of importation. and 

there can be no violation or Section 337 based on such alleged infringement. 

Furthermore, the evidence indicates that the Pandora application must download 

additional code ti·m11 Pandora's servers after the Pandora application is launched fi'om an 

accused Toshiba television or Blu-ray disc player on which it is pre-installed at the time of 

importation. Zatkovich Tr. 149; R.)(-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 45-61. The user interfl1ce 

("Ul") for the Pandora application is required for perf<.wmancc of the actions alleged to meet the 

"receiving ... a play list assigned to the electronic device .... ""receiving, at the electronic 

device, information enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs," 

and ·'obtaining the ones oft he plurality of songs fi·om the at least one remote source" limitations 

of the asserted '952 claims. See !L'C-0667C (RWS Goldberg) Q/A 191-193. 

The evidence also shows that the Pandora and iHeartRadio applications. as well as the 

Googlc Play Music application, must also obtain authentication tokens from Pandora and 

iHeartRadio servers in order to operate. These applications cannot operate without these tokens. 
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which are not on the accused Toshiba products at the time of importation. Zatkovich Tr. J 21, 

149 (the authorization token required by Pandora is not on the accused devices when imported); 

Zatkovich Tr. J 32-J 337 (the iHeartRadio service will not work until the user creates and logs in 

with an il-leartRadio account on the accused device): CX-0243C:.OOJ3 ("[ 

l ")·. C~X-"8"C' . . -' _') . 

(describing "Device Activation·· and ·'Authentication"): RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 50-61. 

Inasmuch as the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with Pandora and 

accused Toshiba tablets with iHeartRadio do not have the sotiware necessary lor pcrfixming all 

the accused functionality on the devices at the time of importation (i.e .. either additional code or 

authentication tokens), it is determined that there can be no violation of section 337 as to the 

'952 patent. See E!eclronic Devices, lnv. No. 33 7-TA-724, Comm'n Op. at 14: see also Certain 

Products Containing Interactive Program Guide and Parental Control 7i,chnology ("Products 

Containing Interactive Program Guide"), lnv. No. 337 -TA-845. Comm 'n Op. at 15 (Dec. 11, 

2013) (''Therefore. based on the record evidence, it is unclear what portions of the Netllix SDK 

are in filet imported into the United States on Net!lix Ready Devices. Thus, we are unable to 

conclude that the imported portions of the SDK perform the actions that purportedly induce 

infi·ingcment of the asserted patents. Accordingly, we conclude that Complainants have failed to 

show that Netflix made a 'sale 1or importation' of an infi·inging SDK."). 

Nevertheless, in the event the Commission determines that the evidence summarized 

above does allow a finding of violation of section 337 based on the accused Toshiba products 

vis-a-vis the asserted '952 patent, a technical infl·ingement analysis is included below. 
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b. Direct Infringement by Toshiba Mobile Devices 

As discussed above. BHM alleges that Toshiba tablets, i.e., "Mobile Devices" with 

Google Play Music infringe claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent; that Toshiba tablets with the 

'l'oshiba Media Player application inti·ingc claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent; and that Toshiba 

tablets with the iHcartRadio application infringe claim 9 of the '952 patent. 

i. Googlc Piny Music 

The technical inll·ingement analysis of Toshiba Mobile Devices associated with Google 

Play Music is set forth in a separate section below. 

ii. Toshih:J Media l'hl)'CI' 

The record evidence fails to show that Toshiba Mobile Devices associated with Toshiba 

Media Player satisfy all limitations of asserted claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent70 The 

tc11lowing section describes the specific limitations that arc not satisfied by these accused 

devices. 

• "receiving, at :u1 electronic device, a playlist assigned to the 
electronic device, the play list identifying a plurality of 
songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored 
on the electronic device" (claim 9) 

Accused Toshiba tablets with Toshiba Media Player fail to meet the "receiving, at an 

electronic device. a playlist assigned to the electronic device, the play list identifying a plurality 

of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device" 

limitation of claim 9 for a number of reasons. Specilically, there is no ·'playlist assigned to the 

electronic device," and the alleged playlist docs not ''identify[] a plurality of songs, wherein ones 

of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device.'' 

70 Inasmuch as claim 14 depends fi'om claim 9, the accused Toshiba tables with Toshiba Media 
Player fail to satisfy all limitations of claim 14 fi.>r the same reasons set ll1rth for claim 9. 
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First, BHM has not adduced evidence showing that there is a "playlist assigned to the 

electronic device." The evidence shows that, in the a user properly contigurcs a server to share 

media on a network, any properly configured DLNA compatible device connected to that 

net work, including Toshiba Media Player, can connect to the server and browse the contents of 

the server for media. Zatkovich Tr. 187-188; RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 124 ("Media 

Player will display all the media that it can recognize that is stored in the location it 

accesses .. ''): RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 139. Any media on the server is available to any 

user and any properly configmcd device on the network. RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 53. 

BHM points to no evidence that the scr\'cr specifically assigns a list to one device on the network 

versus another such that the assignment would be "to the electronic device." 

Second, accused Toshiba tablets with Toshiba Media Player do not "receiv[e] ... a 

playlist ... identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored 

on the electronic device.'' The plain language of the claims requires the ·'play list" identify "ones 

of the plurality of songs" not stored on the electronic device. In order for there to be a "play list 

identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the 

electronic device," what is stored on the electronic device (e.g, the accused Toshiba tablets) 

must be known. If not it is impossible to determine whether the claimed requirement that •·ones 

of the plurality of songs" arc not stored on that device is met. See Zatkovich Tr. 214 (''Q. Going 

back to claims l and 9, we were just talking about streaming audio and how it could be a type of 

lilc. Do you agree that there has to be some parity between what is identified as not stored and 

what is provided? A. Yes."); Schonfeld Tr. 1290-1291; Houh Tr. 12 J 4. The Content Directory 

Browse request (i.e., "ContcntDirectory: J #Browse"), which is relied on by Bll M to allege that 

this "receiving ... '· slop can be meL docs not return the ''playlist" claimed in the '952 patent. 
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The response to this "Browse'· request has no relationship to whether or not the songs identified 

are stored on the device (in addition to being independent of the device making the request). 

Specitically, the Browse request returns all songs within a given directory regardless of whether 

or not those songs arc stored locally on the device. Schonfeld Tr. 1286 ([ 

]). There is no functionality that examines local storage of the accused electronic device; 

there is no need l(>r it to do so inasmuch as the server streams all data to the electronic device 

regarcllcss of whether the songs are stored locally. RX-1 067C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 97-98: 

Schonfeld Tr. 1286; RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) at Q/A 53. Thus, there is no evidence of the 

acc[rscd Toshiba products receiving a "playlist" ·'wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not 

stored on [the accused Toshiba tablet!." 

• "J·ccciving, at the electronic device, information enabling 
the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of 
songs from at least one remote source" (claim 9) 

The accused Toshiba tablets with Toshiba Media Player arc not capable of"recciving, at 

the electronic device, inl(mnation enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones of the 

plurality of songs from at least one remote source:· Specilically. the plain language of the claim 

requires the received "information" to be directed to "the ones of the plurality of songs,'· i.e .• the 

songs not stored on the electronic device, and not the entirety of the ''plurality of songs'· 

identified in the claimed "playlist." The evidence shows that this is not how the accused DLNA 

functionality is implemented in the accused Toshiba tablets with Toshiba Media Player. In 

particular. the information provided to the Toshiba Media Player application in response to the 

"Browse" request is directed to all songs idcntiticd in the retur·ned catalog. This response does 
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not provide information specific to songs not stored locally on the electronic device as called for 

by the claim language. Schonfeld Tr. 1286. 

• "obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the at 
least one remote som·ce" (claim 9) 

The accused Toshiba tablets with Toshiba Media Player are not capable of "obtaining the 

ones of the plurality of songs li-om the at least one remote source" as required by claim 9 of the 

'952 patent. This limitation specifics that only the songs iclcntifiecl in the playlist that arc not 

already stored on the device, i.e., "the ones of the plurality of songs," are obtained. Sec, e.g., 

.IX-0007 ('952 patent) at col. 34, Ins. 24-27, 31-32; see also Schonfeld Tr. 1291 ("What needs to 

be obtained arc the ones of the plurality of songs, and that refers back to the ones of the plurality 

of songs that arc not stored on the electronic device."), 1292. When operating ns a DLNA 

Digital Media Player ("DMP"), the Toshiba Media Player application streams all songs 

identified in response to a "ContcntDircctory: 1 #Browse" request regardless of whether or not 

these songs are already stored on the accused Toshiba tablet. RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 

53: RX-0667C {Goldberg RWS) Q/A 97-98. Thus. the accused Toshiba tablets with the Toshiba 

Media Player application do not perform the step of"obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs 

fi·om the at least one remote source.'' 

iiL iHeartRadio 

The record evidence firils to show that Toshiba Mobile Devices associated with 

iHeartRaclio satisfy all limitations of asserted claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patcnL71 The 

following section describes the specific limitations that are not satisfied by these accused 

devices. 

71 Inasmuch as claim 14 depends H·om claim 9, the accused Toshiba tables with iHeartRadio fail 
to satisfy all limitations of claim 14 f(Jr the same reasons set forth for claim 9. 
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• "receiving, at an electronic device, a play list assigned to the 
electronic device, the play list identifying a plurality of 
songs, wherein ones of the plurlllity of songs are not stored 
on the electr·onic device" (claim 9) 

As discussed above, claim 9 of the '952 patent discloses the step "receiving, at an 

electronic device, a playlist assigned to the electronic device, the playlist identifying a plurality 

of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored on the electronic device." This 

assigned "playlist" must consist of"a plurality of songs, wherein ones ofthc plurality of songs 

arc not stored in the electronic device," and be "assigned to the electronic device." The evidence 

shows that the accused Toshiba tablets with the identified iHcartRadio Clpplication installed do 

not meet these requirements lor a number of reasons. 

As imported. an accused Toshiba tablet with the identi:fied iHeartRadio application 

installed is not capable of receiving a "play list'' Mr. Zatkovich. BHM's expert testified that a 

playlist cannot be provided by the iHcattRadio service until a user has created a user account and 

a device has been registered with the i!Jear/Radio Music Service. Zatkovicb Tr. !30, 133-134. 

Mr. Zatkovich's testimony is consistent with the iHeartRadio IYeb Sel'l'ices API Reference, 

which states that "I 

].'' CX-243C.OO 13. 

Additionally, the [ ] function that Mr. Zatkovich identities as initiating the 

assignment of a "playlist" requires as an input a"[ ].'' RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 

95, 79, 199-200; JX-0014 (Hamre DecL) at 117(ii) ("As shown in the iHeartRadio API Reference 

(CC-BH0000258), the input for [ ] includes the I ] and the [ 

CX-0243.0085 (iHeartRadio API Reference); RDX-7!3C. This'·[ r is not provided to a 

given user unless and until they have logged into the iHeartRadio service. CX-0243C.0020 
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(idcnti fying "output" of Login procedure as including '"[ ]"). Thus. until the accused 

Toshiba tablet is registered with the i!leartlladio Music Service and the iHeanRadio server 

issues a "[ ]"to the accused Toshiba tablet (via a user having logged in), the list oftive 

track titles provided in JSON format (JX-00!4C (Hamre Dec!.) at ,i ?(iii)) in response to a 

] request cannot be received by an accused Toshiba tablet. That is, until this registration 

and Jog-in process is performed, the iHcartRadio application on the accused Toshiba tablets is 

not capable of '·receiving ... a playlist." See RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 59-6(). 

Claim 9 of the '952 patent requires that the claimed playlist be assigned "to the electronic 

device. The evidence shows, however, that the i!Ieartlladio service associates a playlist with a 

pa1ticular user, rather than a particular "electronic device.'' According to Lassc Hamre, the 

Executive Vice President of Technology at Clear Channel Broadcasting, Inc., a "Profile'' is "a 

unique identifier. I ], provided by the illcartRadio Music Service to a user account after a 

user device has successi\JIIy logged onto the illeartRadio Service." .IX-00 14C (llamre Dec!.) at 

,I 5. It is this "I r variable, along with an "[ r variable, that is input to the 

·1 function that is called in order to obtain the list of songs that BI-IM identities as an 

alleged '"playlist'' .IX-0014C (Hamre Dec!.) at ,]7(ii). This is set forth in the iHemiRadio Music 

Service API Reference: 
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[ILLUSTRATION REDACTED] 

CX-0243C.0085-86 (highlighting original to demonstrative slide). Thus. the selection of songs 

returned in response to a [ ] request is not made based on the device from which the 

request is made, but rather the"[ ]"of the specific user that makes the request. Therefore, 

when using the i!iear/Radio service, the response to a [ ] request may be "provided" to 

the accused Toshiba tablet but it is '·assigned" to the user whose"[ ]" makes the request. 

This does not satisfy the claim 9 limitation requiring that the play list be assigned to the electronic 

device. 

The accused Toshiba tablets with iHem1Raclio also do not "receiv[e] ... a playlist ... 

identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored on the 

electronic device." As discussed above, Mr. Zatkovich identifies the list of tracks returned as a 

result of the [ ] method call as the alleged "playlist" ofclaim9 for purposes of his 
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inti·ingement analysis. The evidence shows that this list of tracks has no relationship to the songs 

stored locally on any accused Toshiba tablet. Specii1cally, there is no determination made within 

the context of the iHcartRadio service as to whether tracks returned in response to a [ ] 

request are stored locally on the device to which the list of tracks is provided. JX-0014C (Hamre 

Decl.) at ,[7(viii) ("[ 

]."). The selection 

of the tracks for the "play! is!"' is independent of the device fi·mn which the [ ] request is 

made (by a user), and therefore the "play list" is not related in any way to the songs stored locally 

on that device. Thus, there is no evidence that any list of tracks provided in response to a 

gctTracks request meets the requirements of the claimed "playlist" of which "ones of the 

plurality of songs" are "not stored on the electronic device.·· 

• "obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the at 
least one remote source" (claim 9) 

The record evidence shows that the accused Toshiba tablets with il-leartRadio are not 

capable of"obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the at least one remote source'· as 

required by claim 9 of the '952 patent. When the accused Toshiba tablets are provided with a list 

of five tracks Ji"om the iHcartRadio service in response to a [ J request, the iHeartRadio 

application seeks to obtain the tracks in the list regardless of whether any of these tracks are 

stored locally on the accused Toshiba tablet. CX-1 067C.0239-40 (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 

511-512; JX-0014C (Hamre Dec!.) at ,i 7(viii) ("[ 
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]."). This was described by Toshiba's expert, Dr. Goldberg: 

When using the iHeartRadio or Toshiba Media Player on the accused 
Toshiba tablets to play music from a remote source, all the songs on a 
play list arc streamed-whether[] they arc stored on the tablet or not. Thus, 
it is not just the songs that arc not already stored that are streamed, but all 
songs including those that are already stored on the device. This operation 
is not what the clnim language is directed to, and therefore I do not believe 
that it is met by [the il-leartRadioJ service[J. 

RX-0667C (R WS Goldberg) Q/A 98. This is consistent with the testimony of other 

Respondents' experts. See. e.g, .Jeflay Tr. 985; RX-0669C (Hotth RWS) Q/A 270,277. 

1\clditionally. the Toshiba tablets with iHeartRadio are not capable of obtaining the ones 

of the plurality of songs under the claim construction adopted above because the iHeartRadio 

application never downloads and stores the songs. JX-00 l4C (Hamre Dee!.) at ,[7(v) ("[ 

c. Dir·ect Infringement by Toshiba Player Devices 

i. Toshiba Media Share 

BHM alleges that Toshiba Player Devices with the Toshiba Media Share application, i.e., 

televisions and !3\u-ray players, infringe claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent. For many of the 

same reasons described above with respect to •·Mobile Devices," the accused Toshiba Player 

Devices as imported do not meet several limitations of independent claim 9 of the '952 patent. 

• "receiving, at an electronic device, a play list assigned to the 
electronic device, the playlist identifying a plurality of 
songs, wherein ones of the plurality of sons arc not stored 
on the electronic device" (claim 9) 

The evidence shows that Accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with Media 

Share i(Ji! to meet the "receiving. at an electronic device. a play list assigned to the electronic 

device, the play list identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not 
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stored on the electronic device" limitation J(ll" a number of reasons. SpeciJ1cally, there is no 

"playlist assigned to the electronic device" and the alleged play list docs not "identily[] a plurality 

of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored on the electronic device." 

For the same reasons disclosed above with respect to the Toshiba Media Player 

application, the list of songs Mr. Zatkovich accuses of being the claimed playlist is not assigned 

to the accused electronic device, i.e., a Player Device with Toshiba Media Share. As is the case 

with Toshiba Media Player, if a user properly con ligures a server to share media on a network, 

any properly contigurcd DLN/\-cnmpatiblc device connected to that network can cmmcct to the 

server, make the same "ContcntDircctory:l#l3rowsc" request identilicd by Mr. Zatkovich, and 

receive the same catalog or contents regardless of the device hom which the request is made. 

Zatkovich Tr. 187-188; RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 52-54, I 00-101. The server may 

''provide" a list to the requesting Player Device in response to a "browse" request but this is 

diJTerent ti·om •·assigning a play list to [the Player Device].'' 

Accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with Media Share also do not 

"rcccivjc]. _.a p!aylist ... idcntilying a plurality of songs, wherein ones or the plurality of 

songs are not stored on the electronic device'· f(Jr the same reasons discussed above in relation to 

Toshiba Media Player. Mr. Zatkovich is accusing the Content Directory Browse request that the 

accused electronic device sends to the server as the "playlist request" that returns a "play list" as 

claimed in the '952 patent (for all Respondents). CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 448. 407 

(referencing Panasonic DLNA client application). For all Respondents' accused products, the 

list retumcd as a result of the Browse request contains no information regarding whether (and 

which) songs listed therein arc stored on the accused Toshiba Player Device. SpeeiJ1eally, the 

Browse request returns all songs within a given directory, and docs so regardless of whether 
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those songs arc stored locally on the device. Zatkovich Tr. 187; RX-0667C (Goldberg R WS) 

Ql A 97; see also Schonfeld Tr. (Schonfeld) 1286. 

• "receiving, at the electronic device, information enabling 
the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of 
songs from at least one remote source" (claim 9) 

The evidence shows that the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with Media 

Share are not capable of"rccciving, at the electronic device, information enabling the electronic 

device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs hom at least one remote source" for the same 

reasons described in relation to Toshiba Media Player. ln particular, the Toshiba Media Share 

application does not receive information in response to a "Browse'' request that specifically 

allows the accused Toshiba Player Devices to stream only those songs that are not already stored 

on the applicable device as required by asserted claim 9. Schonfeld Tr. 1291. 

• "obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the at 
least one remote source" (claim 9) 

The evidence shows that the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with Media 

Share arc not capable of"obtaining the ones of the plmality of songs from the at least one remote 

source" as required by claim 9 of the '952 patent for the same reasons discussed above in 

relation to Toshiba Media Player (on the accused Toshiba tablets). The language of claim 9 

specifics that the electronic device obtains only the songs identified in the play list that are not 

already stored on the device, i.e., the claimed "the ones of the plurality of songs" identilied in the 

"playlist.'' Schoofeld Tr. 1291, 1292. As set forth above, when operating as a DLNA Digital 

Media Player (''DMP"), the Toshiba Media Share application does not and cannot stream from a 

Digital Media Server only those songs iclentil1ecl in response to a "ContcntDirectory:l#Browsc·· 

request that arc not already stored on the accused Toshiba tablet. 
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ii. Pandora 

BHM also alleges that Toshiba televisions and B1u-ray players with the Pandora 

application installed infi·ingc claim 9 of the '952 patent. For many ofthc same reasons described 

above with respect to iHcartRadio on Mobile Devices, the evidence does not show that Player 

Devices with Pandora satisfy all limitations of claim 9. 

As an initial matter, BHM has not demonstrated actual use of any oft he currently 

imported Toshiba televisions or Btu-ray disc player products. The evidence adduced of alleged 

use of Pandora on Toshiba products is a Pandora usage report (CX-0350C.002) thai references: 

(1) Toshiba B!tHay disc players that arc no longer imported into the United States (RX-0667C at 

2 J -22 (Goldberg R WS) Q/A 63; RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 18) and (2) a "Toshiba TV'' 

without indication that this reference is to a currently imported Toshiba television 

(CX-0350('.002) 72 This report l~lils to support a finding that a Pandora application has been 

used on any currently imported accused Toshiba television or Blu-ray disc product. 

The evidence fluthcr shows that the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with 

Pandora do not satisfy the following limitations of claim 9. 

• "receiving, at an elcctmnic device, a play list assigned to the 
electronic device, the playlist idcnti(ying a plurality of 
songs, whet·cin ones of the pluntlity of songs arc not stored 
on the electronic device" 

As discussed above, with respect to Google Play Music and iHcariRadio, the "playlist" of 

claim 9 must (a) be assigned to the device, and (b) identify ''a plurality of songs, wherein ones of 

the plurality of songs are not stored in the electronic device." The accused Toshiba televisions 

72 This report mentions one additional Toshiba television, the SL4l7 TV, that has not been 
imported in years. RX-0685(' (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 18. 
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and Blu-ray players with the identiticd Pandora application installed do not meet these 

requirements f()r a number of reasons. 

As imported, the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with the identified 

Pandora application installed arc not capable of receiving a "playlisf' at the time of importation. 

BI-!M's expert Mr. Zatkovich argued that the ''playlist'' in the Pandora service is the map array 

returned in response to a [ ] call. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 498. Yet Mr. 

Zatkovich also testified that this map array cannot be provided by the Pandora service until a 

user has created a user account and a device has been authenticated with the Pandora service, 

which itself cannot occur until alter the user has Jogged into the Pandora service on the accused 

device. Zatkovich Tr. 149. Mr. Zatkovich also testified that the user authentication token 

required for this "'playlist" to be received is not on the accused devices at the time of importation. 

Zatkovich Tr. J 48-149. 

Mr. Zatkovich's testimony is consistent with the Pandora API Retercnce, which sets forth 

the requirements for operation with the Pandora service and states that ''fb ]eforc a user can use 

the Pandora service on a device. the user needs associate [sic] their Pandora account with their 

device." CX-0383.0004: see also RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 50-57. Specitically, the 

] call that Mr. Zatkovich identities as supporting his "playlist" analysis requires a user 

authentication token, refencd to as"[ ],''as an input parameter. RX-0667C 

(Goldberg RWS) Q/A 50-57; CX-0383C.0079 (identifying''[ ]" as a "parameter"). 

This [ J function cannot be properly called without this ''I ],"which is only 

provided to the device after a two-stage authentication process. CX-0383.0004 (Pandora API 

Re1erencc). This authentication process only occurs when the application is launched afier the 

accused device is imported into the United States. 
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The Pandora API generally describes the two-stage authentication process as follows: 

The authentication sequence consists of two stages. First, the calling 
device provides its own credential, verif)'ing that it is an device from an 
authorized partner. This call retums an authentication token for the 
partner. The second stage is authenticating the end user. The calling 
device provides its authentication token, along with the credential for the 
end user. 

CX-0383.0004: see also RX-0667C (Goldberg R WS) QIA 51. The "I ]"method is 

called as part of the first stage. CX-0383.0004, .0049-.0050 (Pandora API Reference). This 

method returns a"[ ):' CX-0383.0004, .0049-.0050 (Pandora API Reference); 

see also RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 51-52. During the second phase ofthe authorization 

process, the "[ ]"is passed as an input to the ''I ]"method. RX-0667C 

(Goldberg RWS) Q/A 53; RDX-0709C. The"[ r method then returns a 

]"parameter. RDX-071 OC; see CX-383C.0051-.0052 (Pandora API Reference). 

As discussed above, this "[ ]" is a required input fi:rr the I J method; the 

J function cannot be properly run without it. CX-383C.0079, .0081 (describing one 

error of the I .I function as "[ ]"): RX-0667(' (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 

55. Thus, without the"[ ]" on the device, the I J method cannot return the 

map array that Mr. Zatkovich argncs is the claimed "playlist'' of claim 9 of the '952 patent. S'ee 

RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) QIA 55-56. 

Fm1her, the "! ]"is not on the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray 

players as imported. Zatkovich Tr. 149; see also RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 57. Until a 

user has logged into the Pandora application on the accused Toshiba television or Blu-ray player 

after importation, the Pandora server cannot provide the device with a"[ ]"(which 

itself requires the Player Device to be connected to the lntcrnct). Therefore, at the time of 
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importation, the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray disc players are incapable of making a 

proper l ] request, and cannot receive an alleged .. I ],'' which comprises a map 

array of four or more c.lcmcnts relating to tracks or advertisements. See JX-00 15C (Edwards 

Dec!.) at ,[7(i)). 

In addition, claim 9 of the '952 patent requires that a playlist be assigned "to the 

electronic device .. rather than to a user. Similar to Google Play Music and iHeartRadio, the 

evidence shows that the Pandora service associates a playlist with a particular user rather than a 

particular "electronic device.'' Neither the .. [ ]" nor any other input into the 

[ J method is device-speci lie, and BHM has adduced no evidence to show that it is. 

According to Carl Edwards, Director of Device Engineering at Pandora, lnc., the map array 

provided as the result of the [ I function (i.e., the alleged ·'playlist") is 

dev icc-independent: 

The map array that is returned is based on the preferences of the user, 
the user authentication token and the station token. No idcntiticr of the 
device itself that is r·cquesting the map array is considered by the 
Pandora server when determining what to include in the map aiTay that is 
returned. 

JX-0015 at 11 7(i) (emphasis added). The parameters that are supplied with a I ] request 

include a user authentication token ("uscrAuthToken") but no device identifier. Mr. Edwards' 

explanation is conlirmed by the Pandora API 's description of the two-step authentication process 

described above. 

With respect to the "I ["portion of this two-step process, the Pandora Al'l 

document describes that the "[ r method can be called with different inputs, one that is 

based on user log-in inl(mnation and one that appears tied to a "[ ]." CX-0383C.0051. 

Mr. Zlltkovich. however. has offered no evidence that the accused Toshiba Devices with Pandora 
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use the second, "! ]" "[ ]"method as opposed to the username/password login 

method (which is listed .tlrst in the API documentation); this username/password method does 

not include a dcvice-specilic parameter. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 53; RDX-0709C. 

Even if the"[ r method were used, it is the "[ !" and not a "I ]" that is 

passed as an input parameter to the identified! ]method. CX-383C.(J079 (Pandora API 

Reference). ThercJ()rc. the evidence shows that the selection of songs returned in response to a 

] request is not made based on the device !!·om which the request is made, but rather 

based on the user associated with the"! ]" that makes the request. 

Moreover, as discussed above in relation to the other accused applications, the plain 

language of the claims requires that "ones of the plurality of songs" identified in the playlist are 

not stored on the electronic device. There can be no determination of whether the "playlist 

identifying a plurality of songs. wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the 

electronic device" limitation is met without llrst making a determination of the songs stored on 

an accused device. Schonfeld Tr. 1290-1291; 1-Iouh Tr. 1214; Zatkovich Tr. 214 ("Q. Going 

back to claims 1 and 9, we were just talking about streaming audio and how it could be a type of 

!lie. Do you agree that there has to be some parity between what is idcntilled as not stored and 

what is provided? A. Yes. "J. The adduced evidence does not show that the accused device 

makes a detennination of the songs stored on it. See CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 494-506. 

The selection of the tracks in the "map array" returned in response to a [ ] request for the 

"playlist" is independent of the device ii"om which the [ ] request is made," and the 

returned map array is not related in any way to the device's local storage. This is corroborated 

by Carl Edwards of Pandora, who states in his declaration that ·'f 
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]." .JX-00 15C (Edwards Dec!.) at~ 7 (vii). 

• "receiving, at the electronic device, information enabling 
the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of 
songs from at least one remote source" 

The accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with Pandora arc not capable of 

"receiving, at the electronic device, information enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones 

ofthe plurality of songs from at least one remote source." The evidence shows that the map 

array returned in response to a [ ] request contains inl(Jrmation about all songs listed 

therein. regardless of the local storage of the electronic device. JX-00 l5C (Edwards Dec!.) at 

~ 7(vii). Thus, the information received is not lor obtaining "the ones of the plurality of songs," 

but rather for all songs in the alleged "playlist" regardless of whether or not they are stored in the 

electronic device (here, the accused Toshiba television or Blu-ray elise player). 

• "obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the at 
least one remote som·cc" 

The evidence shows that the accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray players with 

Pandora are not capable of "'obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the at least one 

remote source'' as required by claim 9 of the '952 patent. As discussed above in relation to the 

iHeartRadio application, the method disclosed by claim 9 is designed to obtain only the songs 

idcntillcd in the playlist that are not already stored on the device, i.e., '·the ones of the plurality of 

songs" identitlcd in the "play list." Schonfeld Tr. 1291, 1292. When the accused Toshiba 

televisions and Blu-ray players are provided with the map array from the Pandora service in 

response to a [ ] function call, the Pandora application will stream all tracks in the map 
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array that the user listens to, regardless of whether any of these tracks are stored locally on the 

accused Toshiba tablet JX-OOJSC (Edwards Decl.) at ,17 (vii) (''I 

].");see also RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 98. 

Additionally, the Toshiba tablets with Pandora arc not capable of"obtaining the ones of 

the plurality of songs" under !he claim construction adopted above because the Pandora 

application never downloads and stores the songs. JX-0015C (Edwards Dec!.) at ,]7(v) ("I 

]." ). 

For these reasons. the "obtaining .. ''step of claim 9 is not perJ(mncd on the accused 

Toshiba television and Blu-ray disc players with the Pandora application installed. 

d. Indirect Infdngcment 

Toshiba argues that BHM "has failed to identify the type of indirect inti·ingement 

allegedly engaged in by Toshiba." See Toshiba Br. at 40-42. Jn particular, Toshiba argues that 

"BI-IM's prehearing brief fails to analyze the individual elements of either induced inhingcment 

or contributory infi·ingement, instead making the generic statement that usc of the accused 

Toshiba devices with the accused applications 'results in both direct and infi·inge infringement' 

of the '952 patent." !d. at41 (citing Compl. Pre-Hearing Br. at 140-42, 144-45, 148-50, 155-56). 

lt is fi.u·ther argued that "[b]oth Bl-lM's prcbearing brief and the witness statement of its expert, 
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Mr. Zatkovich, use verbiage traditionally associated with induced int!·ingement and contributory 

infringcn1ent interchangeably.'' !d. 

BHM's post-hearing brief does argue that Toshiba is liable lor contributory in!i-ingement 

of the '952 patent. See Compl. Br. at 389-421. BHM's post-hearing brief also alleges that 

Respondents should be found liable lor induced infi-ingement of the '952 patent should the 

Suprema opinion be "clariticd." See id. at 422. 

Inasmuch as BHM appears to acknowledge that the Suprema decision forestalls a finding 

of induced infi·ingement of the '952 patent in this investigation (see Com pl. Br. at 422), the 

administrative law judge will only make a determination as to the alleged contributory 

int1·ingement of the '952 patent by Toshiba. 

i. Direct Infringement by an End User 

The record evidence fails to show that a single person or entity has performed each and 

every step of any asserted claim of the '952 patent, which is required tor a finding of indirect 

infi·ingement. For instance, BHM and its expert Mr. Zatkovich refer to Toshiba user guides. 

marketing materials and tutorials as evidence to show direct infringement, but these materials fl1il 

to show that all steps of the claimed inventions were practiced in the United States. Mr. 

Zatkovich references '·on-screen mem1s, prompts, and instructions ... that highlight and instruct, 

li1r example, through prominent placement ofplaylist-related and custom or personalized radio 

options, end users to utilize the play list.'. CX-1 067C (latkovich DWS) Q/A 475. Mr. Zatkovich 

also references descriptions ofToshiba's website, its user manuals and specification sheets, as 

well as "premium placement of DLNA !lmctionality" through its "home screen music players'' to 

support his assertion of direct inli·ingemcnt. See id Mr. Zatkovich cites to Toshiba's own use of 

"DLNA functionality on Toshiba Mobile Devices" during testing as further proof Jd. The same 
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allegations regarding alleged usc arc made with respect to DLNA on Toshiba Player Devices as 

well as the remaining accused applications. See. e.g. CXI067C (7atkovich DWS) Q/A 455-59, 

488-93, 50 l-06, 513-18. The cited evidence docs not demonstrate actual use of the infi·inging 

Toshiba products, which required for a predicate ilnding of direct intl·ingement before a finding 

of indirect inJi'ingemcnt can be made. 

BJ-IM also identities "customer call lists" (also referred to as "Customer Service Logs") 

regarding "DLNA/Toshiba Media Player" as evidence that end users actually use the Toshiba 

Player Devices with DLNA73 CX-l067C (7atkovieh DWS) Q/A 459. Nevertheless, the 

evidence shows that there are several functionalitics associated with "DLNA," and BHM has not 

demonstrated that the DLNA-relatcd calls in the Customer Service Logs are. in fact, related to 

the DLNA functionality accused in this investigation. See RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 

223-224; CX-0695.0157-.0 167 (6200 Series TV User Guide) (describing playback of videos and 

photos or other media stored locally on a USB. lv1r. Zatkovieh 's reliance of iHeartRadio and 

Pandora support center records fail for similar reasons, inasmuch as the records do not show that 

the call center records relate to actual use oft he accused functionalities in an infringing manner. 

See. e.g., CX-1 067C {Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 517, I 16. 

BHM identifies two additional instances of alleged actual usc to support its ini!·ingement 

contention: (J) Toshiba and its agents· use in testing the accused products, and (2) Mr. 

Zatkovich's testing of the products in performing an infi·ingcment analysis in the present 

investigation. The evidence shows that Toshiba docs test its products. but the protocols used in 

this testing fail to establish that each and every step of any asserted claim is performed. For 

73 Mr. /,atkovich cites to a J 03-pagc document, CX-0667C, as identifying "multiple calls for 
DLNA/Toshiba Media Player" on a customer call list. Y ct, Mr. /,atkovieh fails to identify a 
specillc entry in this document that reflects these calls. 
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example, Toshiba's test protocol for the accused Googlc Play Music application indicates that 

Toshiba performs a simple ''sanity test." CX-0690C.002. There is no disclosure that ''playlists" 

arc be used, let alone assigned or received at the accused Toshiba tablet. hi. The same is the 

case for the testing protocols for Toshiba Media Player and iHcartRadio, CX-0690C.0005; 

CX-0691 C Accordingly, these testing protocols fail to show actual use of the accused products 

in an infi·inging manner. 

As for Mr. Zntkovich's own testing of the accused products, even if these activities could 

be relied upon to show direct infringement as a predicate to a linding of indirect infringement, 

they still cannot be relied upon to establish that every accused Toshiba product has been used. 

For example. Mr. Zatkovich's testing can support a finding that only the Toshiba products he 

actunlly tested, the 39L4300KU television and Excite Pure tablet, were used in an allegedly 

irlli'inging manner. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 440,525. Mr. Zatkovich's testing of a 

single Toshiba television, for example, cannot establish that every accused model of television or 

Blu-ray elise player has actually been used to practice a claimed method within the United States. 

ii. Substantial Non-Infringing Uses 

As described above. the accused Toshiba devices arc not capable of performing each and 

every step of the asserted claims of the '952 patent at the time of importation. Even ifBHM 

could make that showing, its all<:"gations of contributory int1·ingernent cannot succeed because the 

evidence demonstrates that the accused products have substantial non-inti'inging uses. See 

Elecrronic Digilal Media Devices, lnv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm'n Op. at 37. 

For example, the accused tclcvisions can be used to watch television, the accused Blu-ray 

elise players can be used to play movies and music stored on optical discs, and the accused tablets 

can be used for a multiple of general purpose computing functions. including Internet web 
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browsing. RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) QIA 53. 87. 122, 125, 138-39; J{.,\:-0685C (Rmnirez 

RWS) QIA 29, 32, 53, 65, 101; RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 151-155; CX-0694C (Excite 

7.7 User Guide); CX-0695 (6200 Series TV User Guide): CX-0700 (BDX5400 User Guide). 

None of these functions, if used. involves the practice of each and every limitation of any 

asserted '952 claim. 

Even if the accused Toshiba "products'' were further specified as a particular accused 

device/application combination, BHM has failed to adduce evidence showing that these 

combinations necessarily inJi'ingc any asserted claim inasmuch as each of the accused 

applications has substantial non-inJl·inging uses. For example, the accused Toshiba Media Share 

application, which is installed on accused Toshiba televisions and Blu-ray disc players. and the 

accused Toshiba Media Player application, which is installed on the accused Toshiba tablets, can 

be used to stream media other than songs Ji·om a server (the only media claimed in the '952 

patent are songs), such as photos and videos. or to stream single songs rather than playlists. 

RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 53, 87, 122, 125, 138-39; RX-0685C {Ramirez RWS) QIA 32. 

53, 65, 101: RX-0667C (Goldberg R WS) QIA l 51-155; CX-0694C (Excite 7.7 User Guide); 

CX-0695 (6200 Series TV User Guide); CX-0700 (BDX5400 User Guide). Additionally, these 

applications can be used to play media stored in local memory (or locally attached memory. such 

as microSD or USB devices, or optical disc media). RX-0684C (Okumura R WS) QIA 53, 87, 

122. 125, 138-39; RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) QIA 29. 32, 53, 65, 101: RX-0667C (Goldberg 

RWS) QIA 151-155; CX-0694C (Excite 7.7 User Guide); CX-0695 (6200 Series TV User 

Guide); CX-0700 (BDX5400 User Guide). 

As for iHcartRadio. the evidence shows that the iHeartRadio application supports playing 

both Internet radio broadcasts and alleged "playlists." ,<iee CX-l067C.0243 (Zatkovich DWS) 
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Q!A 520. lfthc iHcartRadio application is used to receive and play solely Internet radio 

broadcasts (rather than trom "play lists"), it would not infringe any asserted claim of the '952 

patent. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 154. 

These uses and configurations of the accused products and functionalitics establish that 

the accused Toshiba products do not necessarily infringe any asserted claim of the '952 patent. 

thereby precluding a finding that Toshiba is liable t()J· contributory infi·ingement of the asserted 

claims of the '952 patent. 

iii. Knowledge and lnh~nt 

BHM's indirect inti·ingement argument also fails because BHM has not established that 

Toshiba hac! the requisite knowledge "that the combination f(Jr which this component was 

especially designed was both patented and inti·inging." See Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEE 

S.A .. 131 S.Ct. 2060,2067 (2011), quotingAro lv(lg. Co. v. Convertible Top Replacement Co., 

3 77 U.S. 4 76, 488, 84, S.Ct. J 526. 12 L. Ed.2d 457 ( 1964). As evidence to support its 

contentions, BHM identifies: (l) instructions or tutorials created by non-Toshiba actors and over 

which Toshiba bas no control and (2) documents that reference, by name, accused applications in 

Toshiba marketing materials and/or user guides. See RX-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 23, 80-

87, 89-90, 92-93, 127-133; RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 35-44, 95, 116; RX-0667C 

(Goldberg R WS) Q/A 11 0-150; CX- J 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 455-62, 473-77, 488-93, 501-

6, 513-18. Nothing in these examples establishes the intent necessary to support a finding of 

inducement, i.e., intent to cause someone to infi"ingc a claim of the patent, rather than merely to 

perfonn certain acts that ultimately result in infringement. DSU Medical C'OI]J. v. JMS Co., Lid., 

471 F.3d 1293, 1304 (Fed. Cir. 2006). 
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2. The '652 Patent 

BHM accuses Toshiba tablets having the iHcartRadio application alone or in combination 

with Toshiba Media Player or Google Play Music74 of directly infi·inging certain claims of the 

'652 patent. For the reasons detailed below. BHM has ii1iled to show that any accused Toshiba 

tablet infringes any asserted claim. 

a. Mobile Devices with iHeartRadio 

BHM alleges that Toshiba tablets, i.e., "Mobile Devices" with the iHeartRadio Android 

application installed infringe claims I, 11 and 13 of the '652 patent. The evidence adduced at 

the hearing il1ils to show that the accused Mobile Devices satisfy cenainlimitations of 

independent claim 1 of the '652 patent. 

i. "a network interface enabling the electronic device to 
receive an Internet radio broadcast and being further 
adapted to communicatively couple the electronic device 
to a central system" (clain(J) 

The evidence shows that the accused Toshiba tablets with the iHcartRadio application 

installed do not include "a network interlace ... further adapted to communicatively couple the 

electronic device to a central system'' as they are imported into the United States. The accused 

Toshiba tablets with iHeartRadio installed cannot themselves communicate with, and are 

therefore not "adapted to communicatively couple" to, any iHcartRadio server at the time of their 

importation. Instead, the iHeartRadio application must be adapted by a user by registration with 

an iHcartRadio server before the application is coupled to communicate with the iHeartRadio 

\Vcb services. 

;., The infringement analysis relating to Google Play Music is set fmih in a separate section 
below. 
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For example, the iHcartRadio Web Services API Reference, which "describes the cuJTcnt 

application programming interface for interacting with iHeartRadio's backend intl·astructurc" 

states that "a device must register with the ilfeartRodio Music Service before it can usc the 

illeartRadio web services." See RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 58 citing CX-0243(' at 

CC-BH000000185 (emphasis added); JX-00 14C (Hamre Dec!.) at~ 4. Before an accused 

Toshiba tablet undergoes the registration process with the iHeartRadio Music Service, the 

network interface of the accused Toshiba tablets is not adapted to "communicatively couple'' to 

the illcm1Radio web services in the manner required by claim I of the '652 patent. RX-0667C 

(Goldberg R WS) Q/A 170, 187-88. B.HM has provided no evidence showing that any accused 

Toshiba tablet, as imported, is adapted (or otherwise conligured) to communicate with the 

i!leartRadio web service. Indeed, Mr. Zatkovich testified that to the contrary. See Zatkovich Tr. 

at 129 .. 130 ("Q. And you don't see that in the f!amre declaration, do you? A Hamre neglects to 

mention that, but a device must register with iHeart music services before it can use the API 

services."). 

In order for the accused Toshiba tablets to be "adapted to" communicatively couple to the 

iHcartRadio service, the user must at least (I) configure the device to set up an active internet 

connection and (2) register the device with the iHcartRadio service. RX-0684C (Okumura 

DWS) at Q/A 33; CX-0243C (illeartRadio API) at CX-0243C.OO 13. Only after this operation is 

performed and additions (or changes) are made to the iHeartRadio application via registration, 

can a connection be made to the iHeartRadio service. CX-0243C.OO 13-.0014. If this 

con1iguration is never performed, then the Toshiba tablet is never ·'adapted to ... 

communicatively couple" to the iHeartRadio web service ami there can be no infl·ingement. 
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ii. "al'ontrol system ... lldaptcd to: i) enable a user of the 
clcctr·onic device to select a desired mode of opcmtion 
ti·om a plumlity of modes of operation comprising an 
Internet radio mode of operation and a play list mode of 
operation" 

Claim 1 of the '652 patent recites a "control system" that is "adapted to" ''enable a user 

of the electronic device to select a desired mode of operation from a plurality of modes of 

operation comprising an Internet radio mode of operation and a playlistmode of operation:· 

BHM has introduced no evidence that the accused Toshiba tablets with the iHcm1Radio 

application installed include a ·'control system" that is "adapted to" perform this function at the 

time of their importation. 

Although the evidence docs demonstrate that a quantity iHeartRadio software is installed 

on the accused Toshiba tablets at the time oftheir importation, BHM has hliled to introduce 

evidence that the code that installed on these tablets at the time of importation is '·adapted to" 

provide the functionality of the "control system" recited in claim I. See RX-0667C (Goldberg 

RWS) Q/A 187. 

iii. "a control system associated with the network 
interface ... and adapted to: when the desired mode of 
operation is the play list mode of operation: receive the 
playlist assigned to the electronic device from the 
central system, the playlist identifying a plurality of 
songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not 
stored on the electronic device" (claim 1) 

Claim 1 of the '652 patent recites a "control system" that is "adapted to'" ''receive the 

playlist assigned to the electronic device ti·01n the central system." This assigned ·'playlist" must 

identify '·a plurality of songs, wherein ones oft he plurality of songs arc not stored in the 

electronic device:· The accused Toshiba tablets with the identified iHcartRaclio application 
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installed do not meet these requirements for a number of reasons, including those discussed 

above in relation to claim 9 of the '952 patent 

As imported, accused Toshiba tablets with the identified illeartRadio application 

installed are not adapted to receive a ''playlisL" Indeed, BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich testified 

that a playlist cannot be provided by the iHeartRadio service until a user has created a user 

account and a device has been registered with the iffeartRadio Music Service. Zatkovich Tr. 

J 30, I 33-134. 'fhis is consistent with the illear/Radio Web Services API Reference, which states 

that ''laJ device must register with the i!!eartRadio Music Service bctorc it can use the 

if!eartRadio web services'' CX-243C.0013. Additionally, as discussed above in relation to the 

'952 patent, the [ J function that Mr. Zatkovich and BHM identity as initiating the 

assignment of a "play list" requires, as an input, a"[ ]." See RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) 

Q/A 95, 199-200; JX-0014 (Hamre Dec I.) at 1[ 7(ii) ("[ 

]''). As discussed above in relation to the '952 patent this "I ]" is not 

provided to a given user unless and until they have logged into the i!!ear!Radio service and the 

accused Toshiba tablet cannot received the response to a [ J request until after this 

] is received by the device. See CX-0243C.0020; JX-OOI4C (Hamre Dec!.) at 11 7(iii). 

As discussed in relation to claim 9 of the '952 patent, claim I of the '652 patent requires 

that a play! ist be assigned "to the electronic device" rather than to a user. The evidence shows 

that the iHeartRadio service associates a play list with a particular user, rather than a particular 

·'electronic device." Thus, the "play list assigned to the electronic device ti·om the central 

system" limitations of claim l the '652 patent is not met tor the same reasons this limitation is 

not met with respect to claim 9 ofthc '952 patent. RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 200-201. 
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Claim l oflhe '652 patent requires that the device be "adapted to ... receive the playlist 

identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones of the plurality of songs are not stored on the 

electronic device." As discussed .in relation to claim 9 of the '952 patent, the accused Toshiba 

tablets with iHeartRadio do not "receiv[e] ... a playlist ... identilying a plurality of songs. 

wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device.'' Thus, BHM has 

not shown that the accused Toshiba tablets include a "control system ... adapted to ... 

receive ... the playlist identifying a plurality of songs, wherein ones oflhe plurality of songs arc 

not stored on the electronic device" for the same reasons that the corresponding limitation of 

claim 9 of the '952 patent is not met. RX-06!i7C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 98, 200-202. 

h. Mobile Devices with illeartRadio in Combination with Toshiba 
Media J'layer 

Bl-IM alleges that claim 1 of the '652 patent is infi·inged by accused Toshiba tablets 

having the combination of iHcartRadio and Toshiba Media Player applications installed. The 

accused Toshiba tablets with these applications do not meet each and every limitation of claim l 

for the same reasons, discussed above, that the accused tablets with the il-lcartRadio application 

installed do not meet each and every limitation of this claim. Furthermore, the Toshiba Media 

Player application it sci f does not meet certain limitations or claim 1. 

The Toshiba Media Player application is not adapted to receive and play Internet radio 

broadcasts as required by claim 1 of the '652 patent The Toshiba Media Player application 

cannot be used to receive and play Internet radio. Instead, the Toshiba Media Player is able to 

play and/or display audio. video or digital image files that arc stored locally, on attached memory 

(e.g, USB drive or microSD card) or on a remote server. HJ(-0684C (Okumura RWS) Q/A 53. 

122: RX-0685C (Ramirez RWS) Q/A 32,53-54, !OJ; RX-0667C (Goldberg RWS) Q/A 153. 
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The accused Toshiba tablets with Toshiba Media Player application are not '·adapted to" 

"obtain the ones of the plurality of songs fi·om the at least one remote source" as required by 

claim I of the '652 patent. As discussed above in relation to the '952 patent, the Toshiba Media 

Player application docs not and cannot stream from a Digital Media Server only those songs 

identified in response to a ·'ContcntDirectory: I #Browse" request that are not already stored on 

the accused Toshiba tablet. Thus, the accused Toshiba tablets with the Toshiba Media Player 

application do.not meet the "a control system ... adapted to ... obtain the ones of the plurality 

of songs from the at least one remote source" limitation of claim I for the same reasons that the 

''obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs liom the at least one remote sourcc"limitation of 

''!52 claim 9 is not met. See RX-0667C (Goldberg R WS) Q/ A 203. 

F. Infringement Analysis of Products Associated with Googlc Play Music 

BHM alleges that certain Samsung, LG, Toshiba, and [ ] devices associated with the 

DIAL-enabled YouTubc mobile application. Google Play Music. Googlc Locations+, or Googlc 

Latitude practice certain claims of the asserted patents. The record evidence shows that 

Google's products operate in the same manner across Respondents' and[ ] devices. See 

RX-0666C (Bishop RWSJ Q/A 69, 125, 129, 179; Zatkovich Tr. 63, 83. 

The following demonstrative, which was finalized bet(lre BHM filed its motion to 

terminate claims 17 and 19-20 of the '593 patent and claims 1-4 of the '952 patent, summarizes 

BHM's allegations ofinti·ingcment regarding Googlc applications associated with Respondents' 

accused products. 
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Patents 

'873 

~+0+. 

'593 

PUBLIC VERSION 

Accused 
GoogleApps 

You + umm "-· _._., 
Dial-enabled 

YouTube Application 

Goog!e Play Mus!c 

+ 
Google locations+ 

Accused Respondent Devices 

Samsung LG Toshiba 

8 
1, 5, 8, 16, 23, 

27, 30, 34, 37, 45 

'952: 1·4, 9, 14 
'652; 1, 11, 13 

7,17-20 

8 8 
1,5, 16, 23, 1, 16, 23, 30, 45 

27,30,34,45 

l:LC?. 1;r1 
'952 (player): 9, 14 '952: 14, 9, 14 

'652 (mobHe): 1,11,13 '652: 1,.11, 13 

7,17-20 

RDX-0635 (Summary of inJi-ingcmcnt allegations from CX-1 067C and CX-1 068C). 

1. Overview of Google Play Music 

Googlc Play Music is a cloud-based music service that is part ofGoogle Play. RX-0567C 

(Ghosh RWS) Q/A 14. Google Play is a digital content store fi-om which users can download 

applications, music, magazines. books, and movies. ld at Q/A 15. Google Play Music allows 

users to upload their own music or purchase music hom the Play Store. ld at Q/ A 14. Paying 

subscribers can also browse and play music from Google's subscription catalog. Jd. Users can 

stream music fi·OJn the cloud or listen to locally-stored music. !d. 

Arter Googlc Play Music is installed on a device, users can open Googlc Play Music by 

tapping on a "Play Music" icon. hi. at Q/A 20. Users can then select a Google account for use 

with Googlc Play Music. 1d. Jfthcy do not have a Googlc account, then they must create one. 
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!d. Upon successfully logging into a valid Google account, the user's device [ 

21, 32, 34. [ 

]. /d.atQ/A2l. [ 

[. ld. [ 

0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 142. 

[. Jd at Q/A 

[. RX-

For Android-based devices, Googlc compiles the human-readable source code 1\.'r Google 

Play Music into an application package known as a "binary" and provides it to Android partners. 

RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 17, J 8. The binary is in a form that is understandable by a 

computer. /d. at Q/ A 18. Partners do not have access to the source code, and it is not possible 

for partners to alter the binary. !d. at Q/A 19. Users can also download the Google Play Music 

application ti·01n the Google Play store for installation on their devices. /d. at Q/ A J 7. 

2. "a playlist assigned to the electronic device" ('652 I '952 Patents) 

For the reasons discussed below, it is determined that BHM has not shown that 

Respondents' accused products associated with Google Play Music infringe any assct1ed claim 

or the '952 or '652 patent. In particular, the record cviclencc shows that the accused products do 

not assign a playlist to an electronic device, as required by asserted claim I of the '652 patent 

and asserted claim 9 of the '952 patent. The evidence docs show that the playlists at issue are 

associated with user accounts. 

For instance, BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich testit1ed that playlists are associated with user 

accounts r ]: 
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Zatkovich Tr. 85; see also Zatkovich Tr. 67 ("[ 

]."). 

a. Googlc Play Music Source Code 

In addition, the Googlc Play Music source code demonstrates that f 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 139. Google Play Music 

source code contains I 

]. I d. For example, l 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 142; RPX-0061C 

([ D I 

]. RX-0666C 

(Bishop RWS) Q/A 142. As demonstrated below in the source code file [ 

]. ld; RPX-0055C ([ 

]. Id 

]). [ 
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[ILLUSTRATION REDACTED] 

RDX-0640C (RPX-0056C [ ]); RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A I43. [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 139; RPX-0061C ([ 

The method by which Google Play Music [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 144; RPX-0068C ([ 

]). 

J). 

Moreover, all playlists are available on all devices into which the user has logged in via 

automatic synchronization, r 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A I44. The evidence shows that 

]. Jd; RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 27 ("[ 

]."); RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 36 ("[ 

]."): Ghosh Tr. 
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1348 n 

]."). Further, as Mr. Zatkovich testified, I 

]. Zatkovich Tr. 1!5 ("[ 

]. "). 

The operation of Google Play Music when a second account is selected on a device is 

additional evidence showing that playlists arc associated with user accounts, not devices. As Mr. 

Zatkovich testified, if a second user account logs into the same device as a first user account, the 

device displays only those playlists associated with the second user account, and not any 

play lists associated with the Jirst user account. Zatkovich Tr. 93 ('·Q: So when you logged in to 

your account on the same device. did you see the playlist associated with your own personal 

account? A: That's correct. Q: Okay. And when you're logged in with the !HIM Mintz 

account, you see the playlist associated with the BHM Mintz account, correct'l A: That's correct. 

Q: So when you're logged in as your own personal-- to your own personal account, you don't 

sec the BHM Mintz play list, right? A: That's correct"); RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 147; 

RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/ A 48 ("Users can only use one account at a time with Google Play 

Music. When a different account is selected, the previous account's locally-stored music is 

deleted, and the device then synchronizes the metadata for the newly selected account. The user 

will only see the metadata for that newly selected account.''); id at Q/A 49 ("The user only sees 
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the playlists associated with the account that is newly selected and not the playlists associated 

with the previous account."). 

The evidence used by 13!-IM and its expert to support their contention that the Google 

Play devices assign play lists to devices is not persuasive. For instance, ( 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 132 . 

• 

RPX-0061C (( 

• 

152; RPX-0063C ([ 

• 

!52; RI'X-0064C ([ 

]. See CX-1 067C 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 152; 

]). 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 

]) . 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 

]). [ 
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(RWS Bishop) Q/A 152; RPX-0064C ([ 

. [ 

]. RX-0666C 

]). 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A I 52; RPX-0058C 

]). I 

). RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 

I 52; RPX-0058C ([ ]) 

• I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A I 57; 

RPX-0057C (I ]). 

b. Packet Sniffing Evidence 

As for the packet snirtlng evidence relied on by Mr. Zatkovich, this evidence also 

contains references to user accounts I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 153. Mr. Zatkovich testif]ed that [ 

]. See CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 132, 133. 
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First, as Mr. Zatkovich testified, [ 

]. Zatkovieh Tr. 89, 91 ("[ 

]. "). 

Furthermore, Mr. Zatkovich failed to account for the clear association of a playlist with a 

user account in his own packet snining evidence. As demonstrated below, I 

]. See CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) 

Q!A 133; RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 153. As Mr. Zatkovich testified, [ 

]. Zatkovich Tr. 92 ("[ 

] . "). 
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[JLUJSTRATION REDACTED] 

RDX-064JC (CX-0247C excerpt); RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 154. 

Turning now to [ ], the evidence demonstrates that, [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 155; RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 34 ("! 

]."). As illustrated below, [ 

l 
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[ILLUSTRATION REDACTED] 

RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 155, 156: CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 132; RDX-0642C 

(CX-0247C excerpt); CX-0247C (Samsung packet snifting evidence).'; 

The record evidence shows that I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 145: RX-0469 (Android API). As 

Google Play Music's Tech Lead Manager explained: 

l 

,; L 
[. ,<,'ee RX-0666C (Bishop R WS) 

Q!A 155; CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 132; CX-0248C (LG packet sniffing evidence); 
CX-0249C (Toshiba packet sniffing evidence); CX-0250C ([ ] packet snifting evidence). 
However, [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 155. 
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RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 21. Google source code further I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) 

QIA 145: RX-0469 (Android API). 

c. Additional Evidence 

Mr. Zatkovich also relics on the "'unique JP address associated with the[] device" serving 

as a device idcnti!lcr, but this theory fails because IP addresses arc not unique across the internet 

and arc not unique enough to identify a device. See CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 132; 

Zatkovich Tr. 94 ("'Q: An II' address at any given time is not unique across the Intcmet, right? 

A: No. And l'm not purporting that it is. I'm just indicating that's another piece of information 

that's associated with this particular session.'"). Moreover. Mr. Zatkovich testified at hearing that 

he did not rely on IP addresses as proof for assigning play lists. Zatkovich Tr. 218-219. 

In his testimony. Mr. Zatkovich also refers to a cropped screenshot of a Googlc Play 

Music settings web page containing a ''My Devices"' section to support his inJi·ingemcnl theory. 

See CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 132; CX-0540 (My Devices Screen shot). However, as 

conf1nned by Dcbajit Ghosh, Google's Tech Lead Manager for Clooglc Play Music. [ 

]. R.X-0567C (Ghosh R WS) Q/ A 41. 

]. See id. 

]. See id 
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]. See id. at Q/A 41, 48; RX-

0666C (RWS Bishop) Q/A 147. 

]. See RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 41. 

J. Id I 

]. !d. at Q/A 38. I 

]. See id. 

Furthermore, as seen in an uncropped version of the scrccnshot described above, the My 

Devices section of the Settings page only allows users to deauthorize devices. RX-0567C 

(Ghosh RWS) Q/A 38; CX-0540 (My Devices Screenshot). Users can neither authorize devices 

nor manage which devices receive playlists ll·om the Settings page. RX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) 

Q/A39,40. [ 

]. !d. at Q/ A 41. I 

]. 5iee CX-0540 (My Devices Serecnshot) ([ 1). 

Accordingly, BHM has not met its burden or establishing that devices associated with 

Google Play Music assign playlists to devices as required by the asserted claims of the '952 and 

'652 patents. 
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3. "r·cceiv[e/ingj ... information ... enabling the l'lcctronic device to 
obtain the ones of the plurality of songs from at least one remote 
source" ('652 I '952 Patents) 

The asserted claims require distinct steps of"receiving ... a playlist" and "receiving ... 

information." See JX-0007 ('952 patent) at claim 9; JX-0009 ('652 patent) at claim I. The 

record evidence shows that, with respect to Google Play Music, [ 

]. As Google's Tech 

Lead Manager explains: "I 

]." CX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 32. [ 

]. 

BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich cites to SandroProxy packet traces to show devices 

1- CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 138. 

He then concludes that, [ 

l- Jd I 

]. "Where a claim lists elements separately, 'the 

clear implication of the claim language' is that those elements are 'distinct componentjs]' of the 

patented invention .... There can be no literal infringement where a claim requires two separate 

structures and one such structure is missing 11-0111 an accused device." Beer on, Dickinson & Co. 

v. Tvco Healthcare Grp .. LC, 616 F.3d J 249, 1254-56 (Fed. Cir. 201 0) (tlnding no infi·ingcment 

where the accused product had a hinged arm that contained a spring means. whereas the asserted 

claim required a hinged ann and a separate spring means) (citing Engel Indus. v. Lockfimner 
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Co., 96 F.3d 1398, 1404-05 (Feet. Cir. 1996) (f]nc!ing no literal infl·ingement of method claims 

where patentee accused same feature of infi·inging distinct elements)). 

Mr. Zatkovich also testified [ 

], but the evidence he relies upon demonstrates the 

opposite. See CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 138. In Sltpport of his argument, Mr. Zatkovich 

cites to packet snifling evidence to show [ 

]. !d.; CX-0247C (Samsung packet sniffing 

evidence) at line 4929. Yet, the same packet sniffing evidence shows that [ 

]. See CX-0247C (Samsung packet sni[J]ng evidence) at lines 

4899-4900. [ 

Accordingly, BHM has not met its burden to show that devices associated with Googlc 

Play Music receive information at an electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs 

that are not stored on the device thnn at least one remote source as required by the asserted 

claims of the '952 and '652 patents. 

4. "lntcmet radio broadcast" I "control system" I "central system'' ('652 
!'a tent) 

All asserted claims of the '652 patent require, in part. that there be "an Internet radio 

broadcast,'' "<l control system," and "a central system." Although BHM has only alleged that 

Google Play Music practices the "play list related elements" of claims I, II. and 13 of the '652 

patent, see, e.g., CX-1067 (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 256, evidence that the other limitations are 

satisfied is nevertheless still required to prove infringement. The record evidence demonstrates 
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that r 

]. See Ghosh Tr. 1346 C'l 

]. "). 

BJ-JM has also failed to meet its burden of proof to establish how devices associated with 

Googlc Play Music full! I! the "control system" and "central system"limilations of the asserted 

claims. Mr. Zatkovich. for example, testif1cd that "it is also my opinion that [mobile devices] 

with Googlc Play Music practice the playlist related clements," but provided no explanation of 

how Google Play Music fuiJIIls the control system or central system limitations, aside fl·om 

citing to his analysis relating to claim 9 of the '952 paten!, which docs not contain those 

clements. See CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 256. 

Accordingly, BHM has not met its burden to establish that devices associated with 

Google Play Music meet the limitations of an internet radio broadcast. control system, or central 

system as required by the asserted claims of the '652 patent. 

5. Direct Infringement at the Time of Importation 

As explained above, accused devices associated with Google Play Music do not meet 

every limitation of tbe asserted claims at the time of importation. RX-0666C (Bishop R WS) Q/ A 

163. Furthermore, as Mr. Zatkovich testified, there is significant setup required post-impmtation 

for Googlc Play Music to be operable on the accused devices. See Zatkovich Tr. 104 (testifying 

that software was updated alier importation), 83 (testifying that a user must have a Google 

account and be logged in), I 02 (testifying that infringement testing included activating the 

devices and acquiring accounts); see also Ghosh Tr. 1335 (explaining play lists are available only 
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if the user has selected a Googlc account), 1348 (explaining there arc no user-defined playlists 

already available on brand new Google Play Music account). 

As to the limitations of the asserted claims of the '652 patent. devices associated with 

Google Play Music are not "adapted to" practice these limitations at the time of importation. at 

least because [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 155; 

CX-0567C (RWS Ghosh) Q/A 21. [ 

]. See RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 163. 

Additionally, all of the asserted claims of the '952 patent are method claims. which 

cannot be directly infringed by Respondents at the time of importation. 

Accordingly, BHM has not met its burden of establishing that devices associated with 

Google Play Music directly infringe the claims of the '952 and '652 patents at the time of 

importation as required by section 337. 

6. Indirect Infdngcment at the Time oflmportation 

BHM alleges that Samsung, LG, and Toshiba contributorily inti·inge device claims I, 11. 

and 13 of the '652 patent and induce and contribute to inti·ingcment of method claims 9 and 14 

of the '952 patent. BHM's allegations tl1il with respect to at least four critical clements required 

for a tlnding of indirect infi·ingcmcnt at the time of importation. 

First, BHIVI has failed to show a required underlying act of direct infringement. As 

discussed above. Blll\1must either point to specific instances of direct infringement or show that 

the accused devices necessarily ir&inge. Yet, BHM has not presented evidence of any 
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third-party direct inti·ingcr performing every limitation of the asserted claims aller importation. 

S'ee RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 164. BHM also has not alleged that any end user necessarily 

infringes. Accordingly, BHM has not met its burden of establishing an underlying act of direct 

inti·ingemcnt as to the indirect inti·ingcment allegedly peri(lflned by Respondents with regard to 

devices associated with Googlc Play Music. 

Second, Mr. Zatkovich and BHM have not put forward suf1icient evidence of knowledge 

and intent required ft)r a tinding of indirect inti·ingcmcnt where there is no record evidence of 

whether, when, or how Respondents became aware of BHM's inti·ingemcnt allegations prior to 

the lTC complaint. 

Third, as to inducement, BHM has not proven that Respondents took affirmative steps to 

induce infringement as required by Global-Tech where Mr. Zatkovich does not opine on induced 

inti·ingement of the '952 and '652 patents in his witness statement. See Glohai-Tech Applianc-es. 

131 S. Ct. at 2065, 2068. In a separate discussion, Mr. Zatkovich cites to "instructional videos:• 

wcbsitcs, manuals, device packaging, r ] as encouraging 

end users to usc Googlc Play Music in Q/A 155 of his witness statement. RX-0666C (Bishop 

R WS) Q/ A 168. Mr. Zatkovich docs not explain how these manuals support his position that 

Respondents had any specific intent or took any aftinnative steps to induce inti'ingcmenl. !d. 

These documents show that Respondents and have manuals that explain the general benefits of 

Google Play Music, but no cited portions of the documents demonstrate or teach using Googlc 

Play Music to infringe the '952 or '652 patents. !d. 

Finally. as to contributory inti·ingement. and as detailed below, BHM has not put forward 

evidence of accused products that constitute a material part of the inventions that are not staple 

articles of commerce suitable for substantial noninli·inging usc. 
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BHM's expert, for purposes of substantial non infringing uses, focuses on the "accused 

functionality of the electronic devices." See. e.g, CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q!A 154, 326, 

493. To allege intl-ingcment, however, Mr. Zatkovich relies more broadly on the devices 

themselves. Nonetheless, at both the functionality level and at the device level, the evidence 

shows that all components have substantial noninfi·inging uses. 

For example. devices associated with Google Play Music have substantial noninfringing 

uses. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 166. These include communications, entertainment. 

connectivity, directions, maps, business. web searching, and other functions. /d. Googlc Play 

Music is also a part ofGooglc Play. See RX-0567C (Uhosh RWS) Q/A 14. Google Play has 

substantial non infringing uses that arc not related to music, including purchasing and 

downloading applications, magazines. books. and movies. See id at Q/A 15. 

Google Play Music itself also has substantial non infringing uses. RX-0666C (Bishop 

R WS) Q/ A 167. For example, playing only music that has been locally stored on the device or 

listening to streaming music without using a playlist are both substantial noninfi·inging uses. !d.: 

see olso Zatkovich Tr. 96 (testifying that a user could usc Google Play Music to listen to only 

local music). Another example of a substantial non infringing use is Google Play Music operated 

strictly in airplane mode or otherwise without a network connection, as Google Play Music 

would not be able to obtain music fl·om a remote source. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 167; 

see also CX-0567C (Ghosh RWS) Q/A 50 ("There arc many uses ofGoogle Play Music that do 

not involve playing remotely-stored music from a play list, or that even require the use of 

playlists. For example, one such feature is playing only music that has been sideloaded onto a 

device. Using a device in airplane mode or in 'on device' mode as I described earlier would also 

not involve playing remotely-stored music since only locally stored music would be played''). 
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Documents produced by Google including, for example, RX-0473 (Google Play Music 

web page), further demonstrate substantial noninfi·inging uses. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 

167. Source code similarly demonstrates substantial noninfringing uses. !d. Publicly available 

documents, such as RPX-0347 (Google Play Music Offline Video), also demonstrate substantial 

noninfi'inging uses. Jd. In addition, some of Respondents' documents cited by Mr. Zatkovich in 

QIA 155 of his witness statement reflect noninfringing uses. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 

167. For example, CX-0487 is a Samsung user manual indicating that "lw]hilc ofl1inc, you can 

listen to music you have copied Ji·mn your PC." Another example is CX-0480, which is another 

Samsung user manual noting one can "[p ]lay music files Ji·mn an optionaL installed memory 

card:' Accordingly, l3H M does not and cannot meet its burden of establishing that devices 

associated with Google Play Music lack substantial non infringing uses, and has not prevailed in 

demonstrating contributory infringement. 

G. Tcchnicall'rong of the Domestic Industry Requirement 

BHM alleges that certain [ ] products practice certain claims of the '952 and '652 

patents in combination with spccitied applications, as tollows: 

See Rcsps. Br. at 263-64. 
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For the reasons set forth below, BHM has not satislied the technical prong of the 

domestic industry requirement with respect to the '952 and '652 patents 1(1r any of these products 

and applications. 

1. I Mobile nnd Playc•· Devices with 1 
9 of the '952 Patent 

BHM alleges that [ ] mobile and player devices with [ 

]-Claim 

f'' 

("SMU") practice claim 9 of the '952 patent. BHM has not shown, however, that the l J 

devices practice the "playlist assigned to the electronic device,'' "play list." "identifying a 

plurality of songs. wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device,'' 

and "receiving, at the electronic device. inlurmation enabling the electronic device to obtain the 

ones of the plurality of songs ti·mn at least remote source" limitations as required by claim 9 of 

the '952 patent. 

BHM's expert, Mr. Zatkovic h. relics on photographs of a [ J device displaying a list or 

media items to show that I. ] devices with S!VIU practice various limitations of the '952 patent. 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 539-40; CX-0458 (Photograph or( ] mobile phone); 

CX-0455 (Photograph of [ ] Television). These photographs are not sufticient to show 

that the r ] devices practice the limitations at issue. For example, the photographs do not 

show that a playlist is assigned to the electronic device; there is no way to tell whether the media 

items are assigned to the electronic device or assigned to the user of the electronic device. S'ee 

RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q/A 447. Moreover, the photographs do not show that [ I devices 

76 
[ ] is a subscription-based music service that otTers access to songs over a 

3G or Wi-Fi connection. After a user has signed in on a compatible device, the user can manage 
and edit their personal library of music in the cloud from a variety of devices. or synchronize his 
or her playlists and music using a PC that runs the Windows operating system. Without the 
creation of a user account on [ ), a user is unable to utilize the features of 
I J on any device and is thus unabk to stream any audio. 
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with SMU practice the "playlist'' limitation because these photographs do not show an electronic 

device ''receiving .. a play list, nor do they reveal whether any playlist is arranged in sequence. /d. 

at Q/A 453-54. One of the photographs on which BHM relies, CX-0458, shows a button that 

says "Shuflle All Songs" on the screen beside the list of media items. The presence of this 

shuffle button indicates that the songs arc not arranged in sequence. /d. Likewise, the 

photographs do not demonstrate that the [ J devices practice "receiving ... inlormation 

enabling the electronic device to obtain ... songs ti·mn at least one remote source .. limitation 

because nothing in the photographs indicates that any inlormation is received enabling the 

electronic device to obtain songs ii·otn a remote source. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 456-58. 

BllM's expert also cites to packet trace evidence to show that [ ] devices with SM U 

practice various limitations of the '952 patent CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 539-40. The 

packet trace evidence docs not show, however, that the playlist was assigned to the device. 

RX-0669C (!louh RWS) Q/A 449; CX-0252C (Packet Trace, [ ] Phone). Login 

and authentication of SMU shows only that data is provided to an electronic device based upon 

the user account that was used to log into the SMU application on that de\· ice. RX-0669C (Houh 

RWS) Q/A 448. 

The packet trace evidence cited by BHM's expert also does not show "receiving ... 

inJonnation enabling the electronic device to obtain ... songs J1·om at least one remote source. 

RX-0669C (Houh R WS) Q/A 457; CX-0252C (Packet Trace, I 

example. BHM"s expert testi!ied that packet trace evidence shows a 1 

] Phone). For 

] device receiving a 

song ID and a URL for each oft he songs in a playlist. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 540. 

Nevertheless, neither the song IDs nor the URLs received provides inJ(mnation suJ'licient J()r the 

electronic device to obtain ones of the plurality of songs. RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q/A 457. 
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Spcci!lcally, the linked reference in the packet trace shows a request for URL, with a parameter 

"'kind,,low-quality," implying that there may be additional inlonnation needed in order to obtain 

the URL for an audio tile. ld Moreover, the packet trace used to support BHM's arguments, 

CX-0252C, docs not show that any of the "URLs fi·om which the songs can be obtained J1·01n at 

least one remote source"' arc used to obtain anything in the trace. !d. The URLs returned as 

BHM's expert described arc not used at all in the rest of the packet trace. /d. Accordingly, 

therefore, the supplied trace docs not show that the reply URLs arc used to obtain songs as 

required by the claim limitation. 

BHM also Jitilcd to prove that [ ] devices with SMU practice the "identifying a 

plurality of songs. wherein ones of the plurality of songs arc not stored on the electronic device" 

because it li1iled to provide any evidence relating to thai limitation. 

2. J Mobile and Playct· Devices with DLNA- Claims 9 and 14 of the 
'952 Patent 

Ill IM has alleged that [ ] mobile and player devices with "DLNA'' practice claims 9 

and 14 of the '952 patent. 77 BHM tiJi!ed to establish [ J devices with DLN A practice the 

''playlist assigned to the electronic device," "playlist ... wherein ones of the plurality of songs 

are not stored on the electronic device," "playlist," "receiving, at the electronic device, 

inJ(mnation enabling the electronic device to obtain the ones oft he plurality of songs from at 

least remote source," or ·'receiving int(mnation ... enabling the electronic device to obtain the 

ones of the plurality of songs f!·om the at least one remote source'' limitations as required by the 

77 With respect to the technical prong ofthc domestic industry, 131-IM defines DLNA to include 
'"[ ] DLNA" and"[ ]." BHM concluded that [ ] mobile and player devices 
with ''DLNA'' practice certain claims of the '952 and '652 patents without identifying exactly 
which applications it believed practice which claims. Inasmuch as it is unclear which 
flmctionality BHM is referring to. DLNA as used herein refers generally to BIIM's allegations 
regarding"[ ] DLNA" and "I ]." 
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asscrtt~d claims of the '952 patent Among other reasons, because Bl-IM has Jailed to present 

suftieient evidence related to the [ ] products and DLNA, BllM has failed to meet its burden 

of proof on the technical prong of the domestic industry. 

BHM's expert relied on the same photographs of a I J device with DLN A displaying a 

list of media items to prove that [ ] devices practice various limitations of the '952 patent. 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 561, 565, 573, 577; CX-0459 (Photograph of I 

Phone); CX-0453 (Photograph of[ ] Television). For example, the photographs of 

] devices with DLNA do not show that a play1ist is assigned to the electronic device because 

nothing indicates that the media items are assigned to the electronic device instead of the user. 

RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 463. Likewise. the photographs do not show a '"playlist ... 

wherein ones oft he plurality of songs are not stored on the electronic device" because nothing in 

the photographs indicate that the list of media items includes any items that are not stored on the 

electronic device. Jd. Moreover. the photographs cannot show [ ] devices practice "'receiving 

... information enabling the electronic device to obtain ... songs from at least one remote 

source" limitation because nothing in the photographs indicate that information is received 

enabling the electronic device to obtain songs ti"mn a remote source. Jd. at Q/ A 469. 

Bl-JM"s expert also relied on packet trace evidence to prove that I ] devices practice 

various limitations of the '952 patent. CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 561,565,573,577. 

Packet trace ('vidence cited by BHM "s expert does not show that a playlist is assigned to an 

electronic device nor that a playlist iclenti1ies a plurality of songs that are not stored on the 

electronic device. RX-0669C (l-louh R WS) Q/A 464. The packet trace evidence shows that a 

browse request has been made, not that any playlist has been assigned to the electronic device. 

Jd.; see CX-0217C (Frame 6843) (Wircshark Packet Trace of! ] Phone): 
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CX-0215C (Frame 650) (Wircshark Packet Trace of [ ] Television). At most. the 

Wircshnrk trace shows that a device may receive a list of songs, but provides no evidence that 

the list of songs was in fact assigned to that device or that the list of songs identifies songs not 

stored on the electronic device. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 464. 

Similarly, packet trace evidence cited by BHM's expert docs not show "receiving ... 

information enabling the electronic device to obtain ... songs from at least one remote source.'' 

BHM's expert testified that the packet trace evidence shows [ ·1 devices with DLNA receiving 

a response to a playlist request that includes a URL for each song of a play list. RX-0669C 

(Houh RWS) Q/A 468. BHM's expert further testified that the same packet traces show 

representative [ ] devices issuing a GET request to obtain a song utilizing the corresponding 

URL. /d. However, BHM's expe11 failed to describe the internal processes that the DLNA 

application executes to decide whether to use the URL. The fact that the application eventually 

issued a GET request during l3HM's expert's testing does not mean that the DLNA application 

uses all the URLs to obtain songs or that a single URL is provided for each song. ld. From the 

documents provided by BHM, it is not possible to determine the intemal processes the DLNA 

application executes to decide whether to use the URLs. !d. 

Further, [ J Devices with DLNA only stream content; they do not download and store 

audio files. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 470; RX-0586 ([ ] advertisement describing DLNA 

functionality as streaming media). Under the adopted construction of"play!ist." the audio files 

in a playlist me ''for playback,'' which requires that the content be stored on the electronic 

device. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 470. Similarly. under the adopted construction of 

''obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the at least one remote source," the songs must 

be downloaded and stored. Jd. Inasmuch as songs arc never downloaded or stored, but rather 
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only streamed when using the DLNA functionality, [ 1 Devices with DLNA functionality do 

not meet the requirements of"playlist" or "obtaining the ones of the plurality of songs from the 

at least one remote source" as required by claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent. !d. 

3, I Mobile Devices with Google Play Music- Claims 9 and 14 of tbc 
'952 Patent and Claims I, 11 and 13 of the '652 Patent 

BllM has alleged that [ ] mobile devices with Googlc Play Music (''GPM") practice 

claims 9 and 14 of the '952 patent and claims L l Land 13 of the '652 patent. l I devices 

with GPM do not practice the claims of the '952 and '652 patents lor the reasons described 

above with respect to accused Respondents' products incorporating Googlc Play Music. In 

addition, BHM has provided no evidence of an end user ever actually using a I ] device in the 

manner alleged to read on the claims. 

4. 1 Mobile Devices with Slacl•cr and vTuncr- Claims 1, 11 and 13 
of the '652 Patent 

BHM li1iled to prove that [ ] mobile devices with Slacker practice claims I, 11. and I 3 

of the "652 patent. As evidence in support of its position, BHM referred to photographs that 

show a I ] mobile device displaying a home screen with application icons and a screen with 

ESPN Radio activated, CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 583; CX-0399 (Photograph of [ 

] phone). These photographs are insunicicnt to show that [ ] mobile devices with 

vTuner practice the asserted claims of the '652 patent. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 479. 

Likewise, l31-JM failed to prove that I ] player devices with vTuncr practice claims 1 

and II of the '652 patent. As evidence in support of its position, BI-IM referred to a printout of 

1 website that idcntilles a number of applications available for all [ I devices, including 

devices not asserted by BHM as practicing the '652 patent. CX-l067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 

591; CX-0780 (Website Printout- [ ] US Store- Entertainment Network). There is no 
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indication which applications are available on the I ] player devices. RX-0669C (1-Iouh 

RWS) Q/A 480. This printout is insLJ!Ticient to show that vTuncr is available on the [ J player 

devices, or that the [ J player devices with vTuner practice the '652 patent. ld 

Moreover, BHM has relied on SMU, DLN.A, and GPM to show the play list limitations or 

claim I for Slacker and vTuner, citing to the same evidence that it relies on for claim 9 of the 

'952 patent. RX-0669C (Houh RWS) Q/A 479-80. Thus, the reasons as to why the [ ] 

mobile devices with SMU. DLNA, and GPM do not meet the limitations of claim 9 or the '952 

patent apply equally here. !d. In addition, BHM has not addressed the "network interface ... " 

or the "a control system associated with the network interli1cc .. .''limitations as required by 

claim 1 of the '652 patent. Thus, f3l IM has not established that [ 

Slacker or vTuner practice these limitations. !d. at Q/A 459, 472. 

[mobile de,· ices with 

BHM has also relied on [ ] devices with DLNA in combination with Slacker and 

vTuncr to show that a control system requests and receives "supplemental information related to 

a song in real-time while the song is playing" limitation as required by claim II of the '652 

patent. RX-0669C (llouh RWS) Q/.A 479-80. The cited photographs and packet trace evidence 

do not show when the song is playing and how the timing relates to requesting and receiving 

supplemental inf(mnation. ld For example. the cited evidence does not explain whether the 

electronic device sends a "request to the remote server for supplemental inf(1rmation related to a 

song in real-time while the song is playing.'' !d. 111 Q/A 473-78; RPX-0093 (Ilouh 

documentation: 55755-50-l712-Cinema-mp3.mp3 ); RPX-0094 (1-louh documentation: 55755-

50-l712-Cinema-mp3.raw). 

BHM has also relied on GPivl functionality to satisfy the limitations of claims ll and 13 

for Slacker. As discussed above, [ ] devices with GPM do not practice claims II and l3 of 
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the '652 patent. Thus, devices with Slacker do not practice the asserted claims of the '652 

patent. 

Moreover, in light of evidence provided by B!IM, the non-infi"ingement analysis set forth 

above with respect to Slacker and vTuner applies equally to BHM's domestic industry 

allegations with respect to the r J mobile devices with Slacker and vTuncr. 

H. Validity 

J. Prior At·t 

Respondents allege that the asserted claims of the '952 and '652 patents are invalid as 

anticipated by, or are rendered obvious by, certain prior art references. lt is determined. 

however, that Respondents have not adduced clear and convincing evidence to show that the 

asserted '952 and '652 patent claims are invalid over the prior art. Each specific reference is 

discussed in more detail below78 

a. Priority Date 

The '952 and '652 patents were filed November 27, 2006, share a common specification, 

and arc continuations of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/805,470. which was filed on March 12, 

2001. Each claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/246,842, which was illcd on 

November 8, 2000. 

?B BHM contends that Respondents' obviousness arguments should not be addressed in this 
initial determination because they were not raised previously in any expe11 witness statement. 
S'ee Joint Outline of Issues at 25-27 n.23, n.24, n.25, n.26, n.27, n.28. BHM also argues that 
Respondents' obviousness contentions arc unsupported by expert testimony and consist largely 
of attorney argument. See, e.g, Com pl. Br. at I 77 · 79. Setting aside the issue of whether or not 
Respondents' obviousness contentions are properly addressed in this initial determination. the 
record evidence docs not clearly and convincingly demonstrate that the asserted '952 and '652 
patent claims would lwvc been rendered obvious by the asserted prior art references for the same 
reasons discussed below in the anticipation analysis. 
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b. Lipscomb- U.S. Patent No. 7,020,704 

i. "receiving a play list assigned to the clcdronic device, 
the play list identifying a plurality of songs" 

U.S. Patent No. 7,020,704 to Lipscomb ("'Lipscomb") does not disclose an electronic 

device that "rcceiv[es] ... a playlist assigned to the electronic device ... the playlist identifying 

a plurality of songs" as recited in'952 patent claim 9 and '652 patent claim 1. Lipscomb also 

does not disclose ''assigning a playlist to an electronic device, the playlist identifying a plurality 

of songs ... providing the playlist to the electronic device"' as recited in '952 patent claim l. 

Lipscomb refers to a system wherein each media asset can be accessed across one or 

more media player devices. Lipscomb performs rights management on a pcr-"media asset" 

basis, wherein each media asset has its own permissions or restrictions set such that it can be 

accessed "on one or more media players" with ·'di!Tcrent levels ofaceess." RX-0065 

(Lipscomb) at col. 3, Ins. 1-l 0; col. 9, Ins. 40-43; col. J I, Ins. 11-15. Lipscomb docs not disclose 

or suggest applying rights management to play lists of media assets or sharing play lists of media 

assets across multiple devices . .'iee CX1400C (Zatkovitch RWS) Q/A 20. 

Respondents· expert Dr. .Teffay testified that the data synchronization process described 

in Lipscomb at column I 0, lines 15-43 discloses these limitations, but the cited section refers to a 

process for media player devices to synchronize an asset or its metadata with the portal, and does 

not teach play list sharing or synchronization. See RX-0463C (.letTay DWS) Q/ A 98; RX-0065 

(Lipscomb) at coL 10. Ins. 25-27 (referencing synchronization "[w]hen an asset or its metadata is 

added, modified or deleted"'); coL l 0, Ins. 6-9; col. 4, Ins. 2-6. The assets synchronized in 

Lipscomb arc actual content, not play lists, and the asset metadata, for example infommtion 
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regarding the artist or genre, also do not comprise playlists. RX-0065 (Lipscomb) at col. 4, Ins. 

36-39. 

Dr. Jem1y also refers to column 4, Ins. 33-36 and column 9, Ins. 46-61 of Lipscomb to 

show satisfaction of these claim elements, but these sections do not disclose that the user's 

device receives a play list assigned to the device. See RX-0463C (Jellny DWS) Q/A 94. Column 

9 refers to a user utilizing a local player device to "create a play list manually fi-om a master 

database or generate playlists randomly based on database searches." That is, the play list is 

created on the local device and was not assigned to the device as required by the language of 

asserted claim 9. 

c. Logan- U.S. Patent No. 6,199,076 

i. "receiving a play list assigned to the electronic device, 
the playlist identifying a plurality of songs" 

U.S. Patent No. 6.199,076 to Logan ("Logan") does not disclose an electronic device that 

"recciv[csj ... a play list assigned to the electronic device ... the playlist identifying a plurality 

of songs" as recited in'952 patent claim 9 and '652 patent claim 1. Logan also does not disclose 

"assigning a play list to an electronic device, the playlist identifying a plurality of songs ... 

providing the playlist tot he electronic device" as recited in '952 patent claim 1. 

For instance, Respondents' expert Dr. .Ieiby testified that column2, lines 47-50 and 

column 6, lines 51-55 of Logan discloses the "receiving" claim limitation. Logan, however, 

refers to providing a player device with a session schedule or compilation that includes a 

plurality of ''Program1Ds" for program segments. In particular, the program segments in Logan 

are "compressed audio files and/or text'' on subjects including "world news, national news, local 

news, computer trade news, email and voice mail messages, country music, classical music .... " 
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RX-0024 (Logan) at col. 4, Ins. 46-47; col. 30, Ins. 3 1-35. Logan docs not disclose that the 

program segments arc songs----when Logan refers to program segments that correspond to 

"country music" and "classical music," Logan states that the music selections or files correspond 

to "topics." !d. at col. 31, Ins. 43-45. Moreover, Logan states that a music program segment is 

"an audio recording of a broadcast radio program .... " !d. at col. 40, Ins. 20-22. A recording of 

a broadcast radio program, which contains talk radio, DJ intros, advertisements, and music, is not 

a song. See CX-1400C (Zatkovitch RWS) Q/A 33. 

Logan also does not disclose the claimed "playlist:' Logan teaches that the Program IDs 

provided to the player device are just a list of''numbcrs" or "key valuefsJ." RX-0024 (Logan) at 

col. 12. Ins. 5-7; col. 17, ln. 54. They correspond to items in the compilation, but do not identify 

what those items are or identify them as songs. Therefore. even assuming that the "ProgramlDs" 

of Logan correspond to program segments whose underlying contents arc songs, the Program IDs 

arc not a "playlist identifying a plurality of songs" as claimed in the '952 and '652 patents. 

ii. "o·ccciving infonnation enabling the electronic device to 
obtain the ones of the plurality of songs from at least 
one remote source" 

Logan also docs not disclose an electronic device that receives '·information ... enabling 

the electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs ... from at least one remote 

source" as recited in claim 9 of the '952 patent and claim I oft he '652 patent. 

Respondents' expert Dr. JefTay testified that the "download compilation Jilc 145" 

received from the host server comprises the information that enables the player device to obtain 

the audio files. See RX-0463C (Jeffay DWS) Q/A 188. However. download compilation Jile 

145 only includes the ProgramlDs corresponding to the program segments of a program 

schedule. RX-0024 (Logan) at col. 6. Ins. 51-66. These Program IDs arc what enable the device 
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to play the program segments in a predefined sequence. See, e.g., id. at Fig. 5. The download 

compilation 111e 145 or Program IDs do not enable the player device to obtain the songs. Rather, 

the Logan player device obtains the program segments by accessing "a predetermined FTP 

download !lie directory and assigned a Jilenamc known to the player 103." RX-0024 (Logan) at 

col. 6, Ins. 53-55. ln other words, even before the player device receives the download 

compilation file with the Program IDs, it already knows the predetermined location for 

downloading program segments and has all of the information it needs to obtain them. The 

Logan player device always accesses the same predetennined location to obtain the download 

compilation Jile 145 and the program segments. RX-0024 (Logan) at col. 6, Ins. 51-66; col. 8. 

Ins. 29-33: col. 6, Ins. 53-55. CXI400C (Zatkovitch RWS) Q/A 36-37. 

Accordingly, it has not been shown that Logan satistles this claim limitation. 

d. Ninja Jukebox 

It has not been shown that Ninja Jukebox (RX-01 09) discloses or suggests an electronic 

device that "receiv[esj ... a playlist assigned to the electronic device ... the playlist identifying 

a plurality of songs" as claimed in '952 patent claim 9 and '652 patent claim I. lt has also not 

been shown that Ninja Jukebox discloses "assigning a playlist to an electronic device, the playlist 

identifying a plurality of songs ... providing the playlist to the electronic device" as claimed in 

'952 patent claim 1. According to the Abstract, Ninja Jukebox is a paper that '·describes the 

implementation of the Ninja Jukebox server and client, and their evolution through three stages 

of functionality'' referenced as versions 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0.'' CX1400C (Zatkovitch RWS) Q/A 42. 

ln his Rebuttal Witness Statement. Mr. Zatkovitch generally explains the three versions of the 

Ninja Jukebox. CX l400C (Zatkovitch R WS) Q/A 43-45. 
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Respondents allege that "Ninja Jukebox, , , discloses a method for sharing audio content 

and playlists stored on different devices among those devices." RX-0463C (Jcffay DWS) Q/A 

142, Ninja Jukebox, however, refers to a graphical user interface ("'GUJ") on the user's device 

that "provides the user with controls liJr constructing playlists." RX-0109 (Ninja Jukebox) at 

882PRIOROOOI3642. Ninja Jukebox refers to a playlist that is manually created by the user 

locally on the user's device, and not assigned to or received by the device as claimed in the '952 

and '652 patents. 

It is therefore determined that Respondents have not adduced clear and convincing 

evidence demonstrative that the asserted claims of the '952 and '652 patents are anticipated by 

Ninja Jukebox, 

c. HcalPiaycr 

Respondents rely on several "RealPiayer" references (RPX-000 I, RPX-0002, RPX-0003, 

RX-0114, RX-0115, RX-0116) to support their contention that the asserted '952 and '652 claims 

are invalid in view of the prior art. See. e.g. Compl. Br. at 437. The parties dispute whether or 

not these multiple references qualify as prior art under the relevant statutes, and whether or not 

certain references were sufficiently available to the public. See id. at 437-44. Rcgarciless, even 

ifthe multiple ReaJPlayer references qualify as prior art. and even if they were sufficiently 

available to the public, they do not show by clear and convincing evidence that the asserted 

claims of the '952 and '652 patents are anticipated or rendered obvious, 

L "playlist identifying a plurality of songs" 

It has not been shown by clear and convincing evidence that the Real Player references 

disclose an electronic device that "rcceiv[es] . , . a playlist, , . the play list identifying a plurality 

of songs" as claimed in claim 9 of the '952 patent and claim I of the '652 patent, or a "playlist 
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identifying a plurality of songs ... providing the playlist to the electronic device'· as claimed in 

claim l of the '952 patent. CX1400C (Zatkovitch RWS) Q/A 72. 

Respondents' rely on the ability for Real Player to read a metafile or RAM Jilc, also 

known as a multiclip, as allegedly showing these claimed features. See, e.g, Resps. Br. at 149. 

A RAM fllc, however, identities only the locations of media clips. Receiving the location of a 

file does not identiJy the contents of the file, much less "idcntifl/1 a plurality of songs" as 

claimed, The underlying content that can be accessed by the user's computer via the locations 

referenced in the RAM file ·•can be video, audio, video with audio, Rea!FlashTM animation, 

RealTextTM, Rea!Pix"'', any combination of these or something completely di!Tcrent" depending 

on how the creator of the RA il1 fi lc chose to construct the file. RX-0 I 14 ( G2 manual) at 

REAL88200000!8; 10:-0115 (7 manual) at REAL8820000108: RX-0!!6 (8 manual) at 

REAL8820000214. The RAM lile does not include the name or title of each media lilc. The 

name or title of each Jile is not received by or identified to the user's device running Rea!Player 

untiL and iL the !lie is actually played. Therefore. even though the Real Player manuals refer to 

the underlying collection of content as a "l'laylist," the user's computer never receives a list of 

media items that "identifTiesj a plurality of songs'' as claimed in the '952 and '652 patent. This 

is conlinncd by the Real Player user manuals, which state that Real Player can only display the 

"title of current clip.'' RX-01 l 4 (G2 manual) at REAL88200000l 7, REAL8820000073, 

REAL8820000081; RX-0115 (7manual) at REAL8820000105, REAL8820000l89; R_X-0116 (8 

manual) at REAL8820000209, REAL8820000294. 

ii. "receiving a playlist assigned to the electronic device" 

It has not been shown by clear and convincing evidence that the Real Player references 

disclose an electronic device that ··rcceiv[esj ... a playlist assigned to the electronic device" as 
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claimed in claim 9 of the '952 patent and claim I oftbe '652 patent, •·assigning a play list to an 

electronic device,,, providing the playlist to the electronic device" as claimed in claim 1 of the 

'952 patent. 

Even if a multi-clip RAM Jlle in Real Player could be constructed in a way that it could be 

considered a "playlist identifying a plurality of songs" as claimed in the asserted patents, the 

RAM tile is not assigned to the user's device as required by the asserted claims. The Real Player 

software and documents clo not disclose accessing, with a user device running Real Player, a 

RAM file conesponcling to a plurality of songs in response to a user clicking on a link for the 

RAM file on the Internet. See RX-0463C (Jefl[<y DWS) Q/A 321, The Real Player manuals state 

that a RAM file can be accessed by a user double-clicking on a link. RX-0 114 (G2 manual) at 

REAL8820000057 ("[D]ouble-clicking on a .ram file should launch Real Player Plus and begin 

to play a clip."); RX-0114 at REAL8820000019: R.X-0115 (7 manual) at REAL8820000152: 

RX-0116 (8 manual) at REAL8820000261. They do not disclose constructing a particular type 

of RAM file that corresponds to a plurality of songs and then posting that RAM !11c on a website 

on the Internet for access by users tl·mn personal computers with Real Player. 

Moreover, the action of one person cmailing a RAivllilc to another person docs not 

constitute "assigning" the RAM file as that term is used in the claims of the asserted patents. See 

RX-0463C (Jeffay DWS) Q/ A 321: RX-0461 (Black DWS) Q/ A 14-15. There is nothing in the 

Real Player application that shares RAM tiles, a fact spccitically stated in the Reall'layer 

documents. RX-0 114 (G2 manual) at REAL8820000031-32 (stating that Real Player only 

provides a file having an .RNX extension that the user would separately need to email); RX-0 115 

(7 manual) at REAL8820000 114- J 15; RX-0 1 16 (8 manual) at REAL8820000 157·5g, Further, if 

a person receives an .RNX lik via email, the user must manually select to locate the tile and 
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import it to RealPlaycr. The user must "Browse as you would with your Windows Explorer to 

where your mail program downloads files and select the Presets file to be imported (it will have 

an .RNX extension)." RX-0 114 (02 manual) at REAL8820000031-32; see also RX-0115 (7 

manual) at REAL8820000114-l15; RX-0116 (8manual) at REAL8820000157-58. Therefore, 

fi·om the perspective of the ReaiPlaycr, this is no different than the user manually creating the 

file locally. See CX1400C (Zatkovitch RWS) Q/A 79. 

In addition, it has not been shown that the alleged "Take5" or "channel" hmctionality of 

Real Player was associated with the RAM file functionality of Real Player and the "assigning" of 

RAM Illes to devices. See RX-0463C (Jeffay DWS) Q/A 321. The Rcall'layer 7 manual 

describes that the TakeS functionality related to "SM!L" files, which are dii1erenl than the RAM 

Iiles relied upon by Dr. .le!Tay to show invalidity. RX-0115 (7 manual) at RI'::AL882000012L 

REAL8820000 169; RX-0 1 I 6 (8 manual) at REAL8820000218, REALR820000284. 

There evidence also does not show clearly and convincingly that the alleged TakeS 

functionality caused a "playlist identifying a plurality of songs" to be assigned to a user's device. 

For example, the Real!' layer 7 manual simply stales that "Take 5 has a dedicated team in 

Rea!Networks working to bring you stories Ji·om around the Web making TakeS one of the best 

places to be on the Web every day." RX-0115 (7 manual) at REAL8820000121. Stories are not 

songs. 

In view of the adopted constructions of ''obtaining" and "obtain" discussed above, 

Real Player version G2 also does not practice the asserted claims because it did not have the 

ability to locally cache RealP!ayer content. See RX-0463C (JeiTay DWS) Q/A 319. 
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f. White- U.S. Patent No. 7,187,947 

i. "receiving a play list assigned to the clcetr·onic device, 
the play list identifying a plurality of songs" 

U.S. Patent No. 7,1 87,94 7 to White ("White") was previously considered by the 

examiner during prosecution before the PTO, and does not disclose an electronic device that 

''receiv[ esl .. , a play list assigned to the electronic device, , , the play list identifying a plurality 

of songs"' as recited in '952 patent claim 9 and '652 patent claim I, See JX-0008 ('952 file 

history); JX-00!0 ("652 file history). White also does not disclose "assigning a playlist to an 

electronic device, the playlist identifying a plurality of songs .. , providing the play list to the 

electronic device"' as recited in '952 patent claim I. 

Respondents· expert Dr. Je!Tay testified that Figure 8 of White and corresponding text at 

column 16, lines I-ll and column 17, lines 7-13 show satistaction of the '·receiving•· limitation. 

RX-0463C (JeJTay DWS) Q/ A 394. However. these portions of the reference only reler to a 

server that assembles desired audio content. called "audio information," that was selected by the 

user. White reJers to this assembled collection of audio content as a "playlist:· but once 

assembled the server transmits only the actual content to a user's device. RX-0070 (White) at 

coL 16. Ins. 6-9; coL 16, Ins. 35-37; coL 16 Ins. 52-54. The portions of White relied on by 

Respondents to show satisfaction of this claim limitation con !late the requirement for the receipt 

of a playlist. which identities content, with the receipt oft he content itself. White docs not 

disclose that the server sends the playlist itself to the user's device, including the titles 

corresponding to the selected audio content that "identifTyJ the plurality of songs" as clain1ed in 

the '952 and '652 patents. CXJ400C (Zatl;ovitch RWS) Q/A88. 
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ii. "receiving information ... enabling the electr-onic 
device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs ... 
from at least one remote som·ce" 

White does not disclose an electronic device that receives '·information ... enabling the 

electronic device to obtain the ones of the plurality of songs ... fi·om at least one remote source" 

as recited in claims 1 and 9 of the '952 patent and claim 1 of the '652 patent. 

Respondents' expert Dr. .1cm1y relies Figure 8 of White and the corresponding 

description at column 16, lines 1-19 to show satisfaction of this limitation. RX-0463C (Jcffay 

DWS) Q/A 400. 1-lowcver, as described above, White describes only a server that transmits 

actual audio content selected by the user to the user's device. \Vhite docs not disclose that the 

server sends to the user's device in!(mmllion that enables the device to obtain the songs !!·om at 

least one remote source, e.g, URLs to the audio content, as claimed in the '952 and '652 patents. 

iii. "identifying ones of the plurality of songs in the play list 
that arc not stored on the electronic device" 

White also docs not satisl)' the limitation ''identif)•ing ones of the plurality of songs in the 

play list that arc not stored on the electronic device" as recited in claim 1 ofthe '952 patent. 

Respondents' expert Dr. .lc!lay relies Figure 8 of White and the conesponding description at 

column 16, lines l-19to show satisfaction ofthis limitation. RX-0463C (.Jcf!ay DWS) Q/A 400. 

However. the portion of the specification relates only to operations performed by the server to 

access and assemble audio content from remote sources. and does not relate to determining what 

is, or is not, stored on the user's device. CX1400C (Zatkovitch RWS) Q/A 9!. 

2. lnvcnto1·ship 

LO previously filed a motion for summary determination that the '952 and '652 patents 

were invalid because Wasi Qureshey, the brother of one of the named inventors. should also 

have been listed as a named inventor. That motion was denied on grounds that the evidence 
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adduced by LG in support ofthe motion did not "demonstrate dearly and convincingly that Wasi 

Qurcshcy contributed significantly to the claimed inventions and should be a named inventor of 

the '952 and '652 patents." Order No. 36 (Jan. 14, 2014). 

Since the denial of the motion for summary determination, Respondents have not 

provided additional evidence in support of the allegation that the '952 and '652 patents are 

invalid for improper inventorship. Thercf(>re, tor the same reasons set forth in Order No. 36, it is 

determined that Respondents have not met the burden to show, by clear and convincing 

evidence, that Wasi Qureshey should be named as an inventor to the '952 and '652 patents. 

For example, the evidence docs show that Wasi Qureshcy did have discussions with 

named inventors Dnnicl Sheppard and Sati Qurcshcy regarding the general business goal of 

allowing immigrants to listen to radio stations from their homeland. See JX-0092C (D. Sheppard 

Dep.): JX-0089C (S. Qurcshcy Dep.). The named inventors and Wasi Qurcshcy were employees 

of the same company, Audio Ramp, and the evidence demonstrates that Wasi Qurcshcy worked 

on the initial business concept that led to the formation of' Audio Ramp. See RX-0298 

(AudioRamp). Yet, Wasi Qureshey was not deposed and did not testify at the hearing, and it has 

not been established that he was involved in the conception of the technical work that led to the 

claimed inventions. 

As for B!JM's alleged admission that Wasi Qurcshcy is an inventor of the '952 and '652 

patents, the interrogatory response in question identilies Wasi Qureshey as a person with 

knowledge oft he inventors of the '952 and '652 patents, but does not specilically state that Wasi 

Qurcshey is himself an inventor. See CX-1 087C (BFIM Interrogatory Responses) at 17-18. 
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Therefore, it has not been demonstrated, clearly and convincingly, that Wasi Qureshey 

contributed significantly to the claimed inventions and should be a named inventor oft he '952 

and '652 patents. 

VII. The '593 Patent 

A. Ovcn•icw of the Technology 

U.S. Patent No. 6,618,593 ("the 

'593 patent") generally discloses a 

location-dependent user matching 

system tl1r users of mobile 

communications devices. S'ee 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 15. 

Two mobile devices communicate with 

a ·'central unit" via wireless 

communications links. Jd.; see also JX-00 11 (' 593 patent) at col. 8. Ins. 39-45; Fig. I. 

"fnfonnation defining a location" of each mobile communications device, along with a user 

receiving or sending status, is transmitted from one or both of the mobile devices to the central 

unit, which includes a processor and memory. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 15; see also 

.JX-001 J ('593 patent) at col. 8, Ins. 39-53. The memory of the central unit stores the users' 

proliles. RX-0462C (llcppe DWS) Q/A 15; see also JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 7, lns. 32-34: 

col. 8, Ins. 51-53. During operation of the system, the central unit receives the information 

defining the location ofthe mobile devices and the user receiving and/or sending status(es). 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 15: see also JX-001 I ('593 patent) at col. 8, Ins. 39-53. The 

processor attempts to match inf(:mnation of the users based on the stored user pro Jiles. 
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RX-0462C (lleppc DWS) Q/A 15; see also .IX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 8, Ins. 54-60. If there is 

a match and the user status(es) is/are appropriately set, the central unit transmits "locating 

information" to at least one of the mobile devices. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 15; see also 

JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 8, ln. 60- col. 9, ln. 14. The transmitted locating information is 

based upon the information defining the locations of both mobile devices. RX-0462(' (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 15; see also JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 8, ln. 64- col. 9, ln. 14. 

B. Claim Construction 

I. Level of Ordinary Sldll in the Art 

Respondents' expert, Dr. Heppe, testified that a person of ordinary skill in the art at the 

time of the alleged '593 invention would have at least a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical 

engineering, computer engineering, computer science, or the equivalent, and one to two years of 

experience in the field of computer communications, telecommunications. and/or 

communications networking. RX-0462(' (Heppe DWS) Q/A 19. According to Dr.lleppe. more 

education could substitute for experience, and experience, especially when combined with 

training, could substitute for formal college education79 !d. 

Mr. Zatkovich, BHM's expert, testified that the parties' proposals as to ''the levels of 

[opined] skill arc similar," and testified that ''the knowledge of a person or [sic[ ordinary skill is 

the same whether or not the conception date is September 8, 2000 or up to four months earlier.'· 

See CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A 97. Mr. Zatkovich testified the relevant tield of the 

invention is GPS systems, and not the computer communications, telecommunications, and/or 

?Y Dr. Heppe also testiliccl that BHM's earlier-alleged priority dates of May 3, 2000, or 
alternatively June 4, 2000. do not alter his opinions regarding the knowledge, ability, 
understanding, or characteristics of one of skill in the art. RX-0462(' (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 23. 
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communications networking suggested by Dr. Heppe. See, e.g., CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) 

QIA 31; CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A 96. 

It is determined that a person having ordinary skill in the ali at the time of the '593 patent 

would have at least a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering, computer 

engineering, computer science, or the equivalent and one to two years of experience in the field 

of computer communications, telecommunications, and/or communications networking. In 

addition, more education could substitute for experience, and experience, especially when 

combined with training, could substitute Jor J(mnal college education. This definition of the 

level of ordinary skill, which was proposed by Respondents' expert Dr. Heppe. takes into 

account the relevant field of the '593 patent. The dctinition of a person of ordinary skill in the 

art proposed by Mr. Zatkovich and Black Hills is too narrow, inasmuch as the '593 patent is not 

primarily directed to using a specific technique, such as GPS, for determining a location. See 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 20. The '593 patent is not even limited to technologies tor 

determining a location, but instead is directed to systems that usc location inftwmation in a larger 

context for matching user profiles. /d. 

2. Disputed Claim Tcr·ms 

a. "user sending status" (claim 7) 

---.,---,-------:-:cc-··········-·-·-
Ciaim Complainants' l'roposed 

=---------:-----·.------------, 
Respondents and Staft's 

Term/Phrase Construction Intervenor's Proposed 
Construction 

Proposed 
Construttion 

....................... ------l-..,--c---c--·---- ·---·-.... --t--c-:--:---·-:----c--cc--c---4 ~---,----1 
''user sending "information indicating "information indicating Plain and 
status" whether the user has selected, whether the device is ordinary 

or the device is contigured. to currently able to send data meaning 
send data to or respond to or requests to other mobile 
requests fi·om other mobile communications devices or 
communication devices or the the central server" 
serve(~ 
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The disputed claim term "user sending status'' appears in asserted independent claim 7 of 

the · 593 patent. 

Respondents and Intervenor propose that the claim term "user sending status'' should be 

construed to mean "information indicating whether the device is currently able to send data or 

requests to other mobile communications devices or the central server." S'ee Resps. Br. at 

199-202. The Staff takes the position that the plain and ordinary meaning of' the tem1 should 

apply. See Joint List of Proposed Constructions at 16. Black Hills had originally proposed that 

the term should be construed to mean "int{mnation indicating whether the user has sclcctcd, or 

the device is conligurcd, to send data to or respond to requests !i'om other mobile communication 

devices or the server," but "[i]n the interests of streamlining the issues bel(lre the ALJ", now 

adopts the construction proposed by Respondents and Intervenor. S'ee Com pl. Br. at 462. 

The phrase "user sending status" does not appear in the specification of the • 593 patent 

except in the summary of the invention, which is primarily a recitation of the claims. Instead, the 

specitication describes •·receive/transmit statuses." The '593 patent first describes the transmit 

status. which corresponds to the claimed "sending status," as "a toggle bit within the wireless 

data stream transmitted over the wireless communications links that indicates whether ... 

requests or data should be sent to other mobile communications devices or to the central server." 

See JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 6, ln. 60-- col. 7, ln. 3. 

The spccilication further discloses a sending status that may be a transmitted data 

clement stored at the central server indicating when information sharing is allowed. JX-00 II 

('593 patent) at col. 7,lns. 49-52 ("Furtber, the above-mentioned receive/transmit status 212 and 

222 may actually be a data element within the prcfcrence/prolile data 213 and 223. For example, 
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the user may only wish to receive a matching notiJication f\·om the central server a!lcr 5:00P.M. 

on weekdays and sets his communications device availability accordingly."). Consistent with the 

specification, Jirst-named inventor Charles Drutman described the claimed statuses as similar to 

a do-not-disturb bit. See JX-0062C (C. Drutman Dep.) at 151:2-22. Also, as Mr. Zatkovich 

testified, the sending status "has to be sent Jl·om the local device to the server" and ·'checked at 

the server" to determine whether to send locating information. Zaikovich Tr. 1586- l 587. 

In other words, the purpose of the '·user sending status·· is to control the llow of"locating 

information'' to the mobile devices "if there is a match." The sending status's control of the Jlow 

of"Jocating information" to mobile devices is described in further detail with respect to the 

preferred embodiment and Figure 3 as follows: 

If a match is made, central server 25 continues with step 305 and examines 
either one or both of the transmit/receive status data 212 and 222 
associated with first and second mobile communications devices 17 and 
l 9. If both devices arc sending transmit/receive status data that pennits 
them to notify one another of their physical proximity, then central server 
25 determines in step 3 l 0 whether the Jlrst mobile communications device 
l 7 is within a distance 240 of the second mobile communications device 
19, as shown in FIG, 2. After step 3 l 0, central server 25 continues with 
step 315 and causes locating information to be transmitted to either or both 
of the t1rst and second mobile communications devices 17 and l 9 
indicating that a ·'matching'' and '·available" mobile communications 
device is in proximate relation to another. 

JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 8.ln. 60- col. 9, ln. 8: Fig. 3; col. 10, Ins. 43-46; col. I 1, 

Ins. 57-62. 

Therefore, the claim term "user sending status'' is construed to mean "information 

indicating whether the device is curremly able to send data or requests to other mobile 

communications devices or the central server.'' 
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b. "locating information" (claims 7, 18) 

Claim 
Term/Phrase 

Complainants' 
l'roposed 

Construction 

.~~-.- -------·-···---·-···-
Respondents and Staffs Proposed 

Intet-ven.or's l'roposed Construction 
Construction 

f-c.-.,--- --·b,-;c---;--~·-c--l--c-c--......,---c----c-··--·-·--- -------~---·-----
"location "inlurmation usable to "inturmation that enables a "information usable 
infc1rmation" arrive at a location" user to contact or lind another to arrive at a 

device or location" location" 

The disputed claim term "locating information" appears in asserted independent claim 7 

and asserted dependent claim 18 of the '593 patent. 

Black Hills and the Staff propose that the term ''locating inkmnation'' should be 

construed to mean '·inturmation usable to arrive at a location.•· S'ee Compl. Br. at 462-65; .Joint 

List ol' Proposed Constructions at 16. Respondents take the position that the term should be 

construed to mean "information that enables a user to contact or lind another device or location.'' 

See Rcsps. Br. at 197-99. 

As proposed by Respondents, the term "locating infurmation'' is construed to mean 

"inl()l'mation that enables a user to contact or lind another device or location." This construction 

is consistent with the intrinsic evidence, and comports with the understanding of a person of 

ordinary skill in the art. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 30. 

·rhe '593 patent discloses "locating information" as information "indicating that a 

'matching' and 'available' mobile communications device is in proximate relation to another." 

JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 9, Ins. 3-8. When describing another instance of a preferred 

embodiment, the speeiJication teaches that "locating inlunnation" is a notification of a proximity 

match coupled with a location or other personal inturmation. See id. at col. I 0, Ins. 37-59 

("Upon Jincling an available, proximate match, the central server then transmits data to the 
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requesting male teenager indicating a matching female teenager has been found. In this regard. 

the seeking male teenager may receive the location and/or the personal in!imnalion for the 

matching female teenager .... ")(emphasis added). 

The adopted construction is also consistent with the other embodiments described in the 

'593 patent. For instance, the '593 specification discloses an embodiment where a cell phone 

number of a proximate traveler is the locating information: 

As another example of a matchmaking service, business travelers may 
wish to locate a particular business service on a nearest available basis 
when traveling in an unknown area. For example, to determine the nearest 
available hairdresser, a business traveler may input his or her preferences 
ft)l' a particular type of hair dresser, e.g. salon or barber, from which 
services arc desired. All hairdressers that have indicated that they have 
available appointments within five miles of the business traveler, for 
example, may be sent the cell phone number of the traveler so that he may 
be contacted to set up an appointment. 

JX-00 I l (' 593 patent) at col. l 0, ln. 60 --col. I l, ln. 3; see also, e.g, id at col. 12, ln. 65 - col. 

13, ln. 20 (contacting nearby blood donors that match a patient needing a transfi.rsion); col. 12, 

Ins. 21-25 (teaching usc of a warning indicator when the physical distance between the goods 

and the carrier becomes greater than a maximum set threshold). 

In addition. the adopted construction is consistent with testimony provided by the 

tlrst-namcd inventor, Charles Drutman, who testiJied that when there is a match, a telephone 

number could be sent to the users so they could contact or find each other. JX-0062C (C. 

Drutman Dep.) at 101-102, 103-104. 

By contrast, BHI\1's proposed construction is in conflict with dcpenclent claim 14, which 

recites that "intonnation defining a location" can be "a telephone number.'' JX-001 1 ('593 

patent) at claim 14. Inasmuch as "locating information'' is derived from ''infi:mnation defining a 

location.'' it !i.1llows that "locating inf(mnation'' can also be a telephone number. 
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c. "the memory storing a first(/sccond] use•· profile" (claim 7) 

Claim Te.rm/Phrnsc 

''the memory storing a 
Jirst[/sccond] user prolilc'' 

L _____ _ 

Complainants' Proposed 
Construction 

"the memory storing prolile data 
about a Jlrst[/second] user" 

Respondents and 
Intervenor's Proposed 

Construction 

Invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112 ,I 
2 

Or, in the alternative: 

"the memory storing profile 
data about a Jirst[/seeond] user" 

The claim term ''the memory storing a Jirst[/sccond] user profile" appears in asserted 

independent claim 7 of the '593 patent. 

BHM argues that this claim term should be construed to mean ''the memory storing 

prolile data about a tirst[/sccond]user;· a construction with which the Respondents agree. See 

Compl. Br. at 184-85; Rcsps. Br. at 202-03. The Sta!Tdid not argue the construction of this 

claim term in its posthcaring brief. See StaffBr. at 165-71. 

As proposed by BHM and the Respondents, the claim term "the memory storing a 

tlrst[/sccond] user profile" is construed to mean "the memory storing proJilc data about a 

first[/secondjuscr."' Upon examination of the '593 specification. it is determined that profile 

data includes not only "data related to the characteristics of the user or the device," such as the 

identity of the associated mobile communications device, but also "preference data for the user 

or device to be used by the central server in making the match'' .JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 7, 

Ins. 31-41. ''Thus the pro1ilcs may contain both specific information related to the users/device 

and the preference data for the user/device that is being sought." Jd at coL 7, Ins. 44-46. 

Moreover. the user pro !lie can also contain the user sending status and location proximity 

preferences of the user. Jd at col. 7, Ins. 41-52. 
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d. "if there is a match and depending npon the user sending 
status effects the transmission" (claim 7) 

.-::~ ···----·-:-:::-:------.---: ····---······· -:-=c---
Claim Tcnn/l'hr;Jse Complainants' l'roposcd 

"if there is a match 
and depending upon 
the user sending status 
effects the 
transmission'~ 

Construction 

"if there is a match and the 
user sending status indicates 
the sending of data or the 
responding to requests, 
causes to be transmitted"' 

---······------··········--

----······· -· -··----·-·-
Respondents and Intci'Vcnor's 

l'roposed Construction 
·-·--

Invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112 ~ 2 

Or, in the alternative: 

"only ifthcrc is a match and only if the 
user sending status indicates that the 
second device is currently able to send 
data or requests from other mobile 
communications devices or the central 
server then causes to be transmitted" 

The claim limitation "if there is a match and depending upon the user sending status 

effects the transmission" appears in asserted independent claim 7 of the '593 patent. BHM takes 

the position that the claim term should be construed to mean ''ifthcrc is a match and the user 

sending status indicates the sending of data or the responding to requests, causes to be 

transmitted." See Compl. Br. at 185-86. Respondents argue that the claim term should be 

construed to mean "only if there is a match and only if the user sending status indicates that the 

second device is currently able to send data or requests fi·om other mobile communications 

devices or the central server then causes to be transmitted." S'ee Rcsps. Br. at 203-04. The Staff 

did not argue the construction of this claim term in its posthearing brief. See StaffEr. at 165-71. 

As proposed by Respondents, the claim term "if there is a match and depending upon the 

user sending status effects the transmission'' is construed to mean "only if there is a match and 

only if the user sending status indicates that the second device is currently able to send data or 

requests tim11 other mobile communications devices or the central server then causes to be 

transmitted." This construction is consistent with the disclosure at column 8. line 54 to column 
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9, line 8 of the '593 patent, as well as with Figure 3 of the '593 patent. See JX-001 1 ('593 

patent). Furthermore, the adopted construction is consistent with the testimony of the 

11rst-named inventor Charles Drutman regarding his understanding of the invention. See Exhibit 

JX-0062C (C. Drutman Dcp.) at I 04. 

3. Undisputed Claim Terms 

a. "based upon the information defining the locations of the first 
and second mobile communications devices" (claim 7) 

The parties agree that the claim 7 term "based upon the information defining the locations 

of the llrst and second mobile communications devices'' should be construed to mean "derived 

ti·mn the inJormation dclining the locations of both mobile communications devices.'' See Joint 

List of Proposed Constructions at 22. Nevertheless, Black Hills and Respondents disagree as to 

the proper application of this claim term. See Compl. Br. at 458-6 I; Resps. Br. at 195-97. 

Respondents take the position that '·nothing---not even the agreed upon construction----

limits 'locating information· to a map with the locations of both devices." See Rcsps. Br. at 

195-97 (citing CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A 139 (opining a prior art rcterence is not 

invalidating because "it is not clear that the ·map' would show the locations of both users"). Ill 

(opining ·'a map showing one location is not 'derived' from the locations of 'both' mobile 

communications device'')) (parentheticals in original citations). 

BIIM contends: 

Respondents, however, now advance an overbroad interpretation of this 
agreed-upon tenn in an attempt to cure known defects in their alleged 
prior art. For example, Respondents baldly assert that a "proximity match" 
that is pe1jormed by the central unit constitutes "locating information·· 
transmitted by the central unit. Respondents' Joint PoHB at 195-197. i\ 
"proximity match'' is not ''locating inlonnation" for multiple reasons. 

See Compl. Br. at 187-90 (emphasis original). 
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An examination of the '593 specification reveals several embodiments where the locating 

intormation is derived fi·mn the locations ofboth devices and transmitted in a variety oftormats, 

and is not limited to a map with the locations of both devices. For example, one embodiment 

teaches that the "locating information" provided as a result of a successful proximity match "may 

include either graphic or textual information and may be in any known format" including "raw 

GPS determined data." JX-001 1 ('593 patent) at col. 9, Ins. 3-14. There is no indication that this 

embodimenL in which "locating information" is determined based on the users being within a 

particular distance of each other, requires a map displaying the location of both devices. !d. 

Other portions of the '593 specification also support Respondents' interpretation of the 

.. based upon .. limitation because this limitation does not necessarily require that the locating 

in!ormation include the location of either user. For example, in one embodiment the system 

provides the location of a convenient meeting place relative to the current locations of both 

devices. JX-00 11 ('593 patent) at col. 1 1, Ins. 40-63 (disclosing in the context of delivery trucks 

that ·'li]fthe central server detennines that one or more of the packages on the iirst driver's truck 

are more c!Ticiently delivered if placed on the second driver's truck, then the central server 

transmits a message to the two drivers indicating a convenient meeting place"); see also hi. at 

col. 11, Ins. 10-39. Indeed, dependent claim 22, which depends ti·om claim 7, covers this 

cmbocliment. See JX-0011 ('593 patent) at claim22 (reciting '\vhcrcin the locating int(mnation 

is locating information for a location other than the location of either the first mobile 

communications device or the second mobile communications device"). 

Therefore, I311M's interpretation of the parties' agreed-upon construction is unduly 

narrow and excludes embodiments disclosed in the '593 specification that fall within the scope 
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of asserted claim 7. Accordingly, the analysis of the accused products and prior art will be made 

according to Respondents' interpretation ofthe parties' agreed-upon construction. 

C. The Accused Products and Functionalitics 

l. Googlc Locations+ 

The evidence shows that Google+ Locations, or "Locations+," is a location sharing 

feature ofGoogle+. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/11. 11. Googlc+ is a social networking 

service owned and operated by Google. !d. Google+ includes a wide variety of features, 

including "Circles" to enable users to organize people into gronps, ''Streams" for viewing 

updates and content from users in certain circles, ''Hangouts" k1r group video chatting, 

"Messenger" for sending instant messages, and '''Location Sharing~· for sharing a user's location. 

!d. at Q/A 11. 13; RX-0470 (Webpage, Google+ Android Apps on Google Play); RX-0472 

(Webpage, Googlc+ Mobile). 

The Locations+ feature, launched on March 25, 2013, allows a user to share his location 

with other Googlc+ users in his Circles who have been given permission to see that particular 

user's location information. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 12, 18, 34. A11er establishing a 

Googlc+ account, a user is able to elect to report his location to Googlc servers and set 

preferences lt1r sharing his location with other Goog1e+ users that are in his Circles. !d. at Q/A 

14, 21, 34. For each person with whom the user wants to share his location, the user can choose 

to share either his pinpoint location or his city-level location. !d. at Q/A 14, 21. For example, a 

user could share pinpoint location with family members, but only provide eity-levellocation to 

co-workers. !d. at Q/ A 22. Those users with whom the location is shared may then go to the 

Locations+ portion of the Googlc+ mobile application or visit the sharing user's Googlc+ page 

on any internet browser to see the last reported location. !d. at Q/ A 23. Locations+ uses maps 
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provided by Googlc Maps to show the users' locations, but Locations+ docs not provide 

directions I)'Om one user to another. !d at Q/A 36, 37. 

Locations+ is I 

]. RX-0468(' (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 19. The human-readable 

source code for the Googlc+ application is compiled into a binary that cannot be altered and that 

is only machine-readable for distribution to Android partners. I d. at Q/ A 15-17. Users can also 

download Google+ from the Google Play store fen· installation on their Android devices. /d. at 

Q/A 15. 

2. Googlc Latitude 

The evidence shows that Google Latitude was a feature ofGoogle Maps fiJr Mobile that 

allowed users to report their locations and share them with other users. RX-04<i8C (Oplinger 

R WS) Q/A 44. Latitude was deprecated on August 9, 20 I 3; Google has stopped accepting 

signals ti·om Latitude end points, and the Latitude feature no longer works. !d. at Q/ A 46. 

Deprecating Latitude made way JiJr the new Locations+ l(~ature integrated with the Google+ 

ecosystem. !d. at Q/A 47. While Latitude's features and functionalities were similar to those 

oflcrcd by Locations+, each is a distinct product I 

]. /d. at <)/A 45. 

When Latitude was still active, users who had Googlc accounts could allow other users to 

see their locations and could also see the locations of other users who were sharing with them. 

RX-04<i8C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 44. 52. If users then accessed the "Latitude'" layer of the 

Google Maps for Mobile application. they would be able to see sharing users' locations on a map 

provided by Google Maps. ld. at Q/A 51, 53, 61. The accuracy of the returned locations 

depended upon the sharing users' settings because Latitude enabled users to control the accuracy 
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and details that permitted users could see. !d. at Q/ A 44. Latitude could be turned ofT 

completely, or it could be customized to allow only a city-level view of a user's location. ld 

The location shared was either a location reported to the server automatically or one that the user 

entered manually. /d. at Q/ A 56. 

]. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 49. The human-readable source code 

for Latitude was compiled into an unalterable binary that was only machine-readable belc1re 

distribution to Android partners. ld at Q/ A 50. Users were also able to download Googlc Maps 

for Mobile with the Latitude feature from the Googlc Play Store. !d. 

3. Tht• Samsung and LG Devices 

Black Hills accuses certain Samsung and LG devices of infringing the '593 patent. The 

relevant accused devices arc mobile [ 

]. CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/1\ 595-596. This application contains a "Locations'· tab to provide a mobile 

user with the location of another mobile user. The "Locations'' functionality was termed 

"Locations+" at the hearing. RX-0468C (Oplinger DWS) Q/A 11-12. 

The Accused Samsung devices arc those with Locations+ preloacled, and with GPS and 

mobile data capability. They include the following models: the Samsung l 
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]. CompL Br. at 

472-73; CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 596-597. 

The accused LG mobile devices arc those LG smartphoncs which include [ 
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J. Com pl. Br. at 473-74; CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 596, 598. 

4. The I I Devices 

BHM contends that [ .J smartphones that are prcloaded with Googlc+, and that 

have GPS and mobile data capability practice the '593 patent and thereby satisfy the technical 

prong of the domestic industry requirement. See Compl. Br. at 474. They are (for Locations+) 

the I 

[. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) at Q596, Q599. BHM further contends that the [ 

] phones preloaded with Google Maps/Latitude and having GPS and mobile data capability 

also practice the '593 patent and thereby satisfy the technical prong of the domestic industry 

requirement. 5'ee Compl. Br. at 474. These phones include the [ 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) at Q/A 689-694. 

5. Designation of Representative Pr·oducts 

Black Hills contends that, inasmuch as Locations+ functionality [ 

] ' 

Compl. Br. at 474-78. Black Hills relics on the testimony ofGooglc's corporate designee on 

Locations+, Andrew Oplinger, as support for this proposition. Specifically, Bbck Hills cites to 
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testimony fi·om Mr. Oplinger that Locntions+ is [ 

l: 

jlLLUSTRATION REDACTED] 

JX-0083 (Oplinger Dep.) at 28. 

Black Hills also relies on the activities of its expert, Mr. Zatkovich, to demonstrate that 

all accused products with Locations+ operate the same. See Com pl. Br. at 4 75-76. Specifically, 

Mr. Zatkovich operated different phones Jt-om the Respondents, reviewed relevant documents, 

reviewed the single version of source code produced by Google (applicable to all phones), and 
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examined the non-inti"ingcmcnt arguments of Respondents, I 

]. See id. (citing CX-1067C (Zatkovlch DWS) Q/A 618). Mr. Zatkovich testiiied: 

[ILLUSTRATION REDACTED] 

CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 618. 

According to Mr. Zatkovich, that [ 

]. 

CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 619. Specifically, [ 

]. See id. Mr. 

Zatkovich also testified that [ 

]. See CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 620-622. 

Google' s expert Dr. Bishop analyzed the Google source code, and while he believes there 

was no inli·ingement, he did not contest the proposition that [ 

J. See RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) at Q/ A 178-179. Samsung's expert 

Dr. Heppe also provided no testimony disagreeing with the conclusion that [ 
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]. See RX-0668C (Heppe RWS) (generally). LG's expert 

Dr. Min did question whether or not the evidence was suf11cient to support a determination that 

], but the record 

evidence does support such a determination. See RX-0672C (Min RWS) Q/A 35-38. 

Inasmuch as Googlc has provided testimony through its corporate designee Mr. Oplinger 

that [ 

]. See RX-0468C.02 (Oplinger WS) Q/A 15-16; RX-0668C (Heppe RWS) Q/A 27; 

RX-0672C (Min RWS) Q/A 33-34. 

D. lnfr·ingemcnt Analysis 

1. Direct lnfl'ingemcnt 

BIIM alleges that certain Samsung, LG, and [ I mobile devices associated with 

Google's Locations+ and Latitude practice independent claim 7 and dependent claim 18 of the 

'593 patent. Nevertheless, BHM has not adduced evidence showing that the devices associated 

with Locations+ and Latitude satisfy all limitations of the asserted claims. The specific 

limitations not practiced by the accused products arc discussed in further detail bdow. 

a. "match information of the users" 

The evidence shows that the accused products do not practice asserted independent claim 

7 and dependent 18, inasmuch as they do not satisfy the "match information of the users'' 

limitation recited in claim 7. 

i. Devices with Locations+ 

The record evidence demonstrates that accused devices associated with Locations+ do 

not match inf(mnation of the users as required by the claims for two reasons: I 
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]. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 27; RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 

190; Zatkovich Tr. 226. 

First, the asserted claims require that the processor "receive[] the first and second user 

prolilcs," but the evidence shows that Locations+ functionality [ 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 74 (''[ 

]."). [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 189-190; RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 27, 

31-33; RPX-00 13C ([ J). [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 194. 

]. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 

31, 67. Furthermore, Mr. Zatkovich's testimony that [ 

] is not supported by the evidence. See CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) 

QIA 655. Although Mr. Zatkovich testified [ 

testified [ 

QIA 52; Zatkovich Tr. 75. Moreover, the evidence shows that [ 

]. Mr. Zatkovich also 

]. CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 199. 
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Second, the record evidence does not establish that devices associated with Locations+ 

"match inlcmnation of the users" as required by the claims. [ 

]. RX-0468C 

(Oplinger RWS) Q/A 33. [ 

]. so 

BHM argues two separate theories of infringement with respect to this claim limitation. 

In support of the llrst theory. Mr. Zatkovich tcsti!iecl that I 

]. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 658; Zatkovieh Tr. 75. The evidence. however. 

does not support this theory of inti·ingcment. First, [ 

]. See. e.g, RX-0666C (Bishop R WS) Q/A 190 

(I 

]). Although MI'. Zatkovich testifies about [ 

], the evidence shows that 

]. See. 

"" [ ]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 191; 
RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 32; RPX-0018C ([ ]): RPX-00J9C 
q D. r 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 192; RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) 
Q/A3l-32. 

RWS) Q/A 193; RPX-0018C (I 
see also RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 32. [ 

] . 

J): RPX-0020C (J 
]. RX-0666C (Bishop 

]): 

RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 36. 
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e.g, Zatkovich Tr. 77 ("[ 

]."); RX-0468C {Oplinger RWS) Q/A 13 ([ 

!). 

]. See Zatkovich Tr. 229-230; RX-0468C (Oplinger R WS) 

QIA 13. Second, [ 

]. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 34; RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 196. As 

described above, r 

In support ofBHM's second theory of inti·ingement. Mr. Zatkovich tcstitied that''!' 

l" CX-1 067C 

(Z.atkovich DWS) Q/A 658. This theory ofin11·ingcment is also not supported by the evidence. 

For instance, Mr. Zatkovich testified that [ 

J. Zatkovich Tr. 74-75. This testimony in fact restates the 

reason why [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 194, 196; 

RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 33. 

BHM also argues that this claim limitation is satistied under the doctrine of equivalents, 

and its expert Mr. Zatkovich testified [ ]. 

See CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 656. The evidence shows, however, that there is a 
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fundamental difference between I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 198. 

l 

J. Id. I 

J. ld r 

]. !d. at Q/A 199. 

ii. Devices with Latitude 

Like Locations+, the evidence shows that the now-deprecated Latitude did not "match ... 

information of the users'" as required by the claim limitations because Latitude operation did not 

First, Latitude did [ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 202-203; 

RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/ A 58-60; RPX-0025C ([ 

r 
]. 

]). 

Second, devices associated with Latitude did not "match information of the users." 
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J. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 5981 

b. Hlocating inforntation" 

Asserted claims 7 and 18 of the '593 patent recite the claim limitation "locating 

. information ... based upon the information defining the locations ofthe first and the second 

mobile communications devices'' The evidence shows that the accused products do not practice 

claim 7 and its dependent claim 18 because they do not satisJy· the "locating information" 

limitation. 

BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich testified that ror Locations+ and Latitude, "I 

]." Zatkovich 

Tr. 73-74; see also CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) QiA 724. As discussed above. the claim term 

"locating information'' is construed to mean "information that enables a user to contact or find 

another device or location." Indeed, Mr. Zatkovich testified that "locating information" requires 

that "one user be able to lind the second user." Zatkovich Tr. 73. 

The accused functionality on the accused products I 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop 

s1 I 
j. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 204; RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 59: 

RPX-0023C ([ ]); RPX-0026C ([ j); 
RPX-0028C (I ]); RPX-0029C 
([ ]). [ 

([ 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 204. 

]. hi.; RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 57-59,61; RPX-0024C 
]). 
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R WS) Q/A 2 J 6. The claims require that the "locating infonnation," which defines the locations 

of both users, be transmitted fi·om the "central unit." JX-001 I ('593 patent) at cl. 7 (''a central 

unit having a processor ... wherein the processor ... eflccts the transmission to the first mobile 

communications device oflocating int(mnation defining the locations of the Jirst and second 

mobile communications devices"). However, Locations+ Tech Lead Andrew Oplinger testilied 

that I ]. 

Oplinger Tr. 1389. The evidence does not show that [ 

]. !d; CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 658. Further, Mr. Zatkovich tcstilicd I 

]. CX- I 400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A 1 I l. 

Accordingly. devices associated with Locations+ or Latitude do not meet the "locating 

information" limitation, and BHM has not established that devices associated with Locations+ or 

Latitude practice the asserted claims of the '593 patent. 

c. "user sending status,' 

Claim 7 of the · 593 patent requires the second device to transmit "a user sending status," 

and that ''locating information" be tmnsmittecl "depending on the user sending status,'' 

limitations that also apply to asserted dependent claim 18. As discussed further below, the 

evidence shows that devices associated with Locations+ and Latitude do not and did not 

implement a user sending status that is checked before effecting transmission of locating 

infonnation. 
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i. Locations+ 

The record evidence shows that Locations+ does not implement a "user sending status'' 

for several reasons. First, as Mr. Zatkovich tcstitled, [ 

Zatkovich Tr. 1591. [ 

Second, [ 

J. 

]. RX-0468C (Oplinger R WS) Q/ A 12 ("[ 

]."). 

CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 643-645. Indeed, Mr. Zatkovich testiliccl that [ 
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]. 

Zatkovich Tr. 84. Accordingly, the location sharing settings do not comprise the claimed "user 

sending status" because [ 

]. 

Third, [ 

[. RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 22, 35. 

]. !d. at Q/A 35. l 

]. Id at Q/A 25. [ 

RX-0472 (Webpage, Googlc+ Mobile)("! 

). "). 

Finally. l 

]. As Mr. Zatkovich testified, [ 

]. CX-J067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 52. He also testified that''! 
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]." ld at Q/A 658. However, [ 

]. Jd. 

The evidence also shows that Locations+ does not practice this limitation under the 

doctrine of equivalents. Mr. Zatkovich testilied [ 

]. CX- I 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 643, 649. This testimony [ 

]. See RX-0468C 

(Oplinger RWS) Q/A 22, 25. [ 

J. See i<l. at Q/ A 22, 25, 35; see also 

CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A 105 c-[ 

J. ''). 

]. RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/A 321. The way is different; [ 

I· !d. The result is also different; [ 

]. ld 
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Accordingly, inasmuch as Locations+ does not satisfy the claim element '·user sending 

status,'' either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents, BHM has not established that devices 

associated with Locations+ practice the asserted claims of the '593 patent. 

ii, Latitude 

As with Locations+. Latitude did not implement a user sending status. The evidence 

shows that [ 

J. RX-0468C (Oplinger 

RWS) Q/A 54. I 

J. Jd. I 

]. Sec e.g.. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) at Q/A 249. 

ln addition, under Mr. Zatkovich's own interpretation oft he claim term ·'user sending 

status," Latitude could not satisfy the limitation because: I 

RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 44: CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 712. 

]. 

Further, as with Locations+. Mr. Zatkovich's doctrine of equivalents opinion relates to [ 

]. !d. However, as discussed above, l 

]. See RX-0468C (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 54; RX-0666C (Bishop 

RWS) Q/ A 321; see also CX- I 400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A I 05. 
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Accordingly. inasmuch as devices associated with Latitude did not satisfy this limitation, 

either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents, Bl·IM has not meet its burden of establishing 

that devices associated with Latitude practiced the asserted claims. 

d. "I rirst/st•cond)mobilt• communications device for· transmitting 
information defining a location of the )first second) mobile 
communications device" 

Claim 7 of the '593 patent requires both ''a first mobile communications device for 

transmitting information defining a location of the tirst mobile communications device" and "a 

second mobile communications device l(Jr transmitting information defining a location of the 

second mobile communications device'· The evidence shows that neither Locations+ nor 

Latitude satisfies this claim limitation. 

Mr. Zatkovich testified that "the ·second' mobile communications device is another 

device running the client soJtware ofGoogle+. The client sothvare runs the same ... on all 

devices. and the Google+ application on a second device works the same as that on the tirst 

device.'' CX-1 067(' (Zatkovich DWS) Q/1\ 643. Regarding Latitude. Mr. Zatkovich testified 

that as "stated previously. the client sollwarc runs the same ... on all devices, and the Latitude 

application on a second device works the same as that on the tirst device.·· CX-1067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/ A 712. However. testimony that a hypothetical second device works 

similarly to the first docs not satisfy the limitations of this system claim, which requires both a 

lirst and second mobile device operating as part of a single system. The record evidence does 

not show that Locations+ and Latitude require or permit the usc of two devices. Accordingly, 

BHM has failed to demonstrate two mobile devices as required by the claimed system. 

Jn addition. it has not been shown that the Locations+ feature of the Google+ application 

transmits information dc!ining its location on a first device or a second device. Mr. Zatkovich 
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tcstiiicd that I 

]. See CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q!A 623, 628. Indeed, Andrew Oplinger, the 

Locations+ Tech Lead, stated that [ 

]. JX-0083C 

(Oplinger Dep.) at 25: see also RX-0468 (Oplinger RWS) Q/A 25; RX-0802C (Bishop Dcp.) at 

79-80) (stating that [ 

]). 

Accordingly, BHM Jailed to adduce evidence showing the required first and second 

devices transmitting int(mnation defining their respective locations. 

2. Direct Infringement at the Time of Importation 

The record evidence shows that the accused devices associated with Locations+ and 

Latitude do not (in the case of Locations+) and did not (in the case of Latitude) meet every 

limitation orthe asserted '593 claims I ]. See RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) 

Q/A 238. In particular. the asserted claims require •·two mobile communications devices" and ·•a 

central unit." Zatkovich Tr. 63-64. Bl-JM's expe!1 Mr. Zatkovich has testified that the claimed 

•·central limitation" is satisfied by "the Google server which runs the server side code produced 

by Google." Zatkovich Tr. 65. The evidence does not show that a Google server is present with 

the accused devices at the time of importation, just as it docs not show that a second mobile 

communications device is imported with the Jirstmobile communications device. BHM 

therefore has failed to demonstrate that the accused products as imported comprise ·'a second 

mobile communications device" and "a central unit" as required by all asserted claims of the 

'593 patent, or that these components arc imported by Respondents and [ ]. RX-0666C 
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(Bishop RWS) Q/i\ 238. The accused products therefore do not practice the asserted claims of 

the '593 patent at the time of importation. 

3. Indirect Infringement at the Time oflmpor·tation 

BHM alleges that Samsung and LG indirectly intl'inge system claims 7 and 18 of the '593 

patent, but the evidence shows otherwise. For the reasons stated above, the devices associated 

with Locations+ and Latitude do not meet every limitation of the asserted claims, as required for 

indirect inti'ingement. In addition, BHM tirils to prove additional elements required for a t!nding 

of indirect inl1·ingcment. 

First, BHM has failed to prove a required underlying act of direct infi'ingement. BHM 

has not provided evidence of spcci tic instances o I' alleged direct infringement by a third party. 

RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 23'!. With respect to Latitude, BHM argues only that '"it is 

highly likely that [ ] devices were using Latitude to locate other Licensees while Latitude was 

operationaL" which is not enough to support a finding of direct inti·ingement. See id at Q/A 

229. BHM also has not presented evidence that the devices associated with Locations+ 

necessarily practice the claims of the '593 patent. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 240. As 

discussed above, the products associated with Locations+ and Latitude do not satisfy all claim 

limitations and, furthermore, they have substantial noninti·inging uses described below. 

Second, BHM has not adduced evidence sutllcicnt to show the knowledge and intent 

required lor a !lnding indirect inffingement. BHM fails to identify evidence of pre-complaint 

knowledge of the infringement allegations or the required intent to cause infringement. BHM 

also does not offer evidence that Samsung and LG willfully blinded themselves to any infi·inging 

conduct. 
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Third. as to inducement. the record evidence does not show that Samsung and LG took 

atlirmatiw steps to induce inhingement. Regarding Locations+. Mr. Zatkovich tcstilied 

regarding various manuals and Jntuketing materials concerning Googlc+, but without explaining 

how these manuals demonstrate that Respondents or I J had any spcci11c intent or took any 

af1irmativc steps to induce infringement. CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 678-85. What these 

materials do show is that Respondents and f ] have manuals that explain the general bcne11ts 

ofGooglc+. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 252.253. None of the cited portions ofthcse 

documents demonstrates or teaches using Locations+ to infringe the "593 patent. Jd With 

respect to Latitude. Mr. Zatkovich testified regarding documents that explain the benefits of the 

Latitude. but do not demonstrate or teach using Latitude to inli·inge the '593 patent. CX-1 067C 

(Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 737-739; RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 252.253. 

Fourth. as to contributory iniiingement (discussed in more detail below), BHM has not 

shown that the accused products constitute a material part of the inventions and arc not staple 

articles of commerce suitable for substantial noninli·inging usc. S'ee Electronic Digital Media 

Devices, Comm·n Op. at 44. 

4. Substantial Noninfringing llses 

a. Locations+ 

The record evidence demonstrates that accused devices associated with Locations+ have 

substantial noninfi"inging uses. Although Bl-IM identified Locations+ as the alleged material 

component for purposes of contributory infringement, BHM relics on various features other than 

the Locations+ feature of the Google+ application in order to establish the allegedly infringing 

system. S'ee CX-1 067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 241. Specifically, Bl-lM"s inti·ingcment 

allegations rely upon [ 
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1- See. e.g., Zatkovich Tr. 72 ("! 

Regardless of what specifically comprises the material component for the contributory 

intl-ingement analysis, the record evidence shows substantial noninfringing uses. 

For instance, the evidence shows that devices associated with Locations+ have substantial 

noninli·inging uses not related to sharing locations. In particular. the devices arc used for 

communications, entertainment, connectivity, directions, maps, business. web searching. and 

other functions. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 242. 

The Google+ application and ecosystem also have substantial noninli·inging uses, 

including all social networking functionalities, such as chatting, email, picture sharing, and other 

uses. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 243. Google+ can be used on a variety of devices, such as 

laptop and desktop computers, and is not restricted to wireless communications devices. S'ee, 

e.g, RX-0468C (Oplinger R WS) Q/ A 11. Publicly available documents and videos demonstrate 

these substantial non infringing uses. For example, RX-0470 (Webpage, Googlc+ Android Apps 

on Google Play). RX-0472 (Wcbpage, Google+ Mobile), and RPX-0346 (YouTube Video 

"Google+ for Android") all show that Google+ has uses aside fi'om sharing locations. In 

addition, CX-0488 (Samsung- Samsung Galaxy Rugby Pro Ruggedized 40 LTE Smartphone 

User Manual). a Sam sung manual that Mr. Zatkovich discusses his testimony, states that 

Googlc+ 1:1cilitates messaging and sharing with other users and permits uploading of videos and 

photos. attesting to its substantial noninJi·inging uses. CX-1067C (DWS Zatkovich) Q/A 155. 
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Indeed, many of the materials that Mr. Zatkovich cites in his direct testimony highlight the 

noninti'inging uses ofGoogle+. See CX-1067C (Zatkovich DWS) Q/A 678-684. 

The Locations+ feature of Google+ also has substantial noninti·inging uses, such as when 

u user shares his location with others, but others do not reciprocally shme their locations with the 

user. such that the user will never receive the locations of others on his device. RX-0666C 

(Bishop RWS) at Q/A 244. This is evident both from Andrew Oplinger's deposition and Mr. 

Zatkovich's own testimony, in which he stated that "[i]n Locations+ it's possible to sec another 

uscr"s location without sharing your own'" JX-0083 (Oplinger Dep.) at 17; Zatkovich Tr. 72-73. 

Locations+ users can also elect to share only the city in which they arc located, called 

'·city-level" sharing, rather than their precise location. which docs not provide other users \vith 

precise location inlonnation usable to arrive at a location, a requirement of the claim limitations 

as construed above. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 244. For example, RX-0577 (Wcbpagc, 

Google+ Location Settings) shows options that the user sets i(Jr enabling or disabling location 

sharing and F1r selecting who can see his current city or pinpoint location. !d. !fa user enables 

city-level rather than pinpoint sharing, the second user's location will be presented as ·'a 

randomized point" in the city from which the user last reported his location. Oplinger Tr. 1385. 

b. Latitude 

The record evidence shows that devices associated with Latitude had substantial 

noninli-inging uses. Although has identified Latitude as the alleged material part of the overall 

combination of the allegedly infi·inging system, the alleged domestic industry is based upon the 

] device associated with Latitude. S'ee RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) Q/A 247. 

The evidence shows that devices previously associated with Latitude have substantial 

mminfi·inging uses not related to sharing locations. !d. RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) at Q/A 24X. 
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The devices arc-primarily used fclr communications, entertainment, connectivity, directions, 

maps, business, web searching, and other functions. ld. In addition, the Googlc Maps 

application, which provides the map for Latitude, has substantial noninti-inging uses including 

obtaining directions. navigation. accessing consumer reviews, and obtaining local shopping and 

dining recommendations. fd at Q/ A 249. The record contains many [ I documents that 

highlight the noninfringing uses of Goog!e Maps. For example, CX-0849 ([ 

] -User Guide) and CX-0850 ([ ] -User Guide) both describe 

using Google Maps to view real-time trat1ic situations, receive detailed directions, and download 

and save maps. In addition, CX-0853 ([ ] - User Guide) and CX-0845C 

([ 1- User Guide) both discuss these noninti·inging uses. 

RX-0666C (Bishop RWS) at Q/A 249. 

E. Technical Prong of the Domestic Industry Rcquil·cmcnt 

To prove satisfaction of the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement l(lr the 

asserted '593 patent. BHM relies on l I devices installed with Googlc Locations+ and Googlc 

Latitude. As discussed above. however, the record evidence fails to show that [ ] devices (and 

all accused devices regardless ofmanuti1cturcr) with Locations+ and Latitude prncticc claims 7 

and 18 of the '593 patent. Accordingly, BHM has fttilecl to demonstrate that the [ 

satisfy the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement. 

F. Validity 

1. Priority Date 

I devices 

The patent application that resulted in the '593 patent was tiled on September 8, 2000. 

/:,'ee .IX-0011 ('593 patent). The '593 patent then issued on September 9, 2003. !d. BHM had 

previously alleged the asse11ccl claims were cntitlecl to a priority date of May 3, 2000, or 
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alternatively June 4, 2000, See, e.g. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 22; CX-1400C (Zatkovich 

RWS) Q/A 95. Inasmuch as the prior art references discussed below predate May 3, 2000, the 

priority date of the '873 patent is not at issue in this investigation. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) 

QIA 23. 

2. Anticipation- Dcgnbol 

The Degnbol reference ("Dcgnbol") is PCT application PCT/DK99/00548 (International 

Publication Number WO 00/22860), is titled "A Method and a System for Transmitting Data 

Between Units," was llled on October 12, 1999, and has a priority date of October 12, 1998. See 

RX-0093 (Degnbol). lt was published internationally on April 20, 2000. ld. These dates 

pre-date BHM's earliest alleged '593 priority date of May 3, 2000. Therefore, Degnbol is prior 

art to the '593 patent under at least 35 U.S.C. § J02(a). See CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A 

107-1 15. Degnbol was not cited or considered by the examiner during prosecution of the '593 

patent. See JX-0012 ('593 1ile history). 

As described in the Abstract, Dcgnbol "relates to a method and a system for automatic 

notilication of a user 'A' ofthc entry of pre-selected user 'B' into a pre-determined area (or 

proximity to a particular location). The notilication may further depend on a succcssfirl match of 

user specified parnmeters. The location of users 'A' and '!3' is determined by reierenee to the 

position of their personal wireless communication unit, such as a mobile telephone or a pager.'' 

RX-0093 (Degnbol) (Abstract). 

In Dcgnbol, the mobile users arc equipped with communications devices such as a data

enabled cellular phone. RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at col. 20, Ins. 29-30. Degnbol discloses the steps 

of determining the positions of the mobile units, storing the positions along with unit 

identilications in the database, and finding the distance between the two units. The methods of 
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position determination include triangulotion, 

GPS, AOA, TDOA, Radio Signal Mapping, 

power/signal attenuation or a combination 

thereof /d. at col. l, Ins. 29-34. As illustrated 

in Figure I (reproduced here), Degnbol teaches 

position reports ilowing outwarclJi·mn two 

mobile communications devices via a wireless 

network to a processor coupled to a database. 

See id.; RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 42. 

When the processor determines "User B" has 

entered the area of interest for "User A,'' it checks lor profile matches. If a profile match 

between User A and User B is found, then alerts tlow outward hom the processor to the two 

users. !d. at col. l. Ins. 29-34. 

Degnbol discloses that the outgoing message, called the "alert message," can be text, 

graphics, a map, or diagram with a pointer showing the location of the user, a video clip, sound. 

a vibration, or a combination. RX-0093 (Degnbol) at coL 5, Ins. 16-20; Heppe Tr. 796-798. 

Degnbol teaches this alert can also optionally include increasing the intervals between ale11 

signals as a 1~mction of proximity (i.e., to let users know they arc getting closer to each other). 

RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. 5, Ins. 22-24. In other words, the outgoing message is based upon the 

locations of both users. Heppe Tr. 796-798. 

Degnbol also teaches that the transmission of alerts is cletcrminccl hy matching user 

preferences and characteristics. For example "a user may specify that he is interested in being 

alerted when,., i.e. a Latin American woman. between the ages of20 ancl25, who is interested 
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in 'Backgammon' and 'Travelling' !is in the proximity]." RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. 16, Ins. 

18-21. In addition, Degnbol teaches an alternative embodiment where transmission of alert 

signals can be configured on an individual "Buddy List" basis, which is "a list of users whose 

location and/or movements the user wishes to be notified of." I d. at col. 9, ln. 31 -col. 10, ln. 3. 

Dcgnbol further teaches that other configuration options include the ability of the user to 

disable and re-enablc their participation in the system at will. RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at col. 13. Ins. 

13-14. For example, Degnbol teaches that a user can contigure the system so that he does not 

receive any alerts between 10:00 p.m. ancl8:00 a.m .. avoiding nightly interruptions. Jd. at col. 

10, Ins. 27-29. Further, as another example, a user can configure the system so that he can pass 

through an area incognito, without his location being detected and/or transmitted to other users, 

while still retaining the option to be alerted or others. if desired. !d at col. 13. Ins. 14-15. 

a. Claim 7 

The evidence adduced by Respondents demonstrates. clearly and convincingly, that 

Dcgnbol discloses all limitations of asserted claim 7 of the '593 patent. 

i. "A system for matching users of mobile 
commuuiclltions devices comprising" 

Dcgnbol discloses "a system for matching users of mobile communications devices.'' 

RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at col. 18, Ins. 27-33: see RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 43. 

ii. "a first mobile communications device for tmnsmitting 
information defining a location of the first mobile 
contnntnications device'' 

This claim limitation requires a first mobik communications device for transmitting 

information ddining a location. Dcgnbol discloses this communications device in Figure Land 

further discusses this communications device in the specification. RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. 1, 
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Ins. 22-27; co.!. !.Ins. 29-34; col. 9, Ins. 21-23; col. 20,1ns. 29-32; see RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) 

Q/A43. 

The parties dispute whether Degnbol discloses "transmitting information defining a 

location:· but the record evidence shows that it docs so. See Compl. Br. at 536; Rcsps. Br. at 

209-12; RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 45. 

For example, Figure J of Dcgnbol shows "position reports" !lowing ti·mn the users' 

mobile communications devices via the wireiess network to the processor that is part of the 

"central unit" as claimed in the '593 patent. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 45; RX-0093 

(Degnbol) at Fig. 1. As Dr. Heppe testified, this disclosure alone is sufficient to disclose the first 

and second mobile communications devices for transmitting information defining a location. 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 45. 

Degnhol h1rthcr discloses that Figure 1 illustrates that the mobile devices pcrlorm 

·'mobile-based" position calculations. RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. 20, Ins. 29-32. Dr. Heppe 

testiticcl that one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the alleged invention would understand 

a "mobile-based" position calculation to mean that the position is calculated in the mobile device 

and then reported to the network and the processor, or ·'central unit.'' See RX-0462(' (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 45. Methods to do this, including the use of a GPS receiver, were well known in the 

art at the time. /d. Indeed. Degnbol specitically discloses use of''second- and third- generation 

cellular ... systems'' to "accomplish [position reporting] in near real time," and the usc ofGPS. 

RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at col. !9, Ins. 31-35; col. 5, Ins. 7-1!. 82 Thus, Degnbol discloses two 

-----·--·-·--
82 In addition, the Fracearoli reference (discussed below) notes that 2nd and 3rd generation 
handsets can contain GPS to lbcilitate mobile based-positioning. RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. 6, 
Ins. 45-59 ("[Hjanc!scts in GSM and other so-call eel 2nd generation cellular systems arc presently 
required to be capable of providing intiJrmation about the user's location and thus facilitate 
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mobile communications devices for "transmitting inf(mnation deiining the location·• ofthe 

mobile communications devices. 

BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich testified that Dcgnbol does not disclose transmitting 

information dciining a location inasmuch as he did not sec any discussion within Degnbol of 

"GPS actually within the mobile device.·· See Zatkovich Tr. !639-1640; CX-1400C (Zatkovich 

R WS) Q/ A l 07. However, Mr. Zatkovich also tcsti!ied that he does not know the difference 

between "mobile-based" positioning and "network based" positioning, which were well-known 

terms in the art at the time of the invention. Zatkovich Tr. 1627-!639; RX-0812 (''Positioning 

GSM Telephones"); see RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 45. In addition, in the Background of 

the Invention section of the specilication, Dcgnbol discloses three rclcrcnccs that explicitly teach 

usc of"GPS actually within the mobile device." See Zatkovich Tr. 1640; RX-0806 (EI' No. 

0546758A2); RX-0809 (WO 199401 2892); IL'<-08 10 (WO 199502151 l ). Mr. Zatkovich 

testiJied that he had not previously reviewed these three relcrences. Zatkovich Tr. 1640. Mr. 

Zatkovieh further testified that the references disclose a mobile device with GPS functionality 

used to calculate its own position. Zatkovich Tr. 1643-1646. 

Thcrcl(m~, Degnbol teaches the claim 7 limitation '·transmitting information defining a 

location" through the disclosure of GPS receivers. 

As previously discussed with respect to claim construction, sending a position report 

based on a GPS receiver is not necessary to meet the limitation "transmitting information 

dciining a location'' See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 46; CX-1400C (Zatkovicil RWS) Q/A 

I 08. Claim 7 only requires that the mobile device transmit "information defining a location:' 

mobile-based positioning .... These handsets usc location methods other than triangulation. such 
as adoption of a global positioning system (GPS) receiving device, to determine, or assist in the 
determination of. location."). 
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which can take many different forms. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 46. For example, 

dependent claim 14 ofthe '593 patent recites that "information dc11ning a location" can be an 

address, a marker, co-ordinates, or a telephone number. /d.; .JX-0011, ('593 patent) at cl. 14. In 

addition, other methods for locating devices are disclosed in the '593 specification, such as the 

use of transceivers to triangulate the position of a mobile communications device. RX-0462C 

(Heppe DWS) Q/A 46; JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 13, ln. 59- col. 14, ln. 1). Therefore, a 

registration request from a mobile device that identifies a specific tower meets the "information 

defining a location" limitation because the registration request is transmitted ti·om the mobile 

device and the tower location is known to the network. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 46. 

Degnbol specifically discloses this approach at column I, lines 22-27. Dcgnbol also specitically 

discloses use of and other position detem1ining methods. RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. 5, Ins. 7-

11: see also R}(-0807 (U.S. Patent No. 6,002,936); RX-0812 ("Positioning GSM Telephones"). 

Thus, Dcgnbol also discloses the ''transmission of information defining a location" limitation 

through a ''net\Nork-bascd" position calculation of a mobile device. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) 

Q/A 46, 

iii, "a second mobile communications device for 
transmitting information defining a location of the 
second mobile communications device and a nscr 
sending status" 

This claim limitation requires a second mobile commtmications device for transmitting 

inf(mnation defining a location. Degnbol discloses this communications device in Figure I, and 

further discusses this communications device in the specification. RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. l, 

Ins. 2'2-27; col. I, Ins. 29-34: col. 9, Ins. 21-23; col. 20, Ins. 29-32: sec RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) 

Q!A 43. 
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The parties dispute whether Degnbol discloses "tmnsmitting infbrmation defining a 

location." but as discussed above. the record evidence shows that it does so. See Compl. Br. at 

536: Resps. Br. at 209-12. 

The parties also dispute whether Dcgnbol discloses •·a user sending status," but the record 

evidence shows that it does under all proposed constructions of the term. See Compl. Br. at 536-

37: Rcsps. Br. at 212-15; see RX-0462(' (lleppe DWS) Q/A 47. 

Specifically, Degnbol discloses a user's ability "to disable and rc-enablc their 

participation in the system at will.'' allowing the user the ability to operate "incognito" and pass 

through an area without their location being detected, '·while retaining the option to be alerted of 

others' presence'' RX:-0093 (Dcgnbol) at coL 13, Ins. 4-15. Dr. Heppe testified that one of 

ordinary skill in the art would understand Degnbol's disclosure of the user's ability "to disable 

... their participation in the system" allowing the user ''to pass through any area incognito [i.e .. 

without being detected]" to mean the user has the option to disable their current location fi·om 

being known to the central unit and/or sent to other mobile device users. R.X-0462(' (Heppe 

DWS) Q/ A 4 7. This disclosure is consistent with the understanding of the first-named inventor. 

Mr. Drutman, who testified that the user sending status limitation is like a "do not disturb bit.'' 

See, e.g., JX-0062C (C. Drutman Dep.) at 15 J. 

Dcgnbol also discloses a status parameter stored in memory at the central unit that 

satisfies the disputed limitation. See RX-0093 (Degnbol) at Table I: col. 21. Ins. 23-29 ("The 

database also includes permission information that determines whether other users may be 

notified of the user's activity. This database is relatively static, but may be dynamically updated 

to rcJlect changes user preferences !sic]''). This disclosure corresponds to the disclosures oft he 

'593 patent that teach that the sending status is preferably transmitted to the central server for 
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storage in memory. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 47; see JX-001 I ('593 paten() at col. 8, Ins. 

S-!1; col. 9. Ins. 29-34 ); Zatkovich Tr. 1586-1587. 

As another example. Dcgnbol discloses that the system is based on mutual consent, 

meaning that permission of the polled palty is required before notifying the party of a match. 

See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 47; RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at col. 14. Ins. 4-6; col. 20. Ins. 26-

28. For example, the stored profile for User B can contain this necessary permission to notify 

User A as to User B's whereabouts. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 47; see RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) 

at col. 9. ln. 34 ····col. I 0, ln. 3. Providing such permission requires a user sending status. 

Dcgnbol also discloses that the sending status can be set li·mn the handset and transmitted to the 

central unit for storage. See RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. ll.lns. 1-3; col. 9.ln. 34-- col. JO.In. 3. 

These disclosures conespond to the '593 patent" s disclosures that "the above-mentioned 

receive/transmit [sending] status 212 and 222 may actually be a data clement within the 

pretcrenee/protile data 213 ancl223." See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 47; .IX-0011 ('593 

patent) at col. 7, Ins. 47-49. 

Dr. Heppe tcstitied that these disclosures in Dcgnbol show a ··user sending status" as 

taught and claimed in the '593 patent under all proposed constructions. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 48. Degnbol discloses a "user sending status" under the plain and ordinary meaning 

of the term, which is the construction proposed by BHM and OUIJ. !d. Dr. Heppe also testilled 

that Dcgnbol discloses the limitation under BHM's alternative proposed construction and 

Respondents' proposed construction, inasmuch as the ''ability to send or not send" is 

implemented at the server according to the status indication sent by the mobile device. !d. 

Mr. Zatkovich and BHM contend that Degnbol docs not disclose a "user sending status" 

"because there is no mechanism to prevent the mobile communications device (or the mobile 
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system in the case of Dcgnbol) from sending its location to the server." See Com pl. Br. at 

536-37; CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) ()/A 107, 109. Specifically, Mr. Zatkovich's opined that, 

"'if there is no 'sending status' enabled, the GPS in the device (or other location technology in the 

device) is not transmilting the location of the device." CX-1400C (Zatkovich R WS) Q/ A 109. 

However, as discussed above, Mr. Zatkovich's interpretation of"sending status" is inconsistent 

with the speci!lcation orthc '593 patent, which describes the continuous transmission of 

int<.mnation defining a location. 

Ncvcnhelcss, even under Mr. Zatkovich' s interpretation of "user sending status," 

Dcgnbol discloses this limitation. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 50. For example. Dcgnbol 

discloses an embodiment where individual users arc constantly located by the system's universal 

tracking function. /d.: RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at col. 1, .Ins. 22-27; col. 2, Ins. I 0-!3: col. 22, Ins. 

1 0- I 3; Table 2. As Dr. Heppe testiticd, one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the alleged 

invention would understand that these disclosures Ji·om Degnbol an; associated with the 

registration and handoffprocess inherent in cellular communications systems. RX-0462C 

(Heppe DWS) Q/A 50. This registration and handoll-is associated with a '"power on" state for 

initial registration, as well as with handoffs as the unit remains powered and moves through the 

network. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 50. When the mobile unit is turned oft; no tracking 

takes place. !d. When the mobile unit is tumcd on, it is tracked. !d. This constitutes a "sending 

status" under Mr. Zatkovich's interpretation of the term based on local control through a 

power-on state, inasmuch as powered and connected units are reported to a network, while 

unpowercd units arc not. !d; see also, e.g, .IX-001 I ('593 patent) at col. 7, Ins. 4-15; claim9. 

Thcrct<-1re, the record evidence shows that Dcgnbol discloses this limitation under all proposed 

constructions of the term. 
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iv. "a central unit having a processor coupled to a memory, 
the centnrl unit capable of communicating with the first 
mobile communications device over a first wireless 
communications link and with the second mobile 
communications device over· a second wireless 
communications link, the memory storing a first user 
profile including information associated with a user of 
the first mobile communications device and a second 
user profile including information associated with a 
user· of the second mobile communications device, 
wherein the ccntralnnit receives the user sending status 
from the second mobile communications device and the 
information defining the locations of the first and the 
second mobile communications devices and wherein the 
processor receives the first and the second user profiles 
to match information of the users and, if there is a 
m:~tch and depending upon the user sending status, 
effects the trnnsmission to the first mobile 
communications device of locating infonnation based 
upon the information defining the locations of the first 
:md the second mobile communications devices" 

The record evidence shows that Dcgnbol discloses all the elements of this claim 

limitation. See, e.g., RX-0462C (DWS Heppe) at Q/A 43-55. The only item in this limitation 

that the parties dispute Degnbol discloses is "locating information" that is "based upon the 

inHmnation delining the locations of the first and second mobile communications devices.'' See 

Compl. Br. at 53 7; Rcsps. Br. at 215-18. 

The evidence shows clearly and convincingly that Degnbol discloses ''locating 

inJ~Jrmation based upon the information defining the locations of the first and the second mobile 

communications devices.'' See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/;\ 51. Specitically, Degnbol 

discloses transmitting proximity-based alerts and a variable signal, such as a vibration or light 

signal, based on the relative distance between the mobile users. See, e.g, RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at 

col. 5, Ins. 22-24 ("In an optional implementation, closer proximity decreases the intervals 

between alert signals (i.e. light or sound emission), resulting in an escalation of signal li-cqucncy 
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as users approach each other."); col. 11, Ins. 10-!1; col. 20,lns. 1-2; see also RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/ A 51; Heppe Tr. 796-798. As Dr. Heppe testi!ied, one of ordinary skill in the art at the 

time of the alleged invention would understand that a user can find an object or location, or 

arrive at a location, if instructed that "you are getting hotter" or "you arc getting colder" as the 

user moves about. IL'X-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 5 I. Dr. Heppe further testif1cd that one of 

ordinary skill in the art would also understand that the variable proximity alert is "derived !i'om 

the information de!lning the locations of both mobile communications devices'' because the 

ti·equency and/or intensity of the variable signal is derived ti·mn both mobile devices' locations, 

becoming more ti·equent or intense as the users of the mobile devices approach each other, and 

less ti·eguent or intense as they move llu-ther apart. ld Thus, Dcgnbol discloses the claimed 

·'locating in!(mnation" under all proposed constructions of the term. !d. 

'l'he Dcgnbol disclosure corresponds to an embodiment in the '593 patent that describes 

an ''object finder or object-carrier tracking." JX-001 1 ('593 patent) at col. 12, Ins. 14-31. 

Spccif1cally. the '593 patent teaches that when ·'goods are stolen and the currency becomes 

separated Ji'<.>m the carrier, a warning indicator may be forwarded by the central server 25 when. 

for example, the physical distance between the goods and the carrier becomes greater than a 

maximum set threshold." /d. at col. 12, Ins. 21-25. This further demonstrates that Degnbol 

teaches the "locating information" limitation. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 53 (comparing 

similar embodiments in Degnbol and the '593 patent). 

Degnbol also discloses the "locating information" limitation under BHM and Mr. 

Zatkovich · s proposed construction of the term. For example, Degnbol discloses the delivery of 

·'information about the distance between user 'A' and user '13,' [with] graphics, such as an image 

or an icon, a map or diagram with a pointer showing the location of the user." RX-0093 
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(Degnbol) at col. 16, Ins. 16-20. When this information is sent as a result of the proximity test 

disclosed in Degnbol, this information satislles the limitation of being ''derived ... t!·om both 

locations," and would altow a user to "arrive at a location" or "contact or find another device or 

location," as required by BHM's proposed construction. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 53; 

RX-0093 (Degnbol) at col. I I, Ins. I 0-ll; col. 13, Ins. 4-15; col. 20, Ins. 1-2: Heppe Tr. 796-798. 

This disclosure in Degnbol also tracks the disclosure in the '593 patent's "preferred 

embodiment." Sec JX-001 1 ('593 patent) col. 9, Ins. 3-14 (disclosing transmission of"Jocating 

information ... indicating that a 'matching' and 'available' mobile communications device is in 

proximate relation to another. Such locating information may include either graphic or textual 

information and may be in any known f(mnat, e.g. a graphical map, textual directions, a video of 

the actual route to be traveled etc."). Thus, Dcgnbol discloses the "locating infi.1rmation" 

limitation under all proposed constructions. 

Therefore, it is determined that Respondents have shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that asserted claim 7 of the '593 patent is invalid as anticipated by Degnbol. 

b. Claim 18 

The evidence adduced by Respondents demonstrates, clearly and convincingly, that 

Degnbol discloses all limitations of claim 18 of the '593 patent. 

i. "The system according to any of claims l, 4 or 7" 

As set forth above, Degnbol satislies all limitations of claim 7 of the '593 patent. 

iL "whc•·cin the central unit transmits additional 
infonnation to at least one of the first and second 
mobile communications devices with the locating 
infonnation'' 

Degnbol discloses the additional limitations of dependent claim 18. "wherein the central 

unit transmits additional information to at least one of the Jirst and second mobile 
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commtmications devices with the locating information." See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 67. 

For example, Degnhol describes sending a notilication that "[a] Manchester United Football fan 

is in the proximity" or that '·the generated message may comprise information relating to the 

subject of interest selected by the associated user." ld.; RX-0093 (Dcgnbol) at col. 5, Ins. 1-5: 

col. 20.lns. 18-21. This personal information and information relating to a subject of interest are 

both examples of additional information sent with the locating infonnatio1i. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 67. BHM does not dispute that Degnbol discloses this additional limitation of claim 

18. See Com pl. Br. at 536-37; CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q/A 155. 

Theref(Jre, it is determined that Respondents have shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that asserted claim 18 of the '593 patent is invalid as anticipated by Degnbol. 

3. Anticipation- Fraccaroli 

The record evidence shows, clearly and convincingly. that U.S. Patent No. 6,549,768 

(''Fraccaroli") discloses all elements of the asserted claims of the '593 patent, under all proposed 

constructions of the claim terms. See, e.g., RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 112-156. Fracearoli 

is titled ·'Mobile Communications Matching System:· and was !ilccl on August 24, 1999 by 

Federico Fraccaroli. RX-0042 (Fraccaroli). Fraccaroli is thcrdore prior art to the '593 patent 

under at least 35 U.S.C. § 1 02(e). See id. Furthermore. Fraccaroli was not cited or considered 

by the examiner during prosecution of the '593 patent. See JX-00 12 (' 593 lile history). 

As illustrated in Figure 1, Fraccaroli discloses a location-dependent system for matching 

users of mobile communications devices. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 125; RX-0042 

(Fraccaroli) at Fig. I. Figure I and the co!Tesponding text ofFraccaroli disclose a system that 

includes a plurality ofmobi1e stations and a server that stores "matching prollles" corresponding 

to the plurality of mobile stations. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 125; RX-(1042 (Fraccaroli) at 
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col. 5, Ins. 26-36: Fig. I. The server includes a '·matching algorithm" that can be used to match 

the matching profiles when mobile stations are located in the same area. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 125; RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. 5, Ins. 37-47. When there is a match, the users of 

the two mobile stations are advised of each other. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 125; RX-0042 

(Fraccaroli) at col. I 0, Ins. 40-67. The claimed invention can be applied, for example, to a dating 

service or to advise l!·iends that are in proximate relation to each other. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 125; RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. 8,1n. 57- col. 9, ln. 5. 

a. Claim 7 

i. "A system for matching users of mobile 
communications devices comprising" 

Fraccaroli discloses "a system for matching users of mobile communications devices." 

RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at Abstract; col. 1, Ins. 10-13; col. 2, Ins. 16-21; col. 5, Ins. 26-36; Fig. 1: 

see R}C-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 126. 

ii. "a first mobile communiclltions device for transmitting 
infornwtion defining a location of the first mobile 
conununications device" 

This claim limitation requires a first mobile communications device for transmitting 

information defining a location. Fraccaroli discloses this communications device in Figure I, 

and further discusses this communications device in the specification. RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at 

col. 2, Ins. 16-2 I; col. 2, Ins. 46-50; col. 3, Ins. 46-48; col. 3. Ins. 51-55; col. 6, Ins. 46-54; col. 6, 

Ins. 60-65; col. 7,1ns. 4-8; see RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 126. 
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iii. "a second mobile communications device for 
transmitting information defining a location of the 
second mobile comnwnications device and a usct• 
sending status" 

This claim limitation requires a second mobile communications device for transmitting 

information defining a location. Fraccaroli discloses this communications device in Figure I, 

and further discusses this communications device in the speci lication. RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at 

col. 2,1ns. 16-21; col. 2, Ins. 46-50; col. 3, Ins. 46-48; col. 3, Ins. 51-55: col. 6, Ins. 46-54; col. 6, 

Ins. 60-65; col. 7, Ins. 4-8; see RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 126. 

The parties dispute whether Fraccaroli discloses a "user sending status,'' but the record 

evidence shows that it does so. See Com pl. Br. at 539-40: Rcsps. Br. at 22 I -23. 

As Dr. Heppe testified, Fraccaroli's disclosure of a user's ability to restrict access to 

location information and/or contact information using an input process on a handset teaches ''a 

user sending status'' under all proposed constructions. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 128-30. 

Fraccaroli states, ''[t)hc mobile station user shall preferably be able to restrict access to the 

location information (either permanently or on a per call basis)." RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. 7, 

Ins. 38-40. Thus, Fraccaroli discloses that the user has the ability to disable the sending of 

location infonnation hom the mobile station to the central unit. Dr. Heppe testified that a person 

of ordinary skill in the art would understand that a user's ahility to restrict the sending of location 

inJ<xmation discloses "a user sending status'' under all proposed constructions. RX-0462C 

(Heppe DWS) Q/ A 128. 

Dr. Heppe also testilied that Fraccaroli's disclosure of a user's ability to control when 

matching is pennitted through an input process on a handset discloses the claimed "user sending 

status" under all proposed construdions. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/11. 128. In particular, 
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Fraccaroli teaches that a ''user has the option to enable or disable matching by a simple input 

process using the hand set." RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. J 0, lns. 5-8. ''Matching parameters 

204 allows the user to specify the constraints f()l' stating when matching should be attempted .... 

These parameters typically would specify ... the time at which matching should be attempted 

(for exmnplc. prohibiting matches between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.)." !d. at col. 9, Ins. 40-49; sec also 

id. at col. 10. Ins. J 1- J 5: col. I 0. Ins. 56-61. According to Fraccaroli, "matching parameters'' can 

be sclcctecl by a user via a secure internet page accessible hom the user's mobile station or a 

personal computer. Jd. at col. 8, Ins. 48-56. These disclosures in Fraccaroli track the teaching or 

the '593 patent and named inventor Charles Dmtman's understanding of the user sending status 

limitation. S'ee, e.g., JX-0062C (C. Drutman Dcp.) at 151; JX-0011 ('593 patent) at col. 7, Ins. 

49-52. Thus, as Dr. Heppe testitied, a person of ordinary skill in the art would understand these 

teachings in Fraccaroli to disclose "a user sending status" under all proposed constructions. 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 128. 

Mr. Zatkovich and BHM contend that Fraccaroli docs not disclose "a user sending status" 

because Mr. Zatkovich interprets this limitation as requiring that the mobile device be prohibited 

from sending information defining a location to the central unit if the "user sending status" is 

disabled. See Com pl. Br. at 539-40; CX- J 400C (Zatkovich R WS) Q/ A 128-29. However, for 

the reasons explained above, this interpretation of "a user sending stutus" is inconsistent with the 

specification of the '593 patent. RX-0462(' (Heppe DWS) Q/A 129. Nevertheless, even under 

Mr. Zatkovich's interpretation of this term, Fraccaroli discloses that "lt]he mobile station user 

shall preferably be able to restrict access to the location information," thus satisfying the claim 

limitation. See RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. 7, Ins. 38-40. Furthermore, as Dr. Heppe testillecl, 

Fraccaroli's description of mobile station registration also discloses '·a user sending status'· under 
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Mr.Zatkovich's interpretation because registration is the process by which the cell location and 

power-on state of mobile stations is made known to the network. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ i\ 

130: see also RX-0042 (Fraccaro!i) at col. 3, ln. 64- col. 4, Ins. 63. 

iv, "a ceutml unit having a processor coupled to a memory, 
the centml unit capable of communicating with the lirst 
mobile communications device over a tirst wireless 
communications link and with the second mobile 
communications device over a second wireless 
communications link, the memory storing a lirst user 
profile including information associated with a usc•· of 
the tirst mobile communications device and a second 
use1· protile including information associated with a 
nser of the second mobile communications device, 
wherein the central unit receives the user sending status 
from the second mobile communications device and the 
information defining the locations of the tirst and the 
second mobile communications devices and wherein the 
processor receives the tirst and the second user prot11es 
to match information of the uset·s and, if there is a 
match and depending upon the user sending status, 
effects the transmission to the first mobile 
communications device of locating information based 
upon the information defining the locations of the first 
and the second mobile communications devices" 

The record evidence shows that fraccaroli discloses all the elements of this claim 

limitation. See, e.g., RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/1\ 122-156. The only clement in this 

limitation that the parties dispute Fraccaroli discloses is "locating information'· that is "based 

upon the information defining the locations of the first and second mobile communications 

devices." See CompL Br. at 540; Resps. Br. at 223-25. 

However. the evidence shows clearly and convincingly that FraccHroli discloses "locating 

information based upon the inl(mnation dclining the locations of the first and the second mobile 

communications devices." See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 131. Spccilically, Fraccaroli 

discloses transmitting a "message signal" to a mobile station that. in a preferred embodiment, "is 
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a prompt instructing the user of the mobile station of the match and prompting them to initiate a 

phone call with the mobile station with which they have been matched.'' RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) 

at col. I 0, Ins. 51-56. Fraccaroli fmiher discloses that the "prompt could also include ... 

information in the prolile oftht~ user of the other mobile station." Jd. at col. 10, Ins. 56-63. 

Inasmuch as "the location infonnation ... for each mobile station [is] ... stored in the data 

profile lor the corresponding USER ID," the •·prompt'' may also include location information. 

See id. at col. 7, Ins. 4-8. Mr. Zatkovich testilicdthat Fraccaroli discloses that any inf(Jrmation 

stored in the user pro !lie, including the location information disclosed at column 7. lines 4-8, 

could be sent as the prompt resulting ti·mn a match. Zatkovich Tr. J 649-1650. Fraccaroli 

therefore discloses sending a phone number or location infonnation after a match, and thus 

discloses "locating information." RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 131. 

Despite Fraecaroli's disclosure that the ''prompt" includes "the phone numbers of the 

persons being matched," Mr. Zatkovich and BHM contend that the "message signal" described 

in Fraccaroli does not include a phone number. See Compl. Br. at 540: CX-1400C (Zatkovich 

RWS) Q/A 131. Although Fraccaroli docs describe one embodiment that provides anonymity, 

Fraccaroli also describes other embodiments that do not do so. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 

131. Furthermore, as Dr. Heppe testil1ed, a person of ordinary skill in the art would understand 

that prompts to initiate a call and/or prompts that include a user's location information are not 

only ·'information usable to arrive at a location." which corresponds to BHM and OUll's 

proposed construction, but arc also "information that enables a user to contact or tine! another 

device or location," which corresponds to Respondents' proposed construction. RX-0462C 

(Heppe DWS) Q/A 13 I. Named inventor Mr. Drutman also testified that a phone number can be 

used to ·'contact or find" another user. See JX-0062C (C. Drutman Dep.) at 101-!02, 103-!04. 
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Fraccaroli also discloses that the claimed locating information is "based upon the 

inJormation dct!ning the locations of' the Jlrst and the second mobile communications devices,'' 

which the parties agree should be construed to mean "derived Jl'Oill the information deJ1ning the 

locations of both mobile communications devices," RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 134, 

Fraccaroli discloses a system that provides a method or initiating contact between persons 

utilizing wireless communications networks "on the basis of their physical location'' RX-0042 

(Fraccaroli) at col. 2, Ins, 46-49. Fraccaroli explains that a ''message signal'' is sent to a mobile 

station only if there is a match, and only if the mobile stations are located in the same area. For 

example, claim l of Fraccaroli recites '·comparing the proJile of the two persons tor similarities 

if the two persons arc in the same location" and "in the event of a similarity, sending a signal 

message to each one of the two persons'' !d. at col. 11, Ins. 47-50; col. 10, Ins. 63-67: col. 12, 

Ins. 30-33. As another example, dependent claim 13 of Fraccaroli, which depends fl·om claim 1. 

is directed to a method that matches mobile stations only if they arc located in a circular area 

centered at the location of one of the mobile stations. As Dr. Heppe testified, a '·message signal" 

is sent only if the two mobile stations are within a certain proximity of each other. which 

indicates that the locating information is "based upon" or "deriveclli·om" the information 

defining the locations oft he two devices. RX-0462C (lleppe DWS) Q/A 131, 134. 

Therd(we. it is determined that Respondents have shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that asserted claim 7 of the '593 patent is invalid as anticipated by Fraccaro1i. 

b, Claim 18 

i. "The system according to any of claims I, 4 or 7'' 

As set forth above. Fraccnroli satisfies all limitations of claim 7 of the '593 patent. 
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ii. "wherein the central unit transmits additional 
information to at least one of the first and second 
mobile communications devices with the locating 
informationn 

Fraccaroli discloses the additional limitations of dependent claim 18, "wherein the centml 

unit transmits additional infonnation to at least one ofthc tlrst and second mobile 

communications devices with the locating information." See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) QIA 144. 

For example, Fraccaroli discloses that the base statinn sends ''message signals'' to mobile stations 

that include a "prompt." RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. 10, Ins. 51-56. The "prompt" may 

''include ... information in the profile of the user of the other mobile station." !d. at col. 10, Ins. 

61-63. Such pro tiles may include: "characteristics oft he service subscriber such as business 

interests. personal interests, identity information of people whose proximity he wants to be aware 

of and put in contact with if close enough, etc.·- ld at col. 8, Ins. 33-44. Fraccaroli's disclosure 

of transmitting pro tile information, such as personal interests. discloses the additional limitation 

of claim 18. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 144. 

Therefore, it is determined that Respondents have shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that asserted claim18 of the '593 patent is invalid as anticipated by Fraccaroli. 

4. Anticipation- Gnmstam 

U.S. Patent No. 6,587,691 (''Granstam'') is titled ·'Method and Arrangement Relating to 

Mobile Telephone Communications Network" and discloses a "buddy list" system. RX-0044 

(Granstam). Granstam was llled on February 25, 2000, and is therefi.1rc prior art to the '593 

patent under at least 35 U.S.C. § !02(e). See id Granstam was not cited or considered by the 

examiner during prosecution of the · 593 patent. See JX-00 12 C 593 file history). 
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As shown in Figure 3 of Granstam, a user of the "buddy list" system can define a list of 

"buddies'' the user is interested in monitoring on a mobile device. RX-0044 (Granstam) at Fig. 

3; RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 88. Figure 5 illustrates typical data that a user might receive 

on the mobile device concerning the listed buddies. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 88; RX-0044 

(Granstam) at co!. 10, Ins. 7-31. As shown, each buddy has a corresponding user status, such as 

"idle." "busy," "DNIY (Do Not Disturb), and "oft1inc." RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 88. In 

addition, locating information is shown lor certain buddies, such as Dock lands, Livetpool, 

Manchester, and Sweden. The specificity of the locating information, such as a city versus a 

country or a more precise position. is dictated by the proximity of the user of the mobile device 

to each buddy. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 88; RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 8, lns. 52-63. 

Theref(l!·c, the locating information is based upon the locations of both the user and the 

huddy/buddies. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 88. 

Figure 2 of Granstam shows the architecture of the huddy-list system. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 88. For example, Gnmstam discloses a "controlling arrangement (CAl 27," which is 

a processor. and an "lnl(lrmation Database (JDB) 16,'' which is a memory. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 88; RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 5, lns. 23-25; col. 7, lns. 8-20. Also, referring to 

Figure 2, Granstam states that the "Visitor Location Register (VLR)" is generally implemented 

together "ith the "Mobile Switching Center (MSC).'' RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 88; 

RX-0044 (Gnmstam) at col. 5, Ins. 23-25; col. 7. Ins. 8-20; col. 6, ln. 66- col. 7, ln. 2. The VLR 

is a database of currently-active mobile subscribers who are receiving service Ji·mn the local 

MSC. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 8&; RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 5, Ins. 23-25; col. 7. Ins. 

8-20 .. · col. 6. Ins. 63-66. CJranstam further discloses that the !DB 16 (memory) can be . . . 
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implemented as part of the VLR. and that theCA 27 (processor) can be integrated in the MSC. 

RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. '1, Ins. 4-6. 

a. Claim 7 

i. "A system for matching users of mobile 
communications devices comprising" 

Granstam discloses "a system for matching users of mobile communications devices." 

RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. L Ins. 13-16; col. 2. ln. 64- col. 3, ln. I 0; col. 8, Ins. 45-52; see 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 8'1-l 00. 

ii. "a first mobile communications device for transmitting 
information defining a location of the first mobile 
conimunications dcviccH 

This claim limitation requires a first mobile communications device for transmitting 

information cle!ining a location. Granstam discloses this communications device in Figure 2, and 

further discusses this communications device in the specitlcation. RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. l. 

Ins. ll-13; col. 2, ln. 64 -~col. 3. ln. 5: col. 6. Ins. 2-3; col. 6, Ins. 56-58: col. 7. Ins. 41-43; col. 7, 

Ins. 50-61; col. 9, Ins. 11-15: see l-tX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 89. 

iii. "a second mobile communications device for 
tmnsmitting information defining a location of the 
second mobile communications device and a user 
sending status" 

This claim limitation requires a second mobile communications device for transrniiting 

information dctlning a location. Granstam discloses this communications device in Figure 2, and 

fut1her discusses this communications device in the specification. RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. l, 

Ins~ ll-13; col. 2, ln. 64- col. 3, ln. 5; col. 6, Ins. 2-3; coL 6, Ins. 56-58; col. 7. Ins. 41-43: col. 7, 

Ins. 50-61: col. 9.lns. J 1-15; see RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 89. 
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The parties dispute whether l'raccaroli discloses a "user sending status," but the record 

evidence shows that it discloses "a user sending status" under all proposed constructions or the 

term. See Compl. Br. at 537-38: Rcsps. Br. at 228-30; RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 91-93. 

For example. Granstam discloses that the "huddy-structure 30 has public data 31, e.g., available 

for all subscribers'' and that "Public Data may include Nick Names, MSlSDN, Icons 

(Sound/Text/Picture), Location, Location Status, Phone Status, Email Address, ICQ No., 

greetings, personal data such as name, work, education, references, sex, interest, age, length, 

weight, hair/eye colour, address, work details, home page, commtmity, user-defined-items, for 

example part of visiting card, etc." RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 10. Ins. 7-18. Granstam also 

discloses that users have the ability to disable or alter portions of their public data. RX-0044 

(Granstam) at col. 9, lns.39-44; col. 10, Ins. 25-27. Dr. Heppe testified that a person of ordinary 

skill in the art would understand that a user's ability to control whether a mobile station can send 

data, such as its "Location,'' to other mobile stations by disabling or altering portions or public 

data constitutes "a user sending status" under all proposed constructions. See RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 91. 

BHM and Mr. Zatkovich contend that Granstam's disclosure of disabling or altering 

portions of public data docs not constitute "a user sending status" because disabling or altering 

portions of public data coniigures a database distant from the user or device, but does not 

prohibit the device itself fi·om sending data. See Compl. Br. at 538: CX-l400C (Zatkovich 

R WS) Q/ A 119. Nevertheless, even under Mr. Zatkovich' s construction of "user sending 

status," Granstam's description of!MS! (mobile device] "attach" and "detach" discloses ''a user 

sending status." Sec, e.g.. RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 8, Ins. l 0-15; RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) 

Q/A 93. lMSl ·'attach" is a procedure that connects a mobile device to a network when the 
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device is powered on. and IMSJ ''detach" disconnects a mobile device J1·01n a network when the 

device is powered off. See. e.g, RX-0044 (Grnnstam) at col. 8, Ins. 10-15; RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/ A 93. lt was well known in the art that !MS! "attach" and "detach" must be transmitted 

ti·om the mobile device. See. e.g., RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 8, Ins. I 0-15; R.,'\-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/ A 93. Therefore, these procedures represent a "sending status" as claimed in the '593 

patent. See RX-0462C (1-leppe DWS) Q/A 93. Similarly, Granslmn's disclosure of registration, 

the process by which the cell location of mobile stations is made known to the network, also 

discloses "a user sending status" under Mr. Zatkovich's interpretation of the claim term. RX-

0044 (Granstam) at col. 6, Ins. 46-55; RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 93. 

iv. "a central unit having a processor coupled to a memory, 
the central unit capable of communicating with the lirst 
mobile communications device over a first wireless 
communications link and with the second mobile 
communications device over a second wireless 
communications link, the memory storing a tirst user 
profile including information associated with a user of 
the lit·st mobile communications device and a second 
user profile including information associated with a 
usct· of the second mobile communications dlwice, 
wherein the central unit receives the user sending status 
from the second mobile communications device and the 
information defining the locations of the first and the 
second mobile communications devices and wherein the 
pt·occssor receives the first and the second user profiles 
to match information of the users and, if th<>re is a 
match and depending upon the user sending status, 
effects the transmission to the first mobile 
communications device of locating information based 
upon the infonnation defining the locations of the first 
and the second mobile communications devices" 

The record evidence shows that Granstam discloses all the elements of this claim 

limitation. See. e.g, RX-0462(' (Heppe DWS) Q/A 89-100. The only element in this limitation 

that the parties dispute Granstam discloses is "locating information'' that is "based upon the 
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inhwmation defining the locations of the first and second mobile communications devices." See 

Compl. Br. at 538-39: Resps. Br. at 230-32. However, the evidence shows clearly and 

convincingly that Granstam disc.loses "locating information," which was construed ubovc to 

mean '"in!imnation that enables a user to contact or lind another device or location." See 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 96. The evidence also shows that Granstam discloses "locating 

information•· as construed by and BJ-IM and the Staff to mean "inf(mnation usable to arrive at a 

location." /d. 

Spccillcally, Granstam discloses a first mobile device, re!'en·ed to as a "seeking mobile 

station,"" that receives and displays "position information'' corresponding to a second mobile 

device. rc!"crred to as a '·sought mobile station'' RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 2, ln. 64 ··-col. 3. 

ln. 3. According to Granstam, "the position information includes the absolute location of a 

sought mobile station in relation to a seeking mobile station.'" /d. at col. 3, Ins. 3-5. Granstam 

further discloses: 

The processing may be adaptive, i.e. the data is processed and categorized 
in levels, e.g. divided into "'COUNTRY", ''CITY"'. ""PLACE'" and so on. lf 
[subscriber] A is in Sweden, for example, and [subscriber] 13 in France, 
the location is given as '"FRANCE", if [subscriber] A is in France. then 
location is indicated, e.g. by "PARIS"". and if [subscriber] A is in Paris the 
location may be indicated by a street name, e.g. ·'Place de Ia Concorde" or 
the like. 

ld at col. 8, Ins. 52-59. 

Granstam also discloses that '"[a]ltbough the "location' is the preferred representation 

f(mn, it is clear that a more precise position of the sought subscriber can be provided." RX-0044 

(Granstam) at col. 8, Ins. 59-61. For instance, "'[i]t is also possible to provide graphical 

presentations through maps (Map on Web), WAP data, browser suited data. etc." !d. at col. 8. 
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Ins. 63-65. Figures 5 and 6 of Granstam illustrate a mobile device displaying locating 

inf(mnation. 

The locating infonnation disclosed in Granstam is "based upon the information defining 

the locations of the first and the second mobile communications devices,'' a term that the parties 

agree should be construed to mean "derived fl·om the information defining the locations of both 

mobile communications devices." See RX-0462C (lleppe DWS) Q/A 97. For example, 

Granstam discloses providing position inlormation to a tirst mobile device for locating a second 

mobile device, wherein the precision of the position information is based upon the separation 

distance between the first and second mobile devices. !d. 

BHM and Mr. Zatkovicb contend that ·'[t]his disclosure docs not meet 'locating 

information' under any party's construction because merely providing a country/city/place 

insufticient [sic] to arrive at a location or 'contact or tind' another device.'· See Com pl. Br. at 

538-39; CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) Q!A 122. However. Mr. Zatkovich tcstilicd that an 

address would be locating information, and Granstam teaches "that a more precise position of the 

sought subscriber can be provided." Zatkovich Tr. 1607-1608; RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 8. 

Ins. 59-61. Mr. Zatkovich also testified that a map with one user's location ''relative to•· 

another"s location is locating information, while Granstam teaches that the "location of a sought 

mobile station [is displayed] in relation to a seeking mobile station." Zatkovich Tr. 1608; 

RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 3, Ins. 3-5. 

Therefore, it is determined that Respondents have shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that asserted claim 7 of the '593 patent is invalid as anticipated by Granstam. 
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b. Claim 18 

1. "The system according to any of claims 1, 4 or 7" 

As set f<1rth above, Granstam satisfies all limitations of claim 7 of the '593 patent 

ii. "wherein tlu> centml unit transmits additional 
information to :1t least one of the first and second 
mobile communications devices with the locating 
in formation" 

Granstam discloses the additional limitations or dependent claim 18, "wherein the central 

unit transmits additional information to at least one of the first and second mobile 

communications devices with the locating infl>rmation." See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 109. 

For example. Granstam discloses transmitting "'[p.Jublic data [that] may include Nick Names, 

MSlSDN, Icons (Sound/Text/Picture), Location. Location Status, Phone Status, Email Address, 

ICQ No., greetings, personal data such as name. work, education, rel'erenc.es, sex, interest. age. 

length. weight, hair/eye colour. address. work details. home page, community, user-deli ned-

items, Jor example pm1 of visiting card, etc." /d.; RX-0044 (Granstam) at col. 10, Ins. 9-24. 

This public data includes examples of additi.onal inlcmnation that is transmitted with the locating 

inltll'lnation. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 109. 

Therefore, it is determined that Respondents have shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that asserted claim 18 of the '593 patent is invalid as anticipated by Granstam. 

5. Obviousness 

Respondents argue that. to the extent it is determined that Degnbol. Fraccaroli, or 

Granstam do not anticipate the asserted claims of the '593 patent, these rel'erences render 

obvious the asse11ed claims. either alone or in combination with other references. See Rcsps. Br. 

at 233-39. Although it was dctcn11ineJ above that Dcgnbol, Fraccaroli, and Granstmn each 
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anticipate asserted claims 7 and 18 of the '593 patent, the record evidence regarding obviousness 

of these claims is summarized below for completeness. 

a. Claim 7- Fmccaroli Alone or in Combination with Dcgnbol 
and/or Gr·:mstam (Claim 7) 

Respondents adduced evidence to show that, in the event it is found that Fraccaroli does 

not disclose the limitation requiring ''if there is a match and depending upon the user sending 

status, effects the transmission to the first mobile communications device or locating information 

based upon the information defining the locations of the 11rst and the second mobile 

communications devices." it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at 

the time or the alleged invention to combine the teachings of Fraccaroli with the teachings of 

Degnbol and/or Granstam to disclose this limitation. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 132. As 

discussed above, Dcgnbol (RX-0093) and Granstam (RX-0044) each disclose this limitation 

under all proposed cnnstructions of the term. 

Dr. Heppe tcstiJiccl that a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the alleged 

invention would have been motivated to combine the teachings of Fraccaroli with the teachings 

of Degnbol and/or Gran slam because each of these references teaches location sharing, location 

tracking, and location-based systems that operate on the same or similar wireless 

communications networks. RX-0462C: (lleppc DWS) Q/A 133. Thus. one of ordinary skill in 

the art al the time of the alleged invention would have found it obvious to combine their 

teachings with respect to providing loeation-basecl infcmnation. !d. 

Mr. Zatkovich disagrees with Dr. Heppe's opinion. See CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) 

Q/A 132 (slating that "neither Degnbol or Granstam discloses this limitation'' and that it would 

not have been obvious to combine because "Fraccaroli teaches away .ti'mn providing personal 
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ini(mnation in the event of a match"). Although Fraecaroli does describe one embodiment that 

provides anonymity to the user, there arc other embodiments that do not do so. See RX-0462C 

(Heppe DWS) Q/A 13 J. For example. Fraccaroli discloses the "prompt could also include ... 

information in the profile of the user of the other mobile station." RX-0042 (Fraccaroli) at col. 

10, Ins. 56-63. Fraccaroli firrthcr discloses that the ''prolile contains personal information such 

as age. race. marital status. gender. sexual orientation, religion, height, weight. color of eyes 

and/or hair, smoking habits, education, interests. etc.'' !d at col. I. Ins. 30-33). Therefore. 

Fracearoli does teach providing personal intormation in the event of a match. 

b. Claim 7- Granstam Alone or in Combination with Dcgubol 

Respondents adduced evidence to show that. in the event it is found that Granstam docs 

not disclose "a user sending status.'' it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in 

the art at the time of the alleged invention to combine the teachings ofGranstam with the 

teachings ofDegnbol to disclose this limitation. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 94. As 

discussed above, Dcgnbol (RX-0093) discloses this limitation under all proposed constructions. 

Dr. J-leppc testified that both Granstam and Degnbol usc cellular telephony wireless 

technology and both discuss wireless locating techniques, such as GPS. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 95. Dr. Heppe further testified that Granstam and Degnbol also contemplate similar 

methods for locating users of mobile devices. and lor transmitting data through a cellular 

network between users via a central unit. See id Dr. Heppe testified that. like Granstam, 

Degnbol (RX-0093) describes at column 19, lines 7- J 2 using a central unit to compare prolile 

data of nearby users to determine whether locating information should be transmitted to the 

users. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 95. 
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c. Claim 18 ·- f)cgnbol, Gnmstam, and/or Fraccaroli in 
Combination with Ludwig 

Respondents adduced evidence to show that, in the event it were touncl that DcgnboL 

Granstam, or Frnccaroli did not disclose the claim J 8 limitation "wherein the central unit 

trnnsmits additional information to at least one of the lirst and second mobile communications 

devices with the lo<:ating information," it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the 

art at the time of the alleged invention to combine the teachings of Dcgnbol, Granstmn. or 

Fraccaroli with the Ludwig reference to render claim 18 obvious. See Resps. Br. at 236-39. 

The Ludwig reference is PCT application PCT/EP1998/004343 (WO 1999/004582 A 1 ). 

and is titled "Location dependent www service in digital cellular communication networks." 

RX-0092 (Ludwig). Ludwig was filed on July 13, 1998. with a priority date of July 15, 1997. 

and was published internationally on January 28, 1999. Jd. Both of these dates are earlier than 

RHM's earliest claimed priority date, and Ludwig is thcrcJorc prior art to the '593 patent under 

at least 35 U.S.C. ~ 1 tl2(a). 

Respondents' expert Dr. Heppe testified that Ludwig discloses the additional limitation of 

claim 18 that provides "wherein the central unit transmits additional information to at least one 

of the first Hlld second mobile communications devices with the locating information.'' See 

RX-0462C (llcppe DWS) Q/A 70-75. Ludwig teaches providing location-based inionnation 

services, such as weather l<.1recasts, and traflic reports. See RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 73. 

For example, Ludwig discloses the use of mobile communications devices in communication 

with a remote server to obtain location-based services. RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 73: 

RX-0092 (Ludwig) at col. 8, Ins. 5-16. By connecting the server to the Internet, '·location 

specific web sites may offer weather forecast or route traftic information depending on the 
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geographic location ofthe mobile station," !d. Thus, Ludwig teaches methods hclpfhl tor 

providing "route infnrmation or infonnation of traflic jams'' !d; see also RX-0092 (Ludwig) at 

coL 21, Ins. 12-25). 

Dr. Heppe testified that it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art 

at the time of the alleged '593 invention to combine the teachings ofDcgnbol with the teachings 

of Ludwig. RX-0462(' (Heppe DWS) Q/A 74. Ludwig describes location monitoring as part of 

its teachings.ld. Thus, Ludwig and Dcgnbol both relate to location-based services, and Dcgnbol 

and Ludwig both employ similar mobile communications network technologies, such as VLR, 

llLR, MSC, and BSS, to implement such services. Id. In particular, both these references leach 

hO\V to provide a mobile device user with location-dependent information. !d. Ludwig, lor 

example, teaches providing location-based infi:nmation services, such as weather torccasts and 

trallic reports. Iii. Dr. Heppe testif1cd that. given that much of this intonnation would have been 

or interest to the mobile device users of Degnbol, it would have been obvious to a person having 

ordinary skill in the art to combine Degnbol with Ludwig. !d. 

Dr. Heppe testified that. like Degnbol, Ludwig uses mobile communications devices in 

communication with a remote server to obtain location-based services. RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/ A 74. For example, Ludwig discloses "lt]he mobile device is adapted to request a 

location dependent WWW service from the WWW server on the basis of location specil1c data." 

Id By connecting the server to the lntemct, "location specilic web sites may ofl'er weather 

forecast or route tranic information depending on the geographic location of the mobile station." 

I d. Degnbol similarly leaches "generating a message when the distance between the tlrsl and the 

second unit is within a predetermined range," and that this message may contain position 

inl(mnation of another user in the form or a map, graphics, image, etc. !d.; see also RX-0093 
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(Dcgnbol) at col. 4. Ins. 8-'J; col. 5, Ins. 17-18. Thus, according to Dr. Heppe, the delivery of 

additional inf(llmation, and the obtaining ofintormation over the lnierrKt, such as disclosed in 

Ludwig, were well known to those or skill in the m·t at the time of the alleged invention, and 

could have been added to Degnbo.l without undue experimentation and with predictable results. 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 75. Dr. Heppe testified that it would have been obvious to 

combine the teachings ofDegnbol with the teachings of Ludwig to provide additional 

information available from the Internet. ld. at Q/A 74. 

Dr. Heppe further tcstiJied that it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in 

the art at the time of the alleged '593 invention to combine the teachings ofFraccaroli with the 

tl'achings of Ludwig to meet the additional limitations of claim 18. See RX-0462C (Heppe 

DWS) Q/A 147. According to Dr. Heppe, both Fraccaroli and Ludwig describe location 

monitoring, both relate to location-based services and information. and both employ similar 

mobile communications network technologies. !d. at Q/ A 147. Ludwig, {()!'example, teaches 

providing location-based inl(mnation services, such as weather to recasts and traftie reports. Id 

Given that mobile device users would be interested in such inf[mnation. Dr. Heppe testilied that 

it would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art to combine Fraccaroli 

with Ludwig to provide routing, mapping, or other location-based information available from the 

Internet. !d. at Q/A 147. 

Dr. Heppe also tcstitled it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art 

at the time of the alleged invention to combine the teachings ofGranstam with the teachings of 

Ludwig tor similar reasons. See RX-0462(' (Heppe DWS) Q/ A 112. According to Dr. Heppe, 

both Granstam and Ludwig describe location monitoring, both relate to location-based services 

and information. and both employ similar mobile communications network technologies. !d. 
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Dr. Heppe testified that it therefore would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in 

the art to combine the teachings of Granstam with the teachings of Ludwig to provide routing. 

mapping, or other location-based information available fi·mn the Internet. !d. 

d. Sccomlat·y Considerations 

With respect to secondary considerations of nonobviousness, BHM argues the following: 

Bl-!M has achieved secondary indicia of nonobviousness, including 
commercial success due to its license \lith I ]. Respomknts as well 
have sold millions of mobile devices due to the claimed features which as 
stated herein are used on the order of "millions" of times per day. See 
CX-1400C.067-68 (Zatkovich RWS), at Q161. 

Compl. Br. at 525. 

BHM relics solely on the alleged commercial success achieved by devices manutactmed 

by Respondents and BHI'vl's licensee, I ], as secondary evidence of non-obviousness. See 

Com pl. Br. at 525. BHM's expert Mr. Zatkovich, however, has not iclenti11ed a nexus between 

any alleged commercial success and the spcci11c inventions claimed in the · 593 patent. Not only 

has it not been shown that the I ] products practice the '593 patent. but it has also not been 

shown that the commercial success of the I ] products is attributable to their incorporation or 

the accused software functionalitics. Absent such a showing. the evidence regarding commercial 

success deserves little weight. Further. to the extent that Mr. Zatkovich or BHM contends that 

!licensed products have been successful due to the technology purportedly claimed in the 

'593 patent, Mr. Zatkovich again did not identify a nexus between any [ I product that BHM 

contends has experienced success and the technology purportedly claimed in the '593 patent. 

,)'e~ id; CX-1400C (Zatkovich RWS) QIA 161. 

Accordingly, it is determined that the evidence of secondary considerations adduced by 

BHM would !Uil to overcome a finding that the asserted claims of the '593 patent arc obvious. 
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6. Indefiniteness 

Respondents contend that asserted claims 7 and 18 of the '593 patent arc invalid for 

indelinitencss under 35 U.S.C. § 112. Rcsps. Br. at 240-44. Specifically, Respondents argue 

that each of the asserted claims "attempts to improperly cover a system and a method for using 

that system within a single claim."' ld at 240. Jt is argued that "it would be unclear [to a person 

of ordinary skill in the art] whether infringement occurs when one creates a system that is 

capable of performing the method, or whether infringement occurs only when a user actually 

uses the system in the manner claimed.'' !d. at 240-41 (citing RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 

18). It is ftlrther argued that "each of these claims is amhig\Ious to one of ordinary skill in the art 

ami indelinite as a matter of law under section 112, paragraph 2." /d. at 241. 

Respondents argue that, even though BHM was on notice of their indetinitcncss claim. 

BHM did not brief this issue in its prehearing brief and thereby waived the issue. See Resps. Br. 

at 241 (citing Ground Rule 7.c.). Respondents therefore argue that "the 1\LJ should lind the 

asserted claims indellnitc under 35 U.S.C. 112(2) lor improperly attempting to cover a system 

and a method for using that system within a single claim." lei. 

Even though BHM may have waived its arguments regarding the validity of the asserted 

· 592 claims over section 112, paragraph 2, a linding of indellniteness nevertheless should not be 

made if the claims, '·viewed in light of the spec.ilication and prosecution history, inl(mn those 

skilled in the art about the scope of the invention with reasonable certainty'' Nautilus, inc. v. 

Biosig Instruments. inc ... _ U.S. __ , No. \3-369, at II (June 2, 2014). 

In support of its argument, Respondents offer the testimony of their expert Dr. Heppe: 

Q 18. Arc the asserted claims system claims? 
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A 18. The preamble of each asserted claim sets forth the alleged invention 
as a system, but the remainder of the language is ambiguous as to whether 
alleged invention is a system or a method. For example, the "central unit" 
limitations of claims I, 4, and 7 each contain clements that one of skill in 
the m1 would interpret as steps of a method. Therefore, one of ordinary 
skill in the art would not understand the scope of the claims. For example, 
it would be unclear whether in!l·ingement occurs when one creates a 
system that is capable of performing the method, or whether in!i·ingement 
occurs when a user actually uses the system in the manner claimed. 

RX-0462C (Heppe DWS) Q/A 18. 

Respondents did not provide additional evidence regarding whether or not a person of 

ordinary skill in the art would consider claim 7 of the '593 patent indefinite, and BHM did not 

otTer testimony or other evidence in rebuttal to Respondents' allegations. See Rcsps. Br. at 

24 l -44; Com pl. Br. at 219-24. Inasmuch the analysis of whether a claim is indefinite under 35 

U.S.C. ~I 12, ~ 2 requires a determination of what a person of ordinary skill in the art would 

think upon reading the claim language, it is determined that Respondents have not prevailed in 

their indcliniteness allegations. The record evidence docs not demonstrate. clearly and 

convincingly, that a person of ordinary skill in the art would consider claims 7 and 18 of the '593 

patent indefinite. 

VIII, Domestic Industry- Economic Prong 

A. Gt•ncr·al l'rinciples of Law 

A violation of section 337(a)( 1)(13), (C), (D), or (E) can be found "only if an industry in 

the United States. with respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, mask 

work. or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being established." 19 U.S.C. 

~ l337(a)(2). Section 33 7(a) fmihcr provides; 

(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States shall be 
considered to exist if there is in the United States, with respect to the 
articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, mask work, or 
design concerned-
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(A) significant investment in plant and equipment: 

(B) signilicant employment of labor or capital; or 

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineering, 
research and development. or licensing. 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3). 

These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires certain 

activities)83 and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the intellectual 

property being protected). Cenain Stringed Musicallns/ruments and Components 'l11ereoj; lnv. 

No. 337-TA-586, Comm'n Op. at J 3 (May J 6, 2008) ('"Strinxed Musical !nstmments"). The 

burden is on the complainant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the domestic 

industry requirement is satisl'icd. Certain Multimedia Di.1play ami Nm•igation Derices und 

,))•stems. Components 71Jereof,' and Products Containing Same, lnv. No. 337-TA-694. Comm'n 

Op. at 5 (July 22, 20 II) (''Navigation Devices"). 

With respect to the economic prong. and whether or not section 337(a)(J)(A) or (B) is 

satisl'icd. the Commission has held that "whether a complainant has established that its 

investment and/or employment activities arc signilicant with respect to the articles protected by 

the intellectual property right concerned is not evaluated according to any rigid mathematical 

~3 The Commission practice is usually to assess the facts relating to the economic prong at the 
time that the complaint was liled. See Certain Coaxial Cable Connectors and Componems 
Thereof'and Products Conlaining Same, lnv. No. 337-TA-560, Comm'n Op. at 39 n.l7 (Apr. 14, 
201 0) ('"We note that only activities that occurred before the filing of a complaint with the 
Commission are relevant to whether a domestic industry exists or is in the process of being 
established under sections 337(a)(2)-(3).") (citing Bally!Michmy Mj'g. Co. v. U.S. lnt '/Trade 
Comm'n. 714 F.2d 1 J 17, 1121 (Fed. Cir. 1983)). lnsomecases, however. the Commission will 
consider later developments in the alleged industry, such as ''when a significant and unusual 
development occurred arkr the complaint has been liled.'' See Certain Video Game s:vstems and 
Controilers.lnv. No. 337-TA-743, Comm'n Op., at 5-6 (Jan. 20. 2012) ("'[I]n appropriate 
situations based on the specilic facts and circumstances of an investigation, the Commission may 
consider activities and investments beyond the tiling of the complaint."). 
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Ji:mnula." Cerfuin Prinring om/Imaging Devices and Componenfs 771ereof; lnv. No. 

33 7-TA-690. Comm'n Op. at 27 (Feb. I 7, 2011) ("l'rinfing and Imaging Devices") (citing 

Cerfain Male Prophylacfic Devices, lnv. No. 337 TA-546, Comm'n Op. at 39 (Aug. l, 2007)). 

Rather, the Commission examines "the !'acts in each investigation, the article of commerce, and 

the realities oft he marketplace." !d. "The determination takes into account the nature of the 

investment and/or employment activities, 'the industry in question, and the complainant's 

relative size."' ld (citing ,','fringed Musical bls!mmenls at 26). 

With respect to section 337(a)(3)(C), whether an investment in domestic industry is 

''substantial'' is a lc\ct-depcndent inquiry Cor which the complainant bears the burden of proof. 

.'.'fringed Musical/nstrumems at 14. There is no minimum monetary expenditure that a 

complainant must demonstrate to qualify as a domestic industry under the "'substantial 

investment" requirement of this section. ld nt25. There is no need to deline or quantify an 

industry in absolute mathematical terms. !d. at 26. Rather. ''the requirement Jur showing the 

existence of a domestic industry will depend on the industry in question. and the complainant's 

relative size.'' !d. at 25-26. 

B. Economic Prong Analysis 

The record evidence demonstrates that Bl-IM ltrils to satisfy the economic prong of the 

domestic industry requirement for several reasons. First. BHM has !>riled to link or allocate the 

alleged domestic investments ofBHM's licensee [ ] to the products BHM idcntilied in its 

lclentilication of Models of Domestic Industry Products submitted on August 30, 2013 ("DI 

Products"). or to the software applications on the Dl Products84 Although the specific products 

s< Pursuant to Order No. 44, BllM may not rely on alleged domestic industry products that arc 
absent Ji·om the August 30ldcntilication. Bl-IM's motion to reconsider this Order was denied. 
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that BHM has sought to rely on to establish a domestic industry have changed several times 

throughout this investigation, the recited [ ] investments have remained the same because 

they are linked to broml product categories rather than to spccit1c products. While a precise 

accounting is not required to satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. 

BHM's recitation of the number of t:1cilitics and employees involved with product lines that 

include, but arc not limited to the Dl Products. does not form an adequate basis l(lr a 

determination that a domestic industry exists. Second, BHM has failed to establish that the cited 

I activities are of the sort deemed relevant to the economic prong analysis. Third. BI-JM's 

statement of [ [.investments includes investments made by [ J, which was not a 

licensed entity at the time of the investments. Inasmuch as Bl·JM failed to apporiion properly 

considered investments to the products BHM is permitted to rely on f(Jr domestic industry 

purposes, l3HM cannot prove that there has been a significant or substantial domestic investment 

in articles protected by each Asserted Patent and, accordingly, has failed to satisly the economic 

prong. 

1. Allocation of I J Domestic Activities 

To support its economic prong claims, BHM relics primarily on the testimony of I 

], a paralegal for I L a Senior Manager 

for [ ] (collectively, the'·[ I witnesses''), 

and of its CEO Hugh Svendsen. The testimony of [ ], and Mr. Svendsen did 

not, however, recite investments made by [ ] in specific models of I ] products. Rather, 

the [ 1 witnesses broadly provided investments J(w general product lines, including televisions, 

Accordingly. !31-JiVImay rely only on I. ] domestic investments in the Dl Products in 
attempting to establish the existence of a domestic industry. 
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tablets, Blu-ray players/recorders. and mobile phoncs,35 and Mr, Svendsen did not provide details 

regarding [ ] domestic investments. See. e.g., CX-1 069C (j ] DWS) Q/A 4, 13; CX-

1070C (I ) DWS), Q/A 14, CX-0013C (Svendsen DWS). BHM has not linked or 

apportioned the investments provided by the [ I witnesses to the Dl Products that BllM is 

permitted to rely on pursuant to Order No. 44. Therefore, the evidence regarding I J 

investments does not support a finding that the economic prong is satisJied 

a. Investments in Research and Development 

The I ] wi tncsses stated that both I ] invest in 

faeilities and labor allegedly rdating to research and development of I ]televisions, tablets, 

Blu-ray players/recorders. and mobile phones. See, e.g, CX-1 069C (I ] DWS) Q/A II. There 

is no testimony explaining what such ''research and development" activities entailed. Moreover, 

neither BliM nor the [ 1 witnesses broke down the cited investments as between the different 

product lines or allocated the cited investments to the Dl Products. 

1 provided the acreage and square footage of r ] headquarters in [ I· 

CX-1 069C (I ] DWS) Q/A 8. Similarly, [ ] stated that I ] has facilities in 

]. CX-1 070 (I ] DWS) Q/A 14. There is no evidence, however, of 

] and I J linancial investments in these ti1cilities and no evidence linking or allocating 

any speciJic portion or percentage of the ti1cilities to the Dl Products. Additionally, the f 

witnesses testitied that all of the products they addressed in their testimony are manufactured 

abroad. r ] TL 277; [ J '1' ' "9" . f. .:.. .:..-. 

'
5 While BIIM identified home theater systems as practicing certain of the asserted patents, 1 

], and Mr. Svendsen did not provide investment evidence or expenditure 
evidence relating to home theater systems. 
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I also discussed [ I employment of labor. CX-1 069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 

12-13. Although I ] recited the total number of people employed in the United States by 

1. for a majority of these employees there is no evidence of what their job duties entail or 

whether they perform any work related to the Dl Products. f I did testily that 

approximately [ ] engineers work ''among several [ ] business units which support various 

aspects of the technology incorporated in r ] televisions, tablets, Blu-ray players/recorders, 

and mobile phones, which practice the patents at issue." C:X-1 069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 13. 

Nevertheless. [ ] did not testify that each of these [ 1 engineers actually perform work 

on the Dl products or, if they do, what percentage of their lime had been spent working on the Dl 

Products. Moreover, [ j docs not elaborate on what products she believes ·'practice the 

patents at issue." There is no indication that she limited such products to the Dl Products that 

BHM is permitted to rely on under Order No. 44. particularly in light of the fact that Order No. 

44 issued on February I 4, 2014, afkr I J provided her direct witness statement. Inasmuch 

as the [ j witnesses did not provide testimony or evidence related to salaries, BHM cited to a 

third party website for salary infonnation."'' Sa CX- I 069C ([ I DWS); CX-1 070C ([ 

DWS); CX-0013C (Svendsen DWS) Q/A 72-73. BHM did not establish that this information 

was reliable or vcritiablc or that it rellects the aclllal salaries paid to the [ ] engineers. Thus, 

BHM failed to provide reliable evidence of [ ] monetary investment in the [ ] engineers, or 

nny investment in labor as it relates to the DI Products. 

] also stated that "[t]herc arc a number of business units that contain groups of 

employees supporting business related to televisions. tablets, Blu-ray plnycrs/recorders, nne! 

56 As indicated on the face of the evidence, the salaries listed on www.glassdoor.com are posted 
anonymously and there is no way to verify these salaries are indeed accurate. CX-0086 (website 
printout). 
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mobile phones.'' CX-1069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 15. No details, however, were provided 

regarding the fimctions and duties can-ied out by these groups (except for the [ 

] group), how these groups suppmtlhe DI Products, the number of 

employees in these groups who work with the Dl Products, or the general amount of time, or 

percentage of effort. the groups dedicate to the Dl Products. It cannot be assumed absent reliable 

evidentiary support that these groups arc fully dedicated to the Dl Products. For example, the 

group ''l r perfi.1rms functions related to the 1 ] laptops and 

desktops. which nrc not alleged to practice the Asserted Patents. 

Tbc data regarding employment of labor by I ] recited by the l I witnesses suJTcr 

Ji-om the same shortcomings. I J stated that approximately I ] employees have "some 

responsibilities related to research and development lor I ] tablets ([ ]) and 

]mobile phones.'' CX-1 069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 14. There is no evidence, however, of 

what these responsibilities are or what percentage of the r ] employees' time is dedicated to the 

Dl Products. Similarly, I 

facilities in I 

I stated that I J "has had engineers working at its 

J developing and supporting I 

Mobile telephones and tablets lor the United States market including. in particular, the [ 

] product line." CX-1 070C (! ] DWS) Q/A 14. [ J did not elaborate on what 

such development and support activities entail, nor did he identify how many engineers were 

involved in such activities as they relate to the Dl Products or how much of the engineers' time is 

spent working with respect to these products. Moreover, neither [ ] nor I 

limited their testimony to employment of!abor related to the speci1ic models of mobile phones 

and tablets that BHM is permitted to rely on for domestic industry purposes, which do no! 

include all devices within the [ ] product line. 
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As evident from the discussion above, BHM provided no basis on which to determine 

] actual investment in plants or employment or labor related to research and development 

or the Dl Products, or whether such investment and employment are significant or substantial. 

b. Investments in \Varranty, Scnice, and Repair 

The] ] witnesses also testified as to investments made by [ ] in facilities 

and labor allegedly relating to warranty, service. and repair of [ 1 televisions. tablets, l3\u-ray 

players/recorders, and mobile phones. See. e.g, CX-1069C: (I ] DWS) Q/A 11. For example, 

1 stated that r ] "provides a broad array of technical services f(Jr the repair and 

refurbishment of and atler-market customer support for" products covered by the Asserted 

Patents. C:X-1069C ([ I DWSl Q/A 11. However, [ I did not provide details regarding 

what these services are or how many people are responsible for providing them. Moreover, as 

with research and development. no attempt was made to link or apportion [ I investtnents 

related to warranty. service, and repair to the Dl Products. 

I stated that I ]. which has I I employees in the United 

States, is responsible for supporting the I ]. CX-1069C ([ 

DWS) Q/ A 16. According to [ ]. employees of the [ ] •·[a]mong other 

things ... train members of the [ ] to repair televisions. tablets, Blu-

ray players/recorders. and mobile phoncs."57 CX-1 069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 17. I I further 

stated that there me [ I full-time [ ] employees "who provide technical repair 

assistance to the [ ] conccming televisions, tablets. BlLHay 

Xl f ] tcstimony regarding the [ ] dOCS HOt t'StabJish the 
existence of a domestic industry. Neither BHM nor the [ ] witnesses provided testimony or 
evidence regarding the identity of these [ ], the functions they perform, the 
products they work on, or the investments they made in the Dl Products. 
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playcrslrccordcrs, and mobile phones."88 !d. There is no evidence regarding [ ] monetary 

investments in these employees. Moreover. it is clear 11-cnn [ ] testimony that these 

employees have responsibilities that arc unrelated to the OJ Products. Y ct, neither BHM nor the 

J witnesses allocl\ted the employees' time between the DI Products and Jll"oducts not alleged 

to practice the Asserted Patents or products that BHM is precluded from relying upon by Order 

No. 44. [ l investments in its I ] therefore are not a reliable indicator of 

whether I ] domestic investments in the Dl Products arc significant or substantial. 

] also testified regarding the I ], 

where the service and repair of tablets, Blu-ray players/recorders, and mobile phones is 

administered. C:X- J 069C ([ J DWS) Q/A J 8. I ] stated that there are 1 ] people in the 

"[ j group at the [ ] facility supporting the repair and refurbishment of" these products. !d. 

It is unclear whether these I ] people overlap with the [ ] people who work in the [ 

] group. 1v!orcover. neither BHM nor the [ ] witnesses provided information regarding 

the salaries lor these people or what percentage of their time. if any, is spent working on the Dl 

Products. As to the I ] facility itself: l 1 stated that the facility is 70,000 square feet. 

CX-l069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 18. There was no allocation of any specific portion or percentage 

of the [ I fiJcility to the Dl Products. While I ] provided the number of repairs and/or 

rci\Jrbishments completed daily for tablets, Blu-ray players/records, and mobile phones, she did 

not provide testimony that would enable a determination of the percentage of repairs and 

refurbishments performed on the Dl Products. See. e.g., CX-1 069C ([ I DWS)Q/A 18. 

HX These I J employees may be a subset of the l j employees re!crem:ed in the prcviDus 
sentence. inasmuch as they arc a part oft he I J. 
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] also discussed I 

parts to be used to complete repairs and refurbishments of [ 

j, which holds 

] tablets. Blu-rays/recordcrs, and 

mobile phones. CX-l069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 19. [ ] did not provide the size of the 

] or otherwise state what portion ofthe [ ] facility is made up of the [ ]. Moreover, 

] slated that some parts are purchased and used by I J third-party scrviccrs. !d. To 

the extent that the I 1 is used to sell parts to third parties, it is not clear that these investments 

should quality as investments in warranty, service and repair. 

J next testified regarding the r 

J. I ] tcstitiecl that I 1 employees of the [ I arc located in the 

United Stales, with I ] individuals employed as part of the [ j. CX-1069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 

I 9. There was no testimony or other evidence provided regarding the functions or duties carried 

out by the remaining [ I employees. Even with respect to the [ ] employees, I 

] did not provide any details about the actual work carried out by the individuals or the 

percentage ofthcir time that is dedicated to the Dl Products. [ J also discussed the I 

J, and stated that the I I "assists 

with operation of linished goods warehouses as well as product return centers'' CX- I 069(' 

([ ] DWS) Q/A 20. [ ] did not elaborate on what "assist[ing] with operation ol' 

tlnishcd goods warehouses'' ent:1ils or provide details regarding the percentage of employee time 

that is spent on the OJ Products. 

] also addressed the [ 1 and l 

]. CX-1069C (f ] DWS) Q/A 21. In particular, [ I testified as to 

the total number ol' employees in these organizations who handle telephone customer support. 

J ol'krs customer support for products not covered by the Asserted Patents, inasmuch as I 
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] testified that only roughly a quarter of the total "Q&As" within I ] customer support 

knowledgebasc relate to I ] televisions, tablets, and Blu-ray player/recorders. CX-1 069C 

(f ] DWS) Q/ A 21. There was no inf~xmation provided indicating the percentage of calls 

fielded by the [ ] or [ [.Customer Call Center that relate to the Dl Products, or to the 

product lines of which the Dl Products are a part. Further, 1 ] stated !hat service and 

repair related telephone calls fi·om customers regarding certain r J tablets and mobile phones 

arc managed by I ] and handled "outside of the U.S." CX-1069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 21. 

There is no indication of what management [ ] provides in the United States, the 

investments therein, or the employment of labor it entai Is. 

] also stated that service and support tor I I televisions, tablets, Blu-ray 

playerslrecordcrs, and mobile phones can be obtained at any of!he 1 I retail locations in the 

United States. CX-1 069C ([ 

locations, such as !heir size, [ 

] DWS) Q/A 23. [ ] provided no information on these 

] investment therein, the number of employees, or the 

importance of the Dl Products to such locations, which sell and support products unrelated to the 

D1 products. l ] also did not provide any data regarding the amount of repair and 

servicing fl.mctions that occur at such retai I locations as opposed to, for example, sales of [ ] 

products. 

c. Investments in Marketing 

] discussed [ I activities in the United States related to marketing of 

tclcvi5ions, tablets, Blu-ray players/recorders, and mobile phones. CX-1069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A 

24. I ] stated that approximately I ] employees work in the l 

J group, which conducted [ I events in the United States las! year. CX- J 069C ([ 

DWS) Q/A 24. I ] provided no additional information or understanding of what these 
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employees do. Moreover, [ I testified that the group is responsible for displaying 

products other than the DJ Products, but provided no data regarding the portion of I 

investment in marketing that can be allocated to the Dl Prodncts. C:X-1069C ([ 

24. 

JDWS) Q/A 

2. Investments Made by I 

] tcstiticd as to certain facts relating to I J, including where it was 

previously hcadquanercd, the adivities that took place there, and the number of people it 

employed. See, e.g., C:X-1070C ([ I DWS) Q/A l I. None of the [ 

investments recited by I J, however, is relevant to the economic prong analysis here. 

inasmuch as r I was not a party to the license agreement bdwecn Concert, [ ]. and 

1. CX-1386C (License Agreement); CX-0013C (Svendsen DWS) Q/A 50. Thus, prior to 

] acquisition by J ]. [ ] had no license to the Asserted Patents, no 

"articles protected by the [asserted] patents," and, therefore, no domestic investments in such 

articles. as required by the govcming statute. 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3): see also. e.g., Certain 

Electronic Imaging Devices. lnv. No. 337-TA-726, Order No. 18. 201 I WL 826919, at *7 (Feb. 

7 201 1) (busing a determination of whether the economic prong is satisfied on only those 

investments made by a licensee a tier the relevant license agreement was executed). The 111ct that 

] was ultimately acquired by [ .J does not retroactively make its previously 

investments applicable to the domestic industry analysis in this investigation. This is particularly 

true insofar as BIIM did not identify the early models of [ ] mobile devices as DJ Products. 

Further. I ] investments suller fi·om the same delicicncies as the [ I and [ 

investments discussed above. Specifically, BHM and the [ ] witnesses provided no dctai I 
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regarding the speci11c activities pcrt(mncd or investments made by [ 

made no attempt to allocate such investments to the Dl Products. 

Accordingly, the evidence regarding investments by [ 

linding that the economic prong is satislied. 

3. I Sales 

J and il.nthcr 

] do not support a 

] and [ I both tcstilied concerning [ ] product sales. CX-l 070C 

(I ] DWS)Q/A 17; CX-l069C ([ ] DWS) Q/A25-28. Evidcnceofproc!uct sales in the 

United States are not in and of themselves surticient to establish the economic prong of the 

domestic industry requirement. Moreover, the sales figures provided by the I ] witnesses arc 

not limited to the Dll'roducts and, therel(Jre, do not support a finding that the economic prong is 

satisfied. 

4. The Significance and Substantiality of 1 ] Investments 

As detailed in the sections above, BHtvl did not adduce evidence of the nature of I 

domestic investments and the extent to which these investments relate to the Dl Products, i !'at 

all. BHtvl provided general ligures relating to the size of several [ ] Jitcilitics and the number 

of employees at l ] and I ] who may have pcrtormcd work in connection with product 

lines that include, but arc not limited to, the Dl Products. A precise apportionment or accounting 

may not he necessary before finding that the economic prong of the domestic industry 

requirement is satisfied. Nevertheless, BI·IM neither allocated, nor provided a reliable method by 

which to allocate, these investments to the Dl Products. Without evidence of [ l relevant 

domestic investments in the Dl Products that BHtvl is permitted to rely on for domestic industry 

pw-poscs, there is no basis on which it can be determined whether or not such investments rise to 

the level of significance or substantiality required by 19 \J .S.C. § I 337(a)(3). 
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Moreover. a complainant cannot rely on unlicensed domestic activity. See Spring 

Assemh!ics and Components Thereof,· and Melhoc!.vfin· Their .Mwwli1clure, lnv. No. 337-TA-88, 

Comm'n Action and Order, US lTC Pub. No. J J 72, 0081 WL 667408, at *22 (Aug. 1981). BHM 

did not adduce evidence to compare the significance of unlicensed do111cstic activities related to 

the Dl Products with the licensed domestic activities. Yet, BHM relies in large part on the very 

same third-party applications it accuses ofinlfingement to establish a domestic industry. 

Specifically, BHM's domestic industry allegations rely on the Dl Products being used in 

conjunction with specific software applications, the majority of which are designed and 

distributed by third parties, and one of which no longer exists. BllM also relics on an unlicensed 

third party that made signilicant contributions to engineering and developing the [ ] phone, 

i.e., [ l See CX-l070C ([ ] DWS) Q/A J L Instead ofpnwiding a basis from 

which to compare the value added to the Dl Products by licensed domestic activity to the value 

added by unlicensed domestic activity, BHM mingled the unlicensed activities and the alleged 

domestic industry activities. 

Although section 337(a)(3)(C) may be satisfied through investments in the exploitation of 

articles protected by the asserted patents rather than exploitation of the patents themselves, if a 

complainant cannot show that its exploitation activities are related to features covered by the 

nssertecl patents, such investments will carry less weight in the domestic industry analysis. See, 

e.g. Cel'/ain Male Pruphylaclic Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-546, Comm'n Op., 2008 WL 

2952724, at *25 (May 2008). Bl-lM has not shown that [ ] investments arc related to 

features covered by the asserkd patents. these investments therefore carry little weight in the 

cconmnic prong analysis. 
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In addition, the relationship between [ ] and 13HM ltlVOrs giving little to no weight to 

[ ]licensed activities. [ 

]. See. e.g, CX-l386C: (License Agreement) at § 3(b). I 

],as 

well as any patents acquired by BJ-JM during the so-called "capture period.'' !d. at§ 2(a) and (b). 

Thus. with [ ] linancing, 131-IM may have acquired patents f(Jr the purpose of generating 

revenue. The Commission has previously !cJtmd that domestic activities directed to the 

generation of revenue wen: entitled to less weight than those that were directed towards 

production. Catai11 Navigation Devices and .~rstems. Comprments Thereof: ami Pmduc/s 

Containing Same.lnv. No. 337-TA-694. Comm'n Op. (Corrected Version). 2011 WL 3813121 

(.July 22. 2011) ("Although our statute requires us to consider all 'licensing' activities, we giv·e 

Pionccr·s revenue-driven licensing activities less vvcight.' 1
). 

For the reasons discussed above, BHM did not meet its burden of proving satisE>ction of 

the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement based on the domestic investments or 

its licensee l ], Bl-!M did not provide evidence demonstrating the amormt of[ 

investment that can properly be allocated to the Dl Products, the amount of [ ] investment 

that can properly be attributable to each individual asserted patent, or the signilicancc or 

substantiality of such investment. 

IX. Conclusions of Law 

I. The Commission has subject matter, personal, and in rem jurisdiction in this 

investigation. 
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2. The accused Samsung, LG, and Toshiba products have been imported into the 

United States. 

3. Samsung's accused products do not in!i·inge asserted claims I. 5, 23, 30, 34, 37, 

and 45 of U.S. Patent No. 8,214,873: asserted claims 9 and 14 ofU.S.Patent No. 8,045,952; 

assctied claims I, II. and 13 oflJ.S. Patent No. 8.050,652: or asserted claims 7 and 18 of U.S. 

Patent No. 6,618,593. 

4. LG's accused products do not infringe asserted claims I. 5, 23, 30. 34, 37. and 45 

of U.S. Patent No. 8.214,87.1; asserted claims 9 and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 8,045.952: asserted 

claims l. 11. and 13 of U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652; or asserted claims 7 and 18 of U.S. Patent No. 

6.618,593. 

5. Toshiba's accused products do not inti·ingc asserted claims I. 5, 23. 30. 34. 37. 

and 45 of U.S. Patent No. 8.214,873; asserted claims 9 and 14 ol'U.S. Patem No. 8.045,952: 

asserted claims l. 1 t, and 13 of U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652: or asserted claims 7 and t 8 of U.S. 

Patent No. 6.618.593. 

6. The domestic industry requirement has not been satisfied with respect to any 

asserted patent. 

7. It has been shown by clear and convincing evidence that the asserted claims of 

U.S. Patent No. 8,214,873 arc invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112, ,i 1. 

8. It has been shown by clear and convincing evidence that the asserted claims or 

U.S. Patent No. 6.618,593 are invalid in view of the prior art. 

9. It has not been shown by clear and convincing evidence that the asserted claims of 

U.S. Patent No. 8,045,952 or U.S, Patent No. 8,050,652 are invalid. 
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X. Initial Determination on Violation 

Accordingly, it is the initial determination of the undersigned that no violation of section 

337 (19 U.S.C. ~ 1337) has occuncd in the importation into the United States, the sale for 

importation, or the sale within the United States atlcr importation of certain microprocessors. 

components thereoJ~ and products containing same. with respect to asserted claims !, 5, 23, 30, 

34, 7,7. and 45 of U.S. Patent No. 8,214,873; asserted claims 9 and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 

8,045, 952; asserted claims I, II, and 13 of U.S. Patent No. 8,050,652; or asserted claims 7 and 

18 of U.S. Patent No. 6,618,593. 

Further. this initial determination, together with the record of the hearing in this 

investigation consisting of (I) the transcript of the hearing. with appropriate corrections as may 

hereafter be ordered. and (2) the exhibits received into evidence in this investigation, is hereby 

certified to the Commission. 

In accordance with 19 C.F.R. ~ 21 0.93(c), all material tound to be contidcntial by the 

undersigned under 19 C.F. R. § 21 0.5 is to be given in camera treatment. 

The Secretary shall serve a public version of this initial determination upon all parties of 

record and the confidential version upon counsel who arc signatories to the Protective Order, as 

amended. issued in this investigation. 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. s 2!0.42(h), this initial determination shall become the 

determination of the Commission unless a party Jiles a petition for rcyiew pursuant to 

§ 2!0.43(a) or the Commission, pursuant to s 210.44, orders on its own motion a review o1'1hc 

initial determination or certain issues herein. 
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XI. Order 

To expedite service ofthe public version, each party is hereby ordered to file with the 

Commission Secretary no later than July 21,2014, a copy of this initial determination with 

brackets to show any portion considered by the party (or its suppliers of information) to be 

confidential, accompanied by a list indicating each page on which such a bracket is to be found. 

At least one copy of such a filing shall be served upon the oftlce of the undersigned, and the 

brackets shall be marked in red. If a party (and its suppliers of information) considers nothing in 

the initial detennination to be confidential, and thus makes no request that any p01tion be 

redacted from the public version, then a statement to that effect shall be filed. 

David P. Shaw 
Administrative Law Judge 

Issued: July 7, 2014 
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